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**H.R. 2**
To amend title XXI of the Social Security Act to extend and improve the Children’s Health Insurance Program, and for other purposes.

*Children’s Health Insurance Program Reauthorization Act of 2009*

**H.R. 1**
Making supplemental appropriations for job preservation and creation, infrastructure investment, energy efficiency and science, assistance to the unemployed, and State and local fiscal stabilization, for fiscal year ending September 30, 2009, and for other purposes.

*American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009*

**H.R. 31**
To provide for the recognition of the Lumbee Tribe of North Carolina, and for other purposes.

*Lumbee Recognition Act*
Hearing requested by the Committee on Natural Resources.

June 2, 2009:
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 490.

**H.R. 146**
An act to designate certain land as components of the National Wilderness Preservation System, to authorize certain programs and activities in the Department of the Interior and the Department of Agriculture, and for other purposes.

*Omnibus Public Land Management Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
January 6, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Holt of New Jersey

**March 20, 2009:**
Hearing requested by the Committee on Natural Resources.

**March 24, 2009:**
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 280.

**H.R. 157**
To provide for the treatment of the District of Columbia as a Congressional district for purposes of representation in the House of Representatives, and for other purposes.

*District of Columbia House Voting Rights Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
January 6, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Norton of the District of Columbia

**March 2, 2009:**
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Judiciary. H. Rept. 111-22.

**March 2, 2009:**
Hearing requested by the Committee on the Judiciary.

**H.R. 324**
To establish the Santa Cruz Valley National Heritage Area, and for other purposes.

*Santa Cruz Valley National Heritage Area Act*

**Date Introduced:**
January 8, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Grijalva of Arizona

**September 21, 2009:**
Hearing requested by the Committee on Natural Resources.

**September 22, 2009:**
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 760.

**H.R. 384**
To reform the Troubled Assets Relief Program of the Secretary of the Treasury and ensure accountability under such Program.

*TARP Reform and Accountability Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
January 9, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Frank of Massachusetts

**January 12, 2009:**
Hearing requested by the Committee on Financial Services.

**January 13, 2009:**
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 53.

**January 14, 2009:**
Hearing held and rule granted. See H.Res. 62.

**H.R. 626**
To provide that 4 of the 12 weeks of parental leave made available to a Federal employee shall be paid leave, and for other purposes.

*Federal Employees Paid Parental Leave Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
January 22, 2009
Sponsor:
Ms. Maloney of New York

May 18, 2009:
Reported by the Committee on Oversight and Government. H. Rept. 111-116, Part I.

June 2, 2009:
Hearing requested by the Committee on Oversight and Government Reform.

June 3, 2009:
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 501.

H.R. 627
To amend the Truth in Lending Act to establish fair and transparent practices relating to the extension of credit under an open end consumer credit plan, and for other purposes.

Credit Cardholders’ Bill of Rights Act of 2009

Date Introduced:
January 22, 2009
Sponsor:
Ms. Maloney of New York

April 27, 2009:
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Financial Services. H. Rept. 111-88.

April 27, 2009:
Hearing requested by the Committee on Financial Services.

April 29, 2009:
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 379.

May 19, 2009:
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 456.

H.R. 847
To amend the Public Health Service Act to extend and improve protections and services to individuals directly impacted by the terrorist attack in New York City on September 11, 2001, and for other purposes.

James Zadroga 9/11 Health and Compensation Act of 2009

Date Introduced:
February 4, 2009
Sponsor:
Ms. Maloney of New York

July 22, 2010
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Energy and Commerce. H. Rept. 111-560, Part I.

July 22, 2010
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Judiciary. H. Rept. 111-560, Part II.

September 29, 2010
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1674.

H.R. 915
To amend title 49, United States Code, to authorize appropriations for the Federal Aviation Administration for fiscal years 2010 through 2012, to improve aviation safety and capacity, to provide stable funding for the national aviation system, and for other purposes.

FAA Reauthorization Act of 2009

Date Introduced:
February 9, 2009
Sponsor:
Mr. Oberstar of Minnesota

May 18, 2009:
Hearing requested by the Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure.

May 19, 2009:
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Transportation. H. Rept. 111-119, Part I.

May 20, 2009:
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 464.

May 21, 2009:
Report filed by the Committee on Transportation. H. Rept. 111-119, Part II.
**H.R. 965**
To amend the Chesapeake Bay Initiative Act of 1998 to provide for the continuing authorization of the Chesapeake Bay Gateways and Watertrails Network.

*Chesapeake Bay Gateways and Watertrails Network Continuing Authorization Act*

**Date Introduced:**
February 10, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Sarbanes of Maryland

**September 4, 2009:**
Hearing requested by the Committee on Natural Resources.

**September 9, 2009:**
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 726.

**H.R. 1018**
To amend the Wild Free-Roaming Horses and Burros Act to improve the management and long-term health of wild free-roaming horses and burros, and for other purposes.

*Restore Our American Mustangs Act*

**Date Introduced:**
February 12, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Rahall of West Virginia

**June 23, 2009:**
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Natural Resources. H. Rept. 111-177.

**July 16, 2009:**
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 653.

**H.R. 1065**
To resolve water rights claims of the White Mountain Apache Tribe in the State of Arizona, and for other purposes.

*White Mountain Apache Tribe Water Rights Quantification Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
February 13, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Kirkpatrick of Arizona

**January 12, 2010:**
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Natural Resources. H. Rept. 111-391.

**January 14, 2010:**
Hearing requested by the Committee on Natural Resources.

**January 19, 2010:**
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1017.

**H.R. 1105**
Making omnibus appropriations for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2009, and for other purposes.

*Omnibus Appropriations Act, 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
February 23, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Obey of Wisconsin

**February 23, 2009:**
Hearing requested by the Committee on Appropriations.

**February 24, 2009:**
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 184.

**H.R. 1106**
To prevent mortgage foreclosures and enhance mortgage credit availability.

*Helping Families Save Their Homes Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
February 23, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Conyers of Michigan

**February 23, 2009:**
Hearing requested by the Committee on Financial Services.
February 24, 2009:
Hearing requested by the Committee on the Judiciary.

February 25, 2009:
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 190.

March 4, 2009:
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 205.

H.R. 1145
To implement a National Water Research and Development Initiative, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced: February 24, 2009
Sponsor: Mr. Gordon of Tennessee

April 19, 2009
Hearing requested by the Committee on Science and Technology.

April 21, 2009:
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Science and Technology. H. Rept. 111-76.

April 22, 2009
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 352.

H.R. 1256
To protect the public health by providing the Food and Drug Administration with certain authority to regulate tobacco products.

Date Introduced: March 3, 2009
Sponsor: Mr. Waxman of California

March 26, 2009:
Reported by the Committee on Energy and Commerce. H. Rept. 111-58, Part I.

March 26, 2009:
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Oversight and Government Reform. H. Rept. 111-58, Part II.

March 31, 2009:
Hearing requested by the Committee on Energy and Commerce.

March 31, 2009:
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 307.

June 11, 2009:
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 532.

H.R. 1262
To amend the Federal Water Pollution Control Act to authorize appropriations for State water pollution control revolving funds, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced: March 3, 2009
Sponsor: Mr. Oberstar of Minnesota

March 9, 2009:
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Transportation. H. Rept. 111-26.

March 9, 2009:
Hearing requested by the Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure.

March 11, 2009:
Hearing Held and rule granted. See H. Res. 235.

H.R. 1264
To amend the National Flood Insurance Act of 1968 to provide for the national flood insurance program to make available multiperil coverage for damage resulting from windstorms or floods, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced: March 3, 2009
Sponsor: Mr. Waxman of California

March 26, 2009:
Reported by the Committee on Energy and Commerce. H. Rept. 111-58, Part I.

Multiple Peril Insurance Act of 2009
Date Introduced:  
March 3, 2009

Sponsor:  
Mr. Taylor of Mississippi

July 19, 2010:  
Reported by the Committee on Financial Services. H. Rept. 111-551.

July 19, 2010:  
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1549.

H.R. 1385
To extend Federal recognition to the Chickahominy Indian Tribe, the Chickahominy Indian Tribe-Eastern Division, the Upper Mattaponi Tribe, the Rappahannock Tribe, Inc., the Monacan Indian Nation, and the Nansemond Indian Tribe.

Thomasina E. Jordan Indian Tribes of Virginia Federal Recognition Act of 2009

Date Introduced:  
March 9, 2009

Sponsor:  
Mr. Moran of Virginia

May 12, 2009:  
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Natural Resources. H. Rept. 111-104.

June 1, 2009:  
Hearing requested by the Committee on Natural Resources.

June 2, 2009:  
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 490.

H.R. 1388
To reauthorize and reform the national service laws.

Generations Invigorating Volunteerism and Education Act  
GIVE Act

Date Introduced:  
March 9, 2009

Sponsor:  
Mrs. McCarthy of New York

March 16, 2009:  
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Education and Labor. H. Rept. 111-37.

March 16, 2009:  
Hearing requested by the Committee on Education and Labor.

March 17, 2009:  
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 250.

March 30, 2009:  
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 296.

**H.R. 1404
An act to modernize the air traffic control system, improve the safety, reliability, and availability of transportation by air in the United States, provide for modernization of the air traffic control system, reauthorize the Federal Aviation Administration, and for other purposes.

FAA Air Transportation Modernization and Safety Improvement Act

Date Introduced:  
March 10, 2009

Sponsor:  
Mr. Rahall of West Virginia

March 20, 2009:  
Hearing requested by the Committee on Natural Resources.

March 24, 2009:  
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 281.

**H.R. 1586
An act to modernize the air traffic control system, improve the safety, reliability, and availability of transportation by air in the United States, provide for modernization of the air traffic control system, reauthorize the Federal Aviation Administration, and for other purposes.

FAA Air Transportation Modernization and Safety Improvement Act
Date Introduced:
March 18, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Rangel of New York

March 24, 2010:
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1212.

August 9, 2010:
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1606.

**H.R. 1612**
To amend the Public Lands Corps Act of 1993 to expand the authorization of the Secretaries of Agriculture, Commerce, and the Interior to provide service-learning opportunities on public lands, help restore the nation’s natural, cultural, historic, archaeological, recreational, and scenic resources, train a new generation of public land managers and enthusiasts, and promote the value of public service.

*Public Lands Service Corps Act of 2009*

Date Introduced:
March 19, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Grijalva of Arizona

October 23, 2009:
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Natural Resources. H. Rept. 111-312, Part I.

March 18, 2010:
Hearing requested by the Committee on Natural Resources.

March 18, 2010:
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1192.

**H.R. 1664**
To improve teleworking in executive agencies by developing a telework program that allows employees to telework at least 20 percent of the hours worked in every 2 administrative workweeks, and for other purposes.

*Telework Improvements Act of 2010*

Date Introduced:
March 23, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Grayson of Florida

March 30, 2009:
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Financial Services. H. Rept. 111-64.

March 30, 2009:
Hearing requested by the Committee on Financial Services.

March 31, 2009:
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 306.

**H.R. 1722**
To amend the Truth in Lending Act to reform consumer mortgage practices and provide accountability for such practices, to provide certain minimum standards for consumer mortgage loans, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
March 25, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Sarbanes of Maryland

May 4, 2010:
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Oversight and Government Reform. H. Rept. 111-474.

July 13, 2010:
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1509.

November 17, 2010:
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1721.

**H.R. 1728**
To amend the Truth in Lending Act to reform consumer mortgage practices and provide accountability for such practices, to provide certain minimum standards for consumer mortgage loans, and for other purposes.
**Mortgage Reform and Anti-Predatory Lending Act**

**Date Introduced:**
March 26, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Miller of North Carolina

**May 4, 2009:**
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Financial Services. H. Rept. 111-94.

**May 4, 2009:**
Hearing requested by the committee on Financial Services.

**May 5, 2009:**
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 400.

**May 6, 2009:**
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 406.

**H.R. 1886**
To authorize democratic, economic, and social development assistance for Pakistan, to authorize security assistance for Pakistan, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
April 2, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Berman of California

**May 22, 2009:**
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Foreign Affairs. H. Rept. 111-129, Part I.

**June 8, 2009:**
Hearing requested by the Committee on Foreign Affairs.

**June 9, 2009:**
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 522.

**H.R. 2142**
To require quarterly performance assessments of Government programs for purposes of assessing agency performance and improvement, and to establish agency performance improvement officers and the Performance Improvement Council.

**Date Introduced:**
April 28, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Cuellar of Texas

**June 14, 2010:**
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Oversight and Government Reform. H. Rept. 111-504.

**December 21, 2010:**
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1781.

**H.R. 2187**
To direct the Secretary of Education to make grants to State educational agencies for the mod-
ernization, renovation, or repair of public school facilities, and for other purposes.

21st Century Green High-Performing Public School Facilities Act

Date Introduced:
April 30, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Chandler of Kentucky

May 11, 2009:
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Education and Labor, H. Rept. 111-100.

May 11, 2009
Hearing requested by the Committee on Education and Labor.

May 12, 2009:
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 427.

H.R. 2200
To authorize the Transportation Security Administration's programs relating to the provision of transportation security, and for other purposes.

Transportation Security Administration Authorization Act

Date Introduced:
April 30, 2009

Sponsor:
Ms. Jackson-Lee of Texas

May 19, 2009:
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Homeland Security, H. Rept. 111-123.

May 22, 2009:
Hearing requested by the Committee on Natural Resources.

February 18, 2010:
Hearing requested by the Committee on Natural Resources. H. Rept. 111-412.

February 22, 2010:
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1083.

**H.R. 2346
Making supplemental appropriations for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2009, and for other purposes.

Supplemental Appropriations Act, 2009

Date Introduced:
May 12, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Obey of Wisconsin

May 12, 2009:
Hearing requested by the Committee on Appropriations.

May 13, 2009:
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 434.

H.R. 2352
To amend the Small Business Act, and for other purposes.

Job Creation Through Entrepreneurship Act of 2009

Date Introduced:
May 12, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Shuler of North Carolina

May 15, 2009:
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Small Business. H. Rept. 111-112.

May 18, 2009:
Hearing requested by the Committee on Small Business.

May 19, 2009:
Hearing held and Rule granted. See H. Res. 457.

H.R. 2378
To amend title VII of the Tariff Act of 1930 to clarify that countervailing duties may be imposed to address subsidies relating to a fundamentally undervalued currency of any foreign country.

Currency Reform for Fair Trade Act

Date Introduced:
May 13, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Ryan of Ohio

September 28, 2010
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Ways and Means. H. Rept. 111-646.

September 29, 2010
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1674.

H.R. 2410
To authorize appropriations for the Department of State and the Peace Corps for fiscal years 2010 and 2011, to modernize the Foreign Service, and for other purposes.

Foreign Relations Authorization Act, Fiscal Years 2010 and 2011

Date Introduced:
May 14, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Berman of California

June 5, 2009:
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Foreign Affairs. H. Rept. 111-136.

June 8, 2009:
Hearing Requested by the Committee on Foreign Affairs.

June 9, 2009:
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 522.

H.R. 2442
To amend the Reclamation Wastewater and Groundwater Study and Facilities Act to expand the Bay Area Regional Water Recycling Program, and for other purposes.

Bay Area Regional Water Recycling Program Expansion Act of 2009

Date Introduced:
May 14, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Miller of California

September 29, 2009:
Reported by the Committee on Natural Resources. H. Rept. 111-268.

October 2, 2009:
Hearing requested by the Committee on Natural Resources.

October 14, 2009:
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 830.

H.R. 2454
To create clean energy jobs, achieve energy independence, reduce global warming pollution and transition to a clean energy economy.

American Clean Energy and Security Act of 2009

Date Introduced:
May 15, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Waxman of California

June 4, 2009:
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Energy and Commerce. H. Rept. 111-136.
June 24, 2009:
Hearing requested by the Committee on Energy and Commerce.

June 25, 2009 (Legislative Day) June 26, 2009 (Calendar Day):
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 587.

**H.R. 2499**
To provide for a federally sanctioned self-determination process for the people of Puerto Rico.

*Puerto Rico Democracy Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
May 19, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Pierluisi of Puerto Rico

October 8, 2009:
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Natural Resources. H. Rept. 111-294.

April 22, 2010:
Hearing requested by the Committee on Natural Resources.

April 28, 2010:
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1305.

**H.R. 2647**
To authorize appropriations for fiscal year 2010 for military activities of the Department of Defense, to prescribe military personnel strengths for fiscal year 2010, and for other purposes.

*National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
June 2, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Skelton of Missouri

June 18, 2009:
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Armed Services. H. Rept. 111-166.

June 22, 2009:
Hearing requested by the Committee on Armed Services.

June 23, 2009:
Supplemental report filed by the Committee on Armed Services. H. Rept. 111-166, Part II.

June 23, 2009:
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 572.

**H.R. 2701**
To authorize appropriations for fiscal year 2010 for intelligence and intelligence-related activities of the United States Government, the Community Management Account, and the Central Intelligence Agency Retirement and Disability System, and for other purposes.

*Intelligence Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
June 4, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Reyes of Texas

June 26, 2009:
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Intelligence (Permanent). H. Rept. 111-186.

July 6, 2009:
Hearing requested by the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence.

July 8, 2009:
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 618.

February 23, 2010:
Hearing requested by the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence.

February 24, 2010:
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1105.

February 25, 2010:
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1113.

September 29, 2010:
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1674.
**H.R. 2749**
To amend the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act to improve the safety of food in the global market, and for other purposes.

*Food Safety Enhancement Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
June 8, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Dingell of Michigan

**July 29, 2009:**
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Energy and Commerce. H. Rept. 111-234.

**July 29, 2009:**
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 691.

**H.R. 2751**
An act to amend the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act with respect to the safety of the food supply.

*FDA Food Safety Modernization Act*

**Date Introduced:**
June 8, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Sutton of Ohio

**December 21, 2010:**
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1781.

**H.R. 2781**
To amend the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act to designate segments of the Molalla River in Oregon, as components of the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
June 9, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Schrader of Oregon

**November 16, 2009:**
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Natural Resources, H. Rept. 111-336.

**November 16, 2009:**
Hearing requested by the Committee on Natural Resources.

**November 17, 2009:**
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 908.

**H.R. 2847**
Making appropriations for the Departments of Commerce and Justice, and Science, and Related Agencies for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2010, and for other purposes.

*Commerce, Justice, Science, and Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
June 12, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Mollohan of West Virginia

**June 12, 2009:**
Reported as an original measure by the Committee on Appropriations. H. Rept. 111-149.

**June 12, 2009:**
Hearing requested by the Committee on Appropriations.

**June 15, 2009:**
Hearing held and Rule granted. See H. Res. 544.

**June 16, 2009 (Legislative Day) June 17, 2009 (Calendar Day):**
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 552.

**December 16, 2009:**
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 976.

**March 4, 2010:**
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1137.
To amend the Homeland Security Act of 2002 to enhance security and protect against acts of terrorism against chemical facilities, to amend the Safe Drinking Water Act to enhance the security of public water systems, and to amend the Federal Water Pollution Control Act to enhance the security of wastewater treatment works, and for other purposes.

Continuing Chemical Facilities Antiterrorism Security Act of 2010

Date Introduced:  
June 15, 2009

Sponsor:  
Mr. Thompson of Mississippi

July 13, 2009:  
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Homeland Security. H. Rept. 111-205, Part I.

October 23, 2009:  
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Energy and Commerce. H. Rept. 111-205, Part II.

November 3, 2009:  
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 885.

H.R. 2892
Making appropriations for the Department of Homeland Security for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2010, and for other purposes.

Department of Homeland Security Appropriations Act, 2010

Date Introduced:  
June 16, 2009

Sponsor:  
Mr. Price of North Carolina

June 16, 2009:  
Reported as an original measure by the Committee on Appropriations. H. Rept. 111-157.

June 17, 2009:  
Hearing requested by the Committee on House Appropriations.

June 18, 2009:  
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 559.

**H.R. 2920**
To reinstitute and update the Pay-As-You-Go requirement of budget neutrality on new tax and mandatory spending legislation, enforced by the threat of annual, automatic sequestration.

Statutory Pay-As-You-Go Act of 2009

Date Introduced:  
June 17, 2009

Sponsor:  
Mr. Hoyer of Maryland

July 21, 2009:  
Hearing held and rule granted. H. Res. 665.

H.R. 2965
To amend the Small Business Act with respect to the Small Business Innovation Research Program and the Small Business Technology Transfer Program, and for other purposes.

Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell Repeal Act of 2010

...
Date Introduced: 
June 19, 2009

Sponsor: 
Mr. Altmire of Pennsylvania

June 26, 2009: 
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Small Business. H. Rept. 111-190, Part I.

July 7, 2009: 
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Science and Technology. H. Rept. 111-190, Part II.

July 7, 2009: 
Hearing requested by the Committee on Small Business.

July 7, 2009: 
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 610.

December 15, 2010: 
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1764.

H.R. 2996 
Making appropriations for the Department of the Interior, environment, and related agencies for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2010, and for other purposes.

Department of the Interior, Environment, and Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 2010

Date Introduced: 
June 23, 2009

Sponsor: 
Mr. Dicks of Washington

June 22, 2009: 
Hearing requested by the Committee on Appropriations.

June 23, 2009: 
Reported as an original measure by the Committee on Appropriations. H. Rept. 111-180.

July 7, 2009: 
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1764.

H.R. 2997 
Making appropriations for Agriculture, Rural Development, Food and Drug Administration, and Related Agencies programs for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2010, and for other purposes.

Agriculture, Rural Development, Food and Drug Administration, and Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 2010

Date Introduced: 
June 23, 2009

Sponsor: 
Ms. DeLauro of Connecticut

June 23, 2009: 
Reported as an original measure by the Committee on Appropriations. H. Rept. 111-180.

July 7, 2009: 
Hearing requested by the Committee on Appropriations.

July 7, 2009: 
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1764.

H.R. 3081 
Making appropriations for the Department of State, foreign operations, and related programs for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2010, and for other purposes.

Full-Year Continuing Appropriations Act, 2011

Date Introduced: 
June 26, 2009

Sponsor: 
Ms. Lowey of New York

June 26, 2009: 
Reported as an original measure by the Committee on Appropriations. H. Rept. 111-180.

July 8, 2009: 
Hearing requested by the Committee on Appropriations.

July 8, 2009: 
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 617.
September 29, 2010:
   Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1682.

H.R. 3082
Making appropriations for military construction, the Department of Veterans Affairs, and related agencies for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2010, and for other purposes.

   Military Construction and Veterans Affairs Appropriations Act, 2010

Date Introduced:
   June 26, 2009

Sponsor:
   Mr. Edwards of Texas

June 26, 2009:
   Reported as an original measure by the Committee on Appropriations. H. Rept. 111-188.

July 9, 2009:
   Hearing requested by the Committee on Appropriations.

July 9, 2009:
   Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 622.

December 8, 2010:
   Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1755.

December 21, 2010:
   Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1782.

H.R. 3170
Making appropriations for financial services and general government for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2010, and for other purposes.

   Financial Services and General Government Appropriations Act, 2010

Date Introduced:
   July 10, 2009

Sponsor:
   Mr. Serrano of New York

July 10, 2009:
   Reported as an original measure by the Committee on Appropriations. H. Rept. 111-202.

July 13, 2009:
   Hearing requested by the Committee on Appropriations.

July 14, 2009:
   Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 644.

H.R. 3183
Making appropriations for energy and water development and related agencies for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2010, and for other purposes.

   Energy and Water Development and Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 2010

Date Introduced:
   July 13, 2009

Sponsor:
   Mr. Pastor of Arizona

July 13, 2009:
   Reported as an original measure by the Committee on Appropriations. H. Rept. 111-203.

July 13, 2009:
   Hearing requested by the Committee on Appropriations.

July 14, 2009:
   Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 645.

H.R. 3221
To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965, and for other purposes.

   Student Aid and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 2009

Date Introduced:
   July 15, 2009

Sponsor:
   Mr. Miller of California

July 27, 2009:
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Education and Labor. H. Rept. 111-232.

**September 14, 2009:**
Hearing requested by the Committee on Education and Labor.

**September 15, 2009:**
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 746.

**H.R. 3246**
To provide for a program of research, development, demonstration and commercial application in vehicle technologies at the Department of Energy.

*Advanced Vehicle Technology Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
July 17, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Peters of Michigan

**September 11, 2009:**
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Science and Technology. H. Rept. 111-254.

**September 15, 2009:**
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 745.

**H.R. 3254**
To approve the Taos Pueblo Indian Water Rights Settlement Agreement, and for other purposes.

*Taos Pueblo Indian Water Rights Settlement Act*

**Date Introduced:**
July 17, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Lujan of New Mexico

**January 12, 2010:**
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Natural Resources. H. Rept. 111-395.

**January 14, 2010:**
Hearing requested by the Committee on Natural Resources.

**January 19, 2010:**
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1017.

**H.R. 3269**
To amend the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 to provide shareholders with an advisory vote on executive compensation and to prevent perverse incentives in the compensation practices of financial institutions.

*Corporate and Financial Institution Compensation Fairness Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
July 21, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Frank of Massachusetts

**July 30, 2009:**
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Financial Services. H. Rept. 111-236.

**July 30, 2009:**
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 697.

**H.R. 3288**
Making appropriations for the Departments of Transportation, and Housing and Urban Development, and related agencies for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2010, and for other purposes.

*Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
July 22, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Olver of Massachusetts

**July 21, 2009:**
Hearing requested by the Committee on Appropriations.

**July 22, 2009:**
Reported as an original measure by the Committee on Appropriations, H. Rept. 111-218.
H.R. 3293
Making appropriations for the Departments of Labor, Health and Human Services, and Education, and related agencies for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2010, and for other purposes.

_H.R. 3293_  
_Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, that__  

_Department of Education Appropriations Act, 2010_

**Date Introduced:**  
July 22, 2009

**Sponsor:**  
Mr. Obey of Wisconsin

**July 22, 2009:**  
Reported as an original measure by the Committee on Appropriations, H. Rept. 111-220.

**July 23, 2009:**  
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 669.

---

H.R. 3326
Making appropriations for the Department of Defense for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2010, and for other purposes.

_Department of Defense Appropriations Act, 2010_

**Date Introduced:**  
July 24, 2009

**Sponsor:**  
Mr. Murtha of Pennsylvania

**July 24, 2009:**  
Reported as an original measure by the Committee on Appropriations, H. Rept. 111-230.

**July 27, 2009:**  
Hearing requested by the Committee on Appropriations.

**July 28, 2009:**  
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 685.

---

December 16, 2009:  
Hearing held and Rule granted. See H. Res. 976.

**H.R. 3342**  
To authorize the Secretary of the Interior, acting through the Commissioner of Reclamation, to develop water infrastructure in the Rio Grande Basin, and to approve the settlement of the water rights claims of the Pueblos of Nambe, Pojoaque, San Ildefonso, and Tesuque.

_Aamodt Litigation Settlement Act_

**Date Introduced:**  
July 24, 2009

**Sponsor:**  
Mr. Lujan of New Mexico

**January 12, 2010:**  
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Natural Resources. H. Rept. 111-390.

**January 14, 2010:**  
Hearing requested by the Committee on Natural Resources.

**January 19, 2010:**  
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1017.

---

**H.R. 3534**  
To provide greater efficiencies, transparency, returns, and accountability in the administration of Federal mineral and energy resources by consolidating administration of various Federal energy minerals management and leasing programs into one entity to be known as the Office of Federal Energy and Minerals Leasing of the Department of the Interior, and for other purposes.

_Consolidated Land, Energy, and Aquatic Resources Act of 2009_

**Date Introduced:**  
September 8, 2009

**Sponsor:**  
Mr. Rahall of West Virginia
July 28, 2010:  
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Natural Resources, H. Rept. 111-575, Part I.

July 30, 2010:  
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1574.

July 30, 2010:  
Supplemental report filed by the Committee on Natural Resources, H. Rept. 111-575, Part II.

H.R. 3585  
To guide and provide for United States research, development, and demonstration of solar energy technologies, and for other purposes.

Solar Technology Roadmap Act

Date Introduced:  
September 16, 2009

Sponsor:  
Ms. Giffords of Arizona

October 15, 2009:  
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Science and Technology, H. Rept. 111-302.

October 15, 2009:  
Hearing requested by the Committee on Science and Technology.

October 20, 2009:  
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 846.

**H.R. 3590**  
An act entitled The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.

Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act

Date Introduced:  
September 17, 2009

Sponsor:  
Mr. Rangel of New York

March 20, 2010 (Legislative Day) March 21, 2010 (Calendar Day):

Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1203.

H.R. 3619  
To authorize appropriations for the Coast Guard for fiscal year 2010, and for other purposes.

Coast Guard Authorization Act of 2010

Date Introduced:  
September 22, 2009

Sponsor:  
Mr. Oberstar of Minnesota

October 16, 2009:  
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Transportation, H. Rept. 111-303, Part I.

October 16, 2009:  
Hearing requested by the Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure.

October 21, 2009:  
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 853.

H.R. 3639  
To amend the Credit Card Accountability Responsibility and Disclosure Act of 2009 to establish an earlier effective date for various consumer protections, and for other purposes.

Expedited CARD Reform for Consumers Act of 2009

Date Introduced:  
September 24, 2009

Sponsor:  
Ms. Maloney of New York

October 26, 2009:  
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Financial Services, H. Rept. 111-314.

November 2, 2009:  
Hearing requested by the Committee on Financial Services.

November 3, 2009:  
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 884.
H.R. 3644
To direct the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration to establish education and watershed programs which advance environmental literacy, including preparedness and adaptability for the likely impacts of climate change in coastal watershed regions.

Ocean, Coastal, and Watershed Education Act

Date Introduced: September 24, 2009

Sponsor: Ms. Capps of California

January 12, 2010: Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Natural Resources. H. Rept. 111-392.

March 18, 2010: Hearing requested by the Committee on Natural Resources.

March 18, 2010: Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1192.

H.R. 3650
To establish a National Harmful Algal Bloom and Hypoxia Program, to develop and coordinate a comprehensive and integrated strategy to address harmful algal blooms and hypoxia, and to provide for the development and implementation of comprehensive regional action plans to reduce harmful algal blooms and hypoxia.

Harmful Algal Blooms and Hypoxia Research and Control Amendments Act of 2009

Date Introduced: September 25, 2009

Sponsor: Mr. Baird of Washington

January 13, 2010: Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Science and Technology. H. Rept. 111-396, Part I.

March 11, 2010: Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1168

H.R. 3726
To establish the Castle Nugent National Historic Site at St. Croix, United States Virgin Islands, and for other purposes.

Castle Nugent National Historic Site Establishment Act of 2009

Date Introduced: October 6, 2009

Sponsor: Ms. Christensen of the Virgin Islands

January 12, 2010: Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Natural Resources. H. Rept. 111-393.

January 25, 2010: Hearing requested by the Committee on Natural Resources.

January 26, 2010: Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1038.

H.R. 3791
To amend sections 33 and 34 of the Federal Fire Prevention and Control Act of 1974, and for other purposes.

Fire Grants Reauthorization Act of 2009

Date Introduced: October 13, 2009

Sponsor: Mr. Mitchell of Arizona

November 7, 2009: Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Science and Technology, H. Rept. 111-133, Part I.

November 17, 2009: Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 909.

H.R. 3854
To amend the Small Business Act and the Small Business Investment Act of 1958 to improve programs providing access to capital under such Acts, and for other purposes.

Small Business Financing and Investment Act of 2009

Date Introduced: October 20, 2009

Sponsor: Mr. Schrader of Oregon

October 26, 2009: Reported by the Committee on Small Business, H. Rept. 111-315.

October 27, 2009: Hearing requested by the Committee on Small Business.

October 28, 2009: Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 875.

**H.R. 3961**
To amend title XVIII of the Social Security Act to reform the Medicare SGR payment system for physicians.

Medicare Physician Payment Reform Act of 2009

Date Introduced: October 29, 2009

Sponsor: Mr. Dingell of Michigan

November 6, 2009 (Legislative Day) November 7, 2009 (Calendar Day): Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 903.

H.R. 4061
To advance cybersecurity research, development, and technical standards, and for other purposes.

Cybersecurity Enhancement Act of 2009

Date Introduced: November 7, 2009

Sponsor: Mr. Lipinski of Illinois

January 27, 2010: Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Science and Technology. H. Rept. 111-405.

January 28, 2010: Hearing requested by the Committee on Science and Technology.

February 2, 2010: Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1051.

**H.R. 4154**
To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to repeal the new carryover basis rules in order to prevent tax increases and the imposition of compliance burdens on many more estates than would benefit from repeal, to retain the estate tax with a $3,500,000 exemption, and for other purposes.

Permanent Estate Tax Relief for Families, Farmers, and Small Businesses Act of 2009

Date Introduced: November 19, 2009

Sponsor: Mr. Pomeroy of North Dakota

Affordable Health Care for America Act

Date Introduced: October 29, 2009

Sponsor: Mr. Dingell of Michigan

November 6, 2009 (Legislative Day) November 7, 2009 (Calendar Day): Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 903.

**H.R. 3962**
To provide affordable, quality health care for all Americans and reduce the growth in health care spending, and for other purposes.

Affordable Health Care for America Act

Date Introduced: October 29, 2009

Sponsor: Mr. Dingell of Michigan

November 6, 2009 (Legislative Day) November 7, 2009 (Calendar Day): Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 903.
**H.R. 4173**
To provide for financial regulatory reform, to protect consumers and investors, to enhance Federal understanding of insurance issues, to regulate the over-the-counter derivatives markets, and for other purposes.

*Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
December 2, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Frank of Massachusetts

**December 7, 2009:**
Hearing requested by the Committee on Financial Services.

**December 8, 2009:**
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 956.

**December 10, 2009:**
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 964.

**H.R. 4213**
To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to extend certain expiring provisions, and for other purposes.

*Tax Extenders Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
December 7, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Rangel of New York

**February 23, 2010:**
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Education and Labor. H. Rept. 111-417.

**March 1, 2010:**
Hearing requested by the Committee on Education and Labor.

**March 2, 2010:**
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1126.

**H.R. 4247**
To prevent and reduce the use of physical restraint and seclusion in schools, and for other purposes.

*Preventing Harmful Restraint and Seclusion in Schools Act*

**Date Introduced:**
December 9, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Miller of California

**December 8, 2009:**
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 956.

**May 26, 2010:**
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1403.

**H.R. 4314**
To permit continued financing of Government operations.

**Date Introduced:**
December 15, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Rangel of New York

**December 16, 2009:**
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 976.

**H.R. 4474**
To authorize the continued use of certain water diversions located on National Forest System land in the Frank Church-River of No Return Wilderness and the Selway-Bitterroot Wilderness in the State of Idaho, and for other purposes.
**Idaho Wilderness Water Facilities Act**

Date Introduced:  
January 20, 2010

Sponsor:  
Mr. Minnick of Idaho

January 25, 2010:  
Hearing requested by the Committee on Natural Resources.

January 26, 2010:  
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1038.

**H.R. 4626**

To restore the application of the Federal antitrust laws to the business of health insurance to protect competition and consumers.

*Health Insurance Industry Fair Competition Act*

**H.R. 4715**

To amend the Federal Water Pollution Control Act to reauthorize the National Estuary Program, and for other purposes.

*Clean Estuaries Act of 2010*

**H.R. 4783**

To accelerate the income tax benefits for charitable cash contributions for the relief of victims of the earthquake in Chile, and to extend the period from which such contributions for the relief of victims of the earthquake in Haiti may be accelerated.

*Claims Resolution Act of 2010*

Date Introduced:  
March 9, 2010

Sponsor:  
Mr. Levin of Michigan

November 29, 2010:  
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1736.

**H.R. 4785**

To amend the miscellaneous rural development provisions of the Farm Security and Rural Investment Act of 2002 to authorize the Secretary of Agriculture to make loans to certain entities that will use the funds to make loans to consumers to implement energy efficiency measures involving structural improvements and investments in cost-effective, commercial off-the-shelf technologies to reduce home energy use.

*Rural Energy Savings Program Act*

Date Introduced:  
March 9, 2010

Sponsor:  
Mr. Clyburn of South Carolina

September 14, 2010:  
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Agriculture. H. Rept. 111-585, Part I.

September 15, 2010:  
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1620

**H.R. 4849**

To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide tax incentives for small business job crea-
tion, extend the Build America Bonds program, provide other infrastructure job creation tax incentives, and for other purposes.

*Small Business and Infrastructure Jobs Tax Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
March 16, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Levin of Michigan

**March 19, 2010:**
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Ways and Means. H. Rept. 111-447.

**March 21, 2010:**
Hearing requested by the Committee on Ways and Means.

**March 22, 2010:**
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1205.

**H.R. 4853**
To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to extend the funding and expenditure authority of the Airport and Airway Trust Fund, to amend title 49, United States Code, to extend authorizations for the airport improvement program, and for other purposes.

*Middle Class Tax Relief Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
March 16, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Oberstar of Minnesota

**December 1, 2010:**
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1745.

**December 15, 2010:**
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1766.

**H.R. 4872**
To provide for reconciliation pursuant to section 202 of the concurrent resolution on the budget for fiscal year 2010.

*Reconciliation Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
March 17, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Spratt of South Carolina

**March 17, 2010:**
Reported as an original measure by the Committee on the Budget. H. Rept. 111-443.

**March 21, 2010:**
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1203.

**March 25, 2010:**
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1225.

**H.R. 4899**
Making emergency supplemental appropriations for disaster relief and summer jobs for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2010, and for other purposes.

*Disaster Relief and Summer Jobs Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
March 21, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Obey of Wisconsin

**March 22, 2010:**
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1204.

**July 1, 2010:**
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1500.

**H.R. 5013**
To amend title 10, United States Code, to provide for performance management of the defense acquisition system, and for other purposes.

*Implementing Management for Performance and Related Reforms to Obtain Value in Every Acquisition Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
March 21, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Garamendi of California
H.R. 5019
To provide for the establishment of the Home Star Retrofit Rebate Program, and for other purposes.

*Home Star Energy Retrofit Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
April 14, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Welch of Vermont

**April 29, 2010:**
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Energy and Commerce. H. Rept. 111-469, Part I.

**May 5, 2010:**
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1329.

H.R. 5072
To improve the financial safety and soundness of the FHA mortgage insurance program.

*FHA Reform Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
April 20, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Waters of California

**May 6, 2010:**
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Financial Services. H. Rept. 111-476.

H.R. 5114
To extend the authorization for the national flood insurance program, to identify priorities essential to reform and ongoing stable functioning of the program, and for other purposes.

*Flood Insurance Reform Priorities Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
April 22, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Waters of California

**May 26, 2010:**
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Financial Services. H. Rept. 111-495.

**July 14, 2010:**
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1517.

H.R. 5116
To invest in innovation through research and development, to improve the competitiveness of the United States, and for other purposes.

*America COMPETES Reauthorization Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
April 22, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Gordon of Tennessee

**May 7, 2010:**
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Science and Technology. H. Rept. 111-478, Part I.

**May 11, 2010:**
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1344.

**December 21, 2010:**
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1781.

H.R. 5136
To authorize appropriations for fiscal year 2011 for military activities of the Department of Defense, to prescribe military personnel strengths for such fiscal year, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
April 26, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Skelton of Missouri

May 21, 2010:
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Armed Services. H. Rept. 111-491.

May 26, 2010:
Supplemental report filed by the Committee on Armed Services. H. Rept. 111-491, Part II.

**H.R. 5175**
To amend the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 to prohibit foreign influence in Federal elections, to prohibit government contractors from making expenditures with respect to such elections, and to establish additional disclosure requirements with respect to spending in such elections, and for other purposes.

*Democracy is Strengthened by Casting Light on Spending in Elections Act*

**Date Introduced:**
April 29, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Van Hollen of Maryland

June 23, 2010:
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on House Administration. H. Rept. 111-492, Part I.

June 23, 2010:
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1436.

June 16, 2010:
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1448.

September 22, 2010:
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1640.

**H.R. 5281**
To amend title 28, United States Code, to clarify and improve certain provisions relating to the removal of litigation against Federal officers or agencies to Federal courts, and for other purposes.

*Removal Clarification Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
May 12, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Johnson of Georgia

December 8, 2010:
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1756.

**H.R. 5297**
To create the Small Business Lending Fund Program to direct the Secretary of the Treasury to make capital investments in eligible institutions in order to increase the availability of credit for small businesses, and for other purposes.

*Small Business Lending Fund Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
May 13, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Frank of Massachusetts

May 27, 2010:
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Financial Services. H. Rept. 111-499.

June 14, 2010:
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1436.

June 16, 2010:
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1448.

September 22, 2010:
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1640.

**H.R. 5486**
To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide tax incentives for small business job creation, and for other purposes.

*Small Business Jobs Tax Relief Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
June 9, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Levin of Michigan
**H.R. 5618**
To continue Federal unemployment programs.

_H.R. 5618_  
To continue Federal unemployment programs.

**Restoration of Emergency Unemployment Compensation Act of 2010**

_Date Introduced:_  
June 28, 2010

_Sponsor:_  
Mr. McDermott of Washington

**H.R. 5822**  
Making appropriations for military construction, the Department of Veterans Affairs, and related agencies for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2011, and for other purposes.

_Military Construction and Veterans Affairs and Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 2011_

_Date Introduced:_  
July 22, 2010

_Sponsor:_  
Mr. Edwards of Texas

**H.R. 5851**  
To provide whistleblower protections to certain workers in the offshore oil and gas industry.

_Offshore Oil and Gas Worker Whistleblower Protection Act of 2010_

_Date Introduced:_  
July 26, 2010

_Sponsor:_  
Mr. Miller of California

**H.R. 5850**
Making appropriations for the Departments of Transportation, and Housing and Urban Development, and related agencies for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2011, and for other purposes.

_Transportation, Housing and Urban Development, and Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 2011_

_Date Introduced:_  
July 26, 2010

_Sponsor:_  
Mr. Olver of Massachusetts

**H.R. 5893**
To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to create jobs through increased investment in infrastructure, to eliminate loopholes which encourage companies to move operations offshore, and for other purposes.

_Investing in American Jobs and Closing Tax Loopholes Act of 2010_

_Date Introduced:_  
July 26, 2010

_Sponsor:_  
Mr. Miller of California

**H.R. 5850**
Making appropriations for the Departments of Transportation, and Housing and Urban Development, and related agencies for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2011, and for other purposes.

_Transportation, Housing and Urban Development, and Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 2011_

_Date Introduced:_  
July 26, 2010

_Sponsor:_  
Mr. Olver of Massachusetts

**H.R. 5893**
To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to create jobs through increased investment in infrastructure, to eliminate loopholes which encourage companies to move operations offshore, and for other purposes.

_Investing in American Jobs and Closing Tax Loopholes Act of 2010_

_Date Introduced:_  
July 26, 2010

_Sponsor:_  
Mr. Miller of California
July 28, 2010

**H.J. Res. 38**
Making further continuing appropriations for fiscal year 2009, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
March 6, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Obey of Wisconsin

March 6, 2009:
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 219.

**H.J. Res. 45**
Increasing the statutory limit on the public debt.

Statutory Pay-As-You-Go Act of 2010

**Date Introduced:**
April 29, 2009

**Sponsor:**
No Sponsor

February 4, 2010:
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1065.

**H.J. Res. 64**
Making further continuing appropriations for fiscal year 2010, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
December 15, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Obey of Wisconsin

December 16, 2009:
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 976.

**H.J. Res. 101**
Making further continuing appropriations for fiscal year 2011, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
November 30, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Obey of Wisconsin

November 30, 2010:
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1741.

**H.J. Res. 105**
Making further continuing appropriations for fiscal year 2011, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
December 17, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Obey of Wisconsin

December 17, 2010:
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1776.

H. Con. Res. 85
Setting forth the congressional budget for the United States Government for fiscal year 2010 and including the appropriate budgetary levels for fiscal years 2009 and 2011 through 2014.

**Date Introduced:**
March 27, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Spratt of South Carolina

March 27, 2009:
Reported as an original measure by the Committee on the Budget. H. Rept. 111-60.

March 30, 2009:
Hearing requested by the Committee on the Budget.

March 31, 2009:
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 305.

April 1, 2009:
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 316.

**H. Con. Res. 248**
Directing the President, pursuant to section 5(c) of the War Powers Resolution, to remove the United States Armed Forces from Afghanistan.

Date Introduced:  
March 4, 2010  
Sponsor:  
Mr. Kucinich of Ohio

March 9, 2010:  
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1146.

**H. Con. Res. 301**
Directing the President, pursuant to section 5(c) of the War Powers Resolution, to remove the United States Armed Forces from Pakistan.

Date Introduced:  
July 22, 2010  
Sponsor:  
Mr. Kucinich of Ohio

July 26, 2010:  
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1556.

**S. 181**
A bill to amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967, and to modify the operation of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 and the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, to clarify that a discriminatory compensation decision or other practice that is unlawful under such Acts occurs each time compensation is paid pursuant to the discriminatory compensation decision or other practice, and for other purposes.

Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Act of 2009

Date Introduced:  
January 8, 2009  
Sponsor:  
Ms. Mikulski of Maryland

January 23, 2009:  
Hearing requested by the Committee on Education and Labor.

January 26, 2007:  
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 87.

**S. 352**
A bill to postpone the DTV transition date.  
DTV Delay Act

Date Introduced:  
January 29, 2009  
Sponsor:  
Mr. Rockefeller of West Virginia

February 2, 2009:  
Hearing requested by the Committee on Energy and Commerce.

February 3, 2009:  
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 108.

**S. 3307**
An original bill to reauthorize child nutrition programs, and for other purposes.

Healthy, Hunger-Free Kids Act of 2010

Date Introduced:  
May 5, 2010  
Sponsor:  
Ms. Lincoln of Arkansas

November 30, 2010:  
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1742.
S. 454
A bill to improve the organization and procedures of the Department of Defense for the acquisition of major weapon systems, and for other purposes.

Weapon Systems Acquisition Reform Act of 2009

Date Introduced:
February 23, 2009:

Sponsor:
Mr. Carl Levin of Michigan

May 20, 2009:

May 20, 2009:
Hearing requested by the Committee on Armed Services.

May 20, 2009:
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 463.

H.R. 1
Making supplemental appropriations for job preservation and creation, infrastructure investment, energy efficiency and science, assistance to the unemployed, and State and local fiscal stabilization, for fiscal year ending September 30, 2009, and for other purposes.

American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009

Date Introduced:
January 26, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Obey of Wisconsin

February 12, 2009:
Conference report filed, H. Rept. 111-16.

February 12, 2009
Hearing requested by the Committee on Appropriations.

February 12, 2009 (Legislative Day) February 13 (Calendar Day):
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 168.

S. Con. Res. 13
An original concurrent resolution setting forth the congressional budget for the United States Government for fiscal year 2010, revising the appropriate budgetary levels for fiscal year 2009, and setting forth the appropriate budgetary levels for fiscal years 2011 through 2014.

Date Introduced:
March 27, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Conrad of North Dakota

April 27, 2009:
Conference report filed, H. Rept. 111-89.

April 27, 2009:
Hearing requested by the Committee on the Budget.

April 28, 2009:
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 371.

H.R. 2346
Making supplemental appropriations for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2009, and for other purposes.

Supplemental Appropriations Act, 2009

Date Introduced:
May 12, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Obey of Wisconsin

June 12, 2009:
Conference report filed, H. Rept. 111-151.

June 12, 2009:
Hearing requested by the Committee on Appropriations.
June 15, 2009:  
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 545.

H.R. 2647  
To authorize appropriations for fiscal year 2010 for military activities of the Department of Defense, to prescribe military personnel strengths for fiscal year 2010, and for other purposes.  
Date Introduced:  
June 2, 2009  
Sponsor:  
Mr. Skelton of Missouri  
October 7, 2009:  
October 7, 2009:  
Hearing requested by the Committee on Armed Services.  
October 7, 2009:  
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 808.

H.R. 2918  
Making appropriations for the Legislative Branch for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2010, and for other purposes.  
Legislative Branch Appropriations Act, 2010  
Date Introduced:  
June 17, 2009  
Sponsor:  
Ms. Wasserman Schultz of Florida  
September 24, 2009:  
Conference report filed, H. Rept. 111-265.  
September 24, 2009:  
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 772.

H.R. 2892  
Making appropriations for the Department of Homeland Security for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2010, and for other purposes.  
Department of Homeland Security Appropriations Act, 2010  
Date Introduced:  
June 16, 2009  
Sponsor:  
Mr. Price of North Carolina  
October 13, 2009:  
Conference report filed, H. Rept. 111-298.  
October 14, 2009:  
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 829.

H.R. 2996  
Making appropriations for the Department of the Interior, environment, and related agencies for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2010, and for other purposes.  
Department of the Interior, Environment, and Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 2010  
Sponsor:  
Mr. Dicks of Washington  
Date Introduced:  
June 23, 2009  
October 28, 2009:  
Conference report filed, H. Rept. 111-316.  
October 28, 2009:  
Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 876.

H.R. 2997  
Making appropriations for Agriculture, Rural Development, Food and Drug Administration, and Related Agencies programs for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2010, and for other purposes.  
Agriculture, Rural Development, Food and Drug Administration, and Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 2010
Date Introduced: 
June 23, 2009

Sponsor: 
Ms. DeLauro of Connecticut

September 30, 2009: 
   Conference report filed, H. Rept. 111-279.

October 5, 2009: 
   Hearing requested by the Committee on Appropriations.

October 6, 2009: 
   Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 799.

H.R. 3183
Making appropriations for energy and water development and related agencies for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2010, and for other purposes.

   Energy and Water Development and Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 2010

Date Introduced: 
July 13, 2009

Sponsor: 
Mr. Pastor of Arizona

September 30, 2009: 
   Conference report filed, H. Rept. 111-278.

September 30, 2009: 
   Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 788.

H.R. 4173
A bill to promote the financial stability of the United States by improving accountability and transparency in the financial system, to end "too big to fail", to protect the American taxpayer by ending bailouts, to protect consumers from abusive financial services practices, and for other purposes.

   Restoring American Financial Stability Act of 2010

Date Introduced: 
December 2, 2009

Sponsor: 
Mr. Frank of Massachusetts

June 30, 2010: 
   Conference report filed, H. Rept. 111-517.

June 30, 2010: 
   Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 1490.

H.R. 3288
Making appropriations for the Departments of Transportation, and Housing and Urban Development, and related agencies for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2010, and for other purposes.

   Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2010

Date Introduced: 
July 22, 2009

Sponsor: 
Mr. Olver of Massachusetts

December 8, 2009: 

December 9, 2009: 
   Hearing held and rule granted. See H. Res. 961.
H. Res. 52
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 2) to amend title XXI of the Social Security Act to extend and improve the Children's Health Insurance Program, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced: January 13, 2009

Sponsor: Mr. Hastings of Florida

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 2, the “Children’s Health Insurance Program Reauthorization Act of 2009.” The rule provides for one hour of debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Energy and Commerce and the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Ways and Means.

The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The bill shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against the bill. This waiver does not affect the point of order available under clause 9 of rule XXI (regarding earmark disclosure). The rule provides one motion to recommit the bill with or without instructions.

January 13, 2009:
Ordered reported by voice vote.

January 13, 2009:
Report filed, H.Rept. 111-1.

January 14, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 224-178.

H. Res. 53
Providing for the consideration of the bill (H.R. 384) to reform the Troubled Assets Relief Program of the Secretary of the Treasury and ensure accountability under such Program, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced: January 13, 2009

Sponsor: Mr. McGovern of Massachusetts

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 384, the “TARP Reform and Accountability Act of 2009.” The rule provides for two hours of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Financial Services. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the Committee of the Whole shall rise without motion after general debate and that no further consideration of the bill shall occur except pursuant to a subsequent order of the House.

January 13, 2009:
Ordered reported by voice vote.

January 13, 2009:

January 14, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 235-191.

H. Res. 62
Providing for further consideration of the bill (H.R. 384) to reform the Troubled Assets Relief Program of the Secretary of the Treasury and ensure accountability under such Program, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced: January 14, 2009

Sponsor: Mr. McGovern of Massachusetts

Granted a rule providing for further consideration of H.R. 384, the “TARP Reform and Accountability Act of 2009.” No further general debate shall be in order. The rule provides that the bill shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against provisions in the bill.

The rule makes in order only those amendments printed in the report of the Committee on Rules. The amendments made in order may be offered only in the order printed in the Committee report, may be offered only by a Member designated in the Rules Committee
report, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time specified in the Committee report equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for a division of the question in the House or in the Committee of the Whole. All points of order against the amendments except those arising under clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI are waived. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions. The rule provides a motion to proceed under section 115 of the Emergency Economic Stabilization Act if offered by the Majority Leader or his designee which may be offered not later than the legislative day of January 22, 2009.

January 14, 2009:
Ordered reported by voice vote.

January 14, 2009:

January 15, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by voice vote.

H. Res. 87
Providing for consideration of the bill (S. 181) to amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967, and to modify the operation of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 and the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, to clarify that a discriminatory compensation decision or other practice that is unlawful under such Acts occurs each time compensation is paid pursuant to the discriminatory compensation decision or other practice, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
January 26, 2009

Sponsor:
Ms. Pingree of Maine

Granted a rule providing for consideration of S. 181, the “Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Act of 2009.” The rule provides for one hour of debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Education and Labor.

The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the bill shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against the bill. The rule provides one motion to commit the bill.

January 26, 2009:
Ordered reported by voice vote.

January 26, 2009:
Report filed, H.Rept. 111-5.

January 27, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 252-174 after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 252-175.

H. Res. 88
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 1) making supplemental appropriations for job preservation and creation, infrastructure investment, energy efficiency and science, assistance to the unemployed, and State and local fiscal stabilization, for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2009, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
January 26, 2009

Sponsor:
Ms. Slaughter of New York

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 1, the “American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009.” The rule provides 3.5 hours of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chairman and ranking minority member of the Committee on Appropriations, who may yield control of blocks of that time.

The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. Finally, the rule provides that the Committee of the Whole shall rise without motion after general debate and that no further consideration of the bill shall occur except pursuant to a subsequent order of the House.

January 26, 2009:
Ordered reported by voice vote.

January 26, 2009:

January 27, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 235-191 after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 244-183.
H. Res. 92
Providing for further consideration of the bill (H.R. 1) making supplemental appropriations for job preservation and creation, infrastructure investment, energy efficiency and science, assistance to the unemployed, and State and local fiscal stabilization, for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2009, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
January 27, 2009

Sponsor:
Ms. Slaughter of New York

Granted a rule providing for further consideration of H.R. 1, the “American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009.” The rule provides an additional one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chairman and ranking minority member of the Committee on Appropriations.

The rule provides that the amendment printed in part A of the report of the Committee on Rules shall be considered as adopted in the House and in the Committee of the Whole. The bill, as amended, shall be considered as the original bill for purpose of further amendment and shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against provisions of the bill, as amended.

The rule provides that no further amendment shall be in order except those printed in part B of the Rules Committee report. Each further amendment may be offered only in the order printed, may be offered only by a Member designated, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time specified equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, and shall not be subject to amendment or demand for division of the question. The rule waives all points of order against such further amendments except those arising under clause 9 of rule XXI. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

The rule provides that the chair of the Committee on Appropriations shall insert in the Congressional Record not later than February 4, 2009, such materials as he may deem explanatory of appropriations measures for fiscal year 2009. Finally, the rule provides that the chair of the Committee on Ways and Means may file a supplemental report to accompany H.R. 598.

January 27, 2009:
Ordered reported by record vote of 9-2.

January 27, 2009:

January 28, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 243-185.

H. Res. 107
Providing for consideration of the Senate amendment to the bill (H.R. 2) to amend title XXI of the Social Security Act to extend and improve the Children's Health Insurance Program, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
February 3, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Polis of Colorado

 Granted a rule providing for consideration of the Senate amendment to H.R. 2, the “Children's Health Insurance Program Reauthorization Act of 2009.” The rule makes in order a motion offered by the chair of the Committee on Energy and Commerce or his designee that the House concur in the Senate amendment. The rule provides for one hour of debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Energy and Commerce and the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Ways and Means.

The rule waives all points of order against the motion except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the Senate amendment and the motion shall be considered as read.

February 3, 2009:
Ordered reported by voice vote.

February 3, 2009:
Report filed, H.Rept. 111-10.

February 4, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by voice vote.
**H. Res. 108**
Providing for consideration of the bill (S. 352) to postpone the DTV transition date.

**Date Introduced:**
February 3, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Cardoza of California

Granted a rule providing for consideration of S. 352, the “DTV Delay Act.” The rule provides one hour of debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Energy and Commerce.

The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the bill shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against the bill. The rule provides one motion to commit the bill with or without instructions.

Finally, the rule amends section 2 of H. Res. 92 to provide that the chair of the Committee on Appropriations shall insert in the Congressional Record no later than February 26, 2009, such material as he may deem explanatory of appropriations measures for fiscal year 2009.

The Committee also adopted, by a non-record vote, its oversight plan for the 111th Congress, and authorized its transmission to the Committee on Oversight and Government Reform and the Committee on House Administration.

**February 3, 2009:**
Ordered reported by voice vote.

**February 3, 2009:**

**February 4, 2009:**
Adopted by the House as reported by voice vote.

**H. Res. 158**
Waiving a requirement of clause 6(a) of rule XIII with respect to consideration of certain resolutions reported from the Committee on Rules.

**Date Introduced:**
February 11, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Slaughter of New York

Granted a rule waiving clause 6(a) of rule XIII (requiring a two-thirds vote to consider a rule on the same day it is reported from the Rules Committee) against certain resolutions reported from the Rules Committee. The rule applies the waiver to any resolution reported through the legislative day of February 13, 2009, providing for consideration or disposition of any measure relating to H.R. 1, the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009.

**February 11, 2009:**
Ordered reported by record vote of 7-3.

**February 11, 2009:**

**February 25, 2009:**
Laid on the table pursuant to the provisions of H. Res. 184.
H. Res. 168
Providing for consideration of the conference report to accompany the bill (H.R. 1) making supplemental appropriations for job preservation and creation, infrastructure investment, energy efficiency and science, assistance to the unemployed, and State and local fiscal stabilization, for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2009, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
February 12, 2009 (Legislative Day) February 13, 2009 (Calendar Day)

Sponsor:
Ms. Slaughter of New York

Granted a rule providing for consideration of the conference report to accompany H.R. 1, the “American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009.” The rule provides 90 minutes of debate on the conference report.

The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the conference report except those arising under clause 9 of rule XXI and provides that the conference report shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against the conference report. Finally, the rule provides one motion to recommit, if applicable.

February 12, 2009 (Legislative Day) February 13, 2009 (Calendar Day):
Ordered reported by record vote of 9-4.

February 12, 2009 (Legislative Day) February 13, 2009 (Calendar Day):
Report filed, H.Rept. 111-17.

February 13, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 231-194, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 234-194.

H. Res. 184
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 1105) making omnibus appropriations for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2009, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
February 24, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. McGovern of Massachusetts

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 1105, the “Omnibus Appropriations Act, 2009”. The rule provides one hour of general debate in the House equally divided and controlled by the chairman and ranking minority member of the Committee on Appropriations.

The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides the amendment printed in the report of the Committee on Rules shall be considered as adopted and that the bill, as amended, shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against the bill, as amended. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions. Finally, the resolution lays on the table House Resolution 158.

February 24, 2009:
Ordered reported by voice vote.

February 24, 2009:
Report filed, H.Rept. 111-20

February 25, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 398-24, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 393-25.

H. Res. 190
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 1106) to prevent mortgage foreclosures and enhance mortgage credit availability.

Date Introduced:
February 25, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Hastings of Florida

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 1106, the “Helping Families Save Their Homes Act of 2009.” The rule provides one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Financial Services and the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on the Judiciary.

The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 of rule XXI and provides that the bill shall be considered as read. The rule
HISTORY OF LEGISLATION — RULES GRANTED

waives all points of order against provisions in the bill.

The rule makes in order only those amendments printed in the report of the Committee on Rules. Each amendment may be offered only in the order printed, may be offered only by a Member designated, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time specified equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, and shall not be subject to amendment or demand for division of the question. The rule waives all points of order against such amendments except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

February 25, 2009:
Ordered reported by voice vote.

February 25, 2009:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-21

February 26, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 224-198, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 238-183.

H. Res. 205
Providing for further consideration of the bill (H.R. 1106) to prevent mortgage foreclosures and enhance mortgage credit availability.

Date Introduced:
March 4, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Hastings of Florida

Granted a rule providing for further consideration of H.R. 1106, the “Helping Families Save Their Homes Act of 2009.” The rule provides that amendment number 1 printed in House Report 111-21 to be offered by Rep. John Conyers or his designee shall be perfected by the modification printed in the report of the Committee on Rules.

March 4, 2009:
Ordered reported by voice vote.

March 4, 2009:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-23.

March 5, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 239-181, 1 Present.

*H. Res. 218
Waiving a requirement of clause 6(a) of rule XIII with respect to consideration of certain resolutions reported from the Committee on Rules.

Date Introduced:
March 5, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. McGovern of Massachusetts

Granted a rule waiving clause 6(a) of rule XIII (requiring a two-thirds vote to consider a rule on the same day it is reported from the Rules Committee) against certain resolutions reported from the Rules Committee. The rule applies the waiver to any resolution reported on the legislative day of March 6, 2009, providing for consideration or disposition of any measure making appropriations for the fiscal year 2009, and for other purposes.

March 5, 2009:
Ordered reported by voice vote.

March 5, 2009:

March 12, 2009:
Laid on the table pursuant to the provisions of H. Res. 235.

H. Res. 219
Providing for consideration of the joint resolution (H.J.Res. 38) making further continuing appropriations for the fiscal year 2009, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
March 6, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. McGovern of Massachusetts

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.J. Res. 38, “making further continuing appropriations for the fiscal year 2009, and for other purposes.” The rule provides one hour of general debate in the House equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Appropriations.

The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the joint resolution except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI. The rule waives all points of order against provisions in the joint resolution. The rule also
provides that the joint resolution shall be considered as read. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

March 6, 2009:
Ordered reported by voice vote.

March 6, 2009:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-25.

March 12, 2009:
Laid on the table pursuant to the provisions of H. Res. 235.

*H. Res. 229*
Waiving a requirement of clause 6(a) of rule XIII with respect to consideration of certain resolutions reported from the Committee on Rules, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
March 10, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. McGovern of Massachusetts

Granted a rule waiving clause 6(a) of rule XIII (requiring a two-thirds vote to consider a rule on the same day it is reported from the Rules Committee) against certain resolutions reported from the Rules Committee. The rule applies the waiver to any resolution reported on the legislative day of March 11, 2009, providing for consideration or disposition of any measure making appropriations for the fiscal year 2009, and for other purposes. The rule provides that House Resolutions 218 and 219 are laid on the table.

March 10, 2009:
Ordered reported by voice vote.

March 10, 2009:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-35.

March 12, 2009:
Laid on the table pursuant to the provisions of H. Res. 235.

**H. Res. 235**
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 1262) to amend the Federal Water Pollution Control Act to authorize appropriations for State water pollution control revolving funds, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
March 11, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Arcuri of New York

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 1262, the “the Water Quality Investment Act of 2009.” The resolution provides for one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure.

The resolution waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The resolution makes in order the amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure as the original bill for the purpose of further amendment and considers the committee amendment as read. The resolution waives all points of order against the committee amendment except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI. This waiver does not affect the point of order available under clause 9 of rule XXI (regarding earmark disclosure).

The resolution makes in order only those amendments printed in the report and waives all points of order against such amendments except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The amendments made in order shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time specified in this report equally divided by the proponent and an opponent, shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for a division of the question. The resolution provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions. Finally, the resolution lays on the table House Resolutions 218, 219, and 229.

The Committee also adopted, by a non-record vote, its views and estimates of the President’s fiscal year 2010 budget, and authorized its transmission to the Committee on the Budget.

March 11, 2009:
Ordered reported by voice vote.
March 11, 2009: 
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-36.

March 12, 2009: 
Adopted by the House as reported by voice vote.

**H. Res. 250**
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 1388) to reauthorize and reform the national service laws.

**Date Introduced:**
March 17, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mrs. Matsui of California

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 1388, the “Generations Invigorating Volunteerism and Education (GIVE) Act.” The rule provides one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Education and Labor. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on Education and Labor now printed in the bill shall be considered as an original bill for the purpose of amendment and shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against the amendment in the nature of a substitute except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI.

The rule makes in order only those amendments printed in the Rules Committee report. The amendments made in order may be offered only in the order printed in the report, may be offered only by a Member designated in the report, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time specified in the report equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for a division of the question in the House or in the Committee of the Whole. All points of order against the amendments except for clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI are waived. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

March 17, 2009: 
Ordered reported by voice vote

March 17, 2009: 

March 18, 2009: 
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 248-174, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 221-182.

*H. Res. 257*
Providing for consideration of motions to suspend the rules, and for other purposes

**Date Introduced:**
March 18, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Pingree of Maine

Granted a rule authorizing the Speaker to entertain motions that the House suspend the rules at any time on the legislative day of March 19, 2009, relating to a measure addressing excessive compensation paid to employees of corporations in which the Federal government has a significant interest.

March 18, 2009: 
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

March 18, 2009: 
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111 - 40.

March 19, 2009: 
Adopted by the House as reported by voice vote, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 242 -180.

**H. Res. 280**
Senate amendments to H.R. 146, the Omnibus Public Land Management Act of 2009.

**Date Introduced:**
March 24, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Pingree of Maine

Granted a rule making in order a motion by the Chair of the Committee on Natural Resources
to concur in the Senate amendments to H.R. 146, the “Omnibus Public Land Management Act of 2009.”

The rule waives all points of order against the motion except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the Senate amendments and the motion shall be considered as read. The rule provides one hour of debate on the motion equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Natural Resources.

March 24, 2009:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

H. Res. 281
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 1404) to authorize a supplemental funding source for catastrophic emergency wildland fire suppression activities on Department of the Interior and National Forest System lands, to require the Secretary of the Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture to develop a cohesive wildland fire management strategy, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
March 24, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Polis of Colorado

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 1404, the “Federal Land Assistance, Management and Enhancement (FLAME) Act.”

The rule provides for one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Natural Resources.

The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the bill shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against provisions in the bill.

The rule makes in order only those amendments printed in the report. The amendments made in order may be offered only in the order printed in this report, may be offered only by a Member designated in this report, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time specified in the report equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for a division of the question in the House or in the Committee of the Whole. All points of order against the amendments except those arising under clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI are waived. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

March 24, 2009:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

March 24, 2009:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111 - 51.

March 25, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 247-177, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 242 -180.

*H. Res. 289
Waiving a requirement of clause 6(a) of rule XIII with respect to consideration of certain resolutions reported from the Committee on Rules.

Date Introduced:
March 26, 2009

Sponsor:
Ms. Matsui of California

Granted a rule waiving clause 6(a) of rule XIII (requiring a two-thirds vote to consider a rule on the same day it is reported from the Rules Committee) against certain resolutions reported from the Rules Committee. The rule applies the waiver to any resolution reported through the legislative day of March 30, 2009, providing for consideration or disposition of the bill (H.R. 1388) to reauthorize and reform the national service laws, an amendment thereeto, or a conference report thereon.

March 26, 2009:
Ordered reported by voice vote.

**March 26, 2009:**
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-57.

**March 31, 2009:**
Laid on the table pursuant to the provisions of H. Res. 296.

**H. Res. 294**
Providing for consideration of the resolution (H.Res. 279) providing for the expenses of certain committees of the House of Representatives in the One Hundred Eleventh Congress.

**Date Introduced:**
March 30, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Hastings of Florida

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H. Res. 279, providing for the expenses of certain committees of the House of Representatives in the One Hundred Eleventh Congress. The rule provides one hour of general debate in the House equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on House Administration. The rule provides that the amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on House Administration now printed in the resolution shall be considered as adopted. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the resolution and provides that the resolution, as amended, shall be considered as read. The rule provides one motion to recommit which may not contain instructions.

**March 30, 2009:**
Ordered reported by voice vote.

**March 30, 2009:**
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-63.

**March 31, 2009:**
Adopted by the House as reported by voice vote.

**H. Res. 296:**
Providing for consideration of the Senate amendments to the bill (H.R. 1388) to reauthorize and reform the national service laws.

**Date Introduced:**
March 30, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Matsui of California

Granted a rule providing for the consideration of the Senate amendments to H.R. 1388, “to reauthorize and reform the national service laws.” The rule makes in order a motion by the Chair of the Committee on Education and Labor to concur in the Senate amendments. The rule waives all points of order against the motion except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the Senate amendments and the motion shall be considered as read. The rule provides one hour of debate on the motion equally divided and controlled by the chairman and ranking minority member of the Committee on Education and Labor. House Resolution 289 is laid on the table.

**March 30, 2009:**
Ordered reported by voice vote.

**March 30, 2009:**

**March 31, 2009:**
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 240-173.

**H. Res. 305**
Providing for consideration of the concurrent resolution (H. Con. Res. 85) setting forth the congressional budget for the United States Government for fiscal year 2010 and including the appropriate budgetary levels for fiscal years 2009 and 2011 through 2014.

**Date Introduced:**
March 31, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. McGovern of Massachusetts.

Granted a rule providing for general debate on H. Con. Res. 85, the “concurrent resolution on the budget for fiscal year 2010.”
The rule provides four hours of general debate, with three hours confined to the budget equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on the Budget and one hour on the subject of economic goals and policies equally divided and controlled by Representative Carolyn Maloney of New York and Representative Kevin Brady of Texas.

The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the concurrent resolution. Finally, the rule provides that no further consideration shall be in order except pursuant to a subsequent order of the House.

March 31, 2009:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

March 31, 2009:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-70.

April 1, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 234 - 179.

H. Res. 306
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 1664) to amend the executive compensation provisions of the Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008 to prohibit unreasonable and excessive compensation and compensation not based on performance standards.

Date Introduced:
March 31, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Perlmutter of Colorado

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 1664, “to amend the executive compensation provisions of the Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008 to prohibit unreasonable and excessive compensation and compensation not based on performance standards.” The rule provides one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Financial Services. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI.

The rule provides that the amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on Financial Services now printed in the bill shall be considered as an original bill for the purpose of amendment and shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against the amendment in the nature of a substitute except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI.

The rule makes in order only those amendments printed in this report. The amendments made in order may be offered only in the order printed in this report, may be offered only by a Member designated in this report, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time specified in this report equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for a division of the question in the House or in the Committee of the Whole. All points of order against the amendments except those arising under clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI are waived. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

March 31, 2009:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

March 31, 2009:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-71.

April 1, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 236 – 175, 1 Present.

H. Res. 307
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 1256) to protect the public health by providing the Food and Drug Administration with certain authority to regulate tobacco products.

Date Introduced:
March 31, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Polis of Colorado

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 1256, the “Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Control Act.” The rule provides one hour of general debate equally divided and
controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Energy and Commerce.

The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. It provides that the amendment printed in part A of the Rules Committee report shall be considered as adopted and the bill, as amended, shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against provisions in the bill, as amended.

The rule makes in order the amendment printed in part B of the report if offered by Rep. Steve Buyer of Indiana or his designee. The amendment printed in part B of the report shall be considered as read and shall be debatable for 30 minutes equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent. The rule waives all points of order against the amendment printed in part B of the report except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

The rule provides that, in the engrossment of H.R. 1256, the Clerk shall add at the end of H.R. 1256 as new matter the text of H.R. 1804, as passed by the House. H.R. 1804 shall be laid on the table.

March 31, 2009:
  Ordered reported by voice vote

March 31, 2009:
  Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-72.

April 1, 2009:
  Adopted by the House as reported by voice vote.

**H. Res. 316**
Providing for further consideration of the concurrent resolution (H. Con. Res. 85) setting forth the congressional budget for the United States Government for fiscal year 2010 and including the appropriate budgetary levels for fiscal years 2009 and 2011 through 2014.

**Date Introduced:**
April 1, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. McGovern of Massachusetts.

Granted a rule providing for further consideration of H. Con. Res. 85, the “concurrent resolution on the budget for fiscal year 2010.”

The rule makes in order only those amendments printed in the report. Each amendment may be offered only in the order printed in the report, may be offered only by a Member designated, and shall be considered as read. Each amendment is debatable for 40 minutes equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent. The rule waives all points of order against the amendments printed in the report. The adoption of any amendment in the nature of a substitute shall constitute the completion of consideration of the concurrent resolution for amendment.

The rule also permits the chair of the Committee on the Budget to offer amendments to achieve mathematical consistency. Finally, the rule provides that it shall be in order, after adoption of H. Con. Res. 85, for the Speaker to take from the table S. Con. Res. 13 and to consider S. Con. Res. 13 in the House without intervention of any point of order. It shall be in order to move without intervention of any point of order to strike all after the resolving clause of S. Con. Res. 13 and insert in lieu thereof the provisions of H. Con. Res. 85 as passed by the House. If the motion and Senate concurrent resolution are adopted, it shall be in order to move that the House insist on its amendment and request a conference with the Senate.

April 1, 2009:
  Ordered reported by voice vote.

April 1, 2009:
  Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-73.

April 2, 2009:
  Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 242 – 182.

**H. Res. 352**
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 1145) to implement a National Water Research and Development Initiative, and for other purposes.
**Date Introduced:**
April 22, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Arcuri of New York

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 1145, the “National Water Research and Development Initiative Act of 2009.” The rule provides for one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Science and Technology.

The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on Science and Technology shall be considered as an original bill for the purpose of further amendment. The committee amendment in the nature of a substitute shall be considered as read. All points of order against the committee amendment are waived except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI.

The rule makes in order only those amendments printed in the Rules Committee report. Each such amendment may be offered only in the order printed, may be offered only by a Member designated, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time specified equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, and shall not be subject to amendment or demand for division of the question. The rule waives all points of order against such amendments except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. Finally, the rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

April 22, 2009:
Ordered reported by voice vote.

April 22, 2009:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-82.

April 23, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by voice vote.

*H. Res. 365*

--

Waiving a requirement of clause 6(a) of rule XIII with respect to consideration of certain resolutions reported from the Committee on Rules.

**Date Introduced:**
April 27, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. McGovern of Massachusetts

Granted a rule waiving clause 6(a) of rule XIII (requiring a two-thirds vote to consider a rule on the same day it is reported from the Rules Committee) against certain resolutions reported from the Rules Committee. The rule applies the waiver to any resolution reported on the legislative day of April 28, 2009, providing for consideration or disposition of a conference report to accompany the concurrent resolution (S. Con. Res. 13) setting forth the congressional budget for the United States Government for fiscal year 2010, revising the appropriate budgetary levels for fiscal year 2009, and setting forth the appropriate budgetary levels for fiscal years 2011 through 2014.

April 27, 2009:
Ordered reported by voice vote.

April 27, 2009:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-87.

April 28, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 233-191.

**H. Res. 371**

Providing for consideration of the conference report to accompany the concurrent resolution (S. Con. Res. 13) setting forth the congressional budget for the United States Government for fiscal year 2010, revising the appropriate budgetary levels for fiscal year 2009, and setting forth the appropriate budgetary levels for fiscal years 2011 through 2014.

**Date Introduced:**
April 28, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. McGovern of Massachusetts

Granted a rule providing for consideration of the conference report to accompany S. Con. Res.
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April 28, 2009:
Ordered reported by voice vote.

April 28, 2009:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-90.

April 28, 2009:
Adopted by the House as amended by record vote 234-185.

H. Res. 372
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 1913) to provide Federal assistance to States, local jurisdictions, and Indian tribes to prosecute hate crimes, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
April 28, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Hastings of Florida

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 1913, the “Local Law Enforcement Hate Crimes Prevention Act of 2009.” The rule provides for one hour and twenty minutes of debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on the Judiciary, who may yield control of blocks of that time.

The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on the Judiciary, modified by the amendment printed in the report of the Committee on Rules, shall be considered as adopted and the bill, as amended, shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against the bill, as amended. Finally, the rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

April 29, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 234-190, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 234-181.

H. Res. 379
Providing for further consideration of the bill (H.R. 627) to amend the Truth in Lending Act to establish fair and transparent practices relating to the extension of credit under an open end consumer credit plan, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
April 29, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Perlmutter of Colorado

Granted a rule providing for further consideration of H.R. 627, the “Credit Cardholders’ Bill of Rights Act of 2009.” The resolution provides that no general debate shall be in order pursuant to the resolution. The rule provides that the amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on Financial Services now printed in the bill shall be considered as an original bill for the purpose of amendment and shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against the amendment in the nature of a substitute except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI.

The rule makes in order only those amendments printed in the report of the Committee on Rules. The amendments made in order may be offered only in the order printed in the report, may be offered only by a Member designated in the report, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time specified in the report equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for a division of the question in the House or in the Committee of the Whole. All points of order against the amendments except those arising under clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI are waived. The rule provides one
motion to recommit with or without instructions.

April 29, 2009:
Ordered reported by voice vote

April 29, 2009:

April 30, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 249-175.

H. Res. 400
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 1728) to amend the Truth in Lending Act to reform consumer mortgage practices and provide accountability for such practices, to provide certain minimum standards for consumer mortgage loans, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
May 5, 2009

Sponsor:
Ms. Pingree of Maine

Granted a rule providing for further consideration of H.R. 1728, the “Mortgage Reform and Anti-Predatory Lending Act.” The rule provides for one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Financial Services. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 and 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the Committee of the Whole shall rise without motion after general debate and that no further consideration of the bill shall occur except pursuant to a subsequent order of the House.

May 5, 2009:
Ordered reported by voice vote.

May, 5, 2009:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-96.

May 6, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by voice vote.

H. Res. 406:
Providing for further consideration of the bill (H.R. 1728) to amend the Truth in Lending Act to reform consumer mortgage practices and provide accountability for such practices, to provide certain minimum standards for consumer mortgage loans, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
May 6, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Cardoza of California

Granted a rule providing for further consideration of H.R. 1728, the “Mortgage Reform and Anti-Predatory Lending Act.” The rule provides that no general debate shall be in order. The rule provides that the amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on Financial Services now printed in the bill shall be considered as an original bill for the purpose of amendment and shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against the amendment in the nature of a substitute except for clause 10 of rule XXI.

The rule makes in order only those amendments printed in the report. The amendments made in order may be offered only in the order printed in the report, may be offered only by a Member designated in the report, shall be debatable for the time specified in the report equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for a division of the question in the House or in the Committee of the Whole. All points of order against the amendments except for clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI are waived. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

May 6, 2009:
Ordered reported by a record vote of 9-4.

May 6, 2009:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-98.

May 7, 2009:
Adopted by the house as reported by record vote 247-174.
**H. Res. 427**
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 2187) to direct the Secretary of Education to make grants to State educational agencies for the modernization, renovation, or repair of public school facilities, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
May 12, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Polis of Colorado

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 2187, the “21st Century Green High-Performing Public School Facilities Act.” The rule provides one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Education and Labor.

The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on Education and Labor shall be considered as an original bill for the purpose of amendment and shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against the amendment in the nature of a substitute except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI.

The rule makes in order only those amendments printed in the Rules Committee report. The amendments made in order may be offered only in the order printed in the report, may be offered only by a Member designated in the report, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time specified in the equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for a division of the question in the House or in the Committee of the Whole. All points of order against the amendments except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI are waived. Finally, the rule provides one motion to recommit the bill with or without instructions.

May 13, 2009:
Ordered reported by voice vote.

May 12, 2009:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-106.

---

**H. Res. 434**
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 2346) making supplemental appropriations for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2009, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
May 13, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Perlmutter of Colorado

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 2346, the “Supplemental Appropriations Act, 2009.” The rule provides for one hour of debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Appropriations.

The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the amendment printed in the Rules Committee report shall be considered as adopted. The rule provides that the bill, as amended, shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against provisions in the bill, as amended. Finally, the rule provides one motion to recommit the bill with or without instructions.

May 13, 2009:
Ordered reported by voice vote.

May 13, 2009:

May 14, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 247-188, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 240-178.

---

**H. Res. 450**
Waiving a requirement of clause 6(a) of rule XIII with respect to consideration of certain resolutions reported from the Committee on Rules.

**Date Introduced:**
May 18, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Perlmutter of Colorado

Granted a rule waiving clause 6(a) of rule XIII (requiring a two-thirds vote to consider a rule on the same day it is reported from the Rules Committee) against certain rules reported from the Rules Committee. The rule applies the waiver to any rule reported on the legislative day of May 19, 2009, providing for consideration or disposition of S. 896, a bill to prevent mortgage foreclosures and enhance mortgage credit availability.

May 18, 2009:
Ordered reported by voice vote.

May 18, 2009:

May 20, 2009:
Laid on the table pursuant to the provisions of H. Res. 456.

H. Res. 456
Providing for the consideration of the Senate amendment to the bill (H.R. 627) to amend the Truth in Lending Act to establish fair and transparent practices relating to the extension of credit under an open end consumer credit plan, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
May 19, 2009

Sponsor:
Ms. Pingree of Maine

Granted a rule providing for consideration of the Senate amendment to H.R. 627, the “Credit Cardholders' Bill of Rights Act of 2009.” The rule makes in order a motion by the Chairman of the Committee on Financial Services to concur in the Senate amendment. The rule waives all points of order against the motion except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the Senate amendment and the motion shall be considered as read. The rule provides one hour of debate on the motion equally divided and controlled by the chairman and ranking minority member of the Committee on Financial Services. The rule provides that the question of adoption of the motion shall be divided for a separate vote on concurring in section 512 of the Senate amendment. The rule further provides that if either portion of the divided question fails of adoption, then the House shall be considered to have made no disposition of the Senate amendment. The rule provides that House Resolution 450 is laid on the table.

May 19, 2009:
Ordered reported by voice vote.

May 19, 2009:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-120.

May 20, 2009:
Adopted by the house as reported by record vote 247-180.

H. Res. 457
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 2352) to amend the Small Business Act, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
May 19, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Polis of Colorado

 Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 2352, the “Job Creation Through Entrepreneurship Act of 2009.” The rule provides one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Small Business. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI.

The rule provides that the amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on Small Business now printed in the bill shall be considered as an original bill for the purpose of amendment and shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against the amendment in the nature of a substitute except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI.

The rule makes in order only those amendments printed in the Rules Committee report. The amendments made in order may be of-
ferred only in the order printed in the report, may be offered only by a Member designated in the report, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time specified in the report equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for a division of the question in the House or in the Committee of the Whole. All points of order against the amendments except those arising under clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI are waived. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

May 19, 2009:
Ordered reported by voice vote.

May 19, 2009:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-121.

May 20, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 247-175, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 244-175, 1 Present.

**H. Res. 463**
Providing for consideration of the conference report to accompany the bill (S. 454) to improve the organization and procedures of the Department of Defense for the acquisition of major weapon systems, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
May 20, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Pingree of Maine

Granted a rule providing for consideration of the conference report to accompany S. 454, the “Weapons Acquisition System Reform Through Enhancing Technical Knowledge and Oversight Act of 2009.”

The rule waives all points of order against the conference report and against its consideration and provides that the conference report shall be considered as read. The rule provides that the Chair may postpone further consideration of the conference report to such time as may be designated by the Speaker.

May 20, 2009:
Ordered reported by voice vote.

**May 20, 2009:**
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-125

**May 21, 2009:**
Adopted by the House as reported by voice vote.

**H. Res. 464**
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 915) to amend title 49, United States Code, to authorize appropriations for the Federal Aviation Administration for fiscal years 2009 through 2012, to improve aviation safety and capacity, to provide stable funding for the national aviation system, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
May 20, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Arcuri of New York

Granted a rule providing for one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chairman and ranking minority member of the Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that, in lieu of the amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure, the amendment in the nature of a substitute printed in part A of the Rules Committee report, modified by the amendment printed in part B of the Rules Committee report, shall be considered as adopted in the House and in the Committee of the Whole. The bill, as amended, shall be considered as the original bill for purpose of further amendment and shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against provisions in the bill, as amended.

The rule makes in order only those amendments printed in part C of the Rules Committee report. Amendments so printed may be offered only in the order printed in the Committee report, may be offered only by a Member designated in the report, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time specified in this report equally divided and controlled by a proponent and an opponent, shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be
subject to a demand for division of the question in the House or in the Committee of the Whole. The rule waives all points of order against such amendments except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides one motion to recommit the bill with or without instructions.

Section 2 of the rule provides that the chair of the Committee on Transportation is authorized to file a supplemental report to accompany H.R. 915.

May 20, 2009:
Ordered reported by voice vote

May 20, 2009:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-126

May 21, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 234-178, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 246-175.

H. Res. 474
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 2200) to authorize the Transportation Security Administration's programs relating to the provision of transportation security, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
May 21, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Perlmutter of Colorado

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 2200, the “Transportation Security Administration Authorization Act.” The rule provides one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Homeland Security.

The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on Homeland Security shall be considered as an original bill for the purpose of amendment and shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against the amendment in the nature of a substitute except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI.

The rule makes in order only those amendments printed in the report of the Committee on Rules. The amendments made in order may be offered only in the order printed in the Committee report, may be offered only by a Member designated in the report, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time specified in this report equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for a division of the question in the House or in the Committee of the Whole. All points of order against the amendments except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI are waived. Finally, the rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

May 21, 2009:
Ordered reported by voice vote.

May 21, 2009:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-127

June 4, 2009:
Adopted by the house as reported by record vote 243-179.

H. Res. 490
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 31) to provide for the recognition of the Lumbee Tribe of North Carolina, and for other purposes, and providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 1385) to extend Federal recognition to the Chickahominy Indian Tribe, the Chickahominy Indian Tribe-Eastern Division, the Upper Mattaponi Tribe, the Rappahannock Tribe, Inc., the Monacan Indian Nation, and the Nansemond Indian Tribe.

Date Introduced:
June 2, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Cardoza of California

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 31, the “Lumbee Recognition Act,” under a closed rule providing one hour of general debate in the House equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Natural Resources. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those
arising under clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI. The amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on Natural Resources now printed in the bill shall be considered as adopted. The rule waives all points of order against provisions of the bill, as amended. The rule provides that the bill, as amended, shall be considered as read. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

The rule also provides for consideration of H.R. 1385, the “Thomasina E. Jordan Indian Tribes of Virginia Federal Recognition Act of 2009,” under a structured rule. The rule provides one hour of debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Natural Resources and waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on Natural Resources, now printed in the bill, shall be considered as an original bill for the purpose of amendment and shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against the amendment in the nature of a substitute except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI the bill. The rule makes in order only those amendments printed in the Rules Committee report. The rule provides that the amendments made in order may be offered only in the order printed in the report, may be offered only by a Member designated in this report, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time specified in this report equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the question in the House or in the Committee of the Whole. The rule waives all points of order against the amendments printed in the report except those arising under clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI. Finally, the rule provides one motion to recommit H.R. 1385 with or without instructions.

June 2, 2009:
Ordered Reported by voice vote.

June 2, 2009:

June 3, 2009:
Adopted by the house as reported by record vote 231-174.

**H. Res. 501**
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 626) to provide that 4 of the 12 weeks of parental leave made available to a Federal employee shall be paid leave, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
June 3, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Cardoza of California

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 626, the “Federal Employees Paid Parental Leave Act of 2009.” The rule provides one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Oversight and Government Reform. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the bill shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against provisions in the bill.

The rule makes in order only those amendments printed in the Rules Committee report. The amendments made in order may be offered only in the order printed in the report, may be offered only by a Member designated in the report, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time specified in the report equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for a division of the question in the House or in the Committee of the Whole. All points of order against the amendments except those arising under clauses 9 and 10 of Rule XXI are waived. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

June 3, 2009:
Ordered reported by voice vote.

June 3, 2009:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-133.

June 4, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by voice vote.
H. Res. 522
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 1886) to authorize democratic, economic, and social development assistance for Pakistan, to authorize security assistance for Pakistan, and for other purposes, and providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 2410) to authorize appropriations for the Department of State and the Peace Corps for fiscal years 2010 and 2011, to modernize the Foreign Service, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
June 9, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Hastings of Florida

Granted a rule for H.R. 1886 providing one hour of general debate in the House equally divided and controlled by the chairman and ranking minority member of the Committee on Foreign Affairs. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI. The amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on Foreign Affairs now printed in the bill, modified by the amendment printed in part A of the report of the Committee on Rules, shall be considered as adopted. The rule waives all points of order against provisions of the bill, as amended. The rule provides that the bill, as amended, shall be considered as read. The rule makes in order the further amendment in the nature of a substitute printed in part B of the report of the Committee on Rules, if offered by Representative Ros-Lehtinen of Florida or her designee, which shall be in order without intervention of any point of order except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI, shall be considered as read, and shall be separately debatable for 30 minutes equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

The resolution also provides for consideration of H.R. 2410, the “Foreign Relations Authorization Act, Fiscal Years 2010 and 2011,” under a structured rule. The rule provides one hour of debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Foreign Affairs and waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on Foreign Affairs, now printed in the bill, shall be considered as an original bill for the purpose of amendment and shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against the amendment in the nature of a substitute except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI. The rule makes in order only those amendments printed in part C of the report of the Committee on Rules. The rule provides that the amendments made in order may be offered only in the order printed in the report of the Committee on Rules, may be offered only by a Member designated in the Committee report, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time specified in this report equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the question in the House or in the Committee of the Whole. The rule waives all points of order against the amendments printed in the report except for clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides one motion to recommit H.R. 2410 with or without instructions. Finally, the rule provides that in the engrossment of H.R. 2410, the text of H.R. 1886, as passed by the House, shall be added as new matter at the end of H.R. 2410.

June 8, 2009:
Ordered reported by voice vote.

June 9, 2009:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-143.

June 10, 2009:
Adopted by the house as reported by record vote 238 - 183.

H. Res. 532
Providing for the consideration of the Senate amendment to the bill (H.R. 1256) to protect the public health by providing the Food and Drug Administration with certain authority to regulate tobacco products, to amend title 5, United States Code, to make certain modifications in the Thrift Savings Plan, the Civil Service Retirement System, and the Federal Employees' Retirement System, and for other purposes.
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**Date Introduced:**
June 11, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Polis of Colorado

Granted a rule providing for the consideration of the Senate amendment to H.R. 1256, the “Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Control Act.” The rule makes in order a motion offered by the chair of the Committee on Energy and Commerce or his designee that the House concur in the Senate amendment to H.R. 1256. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the motion except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the Senate amendment shall be considered as read. The rule provides one hour of debate on the motion equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Energy and Commerce.

June 11, 2009:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

June 11, 2009:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-145.

June 12, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by a voice vote.

**H. Res. 544**
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 2847) making appropriations for the Departments of Commerce and Justice, and Science, and Related Agencies for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2010, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
June 15, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Arcuri of New York

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 2847, the “Commerce, Justice, Science, and Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 2010.” The rule provides for one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Appropriations.

The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI. The rule waives points of order against provisions in the bill for failure to comply with clause 2 of rule XXI. The rule makes in order only those amendments that are received for printing in the *Congressional Record* not later than June 15, 2009 or are pro forma amendments for the purpose of debate. Each amendment submitted for printing in the *Congressional Record* may be offered only by the Member who submitted it for printing or a designee, and each such amendment shall be considered as read. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions. Finally, the resolution amends clause 9(b)(2) of rule XXI by inserting "such" after "no".

June 15, 2009:
Ordered reported by a record vote of 7-3.

June 15, 2009:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-155

June 16, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 247-174, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 247-176.

**H. Res. 545**
Providing for consideration of the conference report to accompany the bill (H.R. 2346) making supplemental appropriations for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2009, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
June 15, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Slaughter of New York

Granted a rule providing for consideration of the conference report to accompany H.R. 2346, the “Supplemental Appropriations Act, 2009.” The rule waives all points of order against the conference report and against its consideration. The rule provides that the conference report shall be considered as read. The rule provides that the Chair may postpone further consideration of the conference report to a time designated by the Speaker.
June 15, 2009:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

June 15, 2009:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-156.

June 16, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 238-183.

**H. Res. 552**

Providing for further consideration of the bill (H.R. 2847) making appropriations for the Departments of Commerce and Justice, and Science, and Related Agencies for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2010, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
June 16, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Slaughter of New York

Granted a rule providing for further consideration of the bill (H.R. 2847) "making appropriations for the Departments of Commerce and Justice, and Science, and Related Agencies for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2010, and for other purposes", under a structured rule. The rule provides no further general debate. The rule provides that no further amendments shall be in order except: (1) amendments numbered 3, 6, 19, 22, 25, 31, 35, 41, 59, 60, 62, 63, 69, 71, 93, 96, 97, 98, 100, 102, 111, 114, and 118 printed in the Congressional Record of June 15, 2009, which may be offered only by the Member who submitted it for printing or a designee; and (2) not to exceed 10 of the following amendments if offered by the ranking minority member of the Committee on Appropriations or his designee: amendments numbered 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 104, 105, 106, 107, and 108 printed in the Congressional Record of June 15, 2009.

The rule provides that each amendment shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for 10 minutes equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the question in the House or in the Committee of the Whole. The rule waives all points of order against such amendments except that amendments may be offered only at the appropriate point in the reading. It provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

The rule provides that the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Appropriations or their designees each may offer one pro forma amendment to the bill for the purpose of debate. Such amendment may be repeated, but only after consideration of an amendment listed in the first section of this rule.

Finally, the rule provides that the Chair may entertain a motion that the Committee rise only if offered by the chair of the Committee on Appropriations or his designee. The Chair may not entertain a motion to strike out the enacting words of the bill (as described in clause 9 of rule XVIII).

June 16, 2009 (Legislative Day) June 17, 2009 (Calendar Day):
Ordered reported by a record vote of 7-3.

June 16, 2009 (Legislative Day) June 17, 2009 (Calendar Day):
Report filed, See H. Res. 111-158.

June 17, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 221-201, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 238-180.

**H. Res. 559**

Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 2918) making appropriations for the Legislative Branch for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2010, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
June 18, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Hastings of Florida

Granted a rule providing for consideration for H.R. 2918, the “Legislative Branch Appropriations Act, 2010.” The rule provides for one hour of debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Appropriations.
The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the bill shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against provisions in the bill for failure to comply with clause 2 of rule XXI. The rule makes in order the amendment printed in the Rules Committee report, if offered by Representative McCarthy of New York or her designee, which shall be in order without intervention of any point of order, except clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI, shall be considered as read, shall be separately debatable for 10 minutes equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the question. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

The rule also provides that it shall be in order, any rule of the House to the contrary notwithstanding, to consider concurrent resolutions providing for the adjournment of the House and Senate during the month of July.

June 18, 2009:
Ordered reported by voice vote.

June 18, 2009:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-161.

June 19, 2009
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 226-179, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 230-177.

H. Res. 572
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 2647) to authorize appropriations for fiscal year 2010 for military activities of the Department of Defense, to prescribe military personnel strengths for fiscal year 2010, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
June 23, 2009

Sponsor:
Ms. Pingree of Maine

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 2647, the “National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2010.” The rule provides one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Armed Services.

The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule considers as an original bill for the purpose of amendment the amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on Armed Services. The committee amendment shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against the committee amendment except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI.

The rule makes in order those amendments printed in the report of the Committee on Rules and amendments en bloc. The amendments made in order may be offered only in the order printed in the Rules Committee report except that the amendments may be offered out of order provided the chair of the Committee on Armed Services announces from the floor a request to that effect, may be offered only by a Member designated in the report, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time specified in the report equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for a division of the question in the House or in the Committee of the Whole.

The rule also permits the chair of the Committee on Armed Services or his designee to offer amendments en bloc if those amendments have been printed in the Rules Committee report and not earlier disposed of. The Chair of the Committee of the Whole may recognize for consideration any amendment printed in the report out of the order printed but not sooner than 30 minutes after the chair of the Committee on Armed Services announces from the floor a request to that effect. Proponents of amendments to be considered en bloc may submit a statement in the Congressional Record immediately prior to the disposition of the amendments en bloc. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions. The rule provides for two minute voting during consideration of H.R. 2647.

Finally, the rule provides that, in the engrossment of H.R. 2647, the text of H.R. 2990, as passed the House, shall be added as new matter at the end of H.R. 2647. H.R. 2990
shall be laid on the table upon addition of its text of H.R. 2647.

June 23, 2009:
Ordered reported by a record vote of 8-3.

June 23, 2009:
Report filed, See H. Res. 111-182.

June 24, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 222-202, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 245-181.

H. Res. 573
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 2892) making appropriations for the Department of Homeland Security for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2010, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:  
June 23, 2009

Sponsor:  
Mr. Perlmutter of Colorado

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 2892, the “Department of Homeland Security Appropriations Act, 2010.” The rule provides one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Appropriations. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI. The rule waives all points of order against provisions in the bill for failure to comply with clause 2 or 5 of rule XXI.

The rule makes in order the following amendments: (1) the amendment printed in part A of the Rules Committee report; (2) the amendments printed in part B of the report; (3) not to exceed four of the amendments printed in part C of the report, if offered by Representative Flake of Arizona or his designee; and (4) not to exceed one of the amendments printed in part D of the report, if offered by Representative Campbell of California or his designee.

The rule provides that each such amendment shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for 10 minutes equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the question in the House or in the Committee of the Whole. All points of order against such amendments are waived except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule also provides that the amendments printed in part B, C, or D of the report may be offered only at the appropriate point in the reading.

The rule provides that for those amendments reported from the Committee of the Whole, the question of their adoption shall be put to the House en gros and without intervening demand for division of the question. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

The rule provides that after consideration of the bill for amendment, the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Appropriations or their designees each may offer one pro forma amendment to the bill for the purpose of debate, which shall be controlled by the proponent. The rule provides that the Chair may entertain a motion that the Committee rise only if offered by the chair of the Committee on Appropriations or his designee and that the Chair may not entertain a motion to strike out the enacting words of the bill (as described in clause 9 of rule XVIII). Finally, the rule provides that during consideration of H.R. 2892, the Chair may reduce to two minutes the minimum time for electronic voting under clause 6 of rule XVIII and clauses 8 and 9 of rule XX.

June 23, 2009:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

June 23, 2009:
Report filed, See H. Res. 111-183.

June 24, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 239-184, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 238-174.

H. Res. 578
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 2996) making appropriations for the Department of the Interior, environment, and related agencies for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2010, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:  
June 24, 2009
Sponsor:
Mr. Polis of Colorado

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 2996, the “Department of the Interior, Environment, and Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 2010.” The rule provides one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Appropriations. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI. The rule waives all points of order against provisions in the bill for failure to comply with clause 2 of rule XXI.

The rule makes in order the following amendments: (1) the amendment printed in part A of the Rules Committee report; (2) the amendments printed in part B of the report; (3) not to exceed three of the amendments printed in part C of the report, if offered by Representative Flake of Arizona or his designee; (4) not to exceed one of the amendments printed in part D of the report, if offered by Representative Campbell of California or his designee; and (5) not to exceed one of the amendments printed in part E of the report, if offered by Representative Hensarling of Texas or his designee.

The rule provides that each such amendment shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for 10 minutes equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the question in the House or in the Committee of the Whole. All points of order against such amendments are waived except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule also provides that the amendments printed in part B, C, D, or E of the report may be offered only at the appropriate point in the reading.

The rule provides that for those amendments reported from the Committee of the Whole, the question of their adoption shall be put to the House en gros and without intervening demand for division of the question. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions. The rule provides that after consideration of the bill for amendment, the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Appropriations or their designees each may offer one pro forma amendment to the bill for the purpose of debate, which shall be controlled by the proponent. The rule provides that the Chair may entertain a motion that the Committee rise only if offered by the chair of the Committee on Appropriations or his designee and that the Chair may not entertain a motion to strike out the enacting words of the bill (as described in clause 9 of rule XVIII). Finally, the rule provides that during consideration of H.R. 2996, the Chair may reduce to two minutes the minimum time for electronic voting under clause 6 of rule XVIII and clauses 8 and 9 of rule XX.

June 24, 2009:
Ordered reported by a record vote of 8-3.

June 24, 2009:
Report filed, See H. Res. 111-184.

June 25, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 238-184, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 241-182.

H. Res. 587
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 2454) to create clean energy jobs, achieve energy independence, reduce global warming pollution and transition to a clean energy economy.

Date Introduced:
June 25, 2009

Sponsor:
Ms. Matsui of California

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 2454, the “American Clean Energy and Security Act of 2009.”

The rule provides for three hours of debate with two and one half hours to be equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Energy and Commerce and 30 minutes to be equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Ways and Means. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI.

The rule provides that, in lieu of the amendment recommended by the Committee on...
Energy and Commerce now printed in the bill, an amendment in the nature of a substitute consisting of the text of H.R. 2998, modified by the amendment printed in part A of the Rules Committee report, shall be considered as adopted. The rule waives all points of order against the bill, as amended. The rule provides that the bill, as amended, shall be considered as read.

The rule makes in order the further amendment in the nature of a substitute printed in part B of the report of the Committee on Rules, if offered by Representative Forbes of Virginia or his designee, which shall be in order without intervention of any point of order except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI, shall be considered as read, and shall be separately debatable for 30 minutes equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

June 25, 2009 (Legislative Day) June 26, 2009 (Calendar Day):
Ordered reported by a record vote of 7-3.

June 25, 2009 (Legislative Day) June 26, 2009 (Calendar Day):
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-185.

June 26, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 217-205, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 232-189.

H. Res. 609
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 2997) making appropriations for Agriculture, Rural Development, Food and Drug Administration, and Related Agencies programs for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2010, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
July 7, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. McGovern of Massachusetts

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 2997, the “Agriculture, Rural Development, Food and Drug Administration, and Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 2010.” The rule provides one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Appropriations. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI. The rule waives all points of order against provisions in the bill for failure to comply with clause 2 of rule XXI.

The rule makes in order the following amendments: (1) the amendment printed in part A of the report of the Committee on Rules accompanying the resolution; (2) the amendments printed in part B of the report of the Committee on Rules; (3) not to exceed one of the amendments printed in part C of the report of the Committee on Rules if offered by Representative Campbell of California or his designee; (4) not to exceed three of the amendments printed in part D of the report of the Committee on Rules if offered by Representative Flake of Arizona or his designee; and (5) not to exceed one of the amendments printed in part E of the report of the Committee on Rules if offered by Representative Hensarling of Texas or his designee. The rule provides that each such amendment shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for 10 minutes equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the question in the House or in the Committee of the Whole. All points of order against such amendments are waived except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule also provides that the amendments printed in part B through E of the report may be offered only at the appropriate point in the reading.

The rule provides that for those amendments reported from the Committee of the Whole, the question of their adoption shall be put to the House en gros and without demand for division of the question. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions. The rule provides that after consideration of the bill for amendment, the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Appropriations or their designees each may offer one pro forma amendment to the bill for the purpose of debate, which shall be controlled by the proponent. The rule provides that the Chair may entertain a motion that the Committee rise only if offered by the chair of the Committee on Appropriations or his designee and that
the Chair may not entertain a motion to strike out the enacting words of the bill (as described in clause 9 of rule XVIII). Finally, the rule provides that during consideration of H.R. 2997, the Chair may reduce to two minutes the minimum time for electronic voting under clause 6 of rule XVIII and clauses 8 and 9 of rule XX.

July 7, 2009:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

July 7, 2009:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-191.

July 8, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 238-186, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 239-183.

H. Res. 610
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 2965) to amend the Small Business Act with respect to the Small Business Innovation Research Program and the Small Business Technology Transfer Program, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
July 7, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Polis of Colorado

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 2965, the “Enhancing Small Business Research and Innovation Act of 2009.” The rule provides one hour of general debate, with 40 minutes equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Small Business and 20 minutes equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Science and Technology. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on Small Business now printed in the bill shall be considered as an original bill for the purpose of amendment and shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against the amendment in the nature of a substitute except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI.

The rule makes in order only those amendments printed in the report of the Committee on Rules. The amendments made in order may be offered only in the order printed in the report, may be offered only by a Member designated in the report, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time specified in this report equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for a division of the question in the House or in the Committee of the Whole.

The rule provides that the proponent of any such amendment may modify its amendatory instructions. All points of order against the amendments except those arising under clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI are waived. The rule provides that the previous question shall be considered as ordered on the bill and amendments thereto to final passage without intervening motion except one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

The rule also provides that the Chair may entertain a motion that the Committee rise only if offered by the chair of the Committee on Small Business or a designee. The rule provides that the Chair may not entertain a motion to strike out the enacting words of the bill (as described in clause 9 of rule XVIII). Finally, the rule provides that during consideration of H.R. 2965, the Chair may reduce to two minutes the minimum time for electronic voting under clause 6 of rule XVIII and clauses 8 and 9 of rule XX.

July 7, 2009:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

July 7, 2009:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-192.

July 8, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 236-187.

H. Res. 617
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 3081) making appropriations for the Department of State, foreign operations, and related programs for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2010, and for other purposes.
Date Introduced:  
July 8, 2009

Sponsor:  
Mr. Cardoza of California

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 3081, the “Department of State, Foreign Operations, and Related Programs Appropriations Act, 2010.” The rule provides one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Appropriations. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI. The rule waives all points of order against provisions in the bill for failure to comply with clause 2 of rule XXI.

The rule makes in order the amendment printed in part A of the report of the Committee on Rules, and the amendments printed in part B of the report. The rule provides that each such amendment shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for 10 minutes equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the question in the House or in the Committee of the Whole. All points of order against such amendments are waived except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule also provides that the amendments printed in part B of the report may be offered only at the appropriate point in the reading.

The rule provides that for those amendments reported from the Committee of the Whole, the question of their adoption shall be put to the House en gros and without demand for division of the question. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

The rule provides that after consideration of the bill for amendment, the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Appropriations or their designees each may offer one pro forma amendment to the bill for the purpose of debate, which shall be controlled by the proponent. The rule provides that the Chair may entertain a motion that the Committee rise only if offered by the chair of the Committee on Appropriations or his designee and that the Chair may not entertain a motion to strike out the enacting words of the bill (as described in clause 9 of rule XVIII). Finally, the rule provides that during consideration of the bill, the Chair may reduce to two minutes the minimum time for electronic voting.

July 8, 2009:  
Ordered reported by a record vote of 8-2.

July 8, 2009:  

July 9, 2009:  
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 223-200, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 217-187.

H. Res. 618

Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 2701) to authorize appropriations for fiscal year 2010 for intelligence and intelligence-related activities of the United States Government, the Community Management Account, and the Central Intelligence Agency Retirement and Disability System, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:  
July 8, 2009

Sponsor:  
Mr. Hastings of Florida

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 2701, the “Intelligence Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2010.” The rule provides for one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence.

The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence shall be considered as an original bill for the purpose of amendment and shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against the committee amendment.

The rule makes in order only those amendments printed in the report of the Committee on Rules and waives all points of order against
such amendments except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI.

The amendments made in order may be offered only in the order printed in the Rules Committee report, may be offered only by a Member designated in the Committee report, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time specified in this report equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for a division of the question in the House or in the Committee of the Whole.

The rule provides for the reporting to the House of the amendment in the nature of a substitute, as amended, and the ordering of the previous question on the bill and amendments except one motion to recommit with or without instructions. It provides that the Chair may entertain a motion that the Committee rise only if offered by the chair of the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence or a designee. It provides that the Chair may not entertain a motion to strike out the enacting words of the bill (as described in clause 9 of rule XVIII). Finally, during consideration of the bill, the Chair may reduce to two minutes the minimum time for electronic voting under clause 6 of rule XVIII and clauses 8 and 9 of rule XX.

July 8, 2009:
Ordered reported by a record vote of 8-2.

July 8, 2009:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-194

July 15, 2009:
Laid on the table pursuant to the provisions of H. Res. 645.

H. Res. 622
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 3082) making appropriations for military construction, the Department of Veterans Affairs, and related agencies for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2010, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
July 9, 2009

Sponsor:
Ms. Pingree of Maine

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 3082, the “Military Construction and Veterans Affairs Appropriations Act, 2010.” The rule provides one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Appropriations. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the bill shall be considered as read through page 58, line 6. The rule waives all points of order against provisions in the bill for failure to comply with clause 2 of rule XXI.

The rule makes in order the amendments printed in the Rules Committee report. The rule provides that each such amendment may be offered only in the order printed in the report, may be offered only by a Member designated in the report, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for 10 minutes equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the question in the House or in the Committee of the Whole. All points of order against such amendments are waived except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI.

The rule provides that for those amendments reported from the Committee of the Whole, the question of their adoption shall be put to the House en gros and without demand for division of the question. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

The rule provides that after disposition of the amendments specified in the first section of the rule, the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Appropriations or their designees each may offer one pro forma amendment to the bill for the purpose of debate, which shall be controlled by the proponent. The rule provides that the Chair may entertain a motion that the Committee rise only if offered by the chair of the Committee on Appropriations or his designee and that the Chair may not entertain a motion to strike out the enacting words of the bill (as described in clause 9 of rule XVIII). Finally, the rule provides that during consideration of the bill, the
Chair may reduce to two minutes the minimum time for electronic voting.

**July 9, 2009:**
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

**July 9, 2009:**

**July 10, 2009:**
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 241-179, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 244-174.

**H. Res. 644**
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 3170) making appropriations for financial services and general government for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2010, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
July 14, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Perlmutter of Colorado

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 3170, the “Financial Services and General Government Appropriations Act, 2010.” The rule provides one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Appropriations. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clauses 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the bill shall be considered as read through page 145, line 11. The rule waives points of order against provisions in the bill for failure to comply with clause 2 of rule XXI.

The rule makes in order the amendments printed in the report of the Committee on Rules. The rule provides that each such amendment may be offered only in the order printed in the report, may be offered only by a Member designated in the report, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for 10 minutes equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the question in the House or in the Committee of the Whole. All points of order against such amendments are waived except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI.

The rule provides that for those amendments reported from the Committee of the Whole, the question of their adoption shall be put to the House en gros and without demand for division of the question. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

The rule provides that after disposition of the amendments specified in the first section of the rule, the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Appropriations or their designees each may offer one pro forma amendment to the bill for the purpose of debate, which shall be controlled by the proponent. The rule provides that the Chair may entertain a motion that the Committee rise only if offered by the chair of the Committee on Appropriations or his designee and that the Chair may not entertain a motion to strike out the enacting words of the bill (as described in clause 9 of rule XVIII). Finally, the rule provides that during consideration of the bill, the Chair may reduce to two minutes the minimum time for electronic voting.

**July 14, 2009:**
Ordered reported by a record vote of 7-4.

**July 14, 2009:**
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-208.

**July 16, 2009:**
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 216-213, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 227-200.

**H. Res. 645**
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 3183) making appropriations for energy and water development and related agencies for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2010, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
July 14, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Matsui of California
Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 3183, the “Energy and Water Development and Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 2010.” The rule provides one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Appropriations. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clauses 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the bill shall be considered as read through page 63, line 12. The rule waives points of order against provisions in the bill for failure to comply with clause 2 of rule XXI.

The rule makes in order (1) the amendments printed in part A of the report of the Committee on Rules; (2) not to exceed one of the amendments printed in part B of the report if offered by Representative Campbell of California or his designee; (3) not to exceed six of the amendments printed in part C of the report if offered by Representative Flake of Arizona or his designee; and (4) not to exceed three of the amendments printed in part D of the report if offered by Representative Hensarling of Texas or his designee. The rule provides that each such amendment may be offered only in the order printed in the report, may be offered only by a Member designated in the report, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for 10 minutes equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the question in the House or in the Committee of the Whole. All points of order against such amendments are waived except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI.

**July 14, 2009:**
Ordered reported by a record vote of 7-4.

**July 14, 2009:**
Report filed, See H. Res. 111-209.

**July 15, 2009:**
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 238-185, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 237-177.

**H. Res. 653**
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 1018) to amend the Wild Free-Roaming Horses and Burros Act to improve the management and long-term health of wild free-roaming horses and burros, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
July 16, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. McGovern of Massachusetts

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 1018, the “Restore Our American Mustangs Act.” The rule provides one hour of general debate in the House equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Natural Resources. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI.

The amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on Natural Resources now printed in the bill shall be considered as adopted. The rule waives all points of order against provisions of the bill, as amended. The rule provides that the bill, as amended, shall be considered as read.

The rule makes in order the amendment printed in part A of the report of the Committee on Rules if offered by Rep. Rahall or his designee, which shall be considered as read, and shall be separately debatable for 10 minutes equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent. The rule also makes in order the amendment in the nature of a substitute printed in part B of the report, if offered by Representative Hastings of Washington or his designee, which shall be separately debatable for 30 minutes equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent. The rule waives all points of order against the amendments printed in the report except for clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

**July 16, 2009:**
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

**July 16, 2009:**
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-212.

**July 17, 2009:**
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 236-186, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 232-188.
H. Res. 665
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 2920) to reinstitute and update the Pay-As-You-Go requirement of budget neutrality on new tax and mandatory spending legislation, enforced by the threat of annual, automatic sequestration.

Date Introduced:
July 21, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Arcuri of New York

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 2920, the “Statutory Pay-As-You-Go Act of 2009.” The rule provides one hour of debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on the Budget.

The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. It provides that the amendment in the nature of a substitute printed in part A of the report, modified by the amendment printed in part B of the report, shall be considered as adopted and the bill, as amended, shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against the bill, as amended.

The rule makes in order the amendment in the nature of a substitute printed in part C of the report if offered by Rep. Paul Ryan of Wisconsin or his designee. The amendment in the nature of a substitute shall be considered as read and shall be separately debatable for one hour equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent. The rule waives all points of order against the amendment in the nature of a substitute printed in part C of the report except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI.

The rule provides one motion to recommit the bill with or without instructions. Finally, the rule provides that for purposes of the concurrent resolution on the budget, the amounts specified in section 421(a)(2)(A) and section 421(a)(2)(C) shall be considered to be those reflected in section 314 and section 316 of the House companion measure.

July 21, 2009:

Ordered reported by a voice vote.

July 21, 2009:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-217.

July 22, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 243-182.

H. Res. 669
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 3288) making appropriations for the Departments of Transportation, and Housing and Urban Development, and related agencies for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2010, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
July 22, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Arcuri of New York

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 3288, the “Transportation, Housing and Urban Development, and Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 2010.” The rule provides one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Appropriations. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the bill shall be considered as read through page 160, line 6. The rule waives points of order against provisions in the bill for failure to comply with clause 2 of rule XXI.

The rule makes in order the following amendments; (1) the amendments printed in part A of the report of the Committee on Rules; (2) not to exceed seven of the amendments printed in part B of the Rules Committee report if offered by Representative Flake of Arizona or his designee; and (3) not to exceed two of the amendments printed in part C of the Committee report if offered by Representative Hensarling of Texas or his designee. The rule provides that each such amendment may be offered only in the order printed in the report, may be offered only by a Member designated in the report, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for 10 minutes equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an oppo-
nent, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the question in the House or in the Committee of the Whole. The rule provides that the proponent of any such amendment may modify its amendatory instructions. All points of order against such amendments are waived except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI.

The rule provides that for those amendments reported from the Committee of the Whole, the question of their adoption shall be put to the House en gros and without demand for division of the question. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

The rule provides that after disposition of the amendments specified in the first section of the rule, the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Appropriations or their designees each may offer one pro forma amendment to the bill for the purpose of debate, which shall be controlled by the proponent. The rule provides that the Chair may entertain a motion that the Committee rise only if offered by the chair of the Committee on Appropriations or his designee and that the Chair may not entertain a motion to strike out the enacting words of the bill (as described in clause 9 of rule XVIII). The rule provides that during consideration of the bill, the Chair may reduce to two minutes the minimum time for electronic voting.

July 22, 2009: 
Ordered reported by a record vote of 7-2.

July 22, 2009: 

July 23, 2009: 
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 235-183.

H. Res. 673
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 3293) making appropriations for the Departments of Labor, Health and Human Services, and Education, and related agencies for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2010, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
July 23, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Hastings of Florida

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 3293, the “Departments of Labor, Health and Human Services, and Education, and Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 2010.” The rule provides one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Appropriations. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clauses 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the bill shall be considered as read through page 134, line 12. The rule waives points of order against provisions in the bill for failure to comply with clause 2 of rule XXI.

The rule makes in order the amendments printed in the report of the Committee on Rules. The rule provides that each such amendment may be offered only in the order printed in the report, may be offered only by a Member designated in the report, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time specified in the report equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the question in the House or in the Committee of the Whole. All points of order against such amendments are waived except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI.

The rule provides that for those amendments reported from the Committee of the Whole, the question of their adoption shall be put to the House en gros and without demand for division of the question. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

The rule provides that after disposition of the amendments specified in the first section of the rule, the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Appropriations or their designees each may offer one pro forma amendment to the bill for the purpose of debate, which shall be controlled by the proponent. The rule provides that the Chair may entertain a motion that the Committee rise only if offered by the chair of the Committee on Appropriations or his designee and that the Chair may not entertain a motion to strike out the enacting words of the bill (as described in
clause 9 of rule XVIII). Finally, the rule provides that during consideration of the bill, the Chair may reduce to two minutes the minimum time for electronic voting.

**July 23, 2009:**
Ordered reported by a record vote of 7-4.

**July 23, 2009:**
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-222.

**July 24, 2009:**
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 232-187, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 239-181.

**H. Res. 685**
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 3326) making appropriations for the Department of Defense for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2010, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
July 28, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Pingree of Maine

Granted a rule providing one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Appropriations. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clauses 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the bill shall be considered as read through page 147, line 4. The rule waives points of order against provisions in the bill for failure to comply with clause 2 of rule XXI.

The rule makes in order (1) the amendments printed in part A of the report of the Committee on Rules, which may be offered only in the order printed in the Rules Committee report, may be offered only by a Member designated in the report, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time specified in the report equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the question; (2) not to exceed eight of the amendments printed in part B of the Rules Committee report if offered by Representative Flake of Arizona or his designee, which may be offered only in the order printed in the report, shall be considered as read, and shall be debatable for 10 minutes equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent; (3) an en bloc amendment, if offered by Rep. Flake of Arizona or his designee, consisting of all of the amendments printed in part B of the report, which shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for 10 minutes equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the question; and (4) not to exceed two of the amendments printed in part C of the Rules Committee report if offered by Representative Campbell of California or his designee, which may be offered only in the order printed in the report, shall be considered as read, and shall be debatable for 10 minutes equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent. All points of order against such amendments are waived except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI.

The rule provides that for those amendments reported from the Committee of the Whole, the question of their adoption shall be put to the House en gros and without demand for division of the question. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

The rule provides that after disposition of the amendments specified in the first section of the rule, the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Appropriations or their designees each may offer one pro forma amendment to the bill for the purpose of debate, which shall be controlled by the proponent. The rule provides that the Chair may entertain a motion that the Committee rise only if offered by the chair of the Committee on Appropriations or his designee and that the Chair may not entertain a motion to strike out the enacting words of the bill (as described in clause 9 of rule XVIII). Finally, the rule provides that during consideration of the bill, the Chair may reduce to two minutes the minimum time for electronic voting.

**July 28, 2009:**
Ordered reported by a record vote of 7-2.

**July 28, 2009:**
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-233.

**July 29, 2009:**
Adopted by the House as amended by record vote 241-185.

**H. Res. 691**

Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 2749) to amend the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act to improve the safety of food in the global market, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
July 29, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Slaughter of New York

Granted a rule provides for consideration of H.R. 2749, the “Food Safety Enhancement Act of 2009.” The rule provides one hour of debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Energy and Commerce.

The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. It provides that in lieu of the amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on Energy and Commerce, the amendment in the nature of a substitute printed in the Rules Committee report shall be considered as adopted and the bill, as amended, shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against provisions in the bill, as amended. Finally, the rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

**July 29, 2009:**
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

**July 29, 2009:**
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-235.

**July 30, 2009:**
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 249-180.

**H. Res. 697**

Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 3269) to amend the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 to provide shareholders with an advisory vote on executive compensation and to prevent perverse incentives in the compensation practices of financial institutions.

**Date Introduced:**
July 30, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. McGovern of Massachusetts

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 3269, the “Corporate and Financial Institution Compensation Fairness Act of 2009,” with one hour of general debate in the House equally divided and controlled by the chairman and ranking minority member of the Committee on Financial Services. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI. The amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on Financial Services now printed in the bill shall be considered as adopted. The rule waives all points of order against provisions of the bill, as amended. The rule provides that the bill, as amended, shall be considered as read.

The rule makes in order the amendment printed in the report of the Committee on Rules if offered by Rep. Frank or his designee, which shall be considered as read, shall be separately debatable for 10 minutes equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the question. The rule also makes in order the amendment in the nature of a substitute printed in the report, if offered by Representative Garrett or his designee, which shall be separately debatable for 30 minutes equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent.

The rule waives all points of order against the amendments printed in the report except those arising under clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions. The rule also provides that during consideration of an amendment printed in the report, the Chair may postpone the question of adoption as though under clause 8 of rule XX. Finally the rule provides that in the engrossment of the bill, the Clerk is authorized to make technical and conforming changes to amendatory instructions.

**July 30, 2009:**
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

**July 30, 2009:**
HISTORY OF LEGISLATION — RULES GRANTED

Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-237.

July 31, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by voice vote.

H. Res. 726
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 965) to amend the Chesapeake Bay Initiative Act of 1998 to provide for the continuing authorization of the Chesapeake Bay Gateways and Watertrails Network.

Date Introduced:
September 9, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Arcuri of New York

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 965, the "Chesapeake Bay Gateways and Watertrails Network Continuing Authorization Act." The rule provides one hour of debate equally divided and controlled by the chairman and ranking minority member of the Committee on Natural Resources.

The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the bill shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against provisions of the bill.

The rule makes in order the amendment in the nature of a substitute printed in the report, if offered by Representative Bishop of Utah or his designee, which shall be in order without intervention of any point of order except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI, shall be considered as read, and shall be separately debatable for 20 minutes equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

September 9, 2009:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

September 9, 2009:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-249.

September 10, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by a voice vote.

H. Res. 745
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 3246) to provide for a program of research, development, demonstration, and commercial application in vehicle technologies at the Department of Energy.

Date Introduced:
September 15, 2009

Sponsor:
Ms. Matsui of California

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 3246, the Advanced Vehicle Technology Act of 2009. The rule provides one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chairman and ranking minority member of the Committee on Science and Technology. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on Science and Technology shall be considered as an original bill for the purpose of amendment and shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against the amendment in the nature of a substitute except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI.

The rule further makes in order only those amendments printed in the Rules Committee report. The amendments made in order may be offered only in the order printed in the report, may be offered only by a Member designated in the report, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time specified in this report equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the question in the House or in the Committee of the Whole. All points of order against the amendments except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI are waived.

The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions. The rule provides that the Chair may entertain a motion that the Committee rise only if offered by the chair of the Committee on Science and Technology.
or a designee. The rule provides that the Chair may not entertain a motion to strike out the enacting words of the bill.

September 15, 2009:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

September 15, 2009:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-255.

September 16, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by voice vote.

**H. Res. 746**
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 3221) to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965, and for other purposes.

*Date Introduced:* September 15, 2009

*Sponsor:* Mr. Polis of Colorado

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 3221, the “Higher Education Act of 1965.” The rule provides for one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Education and Labor. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on Education and Labor shall be considered as an original bill for the purpose of amendment and shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against the amendment in the nature of a substitute except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI.

The rule makes in order only those amendments printed in the report of the Committee on Rules. The amendments made in order may be offered only in the order printed in the committee report, may be offered only by a Member designated in the report, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time specified in this report equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for a division of the question in the House or in the Committee of the Whole. All points of order against the amendments except those arising under clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI are waived. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions. The rule provides that the Chair may entertain a motion that the Committee rise only if offered by the chair of the Committee on Education and Labor or his designee and that the Chair may not entertain a motion to strike out the enacting words of the bill.

September 15, 2009:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

September 15, 2009:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-256.

September 16, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 241-179.

**H. Res. 760**
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 324) to establish the Santa Cruz Valley National Heritage Area, and for other purposes.

*Date Introduced:* September 22, 2009

*Sponsor:* Mr. Cardoza of California

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 324, the “Santa Cruz Valley National Heritage Area Act.” The rule provides for one hour of debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Natural Resources.

The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the amendment printed in the report shall be considered as adopted and provides that the bill, as amended, shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against provisions of the bill, as amended.

The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.
September 22, 2009:  
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

September 22, 2009:  
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-263.

September 23, 2009:  
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 244-177.

*H. Res. 766*  
Providing for consideration of motions to suspend the rules.

**Date Introduced:** September 23, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Matsui of California

Granted a rule authorizing the Speaker to entertain motions that the House suspend the rules at any time on the legislative day of September 24, 2009. The resolution applies to motions related to H.R. 3631, the “Medicare Premium Fairness Act”.

September 23, 2009:  
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

September 23, 2009:  
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-264.

September 24, 2009:  
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 209-189.

**H. Res. 772**  
Providing for consideration of the conference report to accompany H.R. 2918, the “Legislative Branch Appropriations Act, 2010”. The rule waives all points of order against the conference report and against its consideration.

The rule provides that the conference report shall be considered as read. The rule provides that the previous question shall be considered as ordered without intervention of any motion except one hour of debate and one motion to recommit, if applicable.

September 24, 2009:  
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

September 24, 2009:  
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-266.

September 25, 2009:  
Adopted by the House as amended by record vote 209-189.

**H. Res. 788**  
Providing for consideration of the conference report to accompany the bill (H.R. 3183) making appropriations for energy and water development and related agencies for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2010, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:** September 30, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Matsui of California

Granted a rule providing for consideration of the conference report to accompany H.R. 3183, the “Energy and Water Development and Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 2010.” The rule waives all points of order against the conference report on H.R. 3183 and against its consideration. The rule provides that the conference report shall be considered as read. Finally, the rule provides that the previous question shall be considered as ordered without intervention of any motion except one hour of debate and one motion to recommit if applicable.

September 30, 2009:  
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

September 30, 2009:  
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-280.
October 1, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 234-181.

H. Res. 799
Providing for consideration of the conference report to accompany the bill (H.R. 2997) making appropriations for Agriculture, Rural Development, Food and Drug Administration, and Related Agencies programs for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2010, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
October 6, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. McGovern of Massachusetts

Granted a rule providing for consideration of the conference report to accompany H.R. 2997, the “Agriculture, Rural Development, Food and Drug Administration, and Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 2010.” The rule waives all points of order against the conference report on H.R. 2997 and against its consideration. Finally, the rule provides that the previous question shall be considered as ordered without intervention of any motion except one hour of debate and one motion to recommit if applicable.

October 6, 2009:
Ordered Reported by a voice vote.

October 6, 2009:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-287.

October 7, 2009:
Adopted by the House as amended by record vote 234-188.

H. Res. 808
Providing for consideration of the conference report to accompany the bill (H.R. 2892) making appropriations for the Department of Homeland Security for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2010, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
October 14, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Hastings of Florida

Granted a rule providing for consideration of the conference report to accompany H.R. 2892, the “Department of Homeland Security Appropriations Act, 2010.” The rule waives all points of order against the conference report and against its consideration. The rule provides that the conference report shall be considered as read. Finally, the rule provides that the previous question shall be considered as ordered without intervening motion except one hour of debate and one motion to recommit, if applicable.

Date Introduced:
October 7, 2009

Sponsor:
Ms. Slaughter of New York

Granted a rule providing for consideration of the conference report to accompany H.R. 2647, the "National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2010." The rule waives all points of order against the conference report and against its consideration. The rule provides that the conference report shall be considered as read. Finally, the rule provides that the previous question shall be considered as ordered without intervening motion except one hour of debate and one motion to recommit, if applicable.

October 7, 2009:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

October 7, 2009:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-289.

October 8, 2009:
Adopted by the House as amended by record vote 234-188.
except one hour of debate and one motion to recommit if applicable.

October 14, 2009: 
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

October 14, 2009: 
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-300.

October 15, 2009: 
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 239-174, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 243-173.

H. Res. 830
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 2442) to amend the Reclamation Wastewater and Groundwater Study and Facilities Act to expand the Bay Area Regional Water Recycling Program, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced: 
October 14, 2009

Sponsor: 
Ms. Matsui of California

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 2442, the “Bay Area Regional Water Recycling Program Expansion Act of 2009”. The rule provides for one hour of general debate in the House equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Natural Resources. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the amendment printed in the report of the Committee on Rules shall be considered as adopted and the bill, as amended, shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against provisions of the bill, as amended. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

October 14, 2009: 
Ordered reported by a record vote of 6-5.

October 14, 2009: 
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-301.

October 15, 2009: 
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 221-193, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 237-178.

H. Res. 846
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 3585) to guide and provide for United States research, development, and demonstration of solar energy technologies, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced: 
October 20, 2009

Sponsor: 
Mr. Polis of Colorado

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 3585, the “Solar Technology Roadmap Act.” The rule provides one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Science and Technology. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI.

The rule provides that the amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on Science and Technology shall be considered as an original bill for the purpose of amendment and shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against the amendment in the nature of a substitute except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI.

The rule further makes in order only those amendments printed in the report of the Committee on Rules. The amendments made in order may be offered only in the order printed in the report, may be offered only by a Member designated in the report, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time specified in this report equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the question. All points of order against the amendments are waived except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI.

The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions. The rule provides that the Chair may entertain a motion that the Committee rise only if offered by the chair
of the Committee on Science and Technology or his designee. Finally, the rule provides that the Chair may not entertain a motion to strike out the enacting words of the bill.

**October 20, 2009:**
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

**October 20, 2009:**
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-304.

**October 22, 2009:**
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 241-178, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 239-176.

**H. Res. 853**
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 3619) to authorize appropriations for the Coast Guard for fiscal year 2010, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
October 21, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Matsui of California

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 3619, the “Coast Guard Authorization Act of 2010”. The rule provides one hour of general debate, with 40 minutes equally divided and controlled by the chairman and ranking minority member of the Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure and 20 minutes equally divided and controlled by the chairman and ranking minority member of the Committee on Homeland Security. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI.

The rule provides that the amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure shall be considered as adopted in the House and in the Committee of the Whole. The bill, as amended, shall be considered as an original bill for the purpose of amendment and shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against the amendment in the nature of a substitute except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI.

The rule further makes in order only those amendments printed in the report of the Committee on Rules. The amendments made in order may be offered only in the order printed in the report, may be offered only by a Member designated in the report, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time specified in the report equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the question. All points of order against the amendments except those arising under clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI are waived. In the case of sundry amendments reported from the Committee, the question of their adoption shall be put to the House en gros and without division of the question.

**October 21, 2009:**
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

**October 21, 2009:**
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-311.

**October 22, 2009:**
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 213-192, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 236-171.

**H. Res. 875**
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 3854) to amend the Small Business Act and the Small Business Investment Act of 1958 to improve programs providing access to capital under such Acts, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
October 28, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Pingree of Maine
Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 3854, the “Small Business Financing and Investment Act of 2009.” The rule provides one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Small Business. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the amendment printed in part A of the report of the Committee on Rules shall be considered as adopted in the House and in the Committee of the Whole. The bill, as amended, shall be considered as the original bill for the purpose of further amendment and shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against provisions of the bill, as amended.

The rule makes in order only those further amendments printed in part B of the report of the Committee on Rules. Each such amendment may be offered only in the order printed in this report, may be offered only by a Member designated, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time specified in the report equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the question. All points of order against the amendments in part B except those arising under clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI are waived. The rule provides that for those amendments reported from the Committee of the Whole, the question of their adoption shall be put to the House en gros and without demand for division of the question. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions. The rule provides that the Chair may entertain a motion that the Committee rise only if offered by the chair of the Small Business Committee or a designee. The rule provides that the Chair may not entertain a motion to strike out the enacting words of the bill. The rule provides that it shall be in order at any time through the legislative day of October 30, 2009, for the Speaker to entertain motions that the House suspend the rules relating to a measure addressing unemployment compensation.

**October 29, 2009:**
Adopted by the House as reported by voice vote.

**H. Res. 876**
Providing for consideration of the conference report to accompany the bill (H.R. 2996) making appropriations for the Department of the Interior, environment, and related agencies for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2010, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
October 28, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Hastings of Florida

Granted a rule providing for consideration of the conference report to accompany H.R. 2996, the “Department of the Interior, Environment, and Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 2010.” The rule waives all points of order against the conference report and against its consideration. The rule provides that the conference report shall be considered as read. Finally, the rule provides that the previous question shall be considered as ordered without intervention of any motion except one hour of debate and one motion to recommit if applicable.

**October 28, 2009:**
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

**October 28, 2009:**
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-318.

**October 29, 2009:**
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 236-183, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 232-184.

**H. Res. 884**
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 3639) to amend the Credit Card Accountability Responsibility and Disclosure Act of 2009 to establish an earlier effective date for various consumer protections, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
November 3, 2009
Sponsor:
Mr. Perlmutter of Colorado

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 3639, the Expedited CARD Reform for Consumers Act of 2009. The rule provides one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Financial Services. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on Financial Services now printed in the bill, modified by the amendment printed in part A of the report of the Committee on Rules, shall be considered as adopted and provides that the bill, as amended, shall be considered as the original bill for the purpose of further amendment under the five-minute rule and shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against bill, as amended.

The rule makes in order only those further amendments printed in part B of the report of the Committee on Rules. The amendments made in order may be offered only in the order printed in the report, may be offered only by a Member designated in the report, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time specified in the report equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for a division of the question in the House or in the Committee of the Whole. All points of order against the amendments in part B of the report except those arising under clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI are waived. The rule provides that for those amendments reported from the Committee of the Whole, the question of their adoption shall be put to the House en gros and without demand for division of the question. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

The rule provides that the Chair may entertain a motion that the Committee rise only if offered by the chair of the Committee on Financial Services or his designee and that the Chair may not entertain a motion to strike out the enacting words of the bill (as described in clause 9 of rule XVIII).

November 3, 2009:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

November 3, 2009:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-326.

November 4, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 234-175, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 228-176.

H. Res. 885
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 2868) to amend the Homeland Security Act of 2002 to extend, modify, and recodify the authority of the Secretary of Homeland Security to enhance security and protect against acts of terrorism against chemical facilities, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
November 3, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Hastings of Florida

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 2868, the “Chemical Facility Anti-Terrorism Act of 2009.” The rule provides 90 minutes of general debate equally divided among and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Homeland Security, the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Energy and Commerce, and the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that in lieu of the amendments in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committees on Homeland Security and Energy and Commerce now printed in the bill, the amendment in the nature of a substitute printed in part A of the report accompanying this rule shall be considered as an original bill for the purpose of amendment and shall be considered as read.

The rule waives all points of order against the amendment in the nature of a substitute except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI. The rule makes in order only those amendments printed in part B of the report of the Committee on Rules. Each such amendment
may be offered only in the order printed in the report of the Committee on Rules, may be offered only by a Member designated, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time specified in the report equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the question. All points of order against the amendments printed in part B of the Committee report are waived except those arising under clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions. The rule provides that the Speaker to entertain motions that the House suspend the rules at any time through the legislative day of November 7, 2009. The Speaker or her designee shall consult with the Majority Leader or his designee on the designation of any matter for consideration pursuant to this rule.

November 3, 2009:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

November 3, 2009:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-327.

November 5, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 233-182, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 241-180.

H. Res. 903
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 3962) to provide affordable, quality health care for all Americans and reduce the growth in health care spending, and for other purposes, and providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 3961) to amend title XVIII of the Social Security Act to reform the Medicare SGR payment system for physicians.

Date Introduced:
November 6, 2009

Sponsor:
Ms. Slaughter of New York

Granted a rule providing for consideration H.R. 3962, the Affordable Health Care for America Act. The rule provides four hours of debate in the House to be equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Energy and Commerce, the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Ways and Means, and the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Education and Labor. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI.

The rule provides that the amendment printed in part A of the Rules Committee report, perfected by the modification printed in part B of the report, shall be considered as adopted. The rule waives all points of order against provisions of the bill, as amended and provides that the bill, as amended, shall be considered as read.

The rule makes in order the further amendment printed in part C of the Rules Committee report if offered by Representative Stupak of Michigan or his designee, which shall be in order without intervention of any point of order except those arising under clause 9 of rule XXI, shall be considered as read, shall be separately debatable for 20 minutes equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, and shall not be subject to a demand for a division of the question. The rule makes in order the further amendment in the nature of a substitute printed in part D of the Committee report, if offered by Representative Boehner of Ohio or his designee, which shall be in order without intervention of any point of order, shall be considered as read, and shall be separately debatable for one hour equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions, which shall be considered as read.

The rule provides that during consideration of an amendment printed in the Committee report accompanying this rule, the Chair may postpone the question of adoption as though under clause 8 of rule XX.

The rule also provides for consideration of H.R. 3961, the Medicare Physician Payment Reform Act of 2009. The rule provides one hour of debate equally divided and controlled
by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Energy and Commerce. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI, and provides that the bill shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against provisions of the bill. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions. The rule provides that in the engrossment of H.R. 3961, the Clerk shall add the text of H.R. 2920, as passed by the House, as new matter at the end of H.R. 3961.

November 6, 2009 (Legislative Day) November 7, 2009 (Calendar Day):
Ordered reported by a record vote of 6-4.

November 6, 2009 (Legislative Day) November 7, 2009 (Calendar Day):
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-330.

November 7, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 242-192, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 247-187.

H. Res. 908
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 2781) to amend the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act to designate segments of the Molalla River in Oregon, as components of the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
November 17, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Cardoza of California

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 2781, “to amend the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act to designate segments of the Molalla River in Oregon, as components of the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System, and for other purposes.” The rule provides one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Natural Resources. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on Natural Resources now printed in the bill shall be considered as adopted. The bill, as amended, shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against provisions in the bill, as amended. Finally, the rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

November 17, 2009:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

November 17, 2009:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-339.

November 19, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 244-176, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 241-176.

H. Res. 909:
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 3791) to amend sections 33 and 34 of the Federal Fire Prevention and Control Act of 1974, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
November 17, 2009

Sponsor:
Ms. Pingree of Maine

Granted a rule providing for the consideration of H.R. 3791, the “Fire Grants Reauthorization Act of 2009.” The rule provides one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Science and Technology. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI.

The rule provides that the amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on Science and Technology modified by the amendment printed in part A of the Rules Committee report shall be considered as an original bill for the purpose of amendment and shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against the amendment in the nature of a substitute except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI.

The rule makes in order only those amendments printed in part B of the report. The
amendments made in order may be offered only in the order printed in the report, may be offered only by a Member designated in the report, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time specified in the report equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the question. The rule waives all points of order against the amendments made in order except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions. The rule provides that the Chair may entertain a motion that the Committee rise only if offered by the chair of the Committee on Science and Technology or a designee. Finally, the rule provides that the Chair may not entertain a motion to strike out the enacting words of the bill.

November 17, 2009:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

November 17, 2009:

November 18, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 245-173, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 242-174.

**H. Res. 941**
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 4154) to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to repeal the new carryover basis rules in order to prevent tax increases and the imposition of compliance burdens on many more estates than would benefit from repeal, to retain the estate tax with a $3,500,000 exemption, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
December 2, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Polis of Colorado

 Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 4154, the “Permanent Estate Tax Relief for Families, Farmers, and Small Businesses Act of 2009.” The rule provides one hour of debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Ways and Means.

December 2, 2009:

The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the bill shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against the bill. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

Finally, the rule provides that in the engrossment of H.R. 4154, the Clerk shall add the text of H.R. 2920, as passed by the House, as new matter at the end of H.R. 4154.

December 2, 2009:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

December 2, 2009:

December 3, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 223-192, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 228-187.

**H. Res. 955**
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 4213) to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to extend certain expiring provisions, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
December 8, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Arcuri of New York

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 4213, the “Tax Extenders Act of 2009.” The rule provides one hour of debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Ways and Means.

The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the bill shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against the bill. Finally, the rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

December 8, 2009:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

**December 8, 2009:**
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-364.

**December 9, 2009:**
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 237-182, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 239-182.

**H. Res. 956**
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 4173) to provide for financial regulatory reform, to protect consumers and investors, to enhance Federal understanding of insurance issues, to regulate the over-the-counter derivatives markets, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
December 8, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Perlmutter of Colorado

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 4173, “The Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2009.” The rule provides three hours of general debate with two hours to be equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Financial Services, 30 minutes to be equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Agriculture, and 30 minutes to be equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Energy and Commerce. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI.

The rule provides that the amendment printed in the report of the Committee on Rules shall be considered as adopted in the House and in the Committee of the Whole. The rule provides that the Committee of the Whole shall rise without motion after general debate and that no further consideration of the bill shall occur except pursuant to a subsequent order of the House. The rule also provides that the Chair of the Committee of the Whole may entertain a motion that the Committee rise only if offered by the chair of the Committee on Financial Services or his designee.

December 8, 2009:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

December 8, 2009:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-365.

December 9, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 235-177.

**H. Res. 961**
Providing for consideration of the conference report to accompany the bill (H.R. 3288) making appropriations for the Departments of Transportation and Housing and Urban Development, and related agencies for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2010, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
December 9, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Slaughter of New York

Granted a rule providing for consideration of the Conference Report to accompany H.R. 3288, the “Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2010.” The rule waives all points of order against the conference report and against its consideration. The rule provides that the conference report shall be considered as read. Finally, the rule provides that the previous question shall be considered as ordered without intervention of any motion except one hour of debate and one motion to recommit.

December 9, 2009:
Ordered reported by a record vote of 8-4.

December 9, 2009:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-368.

December 10, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 221-200, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 227-187.

**H. Res. 962**
Waiving a requirement of clause 6(a) of rule XIII with respect to consideration of certain resolutions reported from the Committee on Rules.
Date Introduced:
December 9, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Hastings of Florida

Granted a rule waiving clause 6(a) of rule XIII (requiring a two-thirds vote to consider a rule on the same day it is reported from the Rules Committee) against certain resolutions reported from the Rules Committee. The rule applies the waiver to any resolution reported on the legislative day of December 10, 2009, providing for further consideration or disposition of the bill (H.R. 4173) to provide for financial regulatory reform, to protect consumers and investors, to enhance Federal understanding of insurance issues, to regulate the over-the-counter derivatives markets, and for other purposes.

December 9, 2009:
Ordered reported by a record vote of 9-3.

December 9, 2009:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-369.

December 10, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 239-183.

H. Res. 964
Providing for further consideration of the bill (H.R. 4173) to provide for financial regulatory reform, to protect consumers and investors, to enhance Federal understanding of insurance issues, to regulate the over-the-counter derivatives markets, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
December 10, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Perlmutter of Colorado

Granted a rule providing for further consideration of H.R. 4173, “The Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2009.” The rule provides that there will be no additional general debate. The rule waives all points of order against provisions in the bill, as amended. The rule provides that the bill, as amended, shall be considered as read. The rule makes in order only those amendments printed in the report of the Committee on Rules and the amendments en bloc described in section 3 of the rule. The rule provides that the amendments made in order may be offered only in the order printed in the Committee report (except as specified in section 4), may be offered only by a Member designated in the report, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time specified in this report equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the question. The rule waives all points of order against the amendments printed in the Committee report or amendments en bloc except those arising under clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI.

The rule provides that the chair of the Committee on Financial Services or his designee may offer amendments en bloc consisting of amendments printed in the report not earlier disposed of. Amendments en bloc shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for 20 minutes equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Financial Services or their designees, shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the question. The original proponent of an amendment included in such amendments en bloc may insert a statement in the Congressional Record immediately before the disposition of the amendments en bloc.

The rule provides that the Chair of the Committee of the Whole may recognize for consideration of any amendment printed in the report out of the order printed, but not sooner than 30 minutes after the chair of the Committee on Financial Services or his designee announces from the floor a request to that effect. In the case of sundry amendments reported from the Committee, the question of their adoption shall be put to the House en gros and without division of the question. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

The rule also provides that the Chair may entertain a motion that the Committee rise only if offered by the chair of the Committee on Financial Services or his designee. It also provides that the Chair may not entertain a motion to strike out the enacting words of the bill (as described in clause 9 of rule XVIII). The
rule provides that during consideration of the bill, the Chair may reduce to two minutes the minimum time for electronic voting. The rule provides that in the engrossment of the bill, the Clerk is authorized to make technical and conforming changes to amendatory instructions.

December 10, 2009:
Ordered reported by a record vote of 8-3.

December 10, 2009:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-370.

December 10, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 238-186.

*H. Res. 973
Waiving a requirement of clause 6(a) of rule XIII with respect to consideration of certain resolutions reported from the Committee on Rules.

Date Introduced:
December 15, 2009

Sponsor:
Ms. Pingree of Maine

Granted a rule waiving clause 6(a) of rule XIII (requiring a two-thirds vote to consider a rule on the same day it is reported from the Rules Committee) against any rule reported from the Rules Committee on the legislative day of December 16, 2009.

December 15, 2009:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

December 15, 2009:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-379.

December 16, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 218-202, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 226-192.

H. Res. 976
Providing for consideration of the Senate amendment to the bill (H.R. 3326) making appropriations for the Department of Defense for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2010, and for other purposes; for consideration of the joint resolution (H.J.Res. 64) making further continuing appropriations for fiscal year 2010, and for other purposes; for consideration of the bill (H.R. 4314) to permit continued financing of Government operations; for consideration of the Senate amendment to the bill (H.R. 2847) making appropriations for the Departments of Commerce and Justice, and Science, and Related Agencies for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2010, and for other purposes; and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
December 16, 2009

Sponsor:
Ms. Pingree of Maine

Granted a rule providing for consideration of the Senate amendment to H.R. 3326, the “Department of Defense Appropriations Act, 2010.” The rule makes in order a motion by the chair of the Committee on Appropriations to concur in the Senate amendment with the House amendment printed in part A of the report of the Committee on Rules. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the motion except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI and provides that the Senate amendment and the motion shall be considered as read. The rule provides one hour of debate on the motion equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Appropriations.

The rule provides for consideration of H.J.Res. 64, making further continuing appropriations for fiscal year 2010. The rule provides one hour of debate equally divided among and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Appropriations. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the joint resolution except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI and provides that the joint resolution shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against provisions in the joint resolution and provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

The rule provides for consideration of H.R. 4314, to permit continued financing of Government operations. The rule provides one hour of debate equally divided among and con-
trolled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Ways and Means. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI and provides that the bill shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against provisions in the bill and provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

The rule provides for consideration of the Senate amendment to H.R. 2847, the “Commerce, Justice, Science, and Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 2010.” The rule makes in order a motion by the chair of the Committee on Appropriations to concur in the Senate amendment with the House amendment printed in part B of the report of the Committee on Rules. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the motion except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI and provides that the Senate amendment and the motion shall be considered as read. The rule provides one hour of debate on the motion equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Appropriations.

The rule provides that in the engrossment of the House amendment to the Senate amendment to H.R. 2847, the Clerk shall add the text of H.R. 2920, as passed by the House, as new matter at the end of the text proposed to be inserted by the House.

The rule provides that measures may be considered under suspension of the rules at any time during the remainder of the first session of the 111th Congress and provides that the Speaker shall consult with the Minority Leader on the designation of any matter for consideration under suspension of the rules pursuant to the rule.

The rule waives clause 6(a) of rule XIII (requiring a two-thirds vote to consider a rule on the same day it is reported from the Rules Committee) against any rules reported from the Rules Committee for the remainder of the first session of the 111th Congress.

The rule provides that the chair of the Committee on Appropriations may insert in the Congressional Record at any time during the remainder of the first session of the 111th Congress such material as he may deem explanatory of the Senate amendments and the motions regarding H.R. 3326 and H.R. 2847.

The rule provides that on any legislative day of the second session of the 111th Congress before January 12, 2010, the Speaker at any time may dispense with organizational or legislative business.

The rule provides that on any legislative day of the second session of the 111th Congress before January 12, 2010, the Chair at any time may declare the House adjourned or declare the House adjourned pursuant to an applicable concurrent rule of adjournment.

The rule provides for pro forma sessions until the House adjourns sine die. Finally, the rule provides that on any legislative day of the first session of the 111th Congress, the Speaker may at any time declare the House adjourned.

December 16, 2009:
Ordered reported by a record vote of 8-3.

December 16, 2009:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-380.

December 16, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 228-201, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 235-193.

H. Res. 1017
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 3254) to approve the Taos Pueblo Indian Water Rights Settlement Agreement, and for other purposes; for consideration of the bill (H.R. 3342) to authorize the Secretary of the Interior, acting through the Commissioner of Reclamation, to develop water infrastructure in the Rio Grande Basin, and to approve the settlement of the water rights claims of the Pueblos of Nambe, Pojoaque, San Ildefonso, and Tesuque; and for consideration of the bill (H.R. 1065) to resolve water rights claims of the White Mountain Apache Tribe in the State of Arizona, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
January 19, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. McGovern of Massachusetts
Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 3254, the Taos Pueblo Indian Water Rights Settlement Act. The rule provides one hour of debate in the House equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Natural Resources. The rule waives all points of order except those arising under clauses 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the committee amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on Natural Resources, now printed in the bill, shall be considered as adopted and that the bill, as amended, shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against provisions of the bill, as amended. The rule makes in order only the further amendment printed in part A of the report of the Committee on Rules if offered by Representative McClintock or his designee which shall be in order without intervention of any point of order except those arising under clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI, which shall be considered as read, shall be separately debatable for 10 minutes equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, and shall not be subject to a demand for a division of the question. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

The rule further provides for consideration of H.R. 1065, the “White Mountain Apache Tribe Water Rights Quantification Act of 2009.” The rule provides one hour of debate in the House equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Natural Resources. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clauses 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the committee amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on Natural Resources, now printed in the bill, modified by the amendment printed in part C of the report of the Committee on Rules shall be considered as adopted and provides that the bill, as amended, shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against provisions of the bill, as amended. The rule makes in order only the further amendment printed in part D of the report of the Committee on Rules if offered by Representative McClintock or his designee which shall be in order without intervention of any point of order except those arising under clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI, which shall be considered as read, shall be separately debatable for 10 minutes equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, and shall not be subject to a demand for a division of the question. Finally the rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

January 19, 2010:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

January 19, 2010:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-399.

January 20, 2010:
Adopted by the House as reported by voice vote, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 239-175.

H. Res. 1038
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 3726) to establish the Castle Nugent National Historic Site at St. Croix, United States Virgin Islands, and for other purposes; and for consideration of
the bill (H.R. 4474) to authorize the continued use of certain water diversions located on National Forest System land in the Frank Church-River of No Return Wilderness and the Selway-Bitterroot Wilderness in the State of Idaho, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
January 26, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Polis of Colorado

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 3726, the “Castle Nugent National Historic Site Establishment Act.” The rule provides one hour of debate in the House equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Natural Resources. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clauses 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the committee amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on Natural Resources, now printed in the bill, shall be considered as adopted and that the bill, as amended, shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against provisions of the bill, as amended. The rule provides one motion to recommit H.R. 3726 with or without instructions.

The rule also provides for consideration of H.R. 4474, the “Idaho Wilderness Water Facilities Act.” The rule provides one hour of debate in the House equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Natural Resources. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clauses 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the bill shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against provisions of the bill. The rule provides one motion to recommit H.R. 4474 with or without instructions.

**January 26, 2010:**
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

**January 26, 2010:**
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-401.

**January 27, 2010:**
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 234-174.

**H. Res. 1051**
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 4061) to advance cybersecurity research, development, and technical standards, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
February 2, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Arcuri of New York

 Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 4061, the “Cybersecurity Enhancement Act of 2009.” The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides 1 hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Science and Technology Committee. The rule provides that the amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Science and Technology Committee now printed in the bill shall be considered as an original bill for the purpose of amendment and shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against the amendment in the nature of a substitute except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI. The rule further makes in order only those amendments printed in the Rules Committee report. The amendments made in order may be offered only in the order printed in the report, may be offered only by a Member designated in the report, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time specified in the report equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the question. All points of order against the amendments except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI are waived. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions. The rule provides that the Chair may entertain a motion that the Committee rise only if offered by the chair of the Science and Technology Committee or a designee. Finally, the rule provides that the Chair may not entertain a motion to strike out the enacting words of the bill.
February 2, 2010:  
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

February 2, 2010:  
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-410.

February 3, 2010:  
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 237-176, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 238-175.

H. Res. 1065  
Providing for consideration of the Senate amendment to the joint resolution (H.J. Res. 45) increasing the statutory limit on the public debt.

Date Introduced:  
February 3, 2010

Granted a rule providing for the consideration of the Senate amendment to H.J. Res. 45, increasing the statutory limit on the public debt and the "Statutory Pay-As-You-Go Act of 2010." The rule makes in order a motion offered by the Majority Leader or his designee that the House concur in the Senate amendment to H.J. Res. 45.

The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the motion except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the Senate amendment shall be considered as read. The rule provides one hour of debate on the motion equally divided and controlled by the Majority Leader and Minority Leader or their designees.

The rule provides that the question on adoption of the motion shall be divided between concurring in the matter preceding title I of the Senate amendment and concurring in the matter comprising titles I and II of the Senate amendment. The first portion of the divided question shall be considered as adopted. If the second portion of the divided question fails of adoption, then the House shall be considered to have made no disposition of the Senate amendment.

February 3, 2010:  
Ordered reported by a record vote of 8-3.

February 3, 2010:  
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-411.

February 4, 2010:  
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 217-212, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 233-195.

H. Res. 1083  
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 2314) to express the policy of the United States regarding the United States relationship with Native Hawaiians and to provide a process for the recognition by the United States of the Native Hawaiian governing entity.

Date Introduced:  
February 22, 2010

Sponsor:  
Mr. Polis of Colorado

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 2314, the “Native Hawaiian Government Reorganization Act of 2009.” The rule provides one hour of general debate in the House equally divided and controlled by the chairman and ranking minority member of the Committee on Natural Resources. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the bill shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against provisions of the bill.

The rule makes in order the amendment in the nature of a substitute printed in part A of the report of the Committee on Rules, if offered by Representative Abercrombie or his designee, which shall be separately debatable for 30 minutes equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent. The rule waives all points of order against the amendment in the nature of a substitute in part A except those arising under clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI. The rule makes in order the amendments printed in part B of the report to the amendment in the nature of a substitute printed in part A of the report. The amendments may be offered only by a Member designated in the report, shall be in order without intervention of any point of order except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI, shall be considered as read, and shall be separately debatable for 10 minutes equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent.
The rule waives all points of order against the amendments in part B of the report except for clause 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that during consideration of an amendment printed in part B of the report, the Chair may postpone the question of adoption as though under clause 8 of rule XX. Finally, the rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

**February 22, 2010:**
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

**February 22, 2010:**
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-413.

**February 23, 2010:**
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 238-165.

**H. Res. 1098**
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 4626) to restore the application of the Federal antitrust laws to the business of health insurance to protect competition and consumers.

**Date Introduced:**
February 23, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Slaughter of New York

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 4626, the “Health Insurance Industry Fair Competition Act.” The rule provides two hours of debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on the Judiciary. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the bill shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against the bill. Finally, the rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

**February 23, 2010:**
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

**February 23, 2010:**
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-418.

**February 24, 2010:**
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 238-181.

**H. Res. 1105**
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 2701) to authorize appropriations for fiscal year 2010 for intelligence and intelligence-related activities of the United States Government, the Community Management Account, and the Central Intelligence Agency Retirement and Disability System, and for other purposes, waiving a requirement of clause 6(a) of rule XIII with respect to consideration of certain resolutions reported from the Committee on Rules, and providing for consideration of motions to suspend the rules.

**Date Introduced:**
February 24, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Hastings of Florida

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 2701, the “Intelligence Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2010”. The rule provides one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 of rule XXI.

The rule provides that the amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence now printed in the bill shall be considered as an original bill for the purpose of amendment and shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against the committee amendment in the nature of a substitute.

The rule further makes in order only those amendments printed in the report of the Committee on Rules. The amendments made in order may be offered only in the order printed in the report, may be offered only by a Member designated in the report, shall be debatable for the time specified in the report equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the question. All points of order against the
amendments made in order are waived except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI.

The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions. The rule provides that the Chair may entertain a motion that the Committee rise only if offered by the chair of the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence or a designee. The rule provides that the Chair may not entertain a motion to strike out the enacting words of the bill. The rule provides that after passage of H.R. 2701, it shall be in order to consider in the House S. 1494. The rule waives all points of order against the Senate bill and against its consideration. The rule provides that it shall be in order to move to strike all after the enacting clause of the Senate bill and to insert in lieu thereof the provisions of H.R. 2701 as passed by the House. All points of order against that motion are waived. If the motion is adopted and the Senate bill, as amended, is passed, then it shall be in order to move that the House insist on its amendment to S. 1494 and request a conference with the Senate.

The rule waives clause 6(a) of rule XIII (requiring a two-thirds vote to consider a rule on the same day it is reported from the Rules Committee) against any resolution reported from the Rules Committee through the legislative day of Friday, February 26, 2010. The rule authorizes the Speaker to entertain motions that the House suspend the rules at any time through the legislative day of Friday, February 26, 2010. The Speaker or her designee shall consult with the Minority Leader or his designee on the designation of any matter for consideration pursuant to this authority.

February 24, 2010:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

February 24, 2010:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-419.

February 25, 2010:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 237-176.

H. Res. 1109
Providing for consideration of the Senate amendments to the bill (H.R. 3961) to amend title XVIII of the Social Security Act to reform the Medicare SGR payment system for physicians and to reinstitute and update the Pay-As-You-Go requirement of budget neutrality on new tax and mandatory spending legislation, enforced by the threat of annual, automatic sequestration.

Date Introduced:
February 25, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Perlmutter of Colorado

Granted a rule providing for the consideration of the Senate amendments to H.R. 3961, “to amend title XVIII of the Social Security Act to reform the Medicare SGR payment system for physicians and to reinstitute and update the Pay-As-You-Go requirement of budget neutrality on new tax and mandatory spending legislation, enforced by the threat of annual, automatic sequestration.” The rule makes in order a single motion by the Chair of the Committee on the Judiciary to concur in the Senate amendments. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the motion except clause 10 of Rule XXI and provides that the Senate amendments shall be considered as read. Finally, the rule provides one hour of debate on the motion equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on the Judiciary.

February 25, 2010:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

February 25, 2010:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-420.

February 25, 2010:
Adopted by the House as reported by voice vote.

H. Res. 1113
Providing for further consideration of the bill (H.R. 2701) to authorize appropriations for fiscal year 2010 for intelligence and intelligence-related activities of the United States Government, the Community Management Account, and the Central Intelligence Agency Retirement and Disability System, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
February 25, 2010
Sponsor:
Mr. Cardoza of California

Granted a rule providing for further consideration of H.R. 2701, the “Intelligence Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2010”. The rule provides that amendment number 1 printed in House Report 111-419 shall be modified by striking the matter proposed to be inserted as section 506.

February 25, 2010:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

February 25, 2010:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-421.

February 26, 2010:
Adopted by the House as reported by voice vote.

H. Res. 1126
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 4247) to prevent and reduce the use of physical restraint and seclusion in schools, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
March 2, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Cardoza of California

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 4247, the “Preventing Harmful Restraint and Seclusion in Schools Act.” The rule provides one hour of general debate in the House equally divided and controlled by the chairman and ranking minority member of the Committee on Education and Labor. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except for clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI. The amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on Education and Labor now printed in the bill shall be considered as adopted. The rule waives all points of order against provisions of the bill, as amended. The rule provides that the bill, as amended, shall be considered as read.

The rule makes in order the amendment printed in part A of the Rules Committee report if offered by Rep. George Miller or his designee, which shall be considered as read, shall be separately debatable for 10 minutes equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the question. The rule also makes in order the amendment printed in part B the report if offered by Rep. Flake or his designee, which shall be considered as read, shall be separately debatable for 10 minutes equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the question. The rule waives all points of order against the amendments printed in the report except for clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions. The rule provides that during consideration of an amendment printed in the report of the Committee on Rules accompanying this rule, the Chair may postpone the question of adoption as though under clause 8 of rule XX.

March 2, 2010:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

March 2, 2010:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-425.

March 3, 2010:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 228-184.

H. Res. 1137
Providing for consideration of the Senate amendment to the bill (H.R. 2847) making appropriations for the Departments of Commerce and Justice, and Science, and Related Agencies for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2010, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
March 4, 2010

Sponsor:
Ms. Matsui of California

Granted a rule providing for the consideration of the Senate amendment to H.R. 2847, the “Hiring Incentives to Restore Employment Act” (originally making appropriations for the Departments of Commerce and Justice, and Science, and Related Agencies for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2010, and for other purposes). The rule makes in order a motion offered by the chair of the Committee on Ways and Means that the House concur in the Senate amendment to the House amendment to the Senate amendment with the amendment printed in the Rules Committee report. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the motion except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the Senate amendment and the motion shall be considered as read. The rule provides one hour of debate on the motion equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Ways and Means.

March 4, 2010:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

March 4, 2010:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-426.

March 4, 2010:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 212-209, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 236-184.

H. Res. 1146
Providing for consideration of the concurrent resolution (H. Con. Res. 248) directing the President, pursuant to section 5(c) of the War Powers Resolution, to remove the United States Armed Forces from Afghanistan. The rule provides three hours of debate in the House with 90 minutes to be controlled by Rep. Kucinich or his designee and 90 minutes equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Foreign Affairs.

The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the concurrent resolution. The rule also provides that the concurrent resolution shall be considered as read.

March 9, 2010:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

March 9, 2010:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-428.

March 10, 2010:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 225-195.

H. Res. 1168
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 3650) to establish a National Harmful Algal Bloom and Hypoxia Program, to develop and coordinate a comprehensive and integrated strategy to address harmful algal blooms and hypoxia, and to provide for the development and implementation of comprehensive regional action plans to reduce harmful algal blooms and hypoxia.

Date Introduced:
March 11, 2010

Sponsor:
Ms. Pingree of Maine

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H. Con. Res. 248, “directing the President, pursu-
rule waives all points of order against the bill, as amended. The rule makes in order only the amendment printed in part B of this report if offered by Representative Flake of Arizona or his designee. The amendment shall be considered as read, shall be separately debatable for 10 minutes equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the question. The rule waives all points of order against the amendment printed in part B of this report except those arising under clause 9 and 10 of rule XXI. Finally, the rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

March 11, 2010:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

March 11, 2010:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-439.

March 12, 2010:
Adopted by the House as reported by voice vote.

*H. Res. 1190
Providing for consideration of motions to suspend the rules.

Date Introduced:
March 17, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. McGovern of Massachusetts

Granted a rule authorizing the Speaker to entertain motions that the House suspend the rules at any time through the calendar day of March 21, 2010. The rule also provides that the Speaker or her designee shall consult with the Minority Leader or his designee on the designation of any matter for consideration under suspension of the rules pursuant to the resolution.

March 17, 2010:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

March 17, 2010:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-441.

March 18, 2010:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 232-187, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 222-203.

H. Res. 1192
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 3644) to direct the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration to establish education and watershed programs which advance environmental literacy, including preparedness and adaptability for the likely impacts of climate change in coastal watershed regions, and providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 1612) to amend the Public Lands Corps Act of 1993 to expand the authorization of the Secretaries of Agriculture, Commerce, and the Interior to provide service-learning opportunities on public lands, help restore the Nation's natural, cultural, historic, archaeological, recreational, and scenic resources, train a new generation of public land managers and enthusiasts, and promote the value of public service.

Date Introduced:
March 18, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Polis of Colorado

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 3644, the “Ocean, Coastal, and Watershed Education Act.” The rule provides one hour of debate in the House equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Natural Resources. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clauses 9 or 10 of Rule XXI. The amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on Natural Resources now printed in the bill shall be considered as adopted and the bill, as amended, shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against provisions of the bill, as amended.

The rule makes in order the amendment in the nature of a substitute printed in part A of the report of the Committee on Rules, if offered by Representative Capps of California or her designee, which shall be separately debatable for 20 minutes equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent. The rule waives all points of order against the amendment in the nature of a substitute printed in
part A except those arising under clauses 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule also makes in order the amendment to the amendment in the nature of a substitute, printed in part B of the report, if offered by Representative Flake of Arizona or his designee, which shall be in order without intervention of any point of order except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI, shall be considered as read, shall be separately debatable for 10 minutes equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, and shall not be subject to a demand for the division of the question. The rule provides one motion to recommit H.R. 3644, with or without instructions.

The rule also provides for consideration of H.R. 1612, the Public Lands Service Corps Act of 2009, under a structured rule. The rule provides one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Natural Resources and waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clauses 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on Natural Resources, now printed in the bill, shall be considered as adopted and the bill, as amended, shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against the bill, as amended.

The rule makes in order the further amendments printed in part C of the report, each of which may be offered only by a member designated in this report, shall be in order without intervention of any point of order except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI, shall be considered as read, shall be separately debatable for 10 minutes equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, and shall not be subject to a demand for the division of the question. The rule provides that during consideration of an amendment printed in part C of this report, the Chair may postpone the question of adoption as though under clause 8 of rule XX. Finally, the rule provides one motion to recommit H.R. 1612 with or without instructions.

March 18, 2010:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

March 18, 2010:

March 19, 2010:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 236-171.

H. Res. 1203
Providing for consideration of the Senate amendments to the bill (H.R. 3590) to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to modify the first-time homebuyers credit in the case of members of the Armed Forces and certain other Federal employees, and for other purposes, and providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 4872) to provide for reconciliation pursuant to section 202 of the concurrent resolution on the budget for fiscal year 2010.

Date Introduced:
March 20, 2010

Sponsor:
Ms. Slaughter of New York

Granted a rule providing for consideration of the Senate amendments to H.R. 3590, the “Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act,” and H.R. 4872, the “Reconciliation Act of 2010.”

The resolution provides two hours of debate on the topic of the Senate amendments and the topic of H.R. 4872 equally divided and controlled by the Majority Leader and Minority Leader or their designees.

With respect to the Senate amendments to H.R. 3590, the rule makes in order a motion offered by the Majority Leader or a designee that the House concur in the Senate amendments. The motion shall be in order without intervention of any point of order except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI. The Senate amendments and the motion shall be considered as read.

If the motion to concur in the Senate amendments is adopted, the rule provides for consideration of H.R. 4872. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of H.R. 4872 except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI. It provides that the amendment in the nature of a substitute printed in part A of the Rules Committee report, modified by the amendment printed in part B of the report, shall be considered as adopted and the bill, as
amended, shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against H.R. 4872, as amended. The rule provides one motion to recommit H.R. 4872 with or without instructions.

Until completion of proceedings enabled by the first three sections of the rule, (a) the Chair may decline to entertain any intervening motion (except as expressly provided herein), rule, question, or notice; (b) the Chair may decline to entertain the question of reconsideration; (c) the Chair may postpone such proceedings to such time as may be designated by the Speaker; (d) the second sentence of clause 1(a) of rule XIX shall not apply (regarding 40 minutes of debate on non-debatable questions); and (e) any proposition admissible under the first three sections of the rule shall be considered as read.

Finally, the rule directs the Clerk, in the engrossment of H.R. 4872, to amend the title to read: “An act to provide for reconciliation pursuant to title II of the concurrent resolution on the budget for fiscal year 2010 (S. Con. Res. 13).”

March 22, 2010: Ordered reported by a voice vote.


March 24, 2010: Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 233-191.

H. Res. 1205
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 4849) to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide tax incentives for small business job creation, extend the Build America Bonds program, provide other infrastructure job creation tax incentives, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced: March 22, 2010

Sponsor: Mr. Cardoza of California

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 4899, the “Disaster Relief and Summer Jobs Act of 2010”. The rule provides 1 hour of debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Appropriations. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the bill shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against provisions in the bill. Finally, the rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.
amended. The rule provides that the bill, as amended, shall be considered as read.

The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

March 22, 2010:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

March 22, 2010:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-455.

March 23, 2010:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 233-187, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 240-179.

H. Res. 1212
Providing for consideration of the Senate amendments to the bill (H.R. 1586) to impose an additional tax on bonuses received from certain TARP recipients, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
March 24, 2010

Sponsor:
Ms. Slaughter of New York

Granted a rule providing for consideration of the Senate amendments to H.R. 1586, the "Aviation Safety and Investment Act of 2010." The rule makes in order a single motion by the chair of the Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure that the House concur in the Senate amendment to the title and that the House concur in the Senate amendment to the text with the amendment printed in the report of the Committee on Rules. The previous question shall be considered as ordered without intervening motion or demand for division of the question. The rule provides one hour of debate on the motion equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the motion except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the Senate amendments and the motion shall be considered as read.

The rule authorizes the Speaker to entertain motions that the House suspend the rules at any time through the calendar day of March 28, 2010. The Speaker or her designee shall consult with the Minority Leader or his designee on the designation of any matter for consideration pursuant to this authority. The resolution waives clause 6(a) of rule XIII (requiring a two-thirds vote to consider a rule on the same day it is reported from the Rules Committee) against any resolution reported from the Rules Committee through the legislative day of March 29, 2010. The rule provides that on any legislative day specified, the Speaker may at any time declare the House adjourned. When the House adjourns on a motion pursuant to this subsection or a declaration of the Speaker on the legislative day of (1) Thursday, March 25, 2010, it shall stand adjourned until 10:30 a.m. on Monday, March 29, 2010; (2) Monday, March 29, 2010, it shall stand adjourned until 10 a.m. on Thursday, April 1, 2010; (3) Thursday, April 1, 2010, it shall stand adjourned until 4 p.m. on Monday, April 5, 2010; (4) Monday, April 5, 2010, it shall stand adjourned until 9 a.m. on Thursday, April 8, 2010; (5) Thursday, April 8, 2010, it shall stand adjourned until noon on Monday, April 12, 2010.

If, during any adjournment addressed above, the House has received a message from the Senate transmitting its concurrence in an applicable concurrent resolution of adjournment, the House shall stand adjourned pursuant to such concurrent resolution. The Speaker may appoint Members to perform the duties of the Chair for the duration of the period addressed.

March 24, 2010:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

March 24, 2010:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-456.

March 25, 2010:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 231-190.

H. Res. 1225
Providing for consideration of the Senate amendments to the bill (H.R. 4872) to provide for reconciliation pursuant to Title II of the concurrent resolution on the budget for fiscal year 2010 (S.Con.Res. 13).
Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 4715, the “Clean Estuaries Act of 2010.” The rule provides one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the bill shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against the bill. The rule further makes in order only those amendments printed in the report of the Committee on Rules. The amendments made in order may be offered only in the order printed in the report, may be offered only by a Member designated in the report, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time specified in this report equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the question. All points of order against the amendments are waived except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that for those amendments reported from the Committee of the Whole, the question of their adoption shall be put to the House en gros and without demand for division of the question. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions. The rule provides that the Chair may entertain a motion that the Committee rise only if offered by the chair of the Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure or a designee. The rule provides that the Chair may not entertain a motion to strike out the enacting words of the bill.

The rule waives clause 6(a) of rule XIII (requiring a two-thirds vote to consider a rule on the same day it is reported from the Rules Committee) against a resolution reported through the legislative day of Friday, April 16, 2010, providing for consideration of a measure relating to the extension of unemployment insurance. The rule provides that it shall be in order at any time through the legislative day of Friday, April 16, 2010, for the Speaker to entertain motions that the House suspend the rules relating to a measure addressing the extension of unemployment insurance.
April 14, 2010:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-463.

April 15, 2010:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 235-171.

H. Res. 1300
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 5013) to amend title 10, United States Code, to provide for performance management of the defense acquisition system, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
April 27, 2010

Sponsor:
Ms. Slaughter of New York

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 5013, the “Implementing Management for Performance and Related Reforms to Obtain Value in Every Acquisition Act of 2010.” The rule provides one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Armed Services.

The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on Armed Services shall be considered as an original bill for the purpose of amendment and shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against the amendment in the nature of a substitute except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI.

The rule further makes in order only those amendments printed in the report of the Committee on Rules. The amendments made in order may be offered only in the order printed in the Committee report, may be offered only by a Member designated in the report, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time specified in the report equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the question. All points of order against the amendments are waived except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

The rule provides that the Chair may entertain a motion that the Committee rise only if offered by the chair of the Committee on Armed Services or a designee. Finally, the rule provides that the Chair may not entertain a motion to strike out the enacting words of the bill.

April 27, 2010:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

April 27, 2010:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-467.

April 28, 2010:
Adopted by the House as reported by voice vote.

H. Res. 1305
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 2499) to provide for a federally sanctioned self-determination process for the people of Puerto Rico.

Date Introduced:
April 28, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Polis of Colorado

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 2499, the “Puerto Rico Democracy Act of 2009.” The rule provides one hour and 30 minutes of general debate with one hour equally divided and controlled by the Chair and Ranking Minority Member of the Committee on Natural Resources and 30 minutes controlled by Representative Velazquez of New York. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on Natural Resources now printed in the bill shall be considered as an original bill for the purpose of amendment and shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against that amendment in the nature of a substitute except for clause 10 of rule XXI.

The rule makes in order only those amendments printed in the report of the Committee on Natural Resources.
Rules. The amendments made in order may be offered only in the order printed in the Rules Committee report, may be offered only by a Member designated in the report, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time specified in the report equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for a division of the question. All points of order against the amendments except for clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI are waived. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions. The rule provides that the Chair may entertain a motion that the Committee rise only if offered by the chair of the Committee on Natural Resources or his designee. The Chair may not entertain a motion to strike out the enacting words of the bill (as described in clause 9 of rule XVIII).

April 28, 2010:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

April 28, 2010:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-468.

April 29, 2010:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 222-190, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 218-188.

H. Res. 1329
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 5019) to provide for the establishment of the Home Star Retrofit Rebate Program, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
May 5, 2010

Sponsor:
Ms. Matsui of California

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 5019, the “Home Star Energy Retrofit Act of 2010.” The rule provides one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Energy and Commerce. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI.

The rule provides that the amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on Energy and Commerce shall be considered as an original bill for the purpose of amendment and shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against the amendment in the nature of a substitute except for clause 10 of rule XXI.

The rule further makes in order only those amendments printed in the report. The amendments made in order may be offered only in the order printed in the report, may be offered only by a Member designated in the report, shall be debatable for the time specified in the report equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the question. All points of order against the amendments are waived except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI.

The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions. The rule provides that the Chair may entertain a motion that the Committee rise only if offered by the chair of the Committee on Energy and Commerce or a designee. Finally, the rule provides that the Chair may not entertain a motion to strike out the enacting words of the bill.

May 5, 2010:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

May 5, 2010:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-475.

May 6, 2010:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 229-182.

H. Res. 1344
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 5116) to invest in innovation through research and development, to improve the competitiveness of the United States, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
May 11, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Perlmutter of Colorado

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 5116, the “America COMPETES Reauthorization Act of 2010.” The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides 1 hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Science and Technology. The rule provides that the amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on Science and Technology modified by the amendment printed in part A of the Rules Committee report shall be considered as an original bill for the purpose of amendment and shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against the amendment in the nature of a substitute except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI. The rule makes in order only those amendments printed in part B of this report, and the amendments en bloc described in section 3. The amendments made in order may be offered only in the order printed in the report, may be offered only by a Member designated in the report, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time specified in the report equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the question. All points of order against the amendments printed in part B of the report or amendments en bloc are waived except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the chair of the Committee on Science and Technology or his designee may offer amendments en bloc consisting of amendments printed in part B of the report not earlier disposed of. Amendments en bloc shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for 40 minutes equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Committee on Science and Technology or his designee shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the question. The original proponent of an amendment included in such amendments en bloc may insert a statement in the Congressional Record immediately before the disposition of the amendments en bloc. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions. The rule provides that the Chair may entertain a motion that the Com-

May 11, 2010:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

May 11, 2010:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-479.

May 12, 2010:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 243-177.

*H. Res. 1392
Waiving a requirement of clause 6(a) of rule XIII with respect to consideration of certain resolutions reported from the Committee on Rules, and providing for consideration of motions to suspend the rules.

Date Introduced:
May 25, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Hastings of Florida

Granted a rule waiving clause 6(a) of rule XIII (requiring a two-thirds vote to consider a rule on the same day it is reported from the Rules Committee) against certain rules reported from the Rules Committee. The rule applies the waiver to any rule reported on the legislative day of May 26th, 2010 relating to consideration or disposition of the Senate amendment to the bill (H.R. 4213) to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to extend certain expiring provisions, and for other purposes. The rule authorizes the Speaker to entertain motions that the House suspend the rules at any time through the calendar day of May 30, 2010. The Speaker or her designee shall consult with the Minority Leader or his designee on the designation of any matter for consideration pursuant to section 2 of the rule.

May 25, 2010:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

May 25, 2010:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-494.

May 28, 2010:
Laid on the table pursuant to the provisions of H. Res. 1403.

H. Res. 1403
Providing for consideration of the Senate amendment to the bill (H.R. 4213) to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to extend certain expiring provisions, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
May 26, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Hastings of Florida

Granted a rule providing for consideration of the Senate amendment to H.R. 4213, "to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to extend certain expiring provisions, and for other purposes." The rule makes in order a motion offered by the chair of the Committee on Ways and Means or his designee that the House concur in the Senate amendment to H.R. 4213 with the amendment printed in part A of the Rules Committee report, modified by the amendment printed in part B. The rule provides one hour of debate on the motion equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Ways and Means. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the motion. The rule provides that the Senate amendment and the motion shall be considered as read. The rule tables House Resolution 392.

May 26, 2010:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

May 26, 2010:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-497.

May 28, 2010:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 221-199, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 235-182.

H. Res. 1404
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 5136) to authorize appropriations for fiscal year 2011 for military activities of the Department of Defense, to prescribe military personnel strengths for such fiscal year, and for other purposes; waiving a requirement of clause 6(a) of rule XIII with respect to consideration of certain resolutions reported from the Committee on Rules; and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
May 26, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Pingree of Maine

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 5136, the "National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2011." The rule provides one hour of debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Armed Services.

The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on Armed Services now printed in the bill shall be considered as an original bill for the purpose of amendment and shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against the amendment in the nature of a substitute except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI.

The rule makes in order only those amendments printed in this report and amendments en bloc described in section 3 of the rule. The amendments made in order may be offered only in the order printed in the Rules Committee report (except as specified in section 4 of the rule), may be offered only by a Member designated in the Committee report, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time specified in this report equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the question. All points of order against the amendments printed in the report or amendments en bloc are waived except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI.

The rule provides that the chair of the Committee on Armed Services or his designee may offer amendments en bloc consisting of amendments printed in the report not earlier disposed of or germane modifications of any such amendments. Amendments en bloc shall be considered as read (except that modifications shall be reported), shall be debatable for 20 minutes equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the
Committee on Armed Services or their designees, shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the question. For the purpose of inclusion in such amendments en bloc, an amendment printed in the form of a motion to strike may be modified to the form of a germane perfecting amendment to the text originally proposed to be stricken. The original proponent of an amendment included in such amendments en bloc may insert a statement in the Congressional Record immediately before the disposition of the amendments en bloc.

The rule provides that the Chair of the Committee of the Whole may recognize for consideration of any amendment printed in the Committee report out of the order printed, but not sooner than 30 minutes after the chair of the Committee on Armed Services or his designee announces from the floor a request to that effect. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

The rule provides that the Chair may entertain a motion that the Committee rise only if offered by the chair of the Committee on Armed Services or his designee and that the Chair may not entertain a motion to strike out the enacting words of the bill.

The rule provides that, in engrossment, the Clerk shall add the text of H.R. 5013, as passed by the House, as new matter at the end of H.R. 5136.

The rule waives clause 6(a) of rule XIII (requiring a two-thirds vote to consider a rule on the same day it is reported from the Rules Committee) against rules reported from the Rules Committee through the legislative day of June 1, 2010.

Finally, the rule provides that measures may be considered under suspension of the rules at any time through Sunday, May 30, 2010, and that the Speaker or her designee shall consult with the Minority Leader or his designee on the designation of any matter for consideration under suspension of the rules.

May 26, 2010:  
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

May 26, 2010:  
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-498.

May 27, 2010:  
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 241-178.

H. Res. 1424  
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 5072) to improve the financial safety and soundness of the FHA mortgage insurance program, and providing for consideration of motions to suspend the rules.

Date Introduced:  
June 8, 2010  
Sponsor:  
Mr. Perlmutter of Colorado

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 5072, the “FHA Reform Act of 2010.” The rule provides one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Financial Services. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on Financial Services shall be considered as an original bill for the purpose of amendment and shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against the amendment in the nature of a substitute except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI. The rule further makes in order only those amendments printed in the Rules Committee report. The amendments made in order may be offered only in the order printed in the report, may be offered only by a Member designated in the report, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time specified in the report equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the question. All points of order against the amendments except those arising under clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI are waived. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions. The rule provides that the Chair may entertain a motion that the Committee rise only if offered by the chair of the Committee on Financial Services or a designee. The rule provides that
the Chair may not entertain a motion to strike out the enacting words of the bill.

The rule authorizes the Speaker to entertain motions that the House suspend the rules at any time through the legislative day of June 11, 2010. The Speaker or her designee shall consult with the Minority Leader or his designee on the designation of any matter for consideration pursuant to this resolution.

June 8, 2010:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

June 8, 2010:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-503.

June 9, 2010:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 239-172 after agreeing to the previous question by a record vote 230-180.

H. Res. 1436
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 5486) to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide tax incentives for small business job creation, and for other purposes; and providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 5297) to create the Small Business Lending Fund Program to direct the Secretary of the Treasury to make capital investments in eligible institutions in order to increase the availability of credit for small businesses, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
June 14, 2010

Sponsor:
Ms. Pingree of Maine

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 5486, the “Small Business Jobs Tax Relief Act of 2010”. The rule provides one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Ways and Means. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the bill shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against the amendment in the nature of a substitute. The rule provides that in the engrossment of H.R. 5297, the Clerk shall add the text of H.R. 5486, as passed by the House, at the end of H.R. 5297 and that H.R. 5486 shall be laid on the table.

The rule also provides for consideration of H.R. 5297, the “Small Business Lending Fund Act of 2010.” The rule provides one hour of general debate with 30 minutes equally divided and controlled by the Chair and Ranking Minority Member of the Committee on Financial Services and 30 minutes equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Small Business. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except for clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that in lieu of the amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on Financial Services, the amendment in the nature of a substitute printed in part A of the report of the Committee on Rules, modified by the amendment printed in part B of the report, shall be considered as an original bill for the purpose of amendment and shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against the amendment in the nature of a substitute. The rule makes in order only those amendments printed in part C of the report. The rule provides that the amendments made in order may be offered only in the order printed in the report, may be offered only by a Member designated in the report, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time specified in the report equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the question. The rule waives all points of order against the amendments printed in part C of the report except for clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI. The resolution provides one motion to recommit H.R. 5297 with or without instructions. The rule provides that the Chair may entertain a motion that the Committee rise only if offered by the chair of the Committee on Financial Services or his designee and provides that the Chair may not entertain a motion to strike out the enacting words of the bill (as described in clause 9 of rule XVIII).
The rule waives clause 6(a) of rule XIII for a two-thirds vote to consider a report from the Committee on Rules on the same day it is presented to the House with respect to any resolution reported through the legislative day of June 18, 2010, providing for consideration or disposition of any Senate amendment to the House amendment to the Senate amendment to the bill (H.R. 4213) to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to extend certain expiring provisions, and for other purposes.

The rule provides that measures may be considered under suspension of the rules at any time through the legislative day of June 18, 2010. The Speaker or her designee shall consult with the Minority Leader or his designee on the designation of any matter for consideration pursuant to this section.

June 14, 2010:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

June 14, 2010:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-506.

June 15, 2010:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 228-186.

**H. Res. 1448**
Providing for further consideration of the bill (H.R. 5297) to create the Small Business Lending Fund Program to direct the Secretary of the Treasury to make capital investments in eligible institutions in order to increase the availability of credit for small businesses, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
June 16, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Perlmutter of Colorado

The Committee granted a rule providing for further consideration of H.R. 5297, the “Small Business Lending Fund Act of 2010.” The rule provides that pursuant to House Resolution 1436, it shall be in order to consider the amendments printed in the report of the Committee on Rules as though they were the last two amendments printed in part C of House Report 111-506.

June 16, 2010:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

**June 16, 2010:**
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-508.

**June 17, 2010:**
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 237-179 after agreeing to the previous question by a record vote 241-179.

**H. Res. 1468**
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 5175) to amend the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 to prohibit foreign influence in Federal elections, to prohibit government contractors from making expenditures with respect to such elections, and to establish additional disclosure requirements with respect to spending in such elections, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
June 23, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. McGovern of Massachusetts

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 5175, the “Democracy is Strengthened by Casting Light on Spending in Elections Act.” The rule provides one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on House Administration. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on House Administration, modified by the amendment printed in part A of the report of the Committee on Rules, shall be considered as adopted and considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against the bill, as amended. The rule further makes in order only those amendments printed in part B of the report. The amendments made in order may be offered only in the order printed in the report, may be offered only by a Member designated in the report, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time specified in the report equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the question. All points of
order against the amendments except for clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI are waived.

The rule provides that for those amendments reported from the Committee of the Whole, the question of their adoption shall be put to the House en gros and without demand for division of the question. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions. The rule provides that the Chair may entertain a motion that the Committee rise only if offered by the chair of the Committee on House Administration or his designee. The rule provides that the Chair may not entertain a motion to strike out the enacting words of the bill. The rule authorizes the Speaker to entertain motions that the House suspend the rules at any time through the legislative day of Friday, June 25, 2010. The Speaker or her designee shall consult with the Minority Leader or his designee on the designation of any matter for consideration pursuant to this rule. The rule waives clause 6(a) of rule XIII (requiring a two-thirds vote to consider a rule on the same day it is reported from the Rules Committee) against certain resolutions reported from the Rules Committee. The rule authorizes the Speaker to entertain motions to reconsider or disposition of any of the following: (1) A conference report to accompany the bill (H.R. 4173) to provide for financial regulatory reform, to protect consumers and investors, to enhance Federal understanding of insurance issues, to regulate the over-the-counter derivatives markets, and for other purposes. (2) A measure that includes a subject matter addressed by H.R. 4213 or any amendment pertaining thereto.

The rule authorizes the Speaker to entertain motions that the House suspend the rules at any time through the legislative day of July 3, 2010. The Speaker or her designee shall consult with the Minority Leader or his designee on the designation of any matter for consideration pursuant to this rule. Finally, the rule provides that it shall be in order without intervention of any point of order to consider concurrent resolutions providing for adjournment during the month of July.

June 23, 2010:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

June 23, 2010:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-511.

June 24, 2010:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 220-205 after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 243-181.

*H. Res. 1487
Waiving a requirement of clause 6(a) of rule XIII with respect to consideration of certain resolutions reported from the Committee on Rules, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
June 29, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. McGovern of Massachusetts

Granted a rule to waive clause 6(a) of rule XIII (requiring a two-thirds vote to consider a rule on the same day it is reported from the Rules Committee) against certain resolutions reported from the Rules Committee. The rule applies the waiver to any resolution reported from the Rules Committee through the legislative day of July 3, 2010, providing for consideration or disposition of any of the following: (1) A conference report to accompany the bill (H.R. 4173) to provide for financial regulatory reform, to protect consumers and investors, to enhance Federal understanding of insurance issues, to regulate the over-the-counter derivatives markets, and for other purposes. (2) A measure that includes a subject matter addressed by H.R. 4213 or any amendment pertaining thereto.

The rule authorizes the Speaker to entertain motions that the House suspend the rules at any time through the legislative day of July 3, 2010. The Speaker or her designee shall consult with the Minority Leader or his designee on the designation of any matter for consideration pursuant to this rule. Finally, the rule provides that it shall be in order without intervention of any point of order to consider concurrent resolutions providing for adjournment during the month of July.

June 29, 2010:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

June 29, 2010:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-516.

June 30, 2010:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 237-189 after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 243-182.

H. Res. 1490
Providing for consideration of the conference report to accompany the bill (H.R. 4173) to provide for financial regulatory reform, to protect consumers and investors, to enhance Federal understanding of insurance issues, to regulate the over-the-counter derivatives markets, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
June 30, 2010
Sponsor:
Mr. Perlmutter of Colorado

Granted a rule for consideration of the conference report on H.R. 4173, the “Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2009.” The rule waives all points of order against the conference report and against its consideration. The rule provides that the conference report shall be considered as read. The previous question shall be considered as ordered on the conference report to its adoption without intervening motion except: (1) two hours of debate; and (2) one motion to recommit if applicable.

June 30, 2010:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

June 30, 2010:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-518.

June 30, 2010:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 234-189.

H. Res. 1495
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 5618) to continue Federal unemployment programs, and waiving a requirement of clause 6(a) of rule XIII with respect to consideration of certain resolutions reported from the Committee on Rules.

Date Introduced:
June 30, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Cardoza of California

Granted a rule waiving clause 6(a) of rule XIII (requiring a two-thirds vote to consider a rule on the same day it is reported from the Rules Committee) against certain resolutions reported from the Rules Committee. The rule applies the waiver to any resolution reported through the legislative day of July 3, 2010.

June 30, 2010:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

June 30, 2010:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-519.

July 1, 2010:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 231-189.

*H. Res. 1496
Waiving a requirement of clause 6(a) of rule XIII with respect to consideration of certain resolutions reported from the Committee on Rules.

Date Introduced:
June 30, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Cardoza of California

Granted a rule waiving clause 6(a) of rule XIII (requiring a two-thirds vote to consider a rule on the same day it is reported from the Rules Committee) against certain resolutions reported from the Rules Committee. The rule applies the waiver to any resolution reported through the legislative day of July 3, 2010.

June 30, 2010:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

June 30, 2010:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-520.

July 14, 2010:
Laid on the table pursuant to the provisions of H. Res. 1509.

H. Res. 1500
Providing for consideration of the Senate amendments to the bill (H.R. 4899) making emergency supplemental appropriations for disaster relief and summer jobs for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2010, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
July 1, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. McGovern of Massachusetts

Granted a rule providing for consideration of the Senate amendments to H.R. 4899, “making emergency supplemental appropriations for disaster relief and summer jobs for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2010, and for other purposes, with the Senate amendments thereto.” The rule makes in order a motion by the chairman of the Committee on Appropriations to concur in the Senate amendment to the text with each of the five House amendments printed in the Rules Committee report. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the motion except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI and provides that the Senate amendments and the motion shall be considered as read. The rule provides that the motion shall be debatable for one hour and 30 minutes as follows: 30 minutes equally divided and controlled by the chairman and ranking minority member of the Committee on Appropriations; then 30 minutes equally divided and controlled by Representative Lee of California or her designee and an opponent; and then 30 minutes equally divided and controlled by Representative McGovern of Massachusetts or his designee and an opponent. The rule provides that the previous question shall be considered as ordered on the motion to final adoption without intervening motion or demand for division of the question except that the question of adoption of the motion shall be divided among the five House amendments, with the first portion of the divided question considered as adopted. The rule provides that if the remaining portions of the divided question fail of adoption, then the House shall be considered to have rejected the motion and to have made no disposition of the Senate amendment to the text.

The rule provides that upon adoption of the motion specified in the first section of the rule the Clerk shall engross the action of the House under that section as a single amendment; and a motion that the House concur in the Senate amendment to the title shall be considered as adopted. The rule allows the chair of the Committee on Appropriations to insert in the Congressional Record not later than July 3, 2010, such material as he may deem explanatory of the Senate amendments and the motion specified in the first section of the rule. The rule provides that House Rule 1493 is hereby adopted. The rule amends the time periods in clause 10 of rule XXI to align with the Statutory Pay-As-You-Go Act of 2010.

**July 1, 2010:**
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

**July 1, 2010:**
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-522.

**July 1, 2010:**
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 234-189.

**H. Res. 1509**
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 1722) to improve teleworking in executive agencies by developing a telework program that allows employees to telework at least 20 percent of the hours worked in every 2 administrative workweeks, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
July 13, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. McGovern of Massachusetts

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 1722, the “Telework Improvements Act of 2009.” The rule provides one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Oversight and Government Reform. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, now printed in the bill, modified by the amendment printed in the Rules Committee report shall be considered as adopted and the bill, as amended, shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against provisions in the bill, as amended.
The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions. The rule tables House Resolution 1496.

**July 13, 2010:**
Ordered reported by a record vote of 6-2.

**July 13, 2010:**
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-535.

**July 14, 2010:**
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 238-180 after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 232-184.

**H. Res. 1517**
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 5114) to extend the authorization for the national flood insurance program, to identify priorities essential to reform and ongoing stable functioning of the program, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
July 14, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Matsui of California

Granted a rule providing consideration of H.R. 5114, the “Flood Insurance Reform Priorities Act of 2010.” The rule provides one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Financial Services. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on Financial Services shall be considered as an original bill for the purpose of amendment and shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against the amendment in the nature of a substitute except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI.

The rule makes in order only those amendments printed in the report of the Committee on Rules. The amendments made in order may be offered only in the order printed in the report, may be offered only by a Member designated in the report, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time specified in this report equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the question. The rule waives all points of order against the amendments made in order except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions. The rule provides that the Chair may entertain a motion that the Committee rise only if offered by the chair of the Committee on Financial Services or a designee. Finally, the rule provides that the Chair may not entertain a motion to strike out the enacting words of the bill.

**July 14, 2010:**
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

**July 14, 2010:**
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-537.

**July 15, 2010:**
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 239-182.

**H. Res. 1537**
Waiving a requirement of clause 6(a) of rule XIII with respect to consideration of certain resolutions reported from the Committee on Rules and providing for consideration of motions to suspend the rules.

**Date Introduced:**
July 20, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Hastings of Florida

Granted a rule waiving clause 6(a) of rule XIII (requiring a two-thirds vote to consider a rule on the same day it is reported from the Rules Committee) against certain rules reported from the Rules Committee. The rule applies the waiver to any rule reported through the legislative day of July 23, 2010, relating to consideration or disposition of a measure addressing unemployment compensation. The rule authorizes the Speaker to entertain motions that the House suspend the rules at any time through the legislative day of July 23, 2010. The Speaker or her designee shall consult with the Minority Leader or his designee on the designation of any matter for consideration pursuant to this section.

**July 20, 2010:**
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

**July 20, 2010:**
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-552.

**July 21, 2010:**
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 233-185.

**H. Res. 1549**
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 1264) to amend the National Flood Insurance Act of 1968 to provide for the national flood insurance program to make available multiperil coverage for damage resulting from windstorms or floods, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
July 21, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Slaughter of New York

Granted a rule providing consideration of H.R. 1264, the “Multiple Peril Insurance Act of 2009.” The rule provides one hour of debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Financial Services.

The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the bill shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against the bill. Finally, the rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

**July 21, 2010:**
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

**July 21, 2010:**
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-555.

**July 22, 2010:**
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 228-183 after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 234-179.

**H. Res. 1550**
Providing for consideration of the Senate amendment to the House amendment to the Senate amendment to the bill (H.R. 4213) to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to extend certain expiring provisions, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
July 22, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Hastings of Florida

Granted a rule providing for consideration of the Senate amendment to the House amendment to the Senate amendment to H.R. 4213, the “Unemployment Compensation Extension Act of 2010.” The rule makes in order a motion offered by the chair of the Committee on Ways and Means that the House concur in the Senate amendment to the House amendment to the Senate amendment to H.R. 4213. The rule provides one hour of debate on the motion equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Ways and Means. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the motion except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the Senate amendment shall be considered as read.

**July 22, 2010:**
Ordered reported by a record vote of 7-3.

**July 22, 2010:**
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-556.

**July 22, 2010:**
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 237-180.

**H. Res. 1556**
Providing for consideration of the concurrent resolution (H. Con. Res. 301) directing the President, pursuant to section 5(c) of the War Powers Resolution, to remove the United States Armed Forces from Pakistan.

**Date Introduced:**
July 26, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. McGovern of Massachusetts.

Granted rule providing for consideration of H. Con. Res. 301, the “Directing the President, pursuant to section 5(c) of the War Powers
Rule, to remove the United States Armed Forces from Pakistan." The rule provides one hour of debate in the House with 30 minutes to be controlled by Rep. Kucinich and 30 minutes to be equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Foreign Affairs. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the concurrent resolution. The rule provides that the concurrent resolution shall be considered as read.

July 26, 2010:  
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

July 26, 2010:  
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-566.

July 27, 2010:  
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 222-196.

H. Res. 1559  
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 5822) making appropriations for military construction, the Department of Veterans Affairs, and related agencies for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2011, and for other purposes and providing for consideration of motions to suspend the rules.

Date Introduced:  
July 27, 2010

Sponsor:  
Ms. Pingree of Maine

Granted rule providing for consideration of H.R. 5822, the "Military Construction and Veterans Affairs and Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 2011." The rule provides 1 hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Appropriations. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the bill shall be considered as read through page 63, line 4. The rule waives points of order against provisions in the bill for failure to comply with clause 2 of rule XXI.

The rule makes in order only those amendments printed in the Rules Committee report. The amendments made in order may be offered only by a Member designated in the report, shall be ordered only by a Member designated in the report, shall be debatable for 10 minutes equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the question. All points of order against the amendments except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI are waived. The rule provides that for those amendments reported from the Committee of the Whole, the question of their adoption shall be put to the House en gros and without division of the question.

The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions. The rule provides that after consideration of the bill for amendment, the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Appropriations or their designees may offer one pro forma amendment to the bill for the purpose of debate, which shall be controlled by the proponent. The rule provides that the Chair may entertain a motion that the Committee rise only if offered by the chair of the Committee on Appropriations or a designee. The rule provides that the Chair may not entertain a motion to strike out the enacting words of the bill.

Finally, the rule authorizes the Speaker to entertain motions that the House suspend the rules at any time through the calendar day of August 1, 2010. The Speaker or her designee shall consult with the Minority Leader or his designee on the designation of any matter for consideration pursuant to this rule.

July 27, 2010:  
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

July 27, 2010:  
Reported filed, See H. Rept. 111-570.

July 28, 2010:  
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 243-178.

H. Res. 1568  
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 5893) to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to create jobs through increased investment in infrastructure, to eliminate loopholes which encourage
companies to move operations offshore, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
July 28, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Hastings of Florida

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 5893, the “Investing in American Jobs and Closing Tax Loopholes Act of 2010.” The rule provides one hour of debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Ways and Means. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the bill shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against the bill. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

Finally, the rule waives clause 6(a) of rule XIII (requiring a two-thirds vote to consider a rule on the same day it is reported from the Rules Committee) against any resolution reported from the Rules Committee through the calendar day of Sunday, August 1, 2010.

**July 28, 2010:**
Ordered reported by a record vote of 6-3.

**July 28, 2010:**
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-577.

**July 29, 2010:**
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 233-182.

**H. Res. 1569**
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 5850) making appropriations for the Departments of Transportation, and Housing and Urban Development, and related agencies for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2011, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
July 28, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Arcuri of New York

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 5850, the “Transportation, Housing and Urban Development, and Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 2011.” The rule provides one hour of debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Appropriations. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the bill shall be considered as read through page 171, line 17. The rule waives points of order against provisions in the bill for failure to comply with clause 2 of rule XXI.

The rule makes in order the following amendments: (1) the amendments printed in part A of the report of the Committee on Rules; and (2) not to exceed four of the amendments printed in part B of the report if offered by Representative Flake of Arizona or his designee. The rule provides that each such amendment may be offered only in the order printed in the report, may be offered only by a Member designated in the report, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for 10 minutes equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the question. All points of order against the amendments except those arising under clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI are waived. The rule provides that for those amendments reported from the Committee of the Whole, the question of their adoption shall be put to the House en gros and without division of the question. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

The rule provides that after disposition of the amendments specified in the first section of the rule, the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Appropriations or their designees each may offer one pro forma amendment to the bill for the purpose of debate, which shall be controlled by the proponent. The rule provides that the Chair may entertain a motion that the Committee rise only if offered by the chair of the Committee on Appropriations or his designee. Finally, the rule provides that the Chair may not entertain a motion to strike out the enacting words of the bill.

**July 28, 2010:**
Ordered reported by a record vote of 7-3.
July 28, 2010:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-578.

July 29, 2010:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 231-185 after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 236-179.

H. Res. 1574
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 3534) to provide greater efficiencies, transparency, returns, and accountability in the administration of Federal mineral and energy resources by consolidating administration of various Federal energy minerals management and leasing programs into one entity to be known as the Office of Federal Energy and Minerals Leasing of the Department of the Interior, and for other purposes; and providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 5851) to provide whistleblower protections to certain workers in the offshore oil and gas industry.

Date Introduced:
July 29, 2010

Sponsor:
Ms. Pingree of Maine

Granted a rule for consideration of H.R. 3534, the “Consolidated Land, Energy, and Aquatic Resources Act of 2009,” and H.R. 5851, the "Offshore Oil and Gas Worker Whistleblower Protection Act of 2010."

The rule provides a structured rule for consideration of H.R. 3534. The rule provides one hour of general debate with 40 minutes equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Natural Resources and 20 minutes equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI. The rule further makes in order only those amendments printed in part B of the report. The amendments made in order may be offered only in the order printed in the report, may be offered only by a Member designated in the report, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time specified in the report equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the question. All points of order against the amendments printed in part B of the report are waived except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions. The rule provides that the Chair may entertain a motion that the Committee rise only if offered by the chair of the Committee on Natural Resources or a designee. The rule provides that the Chair may not entertain a motion to strike out the enacting words of the bill.

The rule also grants a closed rule for consideration of H.R. 5851, the “Offshore Oil and Gas Worker Whistleblower Protection Act of 2010.” The rule provides one hour of debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Education and Labor. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the amendment printed in part C of the report shall be considered as adopted. The rule provides that the bill, as amended, shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against provisions of the bill, as amended. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions. The rule provides that in the engrossment of H.R. 3534, the Clerk shall add the text of H.R. 5851, as passed by the House, as new matter at the end of H.R. 3534. Upon the addition of the text of H.R. 5851 to the end of H.R. 3534, H.R. 5851 shall be laid on the table.

July 29, 2010 (Legislative Day) July 30, 2010 (Calendar Day):
Ordered reported by a voice vote.
H. Res. 1606
Providing for consideration of the Senate amendment to the House amendment to the Senate amendment to the bill (H.R. 1586) to modernize the air traffic control system, improve the safety, reliability, and availability of transportation by air in the United States, provide for modernization of the air traffic control system, reauthorize the Federal Aviation Administration, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
August 9, 2010

Sponsor:
Ms. Slaughter of New York

Granted a rule providing for the consideration of the Senate amendment to the House amendment to the Senate amendment to H.R. 1586. The rule provides one hour of debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Appropriations, the Committee on Ways and Means, and the Committee on Energy and Commerce. The rule makes in order a motion offered by the chair of the Committee on Appropriations that the House concur in the Senate amendment to the Senate amendment to H.R. 1586. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the motion. The rule provides that the Senate amendment and the motion shall be considered as read. Finally, the rule waives clause 6(a) of rule XIII (requiring a two-thirds vote to consider a rule on the same day it is reported from the Rules Committee) against any rules reported from the Rules Committee through the legislative day of Wednesday, August 11, 2010.

August 9, 2010:
Ordered reported by a record vote of 8-3.

August 9, 2010:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-584.

H. Res. 1620
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 4785) to amend the miscellaneous rural development provisions of the Farm Security and Rural Investment Act of 2002 to authorize the Secretary of Agriculture to make loans to certain entities that will use the funds to make loans to consumers to implement energy efficiency measures involving structural improvements and investments in cost-effective, commercial off-the-shelf technologies to reduce home energy use.

Date Introduced:
September 15, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. McGovern of Massachusetts

 Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.R. 4785, the "Rural Energy Savings Program Act." The rule provides one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Agriculture and by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Energy and Commerce. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that in lieu of the amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on Agriculture now printed in the bill, the amendment in the nature of a substitute printed in part A of the report shall be considered as an original bill for the purpose of amendment and shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against the amendment in the nature of a substitute except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI.

The rule makes in order only those amendments printed in part B of the report. Each such amendment may be offered only in the order printed in the report, may be offered only by a Member designated in the report, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time specified in the report equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent,
shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the question. All points of order against the amendments in part B except those arising under clauses 9 and 10 of rule XXI are waived.

The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions. The rule provides that the Chair may entertain a motion that the Committee rise only if offered by the chair of the Committee on Agriculture or his designee. Finally, the rule provides that the Chair may not entertain a motion to strike out the enacting words of the bill.

September 15, 2010:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

September 15, 2010:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-594.

September 16, 2010:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 225-188 after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 226-186.

H. Res. 1640
Providing for consideration of the Senate amendment to the bill (H.R. 5297) to create the Small Business Lending Fund Program to direct the Secretary of the Treasury to make capital investments in eligible institutions in order to increase the availability of credit for small businesses, to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide tax incentives for small business job creation, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
September 22, 2010

Sponsor:
Ms. Pingree of Maine

Granted a rule for consideration of the Senate amendment to H.R. 5297, the “Small Business Jobs and Credit Act of 2010." The rule makes in order a motion offered by the chair of the Committee on Financial Services that the House concur in the Senate amendment to H.R. 5297. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the motion. The rule provides that the Senate amendment and the motion shall be considered as read. The rule provides one hour of debate on the motion equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Financial Services, the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Small Business, and the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Ways and Means.

The rule authorizes the Speaker to entertain motions that the House suspend the rules at any time through the legislative day of October 1, 2010. The rule also provides that the Speaker or her designee shall consult with the Minority Leader or his designee on the designation of any matter for consideration under suspension of the rules pursuant to the resolution. The rule waives clause 6(a) of rule XIII (requiring a two-thirds vote to consider a rule on the same day it is reported from the Rules Committee) against any resolution reported from the Rules Committee through the legislative day of October 1, 2010.

September 22, 2010:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

September 22, 2010:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-621.

September 23, 2010:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 226-186 after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 230-181.

H. Res. 1674
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 847) to amend the Public Health Service Act to extend and improve protections and services to individuals directly impacted by the terrorist attack in New York City on September 11, 2001, and for other purposes; providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 2378) to amend title VII of the Tariff Act of 1930 to clarify that fundamental exchange-rate misalignment by any foreign nation is actionable under United States countervailing and antidumping duty laws, and for other purposes; and providing for consideration of the Senate amendment to the bill (H.R. 2701) to authorize appropriations for fiscal year 2010 for intelligence and intelligence-related activities of the United States Government, the Community Management Account, and the Central Intelligence Agency Retirement and Disability System, and for other purposes.
Date Introduced:
September 29, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Arcuri of New York

Granted a rule providing for consideration of (1) H.R. 847, the “James Zadroga 9/11 Health and Compensation Act of 2010,” (2) H.R. 2378, the “Currency Reform for Fair Trade Act,” and (3) the Senate amendment to H.R. 2701, the “Intelligence Authorization Act of 2010.”

With respect to H.R. 847, the rule provides one hour of debate in the House, with 30 minutes equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Energy and Commerce, 20 minutes equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on the Judiciary, and 10 minutes equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Ways and Means.

The rule waives all points of order against consideration of H.R. 847 except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. In lieu of the amendments recommended by the Committee on Energy and Commerce and the Committee on the Judiciary, the amendment in the nature of a substitute printed in the report of the Committee on Rules shall be considered as adopted. The rule provides that the bill, as amended, shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against the bill, as amended. The rule provides one motion to recommit H.R. 847 with or without instructions.

With respect to H.R. 2378, the rule provides one hour of debate in the House equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Ways and Means. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clauses 9 and 10 of Rule XXI. The amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on Ways and Means shall be considered as adopted and the bill, as amended, shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against provisions of the bill, as amended. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

With respect to the Senate amendment to H.R. 2701, the rule makes in order a motion offered by the chair of the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence or his designee that the House concur in the Senate amendment. All points of order against the motion are waived except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI. The motion is debatable for one hour equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Intelligence Committee. The rule provides that the Senate amendment and the motion shall be considered as read.

September 29, 2010: Ordered reported by a voice vote.


September 29, 2010: Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 234-183 after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 235-183.

H. Res. 1682
Providing for consideration of the Senate Amendments to the bill (H.R. 3081) making appropriations for the Department of State, foreign operations, and related programs for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2010, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
September 29, 2010

Sponsor:
Ms. Slaughter of New York

Granted a rule providing for consideration of the Senate amendments to H.R. 3081, the "Continuing Appropriations Act, 2011." The rule makes in order a motion offered by the chair of the Committee on Appropriations or his designee that the House concur in the Senate amendments to H.R. 3081. The rule provides one hour of debate on the motion equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Appropriations. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the motion except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI. Fi-
nally, the rule provides that the Senate amendments and the motion shall be considered as read.

**September 29, 2010:**
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

**September 29, 2010:**
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-655.

**September 29, 2010:**
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 233-191 after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 240-186.

**H. Res. 1721**
Providing for the consideration of the Senate amendment to the bill (H.R. 1722) to require the head of each executive agency to establish and implement a policy under which employees shall be authorized to telework, and for other purposes, and providing for consideration of motions to suspend the rules.

**Date Introduced:**
November 17, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Arcuri of New York

Granted a rule providing for the consideration of the Senate amendment to the bill (H.R. 1722), the “Telework Improvements Act of 2010.” The rule makes in order a motion offered by the chair of the Committee on Oversight and Government Reform that the House concur in the Senate amendment to H.R. 1722. The rule provides one hour of debate on the motion equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Oversight and Government Reform. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the motion except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the Senate amendment shall be considered as read. Finally, the rule authorizes the Speaker to entertain motions that the House suspend the rules at any time through the legislative day of November 19, 2010. The Speaker or her designee shall consult with the Minority Leader or his designee on the designation of any matter for consideration under suspension of the rules pursuant to this rule.

**November 17, 2010:**
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

**November 17, 2010:**
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-657.

**November 18, 2010:**
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 235-171 after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 239-171.

**H. Res. 1736**
Providing for consideration of the Senate amendments to the bill (H.R. 4783) to accelerate the income tax benefits for charitable cash contributions for the relief of victims of the earthquake in Chile, and to extend the period from which such contributions for the relief of victims of the earthquake in Haiti may be accelerated.

**Date Introduced:**
November 29, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Perlmutter of Colorado

Granted a rule providing for the consideration of the Senate amendments to H.R. 4783, the “Claims Resolution Act of 2010.” The rule makes in order a motion offered by the chair of the Committee on Natural Resources that the House concur in the Senate amendments to H.R. 4783. The rule provides one hour of debate on the motion, with 50 minutes equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Natural Resources and 10 minutes equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Ways and Means. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the motion. Finally, the rule provides that the Senate amendments shall be considered as read.

**November 29, 2010:**
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

**November 29, 2010:**
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-660.

**November 30, 2010:**
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 223-168.
H. Res. 1741
Providing for consideration of the joint resolution (H.J. Res. 101) making further continuing appropriations for fiscal year 2011, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
November 30, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Polis of Colorado

Granted a rule providing for consideration of H.J. Res. 101, “Making further continuing appropriations for fiscal year 2011, and for other purposes”. The rule provides 1 hour of debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Appropriations. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the joint resolution except those arising under clause 9 or 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the joint resolution shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against the joint resolution. Finally, the rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

November 30, 2010:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

November 30, 2010:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-664.

December 1, 2010:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 230-174 after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 232-180.

H. Res. 1742
Providing for consideration of the bill (S. 3307) to reauthorize child nutrition programs, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
November 30, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. McGovern of Massachusetts

Granted a rule providing for consideration of S. 3307, the “Healthy, Hunger-Free Kids Act of 2010.” The rule provides 1 hour of debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Education and Labor. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the bill except those arising under clause 9 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the bill shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against the bill. Finally, the rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

November 30, 2010:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

November 30, 2010:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-665.

December 1, 2010:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 230-174 after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 232-180.

H. Res. 1745
Providing for consideration of the Senate amendment to the bill (H.R. 4853) to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to extend the funding and expenditure authority of the Airport and Airway Trust Fund, to amend title 49, United States Code, to extend authorizations for the airport improvement program, and for other purposes, and providing for consideration of motions to suspend the rules.

Date Introduced:
December 1, 2010

Sponsor:
Ms. Pingree of Maine

Granted a rule providing for consideration of the Senate amendment to H.R. 4853. The rule makes in order a motion offered by the chair of the Committee on Ways and Means that the House concur in the Senate amendment to H.R. 4853 with the amendment printed in the Rules Committee report. The rule provides one hour of debate on the motion equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Ways and Means. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the motion except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the Senate amendment and the motion shall be considered as read. Finally, the rule authorizes the Speaker
to entertain motions that the House suspend the rules at any time through the legislative day of December 3, 2010. The Speaker or her designee shall consult with the Minority Leader or his designee on the designation of any matter for consideration pursuant to this rule.

December 1, 2010:
Ordered reported by a record vote of 7-2.

December 1, 2010:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-671.

December 2, 2010:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 213-203 after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 224-186.

*H. Res. 1752
Waiving a requirement of clause 6(a) of rule XIII with respect to consideration of certain resolutions reported from the Committee on Rules, and providing for consideration of motions to suspend the rules.

Date Introduced:
December 7, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Polis of Colorado

Granted a rule waiving clause 6(a) of rule XIII (requiring a two-thirds vote to consider a rule on the same day it is reported from the Rules Committee) against certain resolutions reported from the Rules Committee. The rule applies the waiver to any resolution reported through the legislative day of December 18, 2010. Finally, the rule authorizes the Speaker to entertain motions that the House suspend the rules at any time through the legislative day of December 18, 2010. The Speaker or her designee shall consult with the Minority Leader or his designee on the designation of any matter for consideration pursuant to this resolution.

December 7, 2010:
Ordered reported by a record vote of 6-3.

December 7, 2010:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-674.

December 8, 2010:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 215-194.

H. Res. 1755
Providing for consideration of the Senate amendment to the bill (H.R. 3082) making appropriations for military construction, the Department of Veterans Affairs, and related agencies for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2010, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
December 8, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. McGovern of Massachusetts

Granted a rule for consideration of the Senate amendment to H.R. 3082, the “Military Construction and Veterans Affairs Appropriations Act, 2010” (Full-Year FY11 CR and Food Safety). The rule makes in order a motion offered by the chair of the Committee on Appropriations that the House concur in the Senate amendment to H.R. 3082 with the amendment printed in the report of the Committee on Rules. The rule provides one hour of debate on the motion, with 40 minutes equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Appropriations and 20 minutes equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Energy and Commerce. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the motion. The rule provides that the Senate amendment and the motion shall be considered as read.

December 8, 2010:
Ordered Reported by a voice vote.

December 8, 2010:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-675.

December 8, 2010:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 207-206.

H. Res. 1756
Providing for consideration of the Senate amendments to the bill (H.R. 5281) to amend title 28, United States Code, to clarify and improve certain provisions relating to the removal of litigation
against Federal officers or agencies to Federal courts, and for other purpose.

**Date Introduced:**
December 8, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Polis of Colorado

Granted a rule providing for the consideration of the Senate amendments to H.R. 5281, the “Removal Clarification Act of 2010” (Development, Relief, and Education for Alien Minors (DREAM) Act). The rule makes in order a motion offered by the chair of the Committee on the Judiciary that the House concur in the Senate amendments numbered 1 and 2, and that the House concur in the Senate amendment numbered 3 with the amendment printed in the Rules Committee report. The rule provides one hour of debate on the motion equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on the Judiciary. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the motion except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI. Finally, the rule provides that the Senate amendments and the motion shall be considered as read.

**December 8, 2010:**
Ordered reported by a record vote of 8-2.

**December 8, 2010:**
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-677.

**December 8, 2010:**
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 211-208.

**H. Res. 1764**
Provision for consideration of the Senate amendment to the bill (H.R. 2965) to amend the Small Business Act with respect to the Small Business Innovation Research Program and the Small Business Technology Transfer Program, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
December 15, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Pingree of Maine

Granted a rule providing for consideration of the Senate amendment to H.R. 2965, the “SBIR/STTR Reauthorization Act of 2009” (Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell Repeal Act of 2010). The rule makes in order a motion offered by the Majority Leader or his designee that the House concur in the Senate amendment to H.R. 2965 with the amendment printed in the Rules Committee report. The rule provides one hour of debate on the motion equally divided and controlled by the Majority Leader and Minority Leader or their respective designees. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the motion except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the Senate amendment and the motion shall be considered as read.

**December 15, 2010:**
Ordered report by a record vote of 6-2.

**December 15, 2010:**
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-681.

**December 15, 2010:**
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 232-180.

**H. Res. 1766**
Providing for consideration of the Senate amendment to the House amendment to the Senate amendment to the bill (H.R.4853) to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to extend the funding and expenditure authority of the airport and Airway Trust Fund, to amend title 49, United States Code, to extend authorizations for the airport improvement program, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
December 15, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Slaughter of New York

Granted a rule providing for consideration of the Senate amendment to the House amendment to the Senate amendment to H.R. 4853, the “Tax Relief, Unemployment Insurance Reauthorization, and Job Creation Act of 2010.” The rule provides three hours of debate on the topics addressed by the motions specified in sections 2 and 3 of the rule, equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minor-
ity member of the Committee on Ways and Means. The rule makes in order a motion offered by the chair of the Committee on Ways and Means that the House concur in the Senate amendment to the House amendment to the Senate amendment to H.R. 4853 with the amendment printed in the Rules Committee report. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the motion except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI. If the motion described in section 2 of the rule fails of adoption, the rule causes to be pending a motion to concur in the Senate amendment to the House amendment to the Senate amendment to H.R. 4853. Finally, until completion of proceedings enabled by the first three sections of the rule, the Chair may decline to entertain any intervening motion, resolution, question, or notice; the Chair may postpone such proceedings to such time as may be designated by the Speaker; and each amendment and motion considered pursuant to the rule shall be considered as read.

**December 15, 2010:**
Ordered report by a voice vote.

**December 15, 2010:**
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-682.

**December 16, 2010:**
Adopted by the House as amended by record vote 214-201.

**H. Res. 1771**
Waiving a requirement of clause 6(a) of rule XIII with respect to consideration of certain resolutions reported from the Committee on Rules, and providing for consideration of motions to suspend the rules.

**Date Introduced:**
December 16, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. McGovern of Massachusetts

Granted a rule waiving clause 6(a) of rule XIII (requiring a two-thirds vote to consider a rule on the same day it is reported from the Rules Committee) against certain resolutions reported from the Rules Committee. The rule applies the waiver to any resolution reported through the legislative day of December 24, 2010. The rule authorizes the Speaker to entertain motions that the House suspend the rules at any time through the legislative day of December 24, 2010. The Speaker or her designee shall consult with the Minority Leader or his designee on the designation of any matter for consideration pursuant to section 2 of the resolution.

**December 16, 2010 (Legislative Day) December 17, 2010 (Calendar Day):**
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

**December 16, 2010 (Legislative Day) December 17, 2010 (Calendar Day):**
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-684.

**December 21, 2010:**
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 199-151.

**H. Res. 1776**
Providing for consideration of the joint resolution (H.J. Res. 105) making further continuing appropriations for fiscal year 2011, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
December 17, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Polis of Colorado

Granted a closed rule providing for consideration of H.J.Res. 105, “Making further continuing appropriations for fiscal year 2011, and for other purposes.” The rule provides 1 hour of debate equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Appropriations. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the joint resolution except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the joint resolution shall be considered as read. The rule waives all points of order against the joint resolution. Finally, the rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

**December 17, 2010:**
Ordered reported by voice vote.

**December 17, 2010:**
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-689.
December 17, 2010:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 184-159.

H. Res. 1781
Providing for consideration of the Senate amendment to the bill (H.R. 5116) to invest in innovation through research and development, to improve the competitiveness of the United States, and for other purposes; providing for consideration of the Senate amendments to the bill (H.R.2751) to accelerate motor fuel savings nationwide and provide incentives to registered owners of high polluting automobiles to replace such automobiles with new fuel efficient and less polluting automobiles; and providing for consideration of the Senate amendment to the bill (H.R. 2142) to require quarterly performance assessments of Government programs for purposes of assessing agency performance and improvement, and to establish agency performance improvement officers and the Performance Improvement Council.

Date Introduced:
December 21, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. McGovern of Massachusetts

Granted a rule providing for the consideration of the Senate amendment to H.R. 5116, the “America COMPETES Reauthorization Act of 2010.” The rule makes in order a motion offered by the chair of the Committee on Science and Technology that the House concur in the Senate amendment to H.R. 5116. The rule provides one hour of debate on the motion equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Energy and Commerce. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the motion except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the Senate amendments shall be considered as read.

The rule provides for the consideration of the Senate amendment to H.R. 2142, the “GPRA Modernization Act of 2010.” The rule makes in order a motion offered by the chair of the Committee on Oversight and Government Reform that the House concur in the Senate amendment to H.R. 2142. The rule provides one hour of debate on the motion equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Oversight and Government Reform. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the motion except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI. Finally, the rule provides that the Senate amendment shall be considered as read.

December 21, 2010:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

December 21, 2010:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-692.

December 21, 2010:
Adopted by the House as reported by voice vote.

H. Res. 1782
Providing for consideration of the Senate amendment to the House amendment to the Senate amendment to the bill (H.R. 3082) making appropriations for military construction, the Department of Veterans Affairs, and related agencies for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2010, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
December 21, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Polis of Colorado

Granted a rule for consideration of the Senate amendment to the House amendment to the Senate amendment to H.R. 3082, the “Contin-
uing Appropriations and Surface Transportation Extensions Act, 2011.” The rule makes in order a motion offered by the chair of the Committee on Appropriations that the House concur in the Senate amendment to the House amendment to the Senate amendment to H.R. 3082. The rule provides one hour of debate on the motion equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Appropriations. The rule waives all points of order against consideration of the motion except those arising under clause 10 of rule XXI. The rule provides that the Senate amendment shall be considered as read.

December 21, 2010:
Ordered reported by a voice vote.

December 21, 2010:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-694.

December 21, 2010:
Adopted by the House as reported by voice vote.
H. Res. 62
Providing for further consideration of the bill (H.R. 384) to reform the Troubled Assets Relief Program of the Secretary of the Treasury and ensure accountability under such Program, and for other purposes

Date Introduced:
January 14, 2009

January 14, 2009:
Ordered reported, with amendment, by voice vote.

January 14, 2009:

January 15, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by voice vote.

H. Res. 544
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 2847) making appropriations for the Departments of Commerce and Justice, and Science, and Related Agencies for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2010, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
June 15, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Arcuri of New York

June 15, 2009:
Ordered reported, as amended, by a record vote of 7-3.

June 15, 2009:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-155

June 16, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 247-174, after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 247-176.

H. Res. 665
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 2920) to reinstitute and update the Pay-As-You-Go requirement of budget neutrality on new tax and mandatory spending legislation, enforced by the threat of annual, automatic sequestration.

Date Introduced:
July 21, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Arcuri of New York

July 21, 2009:
Ordered reported, as amended, by a voice vote.

July 21, 2009:
Report filed, See H. Rept. 111-217.

July 22, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 243-182.

H. Res. 1363
Granting the authority provided under clause 4(c)(3) of rule X of the Rules of the House of Representatives to the Committee on Education and Labor for purposes of its investigation into underground coal mining safety.

Date Introduced:
May 18, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Miller of California

May 19, 2010:
Ordered reported, without amendment, by voice vote.

May 19, 2010:
Report filed by Ms. Slaughter, H. Rept. 111-3.

May 20, 2010:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 413-1 after agreeing to the previous question by record vote 240-177.
H. Res. 15
Authorizing and directing the Committee on the Judiciary to inquire whether the House should impeach G. Thomas Porteous, a judge of the United States District Court for the Eastern District of Louisiana.

Date Introduced:
January 6, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Conyers of Michigan

January 6, 2009:
Referred to the Committee on Rules.

January 13, 2009
Adopted by the House by Voice Vote.

H. Res. 17
Amending the Rules of the House of Representatives to abolish the Committee on Appropriations.

Date Introduced:
January 6, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Campbell of California

January 6, 2009:
Referred to the Committee on Rules.

H. Res. 19
Amending the Rules of the House of Representatives to encourage bipartisan amendments.

Date Introduced:
January 6, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Gerlach of Pennsylvania

January 6, 2009:
Referred to the Committee on Rules.

H. Res. 40
Amending the Rules of the House of Representatives to require each standing committee to hold periodic hearings on the topic of waste, fraud, abuse, or mismanagement in Government programs which that committee may authorize, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
January 9, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Tanner of Tennessee

January 9, 2009:
Referred to the Committee on Rules.

January 14, 2009:
Adopted by the House by record vote 423-0.

H. Res. 48
Amending the Rules of the House of Representatives to establish the Committee on Indian Affairs.

Date Introduced:
January 9, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Rehberg of Montana

January 9, 2009:
Referred to the Committee on Rules.

H. Res. 98
Amending the Rules of the House of Representatives to require a vote each year on whether to increase Members' pay.

Date Introduced:
January 28, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Barrett of South Carolina
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date Introduced</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Measure Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>January 28, 2009:</td>
<td>Mr. Putnam of Florida</td>
<td><strong>H. Res. 100</strong> Amending the Rules of the House of Representatives to provide for earmark reform.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 3, 2009:</td>
<td>Mr. King of New York</td>
<td><strong>H. Res. 111</strong> Establishing a Select Committee on POW and MIA Affairs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 5, 2009:</td>
<td>Mr. Paul of Texas</td>
<td><strong>H. Res. 216</strong> Amending the Rules of the House of Representatives to ensure that Members have a reasonable amount of time to read legislation that will be voted upon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 23, 2009:</td>
<td>Mr. Nunes of California</td>
<td><strong>H. Res. 276</strong> To provide earmark reform in the House of Representatives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 2, 2009:</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>H. Res. 323</strong> Amending the Rules of the House of Representatives to require that general appropriations for military construction and veterans' affairs be considered as stand-alone measures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUT Resolution</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>H. Res. 225</strong> Amending the Rules of the House of Representatives to provide for earmark reform.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Introduced:</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>H. Res. 272</strong> Amending the Rules of the House of Representatives to strike rule XXVIII, popularly known as the &quot;Gephardt rule&quot;, and to provide that any measure that increases the statutory limit on the public debt shall be stand alone and require a recorded vote.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Introduced:</td>
<td></td>
<td>March 9, 2009: Referred to the Committee on Rules.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Introduced:</td>
<td></td>
<td>March 19, 2009: Referred to the Committee on Rules.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Introduced:</td>
<td></td>
<td>March 23, 2009: Referred to the Committees on Rules and Standards of Official Conduct.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Introduced:</td>
<td></td>
<td>April 2, 2009:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sponsor:  Mr. King of Iowa

April 2, 2009:  
Referred to the Committee on Rules.

H. Res. 343
Amending the Rules of the House of Representa-
tives to require the reduction of section 302(b) suballocations to reflect floor amendments to gen-
eral appropriation bills.

Date Introduced:
April 21, 2009

Sponsor:  Mr. Conway of Texas

April 21, 2009:
Referred to the Committee on Rules.

H. Res. 345
Establishing a select committee to make a tho-
rough and complete investigation of the causes of
the current financial crisis and other matters.

Date Introduced:
April 21, 2009

Sponsor:  Mr. Dingell of Michigan

April 21, 2009:
Referred to the Committee on Rules.

H. Res. 359
Providing for the consideration of the resolution
(H. Res. 251) directing the Secretary of the Treas-
ury to transmit to the House of Representatives all information in his possession relating to specif-
ic communications with American International Group, Inc. (AIG).

Date Introduced:
April 23, 2009

Sponsor:  Mr. LaTourette of Ohio

April 23, 2009:

H. Res. 383
Establishing a select committee to review national
security laws, policies, and practices.

Date Introduced:
April 30, 2009

Sponsor:  Ms. Lee of California

April 30, 2009:
Referred to the Committee on Rules.

H. Res. 424
Authorizing and directing the Committee on the
Judiciary to inquire whether the House should
impeach Samuel B. Kent, a judge of the United
States District Court for the Southern District of
Texas.

Date Introduced:
May 12, 2009

Sponsor:  Mr. Conyers of Michigan

May 12, 2009:
Referred to the Committee on Rules.

May 12, 2009:
Committee on Rules discharged.

May 12, 2009:
Adopted by the House by unanimous consent.

H. Res. 440
Amending the Rules of the House of Representa-
tives to strengthen the public disclosure of all earmark requests.

DateIntroduced:
May 14, 2009

Sponsor:  Mr. Cassidy of Louisiana
May 14, 2009:
   Referred to the Committees on Rules and Standards of Official Conduct.

**H. Res. 460**
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 2194) to amend the Iran Sanctions Act of 1996 to enhance United States diplomatic efforts with respect to Iran by expanding economic sanctions against Iran.

*Date Introduced:*
May 20, 2009

*Sponsor:*
Mr. Burton of Indiana

*May 20, 2009:*
Referred to the Committee on Rules.

*July 15, 2009:*
Motion to Discharge Committee filed by Mr. Burton. Petition No. 111-4.

**H. Res. 470**
Raising a question of the privileges of the House.

*Date Introduced:*
May 21, 2009

*Sponsor:*
Mr. Bishop of Utah

*May 21, 2009:*
Referred to the Committee on Rules.

**H. Res. 554**
Amending the Rules of the House of Representatives to require that legislation and conference reports be available on the Internet for 72 hours before consideration by the House, and for other purposes.

*Date Introduced:*
June 17, 2009

*Sponsor:*
Mr. Baird of Washington

*May 17, 2009:*
Referred to the Committee on Rules.

*September 23, 2009:*
Motion to Discharge Committee filed by Mr. Walden. Petition No. 111-6.

**H. Res. 597**
Amending the Rules of the House of Representatives to require the Committee on Rules to conduct its meetings and hearings in the Hall of the House, and for other purposes.

*Date Introduced:*
June 26, 2009

*Sponsor:*
Mr. King of Iowa

*June 26, 2009:*
Referred to the Committee on Rules.

**H. Res. 614**
Amending the Rules of the House of Representatives to prohibit earmarks to for-profit entities.

*Date Introduced:*
July 7, 2009

*Sponsor:*
Mr. Quigley of Illinois

*July 7, 2009:*
Referred to the Committee on Rules.

**H. Res. 643**
Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that any major health care reform bill considered on the floor should be available for viewing.

*Date Introduced:*
July 14, 2009

*Sponsor:*
Mr. Griffith of Alabama

*July 14, 2009:*
Referred to the Committee on Rules.

**H. Res. 671**
Amending the Rules of the House of Representatives to promote fiscal responsibility by requiring the application of the House PAYGO rule.

**Date Introduced:**
July 22, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Whitfield of Kentucky

**July 22, 2009:**
Referred to the Committee on Rules.

**H. Res. 687**
Amending the Rules of the House of Representatives to provide greater transparency on earmark requests.

**Date Introduced:**
July 28, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Alexander of Louisiana

**July 28, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Rules and Standards of Official Conduct.

**H. Res. 689**
Amending the Rules of the House of Representatives to ensure that Members, Delegates, and the Resident Commissioner have a reasonable amount of time to read legislation that will be voted upon, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
July 29, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Posey of Florida

**July 29, 2009:**
Referred to the Committee on Rules.

**H. Res. 694**
Amending the Rules of the House of Representatives to require a two-thirds vote on a rule or order that dispenses with the first reading or considers a measure as read.

**Date Introduced:**
July 29, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Forbes of Virginia

**July 29, 2009:**
Referred to the Committee on Rules.

**H. Res. 702**
Directing the Comptroller General of the United States to submit reports ensuring the effectiveness of Federal programs and amending the Rules of the House of Representatives to require that certain standing committees of the House hold at least one hearing on each such report that falls within their jurisdiction.

**Date Introduced:**
July 30, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Reichert of Washington

**July 30, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Oversight and Government Reform and Rules.

**H. Res. 721**
Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that any major health care reform bill considered on the floor of the House should be available for viewing for 30 calendar days.

**Date Introduced:**
September 8, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Lewis of California

**September 8, 2009:**
Referred to the Committee on Rules.

**H. Res. 785**
Authorizing the Committee on the Judiciary to inspect and receive certain tax returns and tax return information for the purposes of its investigation into whether United States District Judge G. Thomas Porteous should be impeached, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
September 30, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Conyers of Michigan

September 30, 2009:
Referred to the Committee on Rules.

H. Res. 804
Providing for the concurrence by the House in the Senate amendment to H.R. 1016, with amendment.

Veterans Health Care Budget Reform and Transparency Act of 2009

Date Introduced:
October 7, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Filner of California

October 7, 2009:
Referred to the Committee on Rules.

October 8, 2009:
Adopted by the House by a record vote 419-1.

H. Res. 819
Amending the Rules of the House of Representatives to provide for division of the question on the legislative proposals involved to allow separate votes on disparate matters.

Date Introduced:
October 8, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Posey of Florida

October 8, 2009:
Referred to the Committee on Rules.

H. Res. 835
Amending the rules of the House of Representatives to provide for transparency in the committee amendment process.

Date Introduced:
October 15, 2009

Sponsor:
Ms. Jenkins of Kansas

October 15, 2009:
Referred to the Committee on Rules.

H. Res. 847
Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that any conference committee or other meetings held to determine the content of national health care legislation be conducted in public under the watchful eye of the people of the United States.

Date Introduced:
October 20, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Buchanan of Florida

October 20, 2009:
Referred to the Committee on Rules.

H. Res. 874
Amending the Rules of the House of Representatives to require all committees post record votes on their Web sites within 48 hours of such votes.

Date Introduced:
October 28, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Reichert of Washington

October 28, 2009:
Referred to the Committee on Rules.

H. Res. 883
Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that Members of the House receive the necessary cost information regarding health care reform legislation at least 72 hours before any vote on such legislation.

Date Introduced:
November 2, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Herger of California

November 2, 2009:
H. Res. 949
Amending the Rules of the House of Representatives to require a two-thirds vote on a stand-alone bill to increase the statutory limit on the public debt.

Date Introduced: December 3, 2009
Sponsor: Mr. Neugebauer of Texas

H. Res. 959
Amending the Rules of the House of Representatives to prohibit the consideration of a regulation of individual activity disguised as a tax.

Date Introduced: December 9, 2009
Sponsor: Mr. Poe of Texas

H. Res. 965
Repealing rule XXVIII of the Rules of the House of Representatives relating to the statutory limit on the public debt.

Date Introduced: December 11, 2009
Sponsor: Ms. Bean of Illinois

H. Res. 1018
Requesting the Senate to adjust its rules to reflect the intent of the framers of the Constitution by amending the Senate’s filibuster rule, Rule 22, to facilitate the consideration of bills and amendments.

Date Introduced: January 19, 2010
Sponsor: Mr. McDermott of Washington

H. Res. 1059
Amending the Rules of the House of Representatives to prohibit the consideration of a regulation of individual activity disguised as a tax.

Date Introduced: December 9, 2009
Sponsor: Mr. Poe of Texas

H. Res. 1023
Amending the Rules of the House of Representatives to remove the authority of the Committee on Rules to waive clause 5 of rule XVI or clause 9 of rule XXII.

Date Introduced: January 20, 2010
Sponsor: Mr. Lance of New Jersey

H. Res. 1071
Amending the Rules of the House of Representatives to require a three-fifths vote on a stand-alone bill to increase the statutory limit on the public debt.

Date Introduced: February 4, 2010
Sponsor: Mr. Akin of Missouri

H. Res. 1101
Establishing an earmark moratorium for fiscal year 2011.

Date Introduced: February 23, 2010
Sponsor: Mr. Flake of Arizona
February 23, 2010:  
Referred to the Committee on Rules.

**H. Res. 1135**  
Amending the Rules of the House of Representatives to require that Members take the same annual ethics training as senior staff.  

**Date Introduced:**  
March 3, 2010

**Sponsor:**  
Mr. Broun of Georgia

March 3, 2010:  
Referred to the Committee on Rules.

**H. Res. 1176**  
Amending the Rules of the House of Representatives to ban congressional earmarks, limited tax benefits, and limited tariff benefits.  

**Date Introduced:**  
March 12, 2010

**Sponsor:**  
Mr. Hodes of New Hampshire

March 12, 2010:  
Referred to the Committee on Rules.

**H. Res. 1177**  
Amending the Rules of the House of Representatives to prohibit congressional earmarks, limited tax benefits, and limited tariff benefits.  

**Date Introduced:**  
March 12, 2010

**Sponsor:**  
Mr. Minnick of Idaho

March 12, 2010:  
Referred to the Committee on Rules.

**H. Res. 1188**  
Ensuring an up or down vote on certain health care legislation.  

**Date Introduced:**  
March 17, 2010

**Sponsor:**  
Mr. Griffith of Alabama

**March 17, 2010:**  
Referred to the Committee on Rules.

**H. Res. 1195**  
Amending the Rules of the House of Representatives to require a three-fifths majority to designate spending as emergency spending, except spending for the Department of Defense.  

**Date Introduced:**  
March 18, 2010

**Sponsor:**  
Mr. Marshall of Georgia

March 18, 2010:  
Referred to the Committee on Rules.

**H. Res. 1221**  
Amending the Rules of the House of Representatives to increase openness and transparency in the annual appropriations process as it relates to earmarks.  

**Date Introduced:**  
March 25, 2010

**Sponsor:**  
Mr. Chaffetz of Utah

March 25, 2010:  
Referred to the Committees on Rules and Standards of Official Conduct.

**H. Res. 1235**  
Amending the Rules of the House of Representatives to require chairs and ranking minority members of committees and subcommittees to indicate whether they have any financial interest in the employer of any witness at a hearing, any person retaining a witness, or any person represented by a witness.  

**Date Introduced:**  
March 25, 2010
MEASURES REFERRED — HOUSE RESOLUTIONS

Sponsor:
Mr. Teague of New Mexico

March 25, 2010:
Referred to the Committee on Rules.

H. Res. 1268
Amending the Rules of the House of Representatives to require chairs and ranking minority members of committees and subcommittees to indicate whether they have any financial interest in the employer of any witness at a hearing, any person retaining a witness, or any person represented by a witness.

Date Introduced:
April 15, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Teague of New Mexico

April 15, 2010:
Referred to the Committee on Rules.

H. Res. 1289
Expressing the sense of the House that Democratic Members of the House should join Republican Members of the House in a total ban on earmarks for one year, that total discretionary spending should be reduced by the amount saved by earmark moratoriums, and that a bipartisan, bicameral committee should be created to review and overhaul the budgetary, spending, and earmark processes.

Date Introduced:
April 22, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Goodlatte of Virginia

April 22, 2010:
Referred to the Committees on Budget and Rules.

H. Res. 1360
Amending the Rules of the House of Representatives to guarantee reasonable time prior to the consideration of legislation.

Date Introduced:
May 13, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Kratovil of Maryland

May 13, 2010:
Referred to the Committee on Rules.

H. Res. 1386
Amending the Rules of the House of Representatives to prohibit Members from negotiating for a job involving lobbying activities.

Date Introduced:
May 24, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Foster of Illinois

May 24, 2010:
Referred to the Committee on Rules.

H. Res. 1416
Amending the Rules of the House of Representatives regarding the public disclosure by the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct of written reports and findings of the board of the Office of Congressional Ethics, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
May 28, 2010

Sponsor:
Ms. Fudge of Ohio

May 28, 2010:
Referred to the Committees on Rules and House Administration.

H. Res. 1469
Providing that the House of Representatives should pass a budget resolution for a fiscal year before the House considers any appropriation bill for that year.

Date Introduced:
June 23, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Campbell of California
June 23, 2010:
   Referred to the Committee on Rules.

H. Res. 1492
Providing for budget enforcement for fiscal year 2011.

Date Introduced:
   June 30, 2010

Sponsor:
   Mr. Spratt of South Carolina

June 30, 2010:
   Referred to the Committees on Budget and Rules.

H. Res. 1493
Providing for budget enforcement for fiscal year 2011.

Date Introduced:
   June 30, 2010

Sponsor:
   Mr. Spratt of South Carolina

June 30, 2010:
   Referred to the Committees on Budget and Rules.

H. Res. 1502
Amending the Rules of the House of Representatives respecting the treatment of earmarks in conferences between the House and the Senate.

Date Introduced:
   July 1, 2010

Sponsor:
   Mr. Akin of Missouri

July 1, 2010:
   Referred to the Committee on Rules.

H. Res. 1510
Providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 4636) to prohibit United States assistance to foreign countries that oppose the position of the United States in the United Nations.

Date Introduced:
   July 13, 2010

Sponsor:
   Mr. Gohmert of Texas

July 13, 2010:
   Referred to the Committee on Rules.

H. Res. 1573
To amend the Rules of the House of Representatives to prohibit bills and joint resolutions from containing more than one subject.

Date Introduced:
   July 29, 2010

Sponsor:
   Mr. Polis of Colorado

July 29, 2010:
   Referred to the Committee on Rules.

H. Res. 1579
Establishing an earmark moratorium for fiscal year 2011.

Date Introduced:
   July 29, 2010

Sponsor:
   Mr. Peters of Michigan

July 29, 2010:
   Referred to the Committee on Rules.

H. Res. 1632
Amending the Rules of the House of Representatives to require officers and employees of the House to read the Constitution of the United States each year.

Date Introduced:
   September 16, 2010

Sponsor:
   Mr. Conaway of Texas

September 16, 2010:
   Referred to the Committee on Rules.
**H. Res. 1649**
Amending the Rules of the House of Representatives to establish the Committee on Regulatory Review and American Jobs.

**Date Introduced:**
September 22, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Posey of Florida

**September 22, 2010:**
Referred to the Committee on Rules.

---

**H. Res. 1675**
Amending the Rules of the House of Representatives to require live dissemination on the Internet of all markups of bills and resolutions that are open to the public.

**Date Introduced:**
September 29, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Bono Mack of California

**September 29, 2010:**
Referred to the Committee on Rules.

---

**H. Res. 1754**
Amending the Rules of the House of Representatives to require the citation of the specific powers granted to Congress in the Constitution be included in introduced bills and joint resolutions as a basis for enacting the laws proposed by such bills and joint resolutions, including amendments and conference reports.

**Date Introduced:**
December 7, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Garrett of New Jersey

**December 7, 2010:**
Referred to the Committee on Rules.
**H.R. 107**
To reform Social Security retirement and Medicare by establishing a Personal Social Security Savings Program to create a safer, healthier, more secure, and more prosperous retirement for all Americans and to reduce the burden on young Americans.

*Securing Medicare and Retirement for Tomorrow Act of 2009*

**DateIntroduced:**
January 6, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Flake of Arizona

**January 6, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Education and Labor, Budget, Energy and Commerce, and Rules

---

**H.R. 158**
To amend the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 to provide for expenditure limitations and public financing for House of Representatives general elections, and for other purposes.

*Let the People Decide Clean Campaign Act*

**DateIntroduced:**
January 6, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Obey from Wisconsin

**January 6, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on House Administration, Ways and Means, and Budget.

---

**H.R. 215**
To provide that rates of pay for Members of Congress shall not be subject to automatic adjustment; and to provide that any bill or resolution, and any amendment to any bill or resolution, which would increase Members' pay may be adopted only by a recorded vote.

*Congressional Pay Reform Act of 2009*

**DateIntroduced:**
January 7, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Jackson-Lee of Texas

---

**H.R. 236**
To amend the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 to protect Social Security beneficiaries against any reduction in benefits.

*Social Security Protection Act of 2009*

**DateIntroduced:**
January 7, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Brown-Waite of Florida

**January 7, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Rules and Budget.

---

**H.R. 263**
To amend title 28, United States Code, to grant to the House of Representatives the authority to bring a civil action to enforce, secure a declaratory judgment concerning the validity of, or prevent a threatened refusal or failure to comply with any subpoena or order issued by the House or any committee or subcommittee of the House to secure the production of documents, the answering of any deposition or interrogatory, or the securing of testimony, and for other purposes.

*Contempt of the House of Representatives Subpoena Authority Act of 2009*

**DateIntroduced:**
January 7, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Jackson-Lee of Texas
January 7, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on the Judiciary and Rules.

**H.R. 311**
To cap discretionary spending, eliminate wasteful and duplicative agencies, reform entitlement programs, and reform the congressional earmark process.

*Spending Reform Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
January 8, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Brady of Texas

January 8, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on the Budget, Rules, and Oversight and Government Reform.

**H.R. 335**
To ensure that any agreement with Iraq containing a security commitment or arrangement is concluded as a treaty or is approved by Congress.

*Iraq Security Agreement Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
January 8, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Lee of California

January 8, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Foreign Affairs, Armed Services, and Rules.

**H.R. 350**
To amend the Rules of the House of Representatives to require committee reports to include domestic energy impact statements, and for other purposes.

*Domestic Energy Impact Statement Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
January 8, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Terry of Nebraska

January 8, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Rules and Oversight and Government Reform.

**H.R. 450**
To require Congress to specify the source of authority under the United States Constitution for the enactment of laws, and for other purposes.

*Enumerated Powers Act*

**Date Introduced:**
January 9, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Shadegg of Arizona

January 9, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on the Judiciary and Rules.

February 9, 2009:
Referred to the Judiciary Subcommittee on the Constitution, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties.

**H.R. 464**
To provide for a 5-year SCHIP reauthorization for coverage of low-income children, an expansion of child health care insurance coverage through tax fairness, and a health care Federalism initiative, and for other purposes.

*More Children, More Choices Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
January 13, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Price of Georgia

January 13, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Ways and Means, and Rules.

**H.R. 471**
To amend the Trade Act of 1974 to provide for a limitation on presidential discretion with respect to actions to address market disruption.
Supporting America’s Manufacturers Act

**Date Introduced:**
January 13, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Altmire of Pennsylvania

**January 13, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means and Rules.

### H.R. 483
To safeguard the Crime Victims Fund.

**Victims of Crime Act Preservation Fund Act of 2009**

**Date Introduced:**
January 13, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Poe of Texas

**January 13, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on the Budget, Rules, and Judiciary.

**February 9, 2009:**
Referred to the Judiciary Subcommittee on Crime, Terrorism, and Homeland Security.

### H.R. 496
To amend United States trade laws to eliminate foreign barriers to exports of United States goods and services, to restore rights under trade remedy laws, to strengthen enforcement of United States intellectual property rights and health and safety laws at United States borders, and for other purposes.

**Trade Enforcement Act of 2009**

**Date Introduced:**
January 14, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Rangel of New York

**January 14, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Rules, and Homeland Security.

**February 5, 2009:**
Referred to the Homeland Security Subcommittee on Border, Maritime, and Global Counterterrorism.

### H.R. 499
To amend title VII of the Tariff Act of 1930 to provide that the provisions relating to countervailing duties apply to nonmarket economy countries, and for other purposes.

**Nonmarket Economy Trade Remedy Act of 2009**

**Date Introduced:**
January 14, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Davis of Alabama

**January 14, 2009**
Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means and Rules.

**February 5, 2009:**
Referred to the Homeland Security Subcommittee on Border, Maritime, and Global Counterterrorism.

### H.R. 534
To improve the ability of Congress to set spending priorities and enforce spending limits.

**Responsible Government Empowerment Act of 2009**

**Date Introduced:**
January 14, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Randy Neugebauer of Texas

**January 14, 2009**
Referred to the Committees on Oversight and Government Reform, Rules, and Budget.

**February 24, 2009:**
Referred to the Oversight and Government Reform Subcommittee on Government Management, Organization, and Procurement.

### H.R. 547
To amend the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 to require congressional approval of agreements for peaceful nuclear cooperation with foreign countries, and for other purposes.
Date Introduced: January 15, 2009

Sponsor: Ms. Ros-Lehtinen of Florida

January 15, 2009: Referred to the Committees on Foreign Affairs and Rules.

H.R. 654
To require poverty impact statements for certain legislation.

Poverty Impact Trigger Act of 2009

Date Introduced: January 22, 2009

Sponsor: Ms. Lee of California

January 22, 2009: Referred to the Committees on Rules and the Budget.

H.R. 797
To greatly enhance the Nation's environmental, energy, economic, and national security by terminating long-standing Federal prohibitions on the domestic production of abundant offshore supplies of oil and natural gas, and for other purposes.

Maximize Offshore Resource Exploration Act of 2009

Date Introduced: February 3, 2009

Sponsor: Mr. Calvert of California

February 3, 2009: Referred to the Committees on Natural Resources, the Budget, and Rules.

February 9, 2009: Referred to the Natural Resources Subcommittee on Energy and Mineral Resources.

H.R. 830
To amend the District of Columbia Home Rule Act to eliminate Congressional review of newly-passed District laws.

District of Columbia Legislative Autonomy Act of 2009

Date Introduced: February 3, 2009

Sponsor: Ms. Norton of the District of Columbia

February 3, 2009: Referred to the Committees on Oversight and Government Reform and Rules.

H.R. 956
To expand the number of individuals and families with health insurance coverage, and for other purposes.

Health Coverage, Affordability, Responsibility, and Equity Act of 2009

Date Introduced: February 10, 2009

Sponsor: Ms. Kaptur of Ohio


H.R. 960
To amend the District of Columbia Home Rule Act to eliminate Congressional review of newly-passed District laws.

Date Introduced: February 10, 2009

Sponsor: Ms. Norton of the District of Columbia
February 10, 2009:
   Referred to the Committees on Oversight and Government Reform and Rules.

May 4, 2009:
   Referred to the Oversight and Government Subcommittee on Federal Workforce, Post Office, and the District of Columbia.

November 18, 2009:
   Subcommittee hearings held.

**H.R. 982**
To terminate the Internal Revenue Code of 1986.

**Date Introduced:**
February 11, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Goodlatte of Virginia

**February 11, 2009:**
   Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means and Rules.

**H.R. 1023**
To establish a commission to recommend the elimination or realignment of Federal agencies that are duplicative or perform functions that would be more efficient on a non-Federal level, and for other purposes.

*Federal Agency Program Realignment and Closure Act*

**Date Introduced:**
February 12, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Sullivan of Oklahoma

**February 12, 2009:**
   Referred to the Committees on Oversight and Government Reform and Rules.

**H.R. 1040**
To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide taxpayers a flat tax alternative to the current income tax system.

*Freedom Flat Tax Act*

**Date Introduced:**
February 12, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Burgess of Texas

**February 12, 2009:**
   Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means and Rules.

**H.R. 1294**
To amend the Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974 to provide for the expedited consideration of certain proposed rescissions of budget authority.

*Congressional Accountability and Line-Item Veto Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
March 4, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Ryan of Wisconsin

**March 4, 2009:**
   Referred to the Committees on Rules and Budget.

**H.R. 1390**
To amend the Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974 to provide for the expedited consideration of certain proposed rescissions of budget authority, and for other purposes.

*Earmark Accountability and Reform Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
March 9, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Buchanan

**March 9, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Rules and Budget.

**H.R. 1479**
To enhance the availability of capital, credit, and other banking and financial services for all citizens and communities, to ensure that community reinvestment requirements are updated to account for changes in the financial industry and that reinvestment requirements keep pace as banks, securities firms, and other financial service providers become affiliates as a result of the enactment of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, and for other purposes.

*Community Reinvestment Modernization Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
March 12, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Johnson of Texas

**March 12, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Financial Services and Rules.

**H.R. 1549**
To establish a commission to develop legislation designed to reform tax policy and entitlement benefit programs and ensure a sound fiscal future for the United States, and for other purposes.

*SAFE Commission Act*

**Date Introduced:**
March 17, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Cooper of Tennessee.

**March 17, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on the Budget and Rules.

**H.R. 1648**
To amend the Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974 to require that concurrent resolutions on the budget limit the growth of Federal spending to the mean of annual percentage growth of wages and gross domestic product (GDP) in the United States, and for other purposes.

*Fiscal Integrity Through Transparency and Technology (FITT) Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
March 19, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. McCotter of Michigan

**March 19, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Oversight and Government Reform, Budget, Rules, Ways and Means.

**H.R. 1659**
To amend the Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act to require the Presidential designee responsible for carrying out Federal functions under the Act to have experience in election administration and be approved by the Senate, to establish the Overseas Voting Advisory Board to oversee the administration of the Act so that American citizens who live overseas or serve in the military can participate in elections for public office, and for other purposes.

*H.R. 1557*
To enhance the availability of capital, credit, and other banking and financial services for all citizens and communities, to ensure that community reinvestment requirements are updated to account for changes in the financial industry and that reinvestment requirements keep pace as banks, securities firms, and other financial service providers become affiliates as a result of the enactment of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, and for other purposes.

*Community Reinvestment Modernization Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
March 12, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Johnson of Texas

**March 12, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Financial Services and Rules.

**H.R. 1549**
To amend the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act to preserve the effectiveness of medically important antibiotics used in the treatment of human and animal diseases.

*Preservation of Antibiotics for Medical Treatment Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
March 17, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Slaughter of New York.

**March 17, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce and Rules.

**July 13, 2009:**
Committee hearings held.
Fixing the Federal Voting Assistance Program Act of 2009

Sponsor:
Ms. Maloney of New York

Date Introduced:
March 23, 2009

March 23, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on House Administration and Rules.

H.R. 1721
To amend the Public Health Service Act to help individuals with functional impairments and their families pay for services and supports that they need to maximize their functionality and independence and have choices about community participation, education, and employment, and for other purposes.

Community Living Assistance Services and Supports Act

Date Introduced:
March 25, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Pallone of New Jersey

March 25, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Ways and Means, Rules, Budget.

H.R. 1802
To establish a commission to conduct a comprehensive review of Federal agencies and programs and to recommend the elimination or realignment of duplicative, wasteful, or outdated functions, and for other purposes.

Commission on the Accountability and Review of Federal Agencies Act

Date Introduced:
March 30, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Tiahrt of Kansas

March 30, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Oversight and Government Reform and Rules.

May 4, 2009:
Referred to the Oversight and Government Reform Subcommittee on Government Management, Organization, and Procurement.

H.R. 1814
To amend the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985 to extend the discretionary spending limits through fiscal year 2014, to extend paygo for direct spending, and for other purposes.

Taxpayer Empowerment and Advocacy Act of 2009

Date Introduced:
March 31, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Barrett of South Carolina

March 31, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on the Budget and Rules.

H.R. 1886
To authorize democratic, economic, and social development assistance for Pakistan, to authorize security assistance for Pakistan, and for other purposes.

Pakistan Enduring Assistance and Cooperation Enhancement Act of 2009

Date Introduced:
April 2, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Berman of California

April 2, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Foreign Affairs and Rules.

May 22, 2009:
Referred to the Committee on Armed Services.

May 22, 2009:
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Foreign Affairs. H. Rept. 111-129, Part I.
May 22, 2009:
Committee on Rules discharged.

June 2, 2009:
Committee on Armed Services discharged.

June 9, 2009:
Rule reported by the Committee on Rules.
See H. Res. 522.

June 11, 2009:
Adopted by the House by record vote 234-185.

H.R. 2028
To amend the Social Security Act to prevent unauthorized earnings from being credited toward benefits under title II of such Act and to make improvements in provisions governing totalization agreements, to amend the Social Security Act and the Immigration and Nationality Act to prevent unauthorized employment, and to improve coordination of the provisions of such Acts, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2169
To limit Federal spending to a percentage of GDP.

H.R. 2116
To amend the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985 and the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 to extend the discretionary spending caps and the pay-as-you-go requirement, and for other purposes.

Fiscal Honesty and Accountability Act of 2009

Date Introduced:
April 27, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Hill of Indiana

April 27, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Budget and Rules

Limitation on Government Spending Act of 2009

Date Introduced:
April 29, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Duncan of Tennessee

April 29, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Budget and Rules

Interagency Cooperation Commission Act

Date Introduced:
April 30, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Forbes of Virginia

April 30, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Oversight and Government Reform and Rules.

June 26, 2009:
Referred to the Oversight and Government Reform Subcommittee on Government Management, Organization, and Procurement.
**H.R. 2227**
To greatly enhance America’s path toward energy independence and economic and national security, to conserve energy use, to promote innovation, to achieve lower emissions, cleaner air, cleaner water, and cleaner land, and for other purposes.

*American Conservation and Clean Energy Independence Act*

**Date Introduced:**
May 4, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Tim Murphy of Pennsylvania

**May 4, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Natural Resources, Oversight and Government Reform, Energy and Commerce, Ways and Means, Science and Technology, Transportation and Infrastructure, Education and Labor, Budget, Rules, and Judiciary.

**May 5, 2009:**
Referred to the Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittees on Highways and Transit, Railroads, Pipelines, and Hazardous Materials, and Water Resources and Environment.

**May 5, 2009:**
Referred to the Energy and Commerce subcommittee on Energy and Environment.

**May 8, 2009:**
Referred to the Natural Resources Subcommittee on Energy and Mineral Resources.

**June 4, 2009:**
Referred to the Education and Labor Subcommittee on Healthy Families and Communities.

**August 19, 2009:**
Referred to the Judiciary Subcommittee on Immigration, Citizenship, Refugees, Border Security, and International Law.

**September 9, 2009:**
Natural Resources Subcommittee hearings held.

**H.R. 2255**
To amend the Unfunded Mandates Reform Act of 1995 to ensure that actions taken by regulatory agencies are subject to that Act, and for other purposes.

*Unfunded Mandates Information and Transparency Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
May 5, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Foxx of North Carolina

**May 5, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Oversight and Government Reform, Rules, Budget, and Judiciary.

**June 12, 2009:**
Referred to the Judiciary Subcommittee on Commercial and Administrative Law.

**H.R. 2297**
To require the President to call a White House Conference on Food and Nutrition.

*The White House Conference on Food and Nutrition*

**Date Introduced:**
May 7, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. McGovern of Massachusetts

**May 7, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Agriculture and Rules.

**May 8, 2009:**
Referred to the Rules Subcommittee on Rules and Organization of the House.

**May 18, 2009:**
Subcommittee hearings held.

**June 22, 2009:**
Referred to the Agriculture Subcommittee on Department Operations, Oversight, Nutrition and Forestry.

**H.R. 2300**
To provide the United States with a comprehensive energy package to place Americans on a path
to a secure economic future through increased energy innovation, conservation, and production.

*American Energy Innovation Act*

**Date Introduced:**
May 7, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Bishop of Utah

**May 7, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Natural Resources, Energy and Commerce, Science and Technology, Rules, and Oversight and Government Reform.

**May 11, 2009:**
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Energy and Environment.

**May 18, 2009:**
Referred to the Science and Technology Subcommittee on Energy and Environment.

**May 19, 2009:**
Referred to the Natural Resources Subcommittee on Energy and Mineral Resources.

**H.R. 2321**
To continue the application of certain procedures in the House of Representatives applicable to medicare funding legislation, and for other purposes.

*Medicare Warning Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
May 7, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Brady of Texas

**May 7, 2009:**
Referred to the Committee on Rules

**H.R. 2360**
To amend the Public Health Service Act to establish a nationwide health insurance purchasing pool for small businesses and the self-employed that would offer a choice of private health plans and make health coverage more affordable, predictable, and accessible.

*Small Business Health Options Program Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
May 12, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Kind of Wisconsin

**May 12, 2009:**

**May 13, 2010:**
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Health.

**June 11, 2009:**

**H.R. 2380**
To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to reduce social security payroll taxes and to reduce the reliance of the United States economy on carbon-based energy sources.

*Raise Wages, Cut Carbon Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
May 13, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Inglis of South Carolina

**May 13, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means and Rules.

**H.R. 2512**
To amend the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 to prohibit the consideration in the House of Representatives or the Senate of measures that appropriate funds for earmarks to private, for-profit entities.

**Date Introduced:**
May 20, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Flake of Arizona
May 20, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Rules and Budget.

**H.R. 2795**
To address global hunger and improve food security through the development and implementation of a comprehensive governmentwide global hunger reduction strategy, the establishment of the White House Office on Global Hunger and Food Security, and the creation of the Permanent Joint Select Committee on Hunger, and for other purposes.

*Roadmap Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
June 10, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. McGovern of Massachusetts

**June 10, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Foreign Affairs, Agriculture, and Rules.

**H.R. 2817**
To address global hunger and improve food security through the development and implementation of a comprehensive governmentwide global hunger reduction strategy, the establishment of the White House Office on Global Hunger and Food Security, and the creation of the Permanent Joint Select Committee on Hunger, and for other purposes.

*Roadmap Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
June 11, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. McGovern of Massachusetts

**June 11, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Foreign Affairs, Agriculture, and Rules.

**H.R. 2828**
To provide the United States with a comprehensive energy package to place Americans on a path to a secure economic future through increased energy innovation, conservation, and production.

*American Energy Innovation Act*

**Date Introduced:**
June 11, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Bishop of Utah

**June 11, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Natural Resources, Energy and Commerce, Science and Technology, Rules, and Oversight and Government Reform.

**June 28, 2009:**
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Energy and Environment.

**June 16, 2009:**
Referred to the Natural Resources Subcommittee on Energy and Mineral Resources.

**June 18, 2009:**
Referred to the Science and Technology Subcommittee on Energy and Environment.

**H.R. 3012**
To require a review of existing trade agreements and renegotiation of existing trade agreements based on the review, to set terms for future trade agreements, to express the sense of the Congress that the role of Congress in trade policymaking should be strengthened, and for other purposes.

*TRADE Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
June 24, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Michaud of Maine

**June 24, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means and Rules.
**H.R. 3233**  
To amend the Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974 to limit the annual cost of appropriation earmarks and to make them more predictable, equitable, and transparent.

*Predictable, Equitable, and Transparent (PET) Project Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**  
July 16, 2009

**Sponsor:**  
Ms. Lummis of Wyoming

**July 16, 2009:**  
Referred to the Committees on Rules and Budget.

---

**H.R. 3268**  
To amend the Rules of the House of Representatives and the Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974 to increase earmark transparency and accountability, and for other purposes.

*Earmark Transparency and Accountability Reform Act*

**Date Introduced:**  
July 20, 2009

**Sponsor:**  
Mr. Reichert of Washington

**July 20, 2009:**  
Referred to the Committees on Rules, Budget, Standards of Official Conduct, Judiciary, and Oversight and Government Reform.

**September 14, 2009:**  
Referred to the Judiciary Subcommittee on Constitution, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties.

---

**H.R. 3298**  
To amend part C of the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985 to extend the discretionary spending limits.

*Discretionary Spending Control Act of 2009*

---

**Date Introduced:**  
July 22, 2009

**Sponsor:**  
Mr. Jordan of Ohio

**July 22, 2009:**  
Referred to the Committees on Budget and Rules.

---

**H.R. 3310**  
To reform the financial regulatory system of the United States, and for other purposes.

*Consumer Protection and Regulatory Enhancement Act*

**Date Introduced:**  
July 23, 2009

**Sponsor:**  
Mr. Bachus of Alabama

**July 23, 2009:**  
Referred to the Committees on Financial Services, Education and Labor, Transportation and Infrastructure, Judiciary, Agriculture, Oversight and Government Reform, Budget, Rules, and Energy and Commerce.

**July 24, 2010:**  
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade and Consumer Protection.

**July 24, 2009:**  
Referred to the Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittee on Highways and Transit.

**August 19, 2009:**  
Referred to the Judiciary Subcommittee on Commercial and Administrative Law.

**October 22, 2009:**  
Referred to the Education and Labor Subcommittee on Health, Employment, Labor and Pensions.

**June 22, 2010:**  
Referred to the Agriculture Subcommittee on General Farm Commodities and Risk Management.
H.R. 3350
To amend the Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974 to require roll call votes acknowledging the effect of the costs of legislation on the National debt.

Debt Accountability Act

Date Introduced:
July 27, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Jenkins of Kansas

July 27, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Rules and Budget.

H.R. 3400
To provide for incentives to encourage health insurance coverage, and for other purposes.

Empowering Patients First Act

Date Introduced:
July 30, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Price of Georgia

July 30, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Ways and Means, Education and Labor, Oversight and Government Reform, Judiciary, Rules, Budget, and Appropriations.

July 31, 2009:
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Health.

October 22, 2009:

H.R. 3518
To amend the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 to provide grants for the revitalization of waterfront brownfields, and for other purposes.

Waterfront Brownfields Revitalization Act

Date Introduced:
July 31, 2009

Sponsor:
Ms. Slaughter of New York

July 31, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Transportation and Infrastructure, and Rules.

August 3, 2009:
Referred to the Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittee on Water Resources and Environment.

September 8, 2009:
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Energy and Environment.

H.R. 3582
To make organizations which have been indicted for violations of Federal or State law relating to elections for public office ineligible to participate in the Planning Partnership Program for the 2010 census of population, and for other purposes.

Census Improvement Act

Date Introduced:
September 16, 2009

Sponsor:
Ms. Bachmann of Minnesota

September 16, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Oversight and Government Reform and Rules.

October 23, 2009:
Referred to the Oversight and Government Reform Subcommittee on Information Policy, Census, and National Archives.

H.R. 3594
To authorize the Secretary of the Treasury to delegate management authority over troubled assets purchased under the Troubled Asset Relief Program, to require the establishment of a trust to manage assets of certain designated TARP recipients, and for other purposes.
**TARP Recipient Ownership Trust Act of 2009**

**Date Introduced:**
September 17, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Bachus of Alabama

**September 17, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Financial Services and Rules.

**H.R. 3765**
To amend chapter 8 of title 5, United States Code, to provide that major rules of the executive branch shall have no force or effect unless a joint resolution of approval is enacted into law.

**Date Introduced:**
October 8, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Davis of Kentucky

**October 8, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Judiciary and Rules.

**October 19, 2009:**
Referred to the Judiciary Subcommittee on Commercial and Administrative Law.

**H.R. 3962**
To provide affordable, quality health care for all Americans and reduce the growth in health care spending, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
October 29, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Dingell of Michigan

**October 29, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Education and Labor, Ways and Means, Oversight and Government Reform, Budget, Rules, Natural Resources, and Judiciary.

**November 2, 2009:**
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Health.

**November 6, 2009 (Legislative Day) November 7, 2009 (Calendar Day):**
Rule reported by the Committee on Rules. See H. Res. 903.

**November 7, 2009:**
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 220-215.

**H.R. 3964**
To reform Federal budget procedures, to impose spending and deficit limits, to provide for a sustainable fiscal future, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
October 29, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Hensarling of Texas

**October 29, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Budget, Rules, Appropriations, Oversight and Government Reform, and Ways and Means.

**H.R. 4160**
To amend the Public Health Service Act to authorize the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences to conduct and coordinate a research program on hormone disruption, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
December 1, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Slaughter of New York

**December 1, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce and Rules.
December 2, 2009:
   Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittees on Energy and Environment and Health.

**H.R. 4161**
To amend the Public Health Service Act to authorize the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences to develop multidisciplinary research centers regarding women’s health and disease prevention, and for other purposes.

*Women's Environmental Health and Disease Prevention Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
December 1, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Slaughter of New York

December 1, 2009:
   Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce and Rules.

December 2, 2009:
   Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Energy and Environment and Health.

**H.R. 4173**
To provide for financial regulatory reform, to protect consumers and investors, to enhance Federal understanding of insurance issues, to regulate the over-the-counter derivatives markets, and for other purposes.

*Restoring American Financial Stability Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
December 2, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Frank of Massachusetts

December 2, 2009:
   Referred to the Committees on Financial Services, Agriculture, Energy and Commerce, Judiciary, Rules, Budget, Oversight and Government Reform, and Ways and Means.

December 3, 2009:
   Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade and Consumer Protection.

December 8, 2009:
   Rule Reported by the Committee on Rules.
   See H. Res. 956.

December 10, 2009:
   Rule reported by the Committee on Rules.
   See H. Res. 964.

December 11, 2009:
   Adopted by the House by record vote 223-202.

**June 30, 2010:**
   Rule Reported by the Committee on Rules.
   See H. Res. 1490.

**June 30, 2010:**
   Adopted by the House by record vote 237-192.

**H.R. 4191**
To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to impose a tax on certain securities transactions to fund job creation and deficit reduction.

*Let Wall Street Pay for the Restoration of Main Street Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
December 3, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. DeFazio of Oregon

December 3, 2009:
   Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Rules, and Budget.

**H.R. 4249**
To establish a commission to develop legislation designed to reform entitlement benefit programs and ensure a sound fiscal future for the United States, and for other purposes.

*Commission On Reforming Entitlement Spending Act*

**Date Introduced:**
December 9, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. McHenry of North Carolina

**December 9, 2009:** Referred to the Committees on Budget and Rules.

**H.R. 4261**
To amend the National Security Act of 1947 to provide additional procedures for congressional oversight.

**Date Introduced:**
   December 10, 2009

**Sponsor:**
   Mr. Thornberry of Texas

**December 10, 2009:** Referred to the Committees on Intelligence (Permanent Select) and Rules.

**H.R. 4262**
To amend the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 to require a two-thirds recorded vote in the House of Representatives and in the Senate to increase the statutory limit on the public debt, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
   December 10, 2009

**Sponsor:**
   Mr. Scalise of Louisiana

**December 10, 2009:** Referred to the Committees on Rules and Budget.

**H.R. 4300**
To amend the Truth in Lending Act to establish a national usury rate for consumer credit card accounts under open end consumer credit plans, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
   December 11, 2009

**Sponsor:**
   Mr. Tierney of Massachusetts

**December 11, 2009:** Referred to the Committees on Financial Services and Rules.

**H.R. 4481**
To reduce the Federal budget deficit in a responsible manner.

**Deficit Reduction Act of 2009**

**Date Introduced:**
   January 20, 2010

**Sponsor:**
   Mr. Lance of New Jersey

**January 20, 2010:** Referred to the Committees on Budget and Rules.

**H.R. 4499**
To provide that the voters of the United States be given the right, through advisory voter initiative, to propose the enactment and repeal of Federal laws in a national election.

**National Advisory Voter Initiative Act of 2010**

**Date Introduced:**
   January 21, 2010

**Sponsor:**
   Mr. Hoekstra of Michigan

**January 21, 2010:** Referred to the Committees on House Administration and Rules.

**H.R. 4529**
To provide for the reform of health care, the Social Security system, the tax code for individuals and business, job training, and the budget process.

**Roadmap for America’s Future Act of 2010**

**Date Introduced:**
   January 27, 2010
**Sponsor:**
Mr. Ryan of Wisconsin

**January 27, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Energy and Commerce, Education and Labor, Rules, Budget, and Judiciary.

**January 29, 2010:**
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Health.

**February 2, 2010:**
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Social Security.

**February 23, 2010:**

**H.R. 4587**
To amend the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 to require spending limits be imposed when the statutory limit on the public debt is increased.

*Cap Spending to Reduce Borrowing Act*

**Date Introduced:**
February 3, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Neugebauer of Texas

**February 3, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Rules and Budget.

**H.R. 4625**
To establish a commission to conduct a study and make recommendations concerning ways to improve the civil service and organization of the Federal Government.

*Civil Service Reform and Government Reorganization Commission Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
February 9, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Thornberry of Texas

**February 9, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Oversight and Government Reform and Rules.

**H.R. 4640**
To amend title 44, United States Code, to eliminate the mandatory printing of bills and resolutions by the Government Printing Office for the use of the House of Representatives and Senate.

**Date Introduced:**
February 22, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Lee of New York

**February 22, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on House Administration and Rules.

**H.R. 4646**
To establish a fee on transactions which would eliminate the national debt and replace the income tax on individuals.

*Debt Free America Act*

**Date Introduced:**
February 23, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Fattah of Pennsylvania

**February 23, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Budget, Rules, and Appropriations.

**H.R. 4831**
To amend the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 to set a cap on allocated funds for earmarks.

*Earmark Reform Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
March 11, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Gingrey of Georgia
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date Introduced</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Activity Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>March 11, 2010</td>
<td></td>
<td>H.R. 4844</td>
<td>Referred to the Committees on Rules and Budget.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 15, 2010</td>
<td>Mr. Boustany of Louisiana</td>
<td>H.R. 4844</td>
<td>To ensure that amounts credited to the Harbor Maintenance Trust Fund are used for harbor maintenance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 15, 2010</td>
<td>Mr. Donnelly of Indiana</td>
<td>H.R. 4856</td>
<td>To require the President's budget and the congressional budget to disclose and display the net present value of future costs of entitlement programs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 15, 2010</td>
<td>Mr. Kratovil of Maryland</td>
<td>H.R. 4883</td>
<td>To amend the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985 to establish a sequestration to reduce all nonexempt programs, projects, and activities by 2 percent each fiscal year in which the Federal budget is in deficit, and for other purposes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 16, 2010</td>
<td>Mr. Barton of Texas</td>
<td>H.R. 4883</td>
<td>Referred to the Committees on Budget and Rules.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 22, 2010</td>
<td>Mr. Moran of Kansas</td>
<td>H.R. 4901</td>
<td>To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**H.R. 4844**
To ensure that amounts credited to the Harbor Maintenance Trust Fund are used for harbor maintenance.

**H.R. 4856**
To require the President's budget and the congressional budget to disclose and display the net present value of future costs of entitlement programs.

*Forecast for the Future Act of 2010*

**H.R. 4883**
To amend the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985 to establish a sequestration to reduce all nonexempt programs, projects, and activities by 2 percent each fiscal year in which the Federal budget is in deficit, and for other purposes.

*STRONG Budget Act of 2010*

**H.R. 4901**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.
**H.R. 4903**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.

**Date Introduced:**
March 22, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Bachmann of Minnesota

**March 22, 2010:**

**March 29, 2010:**
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

**April 30, 2010:**

**H.R. 4910**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and enact the Empowering Patients First Act in order to provide incentives to encourage health insurance coverage.

**Date Introduced:**
March 22, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Burton of Indiana

**March 22, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Natural Resources, Education and Labor, Ways and Means, Judiciary, Rules, Budget, Appropriations, House Administration, Oversight and Government Reform.

**March 29, 2010:**
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

**April 30, 2010:**

---

**H.R. 4919**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.

**Date Introduced:**
March 24, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Mack of Florida

**March 24, 2010:**

**March 29, 2010:**
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

**April 30, 2010:**

**H.R. 4921**
To establish procedures for the expedited consideration by Congress of certain proposals by the President to rescind amounts of budget authority.

*Budget Enforcement Legislative Tool Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
March 24, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Minnick of Idaho

**March 24, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Budget and Rules.

**H.R. 4931**
To amend the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 to require that the concurrent resolution on the budget for fiscal year 2012 include a benchmark plan to eliminate the budget deficit by fiscal year 2020 and that subsequent resolutions adhere to that plan.
Date Introduced: March 24, 2010

Sponsor: Mr. Klein of Florida

March 24, 2010: Referred to the Committees on Rules and Budget.

**H.R. 4939**
To establish a procedure to safeguard the surpluses of the Social Security and Medicare hospital insurance trust funds.

*Social Security and Medicare Protection Act*

Date Introduced: March 25, 2010

Sponsor: Mr. Tim Murphy of Pennsylvania

March 25, 2010: Referred to the Committees on Budget and Rules.

**H.R. 4944**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and to replace such Act with incentives to encourage health insurance coverage, and for other purposes.

*Siding with America’s Patients Act*

Date Introduced: March 25, 2010

Sponsor: Mr. Wilson of South Carolina


April 9, 2010: Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.


**H.R. 4972**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.

Date Introduced: March 25, 2010

Sponsor: Mr. King of Iowa


April 9, 2010: Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.


**H.R. 4983**

*Transparency in Government Act of 2010*

Date Introduced: March 25, 2010

Sponsor: Mr. Quigley of Illinois

March 25, 2010: Referred to the Committees on Oversight and Government Reform, Rules, House Administration, and Appropriations.

April 9, 2010: Referred to the Committees on Oversight and Government Reform, Rules, House Administration, Judiciary, and Standards of Official Conduct.

June 15, 2010:
Referred to the Judiciary Subcommittee on the Constitution, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties.

**H.R. 4985**
To repeal the provisions of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act providing for the Independent Payment Advisory Board.

*Medicare Decisions Accountability Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
March 25, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Roe of Tennessee

**March 25, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Rules, and Energy and Commerce.

**April 9, 2010:**
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

**H.R. 5005**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.

**Date Introduced:**
April 13, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Griffith of Alabama

**April 13, 2010:**

**April 19, 2010:**
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

**April 30, 2010:**
Referred to the Education and Labor Subcommittee on Health, Employment, Labor and Pensions.

**H.R. 5006**
To require the President to call a White House Conference on Haiti.

*White House Conference on Haiti Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
April 13, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Hastings of Florida

**April 13, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Foreign Affairs and Rules.

**H.R. 5008**
To amend the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 to require annual progress toward meeting fiscally responsible 5- and 10-year deficit and debt targets.

*Targeted Deficit Reduction Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
April 13, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Markey of Colorado

**April 13, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Rules and Budget.

**H.R. 5073**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010 and enact the OPTION Act of 2009.

**Date Introduced:**
April 20, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Broun of Georgia

**April 20, 2010:**

**May 3, 2010:**
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

**H.R. 5109**
To establish a tax, regulatory, and legal structure in the United States that encourages small businesses to expand and innovate, and for other purposes.

*Small Business Bill of Rights*

**Date Introduced:**
April 22, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Kirk of Illinois

**April 22, 2010:**

**May 27, 2010:**
Referred to the Education and Labor Subcommittee on Health, Employment, Labor and Pensions.

**H.R. 5216**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.

**Date Introduced:**
May 5, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Akin of Missouri

**May 5, 2010:**

**May 7, 2010:**
Referred to the Way and Means Subcommittee on Health.

**May 27, 2010:**
Referred to the Education and Labor Subcommittee on Health, Employment, Labor and Pensions.

**H.R. 5258**
To amend the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 to require Congress to establish a unified and searchable database on a public website for congressional earmarks.

*Earmark Transparency Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
May 11, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Cassidy of Louisiana

**May 11, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Rules and Budget.

**H.R. 5421**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010, repeal the 7.5 percent threshold on the deduction for medical expenses, provide for increased funding for high-risk pools, allow acquiring health insurance across State lines, and allow for the creation of association health plans.

**Date Introduced:**
May 27, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Broun of Georgia

**May 27, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Appropriations, Ways and Means, Education and Labor, Judiciary, Natural Resources, Rules, and House Administration.

**June 29, 2010:**

**H.R. 5424**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010 and enact the Common Sense Health Care Reform and Affordability Act.

*Reform Americans Can Afford Act of 2010*
**H.R. 5444**
To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010 and to replace it with provisions reforming the health care system by putting patients back in charge of health care.

*Private Option Health Care Act*

**Date Introduced:**
May 27, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Paul of Texas

May 27, 2010:  

June 29, 2010:  

**Stop Waste by Eliminating Excessive Programs Act of 2010**

**H.R. 5590**
To strengthen measures to protect the United States from terrorist attacks and to authorize appropriations for the Department of Homeland Security for fiscal year 2011, and for other purposes.

*Counterterrorism Enhancement and Department of Homeland Security Authorization Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
June 24, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. King of New York

June 24, 2010:  

July 6, 2010:  
Referred to the Homeland Security Subcommittees on Border, Maritime, and Global Counterterrorism, Emergency Communications, Prepa-

**July 26, 2010:**

**H.R. 5752**
To make the Federal budget process more transparent and to make future budgets more sustainable.

*Transparent and Sustainable Budget Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
July 15, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Quigley of Illinois

**July 15, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Budget, Rules, and Ways and Means.

**H.R. 5775**
To require the establishment of a commission on earmark reform, to consolidate and streamline the grants management structure of the Federal Government, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
July 19, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Sestak of Pennsylvania

**July 19, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Oversight and Government Reform, Budget, and Rules.

**H.R. 5818**
To amend title IV of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 and the Rules of the House of Representa-
tives to make Federal private sector mandates subject to a point of order, and for other purposes.

*Mandate Prevention Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
July 22, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Garrett of New Jersey

**July 22, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Rules and Budget.

**H.R. 5834**
To amend title II of the Social Security Act and the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to make improvements in the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance program, to provide for cash relief for years for which annual COLAs do not take effect under certain cash benefit programs, and to provide for Social Security benefit protection.

*Preserving Our Promise to Seniors Act*

**Date Introduced:**
July 22, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Deutch of Florida

**July 22, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Education and Labor, Rules, Transportation and Infrastructure, and Veterans Affairs.

**July 23, 2010:**
Referred to the Transportation and Infrastructure subcommittee on Railroads, Pipelines, and Hazardous Materials.

**October 13, 2010:**

**H.R. 5842**
To deem any adjournment of the House of Representatives which is in effect on the date of the regularly scheduled general election for Federal office held during a Congress to be adjournment sine die, and to amend title 31, United States
Code, to provide for automatic continuing appro-
priations if a regular appropriation bill for a fiscal
year does not become law before the date of the
regularly scheduled general election for Federal
office held during such fiscal year.

End the Lame Duck Act

Date Introduced:
July 22, 2010

Sponsor:
Ms. Jenkins of Kansas

July 22, 2010:
Referred to the Committees on Appropriations
and Rules.

H.R. 5853
To amend title XXXII of the Public Health Service
Act to require review and approval by law prior to
collection of premiums under the CLASS program,
to require notice to individuals prior to enroll-
ment, and to require termination of the program
in the event of actuarial unsoundness, and for
other purposes.

Fiscal Responsibility and Retirement Security Act

Date Introduced:
July 26, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Boustany of Louisiana

July 26, 2010:
Referred to the Committees on Energy and
Commerce and Rules.

H.R. 5954
To increase the long-term fiscal accountability of
direct spending legislation.

Truth in Spending Act of 2010

Date Introduced:
July 29, 2010

Sponsor:
Ms. Giffords of Arizona

July 29, 2010:

Referred to the Committees on Budget and
Rules.

H.R. 5957
To require that any local currencies used to pro-
vide per diems to Members and employees of Con-
gress for official foreign travel for a fiscal year be
obtained by Congress and paid for using funds
appropriated for salaries and expenses of Con-
gress for the fiscal year, to enhance the disclosure
of information on official foreign travel of Mem-
bers, officers, and employees of the House of Rep-
resentatives, and for other purposes.

Congressional Foreign Travel Reform Act of 2010

Date Introduced:
July 29, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Johnson of Illinois

July 29, 2010:
Referred to the Committees on House Admin-
istration and Rules.

H.R. 5997
To amend the Rules of the House of Representa-
tives and the Congressional Budget and Im-
poundment Control Act of 1974 to require that
public hearings be held on all earmark requests in
the district of the Member, Delegate, or Resident
Commissioner making the request, and to further
increase earmark transparency and accountabili-

Anti-Pork Act of 2010

Date Introduced:
July 30, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Turner of Ohio

July 30, 2010:
Referred to the Committees on Standards of
Official Conduct and Rules.

H.R. 6019
To amend title 18, United States Code, to extend
the post-employment restrictions on certain ex-
ecutive and legislative branch officers and em-
ployees, and for other purposes.

Accountability and Transparency in Ethics Act of 2010

Date Introduced:
July 30, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Castle of Delaware

July 30, 2010:
Referred to the Committees on Judiciary,
House Administration, and Rules.

September 20, 2010:
Referred to the Judiciary Subcommittees on
Crime, Terrorism, and Homeland Security and
Constitution, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties.

H.R. 6071
To withdraw normal trade relations treatment
from the products of the People's Republic of Chi-
na, to provide for a balanced trade relationship
between that country and the United States, and
for other purposes.

Emergency China Trade Act of 2010

Date Introduced:
July 30, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Sherman of California

July 30, 2010:
Referred to the Committee on Ways and
Means and Rules.

H.R. 6145
To require Members of Congress to disclose delin-
quent tax liability, require an ethics inquiry, and
garnish the wages of a Member with Federal tax
liability.

Date Introduced:
September 16, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Chaffetz of Utah

September 16, 2010:
Referred to the Committee on House Adminis-
tration and Rules.

H.R. 6186
To amend the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 to
establish discretionary and mandatory deficit re-
duction accounts.

Cutting Earmarks And Savings Enforcement (CEASE) Act

Date Introduced:
September 22, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Posey of Florida

September 22, 2010:
Referred to the Committee on Rules and
Budget.

H.R. 6291
To provide for merit-based investment in the
freight transportation system of the United States
to ensure economic growth, increase vitality and
competitiveness in national and global markets,
address goods mobility and accessibility issues,
reduce air pollution and other environmental im-
pacts of freight transportation, better public
health conditions, enhance energy security, and
improve the condition and connectivity of the
freight transportation system, and for other pur-
poses.

Freight FOCUS Act of 2010

Date Introduced:
September 29, 2010

Sponsor:
Ms. Richardson of California

September 29, 2010:
Referred to the Committee on Transportation
and Infrastructure, Ways and Means, and Rules.

September 30, 2010:
Referred to the Transportation and Infra-
structure Subcommittees on Aviation, Coast
Guard and Maritime Transportation, Highways
and Transit, Railroads, Pipelines, and Hazardous
Materials, and Water Resources and Environment.

**H.R. 6367**
To restore American jobs, and for other purposes.

*Restore American Jobs Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
September 29, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Moran of Kansas

**September 29, 2010:**
Referred to the Committee on Ways and Means, Energy and Commerce, Education and Labor, Judiciary, House Administration, Rules, Natural Resources, Appropriations, Financial Services, and Transportation and Infrastructure.

**September 30, 2010:**
Referred to the Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittee on Railroads, Pipelines, and Hazardous Materials.

**October 18, 2010:**

**H.R. 6401**
To provide a biennial budget for the United States Government.

*Biennial Budgeting and Appropriations Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
November 15, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Dreier of California

**November 15, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Budget, Rules, and Oversight and Government Reform.

**H.R. 6448**
To establish the Grace Commission II to review and make recommendations regarding cost control in the Federal Government, and for other purposes.

*Spending Control Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
November 29, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Kirk of Illinois

**November 29, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Oversight and Government Reform and Rules.

**H.R. 6555**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010.

**Date Introduced:**
December 17, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. King of Iowa

**December 17, 2010:**
H. J. Res. 27
Establishing a bipartisan Joint Select Committee on Long-Term Financial Security.

*Safeguarding America's Future Economy Act of 2009*

Date Introduced:
March 3, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Young of Alaska

March 3, 2009:
Referred to the Committee on Rules
**H. Con. Res. 22**
Establishing the Joint Select Committee on Reorganization and Reform of Foreign Assistance Agencies and Programs.

**Date Introduced:**
January 15, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Ros-Lehtinen of Florida

January 15, 2009:
Referred to the Committee on Rules.

**H. Con. Res. 201**
To establish the Joint Select Committee on Earmark Reform, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
October 15, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Tiahrt of Kansas

October 15, 2009:
Referred to the Committee on Rules.

**H. Con. Res. 299**
Expressing the sense of Congress regarding the establishment of committees with jurisdiction over intelligence activities.

**Date Introduced:**
July 21, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Castle of Delaware.

July 21, 2010:
Referred to the Committee on Rules.

**H. Con. Res. 322**
Establishing the Congressional Commission on the European Union, and for other purposes.

*Congressional Commission on the European Union Resolution*
Petition from the City of Lauderdale Lakes, Florida congratulating the President for passing the Health-Care Reform Legislation.

**Date Introduced:**
May 26, 2010

Memorial of the Senate of the State of Arizona relative to Senate Concurrent Memorial 1001 urging the Congress of the United States to repeal the “Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010.”

**Date Introduced:**
May 5, 2010

Memorial of the Legislature of the State of the Virgin Islands relative to Resolution No. 1738 urging Congress to adopt President Barack Obama’s Health Care Plan.

**Date Introduced:**
July 15, 2010


**Date Introduced:**
May 15, 2009

A letter from the Honorable Tim Murphy (R-PA) and the Honorable Neil Abercrombie (D-HI), transmitting a draft bill entitled, “H.R. 2227, the American Conservation and Clean Energy Independence Act of 2009”; jointly to the Committees on Natural Resources, Oversight and Government Reform, Energy and Commerce, Ways and Means, Science and Technology, Transportation and Infrastructure, Education and Labor, Rules, the Budget, and the Judiciary.

**Date Introduced:**
June 23, 2009
INDEX OF LEGISLATION ADDITIONALLY REFERRED TO THE COMMITTEE ON RULES

COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE

H.R. 2297
To require the President to call a White House Conference on Food and Nutrition.

The White House Conference on Food and Nutrition

Date Introduced:
May 7, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. McGovern of Massachusetts

May 7, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Agriculture and Rules.

May 8, 2009:
Referred to the Rules Subcommittee on Rules and Organization of the House.

May 18, 2009:
Subcommittee hearings held.

June 22, 2009:
Referred to the Agriculture Subcommittee on Department Operations, Oversight, Nutrition and Forestry.

H.R. 2795
To address global hunger and improve food security through the development and implementation of a comprehensive governmentwide global hunger reduction strategy, the establishment of the White House Office on Global Hunger and Food Security, and the creation of the Permanent Joint Select Committee on Hunger, and for other purposes.

Roadmap Act of 2009

Date Introduced:
June 10, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. McGovern of Massachusetts

June 10, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Foreign Affairs, Agriculture, and Rules.

H.R. 2817
To address global hunger and improve food security through the development and implementation of a comprehensive governmentwide global hunger reduction strategy, the establishment of the White House Office on Global Hunger and Food Security, and the creation of the Permanent Joint Select Committee on Hunger, and for other purposes.

Roadmap Act of 2009

Date Introduced:
June 11, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. McGovern of Massachusetts

June 11, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Foreign Affairs, Agriculture, and Rules.

H.R. 3310
To reform the financial regulatory system of the United States, and for other purposes.

Consumer Protection and Regulatory Enhancement Act

Date Introduced:
July 23, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Bachus of Alabama

July 23, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Financial Services, Education and Labor, Transportation and Infrastructure, Judiciary, Agriculture, Oversight and Government Reform, Budget, Rules, and Energy and Commerce.
INDEX OF ADDITIONALLY REFERRED LEGISLATION

July 24, 2010:
   Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade and Consumer Protection.

July 24, 2009:
   Referred to the Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittee on Highways and Transit.

August 19, 2009:
   Referred to the Judiciary Subcommittee on Commercial and Administrative Law.

October 22, 2009:
   Referred to the Education and Labor Subcommittee on Health, Employment, Labor and Pensions.

June 22, 2010:
   Referred to the Agriculture Subcommittee on General Farm Commodities and Risk Management.

H.R. 4173
To provide for financial regulatory reform, to protect consumers and investors, to enhance Federal understanding of insurance issues, to regulate the over-the-counter derivatives markets, and for other purposes.

RESTORING AMERICAN FINANCIAL STABILITY ACT OF 2010

Date Introduced:  
   December 2, 2009

Sponsor:  
   Mr. Frank of Massachusetts

December 2, 2009:
   Referred to the Committees on Financial Services, Agriculture, Energy and Commerce, Judiciary, Rules, Budget, Oversight and Government Reform, and Ways and Means.

December 3, 2009:
   Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Health.

December 8, 2009:
   Rule Reported by the Committee on Rules. See H. Res. 956.

December 10, 2009:
   Rule reported by the Committee on Rules. See H. Res. 964.

December 11, 2009:
   Adopted by the House by record vote 223-202.

June 30, 2010:
   Rule Reported by the Committee on Rules. See H. Res. 1490.

June 30, 2010:
   Adopted by the House by record vote 237-192.

COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS

H.R. 3400
To provide for incentives to encourage health insurance coverage, and for other purposes.

EMPowering PATIENTS FIRST ACT

Date Introduced:  
   July 30, 2009

Sponsor:  
   Mr. Price of Georgia

July 30, 2009:
   Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Ways and Means, Education and Labor, Oversight and Government Reform, Judiciary, Rules, Budget, and Appropriations.

July 31, 2009:
   Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Health.

October 22, 2009:

H.R. 3964
To reform Federal budget procedures, to impose spending and deficit limits, to provide for a sustainable fiscal future, and for other purposes.

SPENDING, DEFICIT, AND DEBT CONTROL ACT OF 2009

Date Introduced:  
   October 29, 2009

164
Sponsor:
Mr. Hensarling of Texas

October 29, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Budget, Rules, Appropriations, Oversight and Government Reform, and Ways and Means.

H.R. 4646
To establish a fee on transactions which would eliminate the national debt and replace the income tax on individuals.

Debt Free America Act

Date Introduced:
February 23, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Fattah of Pennsylvania

February 23, 2010:
Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Budget, Rules, and Appropriations.

H.R. 4901
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.

Date Introduced:
March 22, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Moran of Kansas

March 22, 2010:

March 29, 2010:
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

April 30, 2010:

H.R. 4910
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and enact the Empowering Patients First Act in order to provide incentives to encourage health insurance coverage.

Date Introduced:
March 22, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Burton of Indiana

March 22, 2010:
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Natural Resources, Education and Labor, Ways and Means, Judiciary, Rules, Budget, Appropriations, House Administration, Oversight and Government Reform.

March 29, 2010:
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

April 30, 2010:

H.R. 4919
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.
**Date Introduced:**
March 24, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Mack of Florida

**March 24, 2010:**

**March 29, 2010:**
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

**April 30, 2010:**

**H.R. 4944**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and to replace such Act with incentives to encourage health insurance coverage, and for other purposes.

*Siding with America’s Patients Act*

**Date Introduced:**
March 25, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Wilson of South Carolina

**March 25, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Budget, Oversight and Government Reform, Ways and Means, Education and labor, Judiciary, Natural Resources, Rules, House Administration, and Appropriations.

**April 9, 2010:**
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

**April 30, 2010:**

**H.R. 5005**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.

**Date Introduced:**
April 13, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Griffith of Alabama

**April 13, 2010:**

**April 19, 2010:**
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

**April 30, 2010:**
Referred to the Education and Labor Subcommittee on Health, Employment, Labor and Pensions.

**H.R. 5073**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and the Health Care and Education Re-

**Date Introduced:**
April 20, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Broun of Georgia

**April 20, 2010:**

**May 3, 2010:**
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

**H.R. 5109**
To establish a tax, regulatory, and legal structure in the United States that encourages small businesses to expand and innovate, and for other purposes.

*Small Business Bill of Rights*

**Date Introduced:**
April 22, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Kirk of Illinois

**April 22, 2010:**

**May 27, 2010:**

**H.R. 5216**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.

**Date Introduced:**
May 5, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Akin of Missouri

**May 5, 2010:**

**May 7, 2010:**
Referred to the Way and Means Subcommittee on Health.

**May 27, 2010:**

**H.R. 5421**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010, repeal the 7.5 percent threshold on the deduction for medical expenses, provide for increased funding for high-risk pools, allow acquiring health insurance across State lines, and allow for the creation of association health plans.

**Date Introduced:**
May 27, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Broun of Georgia

**May 27, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Appropriations, Ways and Means, Education and Labor, Judiciary, Natural Resources, Rules, and House Administration.

**June 29, 2010:**

**H.R. 5424**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010 and enact the Common Sense Health Care Reform and Affordability Act.

*Reform Americans Can Afford Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
May 27, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Herger of California

**May 27, 2010:**

**June 29, 2010:**

**H.R. 5444**
To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010 and to replace it with provisions reforming the health care system by putting patients back in charge of health care.

*Private Option Health Care Act*

**Date Introduced:**
May 27, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Paul of Texas

**May 27, 2010:**

**June 29, 2010:**

**End the Lame Duck Act**

**Date Introduced:**
July 22, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Jenkins of Kansas

**July 22, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Appropriations and Rules.

**H.R. 6367**
To restore American jobs, and for other purposes.

*Restore American Jobs Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
September 29, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Moran of Kansas

**September 29, 2010:**
Referred to the Committee on Ways and Means, Energy and Commerce, Education and Labor, Judiciary, House Administration, Rules, Natural Resources, Appropriations, Financial Services, and Transportation and Infrastructure.

**September 30, 2010:**
Referred to the Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittee on Railroads, Pipelines, and Hazardous Materials..

**October 18, 2010:**

**H.R. 6555**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010.

**Date Introduced:**
December 17, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. King of Iowa
December 17, 2010:  

COMMITTEE ON ARMED SERVICES

H.R. 335
To ensure that any agreement with Iraq containing a security commitment or arrangement is concluded as a treaty or is approved by Congress.

Iraq Security Agreement Act of 2009

Date Introduced:  
January 8, 2009

Sponsor:  
Ms. Lee of California

January 8, 2009:  
Referred to the Committees on Foreign Affairs, Armed Services, and Rules.

H.R. 1886
To authorize democratic, economic, and social development assistance for Pakistan, to authorize security assistance for Pakistan, and for other purposes.

Pakistan Enduring Assistance and Cooperation Enhancement Act of 2009

Date Introduced:  
April 2, 2009

Sponsor:  
Mr. Berman of California

April 2, 2009:  
Referred to the Committees on Foreign Affairs and Rules.

May 22, 2009:  
Referred to the Committee on Armed Services.

May 22, 2009:  
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Foreign Affairs. H. Rept. 111-129, Part I.

May 22, 2009:  
Committee on Rules discharged.

June 2, 2009:  
Committee on Armed Services discharged.

June 9, 2009:  
Rule reported by the Committee on Rules. See H. Res. 522.

June 11, 2009:  
Adopted by the House by record vote 234-185.

H.R. 5590
To strengthen measures to protect the United States from terrorist attacks and to authorize appropriations for the Department of Homeland Security for fiscal year 2011, and for other purposes.


Date Introduced:  
June 24, 2010

Sponsor:  
Mr. King of New York

June 24, 2010:  

July 6, 2010:  

July 26, 2010:  

H.R. 5842
To deem any adjournment of the House of Representatives which is in effect on the date of the regularly scheduled general election for Federal
office held during a Congress to be adjournment sine die, and to amend title 31, United States Code, to provide for automatic continuing appropriations if a regular appropriation bill for a fiscal year does not become law before the date of the regularly scheduled general election for Federal office held during such fiscal year.

End the Lame Duck Act

Date Introduced:
July 22, 2010

Sponsor:
Ms. Jenkins of Kansas

July 22, 2010:
Referred to the Committees on Appropriations and Rules.

COMMITTEE ON THE BUDGET

H. Res. 1289
Expressing the sense of the House that Democratic Members of the House should join Republican Members of the House in a total ban on earmarks for one year, that total discretionary spending should be reduced by the amount saved by earmark moratoriums, and that a bipartisan, bicameral committee should be created to review and overhaul the budgetary, spending, and earmark processes.

Date Introduced:
April 22, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Goodlatte of Virginia

April 22, 2010:
Referred to the Committees on Budget and Rules.

H. Res. 1492
Providing for budget enforcement for fiscal year 2011.

Date Introduced:
June 30, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Spratt of South Carolina

June 30, 2010:
Referred to the Committees on Budget and Rules.

H. Res. 1493
Providing for budget enforcement for fiscal year 2011.

Date Introduced:
June 30, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Spratt of South Carolina

June 30, 2010:
Referred to the Committees on Budget and Rules.

H.R. 107
To reform Social Security retirement and Medicare by establishing a Personal Social Security Savings Program to create a safer, healthier, more secure, and more prosperous retirement for all Americans and to reduce the burden on young Americans,

Securing Medicare and Retirement for Tomorrow Act of 2009

Date Introduced:
January 6, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Flake of Arizona

January 6, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Education and Labor, Budget, Energy and Commerce, and Rules.

H.R. 236
To amend the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 to protect Social Security beneficiaries against any reduction in benefits.

Social Security Protection Act of 2009

Date Introduced:
January 7, 2009

Sponsor:
Ms. Brown-Waite of Florida
January 7, 2009:
   Referred to the Committees on Rules and Budget.

**H.R. 311**
To cap discretionary spending, eliminate wasteful and duplicative agencies, reform entitlement programs, and reform the congressional earmark process.

*Spending Reform Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
   January 8, 2009

**Sponsor:**
   Mr. Brady of Texas

January 8, 2009:
   Referred to the Committees on the Budget, Rules, and Oversight and Government Reform.

**H.R. 483**
To safeguard the Crime Victims Fund.

*Victims of Crime Act Preservation Fund Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
   January 13, 2009

**Sponsor:**
   Mr. Poe of Texas

January 13, 2009:
   Referred to the Committees on the Budget, Rules, and Judiciary.

**February 9, 2009:**
   Referred to the Judiciary Subcommittee on Crime, Terrorism, and Homeland Security.

**H.R. 534**
To improve the ability of Congress to set spending priorities and enforce spending limits.

*Responsible Government Empowerment Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
   January 14, 2009

**Sponsor:**
   Mr. Randy Neugebauer of Texas

January 14, 2009
   Referred to the Committees on Oversight and Government Reform, Rules, and Budget.

**February 24, 2009:**
   Referred to the Oversight and Government Reform Subcommittee on Government Management, Organization, and Procurement.

**H.R. 654**
To require poverty impact statements for certain legislation.

*Poverty Impact Trigger Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
   January 22, 2009

**Sponsor:**
   Ms. Lee of California

January 22, 2009:
   Referred to the Committees on Rules and the Budget.

**H.R. 797**
To greatly enhance the Nation’s environmental, energy, economic, and national security by terminating long-standing Federal prohibitions on the domestic production of abundant offshore supplies of oil and natural gas, and for other purposes.

*Maximize Offshore Resource Exploration Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
   February 3, 2009

**Sponsor:**
   Mr. Calvert of California

**February 3, 2009:**
   Referred to the Committees on Natural Resources, the Budget, and Rules.

**February 9, 2009:**
   Referred to the Natural Resources Subcommittee on Energy and Mineral Resources.
**H.R. 1294**
To amend the Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974 to provide for the expedited consideration of certain proposed rescissions of budget authority.

Congressional Accountability and Line-Item Veto Act of 2009

**Date Introduced:**
March 4, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Ryan of Wisconsin

**March 4, 2009:**
Referred to the Committee on the Budget and Rules

**H.R. 1390**
To amend the Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974 to provide for the expedited consideration of certain proposed rescissions of budget authority, and for other purposes.

Earmark Accountability and Reform Act of 2009

**Date Introduced:**
March 9, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Buchanan

**March 9, 2009:**
Referred to the Committee on the Budget and Rules

**H.R. 1557**
To establish a commission to develop legislation designed to reform tax policy and entitlement benefit programs and ensure a sound fiscal future for the United States, and for other purposes.

SAFE Commission Act

**Date Introduced:**
March 17, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Cooper of Tennessee.

**March 17, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on the Budget and Rules.

**H.R. 1648**
To amend the Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974 to require that concurrent resolutions on the budget limit the growth of Federal spending to the mean of annual percentage growth of wages and gross domestic product (GDP) in the United States, and for other purposes.

Fiscal Integrity Through Transparency and Technology (FITT) Act of 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. McCotter of Michigan

**Date Introduced:**
March 19, 2009

**March 19, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Oversight and Government Reform, Budget, Rules, Ways and Means.

**H.R. 1721**
To amend the Public Health Service Act to help individuals with functional impairments and their families pay for services and supports that they need to maximize their functionality and independence and have choices about community participation, education, and employment, and for other purposes.

Community Living Assistance Services and Supports Act

**Date Introduced:**
March 25, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Pallone of New Jersey

**March 25, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Ways and Means, Rules, Budget.

**H.R. 1814**
To amend the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985 to extend the discretionary spending limits through fiscal year 2014, to extend paygo for direct spending, and for other purposes.

_Taxpayer Empowerment and Advocacy Act of 2009_

**Date Introduced:**
March 31, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Barrett of South Carolina

**March 31, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on the Budget and Rules.

---

**H.R. 2116**

To amend the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985 and the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 to extend the discretionary spending caps and the pay-as-you-go requirement, and for other purposes.

_Fiscal Honesty and Accountability Act of 2009_

**Date Introduced:**
April 27, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Hill of Indiana

**April 27, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Budget and Rules.

---

**H.R. 2169**

To limit Federal spending to a percentage of GDP.

_Limitation on Government Spending Act of 2009_

**Date Introduced:**
April 29, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Duncan of Tennessee

**April 29, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Budget and Rules

H.R. 2227

To greatly enhance America’s path toward energy independence and economic and national security, to conserve energy use, to promote innovation, to achieve lower emissions, cleaner air, cleaner water, and cleaner land, and for other purposes.

_American Conservation and Clean Energy Independence Act_

**Date Introduced:**
May 4, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Tim Murphy of Pennsylvania

**May 4, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Natural Resources, Oversight and Government Reform, Energy and Commerce, Ways and Means, Science and Technology, Transportation and Infrastructure, Education and Labor, Budget, Rules, and Judiciary.

**May 5, 2009:**
Referred to the Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittees on Highways and Transit, Railroads, Pipelines, and Hazardous Materials, and Water Resources and Environment.

**May 5, 2009:**
Referred to the Energy and Commerce subcommittee on Energy and Environment.

**May 8, 2009:**
Referred to the Natural Resources Subcommittee on Energy and Mineral Resources.

**June 4, 2009:**
Referred to the Education and Labor Subcommittee on Healthy Families and Communities.

**August 19, 2009:**
Referred to the Judiciary Subcommittee on Immigration, Citizenship, Refugees, Border Security, and International Law.

**September 9, 2009:**
Natural Resources Subcommittee hearings held.

---

**H.R. 2255**

To amend the Unfunded Mandates Reform Act of 1995 to ensure that actions taken by regulatory
agencies are subject to that Act, and for other purposes.

Unfunded Mandates Information and Transparency Act of 2009

Date Introduced:
May 5, 2009

Sponsor:
Ms. Foxx of North Carolina

May 5, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Oversight and Government Reform, Rules, Budget, and Judiciary.

June 12, 2009:
Referred to the Judiciary Subcommittee on Commercial and Administrative Law.

H.R. 2512
To amend the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 to prohibit the consideration in the House of Representatives or the Senate of measures that appropriate funds for earmarks to private, for-profit entities.

Date Introduced:
May 20, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Flake of Arizona

May 20, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Rules and Budget.

H.R. 3268
To amend the Rules of the House of Representatives and the Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974 to increase earmark transparency and accountability, and for other purposes.

Earmark Transparency and Accountability Reform Act

Date Introduced:
July 20, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Reichert of Washington

July 20, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Rules, Budget, Standards of Official Conduct, Judiciary, and Oversight and Government Reform.

September 14, 2009:
Referred to the Judiciary Subcommittee on Constitution, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties.

H.R. 3298
To amend part C of the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985 to extend the discretionary spending limits.

Discretionary Spending Control Act of 2009

Date Introduced:
July 22, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Jordan of Ohio

July 22, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Budget and Rules.

H.R. 3310
To reform the financial regulatory system of the United States, and for other purposes.
**Consumer Protection and Regulatory Enhancement Act**

**Date Introduced:**
July 23, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Bachus of Alabama

**July 23, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Financial Services, Education and Labor, Transportation and Infrastructure, Judiciary, Agriculture, Oversight and Government Reform, Budget, Rules, and Energy and Commerce.

**July 24, 2010:**
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade and Consumer Protection.

**July 24, 2009:**
Referred to the Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittee on Highways and Transit.

**August 19, 2009:**
Referred to the Judiciary Subcommittee on Commercial and Administrative Law.

**October 22, 2009:**
Referred to the Education and Labor Subcommittee on Health, Employment, Labor and Pensions.

**June 22, 2010:**
Referred to the Agriculture Subcommittee on General Farm Commodities and Risk Management.

**H.R. 3350**
To amend the Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974 to require roll call votes acknowledging the effect of the costs of legislation on the National debt.

**Debt Accountability Act**

**Date Introduced:**
July 27, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Jenkins of Kansas

**H.R. 3400**
To provide for incentives to encourage health insurance coverage, and for other purposes.

**Empowering Patients First Act**

**Date Introduced:**
July 30, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Price of Georgia

**July 30, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Ways and Means, Education and Labor, Oversight and Government Reform, Judiciary, Rules, Budget, and Appropriations.

**July 31, 2009:**
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Health.

**October 22, 2009:**

**H.R. 3962**
To provide affordable, quality health care for all Americans and reduce the growth in health care spending, and for other purposes.

**Affordable Health Care for America Act**

**Date Introduced:**
October 29, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Dingell of Michigan

**October 29, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Education and Labor, Ways and Means, Oversight and Government Reform, Budget, Rules, Natural Resources, and Judiciary.

**November 2, 2009:**
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Health.

November 6, 2009 (Legislative Day) November 7, 2009 (Calendar Day):
  Rule reported by the Committee on Rules.
  See H. Res. 903.

November 7, 2009:
  Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 220-215.

H.R. 3964
To reform Federal budget procedures, to impose spending and deficit limits, to provide for a sustainable fiscal future, and for other purposes.

  Spending, Deficit, and Debt Control Act of 2009

Date Introduced:
  October 29, 2009

Sponsor:
  Mr. Hensarling of Texas

October 29, 2009:
  Referred to the Committees on Budget, Rules, Appropriations, Oversight and Government Reform, and Ways and Means.

H.R. 4173
To provide for financial regulatory reform, to protect consumers and investors, to enhance Federal understanding of insurance issues, to regulate the over-the-counter derivatives markets, and for other purposes.

  Restoring American Financial Stability Act of 2010

Date Introduced:
  December 2, 2009

Sponsor:
  Mr. Frank of Massachusetts

December 2, 2009:
  Referred to the Committees on Financial Services, Agriculture, Energy and Commerce, Judiciary, Rules, Budget, Oversight and Government Reform, and Ways and Means.

December 3, 2009:
  Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade and Consumer Protection.

December 8, 2009:
  Rule Reported by the Committee on Rules.
  See H. Res. 956.

December 10, 2009:
  Rule reported by the Committee on Rules.
  See H. Res. 964.

December 11, 2009:
  Adopted by the House by record vote 223-202.

June 30, 2010:
  Rule Reported by the Committee on Rules.
  See H. Res. 1490.

June 30, 2010:
  Adopted by the House by record vote 237-192.

H.R. 4191
To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to impose a tax on certain securities transactions to fund job creation and deficit reduction.

  Let Wall Street Pay for the Restoration of Main Street Act of 2009

Date Introduced:
  December 3, 2009

Sponsor:
  Mr. DeFazio of Oregon

December 3, 2009:
  Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Rules, and Budget.

H.R. 4249
To establish a commission to develop legislation designed to reform entitlement benefit programs and ensure a sound fiscal future for the United States, and for other purposes.

  Commission On Reforming Entitlement Spending Act

Date Introduced:
  December 9, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. McHenry of North Carolina

December 9, 2009:
   Referred to the Committees on Budget and Rules.

H.R. 4262
To amend the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 to require a two-thirds recorded vote in the House of Representatives and in the Senate to increase the statutory limit on the public debt, and for other purposes.

   CAP the DEBT Act

Date Introduced:
   December 10, 2009

Sponsor:
   Mr. Scalise of Louisiana

December 10, 2009:
   Referred to the Committees on Rules and Budget.

H.R. 4481
To reduce the Federal budget deficit in a responsible manner.

   Deficit Reduction Act of 2009

Date Introduced:
   January 20, 2010

Sponsor:
   Mr. Lance of New Jersey

January 20, 2010:
   Referred to the Committees on Budget and Rules.

H.R. 4529
To provide for the reform of health care, the Social Security system, the tax code for individuals and business, job training, and the budget process.

   Roadmap for America’s Future Act of 2010

Date Introduced:
   January 27, 2010

Sponsor:
   Mr. Ryan of Wisconsin

January 27, 2010:
   Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Energy and Commerce, Education and Labor, Rules, Budget, and Judiciary.

January 29, 2010:
   Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Health.

February 2, 2010:
   Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Social Security.

February 23, 2010:

H.R. 4587
To amend the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 to require spending limits be imposed when the statutory limit on the public debt is increased.

   Cap Spending to Reduce Borrowing Act

Date Introduced:
   February 3, 2010

Sponsor:
   Mr. Neugebauer of Texas

February 3, 2010:
   Referred to the Committees on Rules and Budget.

H.R. 4646
To establish a fee on transactions which would eliminate the national debt and replace the income tax on individuals.

   Debt Free America Act

Date Introduced:
   February 23, 2010

Sponsor:
   Mr. Fattah of Pennsylvania

February 23, 2010:
Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Budget, Rules, and Appropriations.

**H.R. 4831**
To amend the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 to set a cap on allocated funds for earmarks.

*Earmark Reform Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
March 11, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Gingrey of Georgia

**March 11, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Rules and Budget.

**H.R. 4856**
To require the President's budget and the congressional budget to disclose and display the net present value of future costs of entitlement programs.

*Forecast for the Future Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
March 16, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Donnelly of Indiana

**March 16, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Budget and Rules.

**H.R. 4871**
To amend the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985 to establish nonsecurity discretionary spending caps.

*Spending Reduction Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
March 17, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Kratovil of Maryland

**March 17, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Budget and Rules.

**H.R. 4883**
To amend the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985 to establish a sequestration to reduce all nonexempt programs, projects, and activities by 2 percent each fiscal year in which the Federal budget is in deficit, and for other purposes.

*STRONG Budget Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
March 18, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Barton of Texas

**March 18, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Budget and Rules.

**H.R. 4910**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and enact the Empowering Patients First Act in order to provide incentives to encourage health insurance coverage.

**Date Introduced:**
March 22, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Burton of Indiana

**March 22, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Natural Resources, Education and Labor, Ways and Means, Judiciary, Rules, Budget, Appropriations, House Administration, Oversight and Government Reform.

**March 29, 2010:**
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

**April 30, 2010:**
To establish procedures for the expedited consideration by Congress of certain proposals by the President to rescind amounts of budget authority.

*Budget Enforcement Legislative Tool Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
March 24, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Minnick of Idaho

**March 24, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Budget and Rules.

**H.R. 4931**
To amend the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 to require that the concurrent resolution on the budget for fiscal year 2012 include a benchmark plan to eliminate the budget deficit by fiscal year 2020 and that subsequent resolutions adhere to that plan.

**Date Introduced:**
March 24, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Klein of Florida

**March 24, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Rules and Budget.

**H.R. 4939**
To establish a procedure to safeguard the surpluses of the Social Security and Medicare hospital insurance trust funds.

*Social Security and Medicare Protection Act*

**Date Introduced:**
March 25, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Tim Murphy of Pennsylvania

**March 25, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Budget and Rules.

**H.R. 4944**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and to replace such Act with incentives to encourage health insurance coverage, and for other purposes.

*Siding with America's Patients Act*

**Date Introduced:**
March 25, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Wilson of South Carolina

**March 25, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Budget, Oversight and Government Reform, Ways and Means, Education and labor, Judiciary, Natural Resources, Rules, House Administration, and Appropriations.

**April 9, 2010:**
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

**April 30, 2010:**

**H.R. 5008**
To amend the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 to require annual progress toward meeting fiscally responsible 5- and 10-year deficit and debt targets.

*Targeted Deficit Reduction Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
April 13, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Markey of Colorado

**April 13, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Rules and Budget.

**H.R. 5258**
To amend the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 to require Congress to establish a unified and searchable database on a public website for congressional earmarks.

*Earmark Transparency Act of 2010*
H.R. 5454
To provide an optional fast-track procedure the President may use when submitting rescission requests, and for other purposes.

Reduce Unnecessary Spending Act of 2010

Date Introduced: May 11, 2010
Sponsor: Mr. Cassidy of Louisiana

May 11, 2010:
Referred to the Committees on Rules and Budget.

H.R. 5752
To make the Federal budget process more transparent and to make future budgets more sustainable.

Transparent and Sustainable Budget Act of 2010

Date Introduced: July 15, 2010
Sponsor: Mr. Quigley of Illinois

July 15, 2010:
Referred to the Committees on Budget, Rules, and Ways and Means.

H.R. 5775
To require the establishment of a commission on earmark reform, to consolidate and streamline the grants management structure of the Federal Government, and for other purposes.

Mandate Prevention Act of 2010

Date Introduced: July 19, 2010
Sponsor: Mr. Sestak of Pennsylvania

July 19, 2010:
Referred to the Committees on Oversight and Government Reform, Budget, and Rules.

H.R. 5954
To increase the long-term fiscal accountability of direct spending legislation.

Truth in Spending Act of 2010

Date Introduced: July 22, 2010
Sponsor: Mr. Garrett of New Jersey

July 22, 2010:
Referred to the Committees on Rules and Budget.

H.R. 6186
To amend the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 to establish discretionary and mandatory deficit reduction accounts.

Cutting Earmarks And Savings Enforcement (CEASE) Act
**Date Introduced:**
September 22, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Posey of Florida

**September 22, 2010:**
Referred to the Committee on Rules and Budget.

**H.R. 6401**
To provide a biennial budget for the United States Government.

*Biennial Budgeting and Appropriations Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
November 15, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Dreier of California

**November 15, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Budget, Rules, and Oversight and Government Reform.

**COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR**

**H.R. 107**
To reform Social Security retirement and Medicare by establishing a Personal Social Security Savings Program to create a safer, healthier, more secure, and more prosperous retirement for all Americans and to reduce the burden on young Americans.

*Securing Medicare and Retirement for Tomorrow Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
January 6, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Flake of Arizona

**January 6, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Education and Labor, Budget, Energy and Commerce, and Rules

**H.R. 956**
To expand the number of individuals and families with health insurance coverage, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
February 10, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Kaptur of Ohio

**February 10, 2009:**

**March 23, 2009:**

**H.R. 2028**
To amend the Social Security Act to prevent unauthorized earnings from being credited toward benefits under title II of such Act and to make improvements in provisions governing totalization agreements, to amend the Social Security Act and the Immigration and Nationality Act to prevent unauthorized employment, and to improve coordination of the provisions of such Acts, and for other purposes.

*New Employee Verification Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
April 22, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Johnson of Texas

**April 22, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Judiciary, Education and Labor, Rules, and Ways and Means.

**May 21, 2009:**
Referred to the Education and Labor Subcommittee on Workforce Protections.

**May 26, 2009:**
Referred to the Judiciary Subcommittee on Immigration, Citizenship, Refugees, Border Security, and International Law.
H.R. 2227
To greatly enhance America’s path toward energy independence and economic and national security, to conserve energy use, to promote innovation, to achieve lower emissions, cleaner air, cleaner water, and cleaner land, and for other purposes.

*American Conservation and Clean Energy Independence Act*

**Date Introduced:**
May 4, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Tim Murphy of Pennsylvania

**May 4, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Natural Resources, Oversight and Government Reform, Energy and Commerce, Ways and Means, Science and Technology, Transportation and Infrastructure, Education and Labor, Budget, Rules, and Judiciary.

**May 5, 2009:**
Referred to the Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittees on Highways and Transit, Railroads, Pipelines, and Hazardous Materials, and Water Resources and Environment.

**May 8, 2009:**
Referred to the Natural Resources Subcommittee on Energy and Mineral Resources.

**June 4, 2009:**
Referred to the Education and Labor Subcommittee on Healthy Families and Communities.

**August 19, 2009:**
Referred to the Judiciary Subcommittee on Immigration, Citizenship, Refugees, Border Security, and International Law.

**September 9, 2009:**
Natural Resources Subcommittee hearings held.

H.R. 2360
To amend the Public Health Service Act to establish a nationwide health insurance purchasing pool for small businesses and the self-employed that would offer a choice of private health plans and make health coverage more affordable, predictable, and accessible.

*Small Business Health Options Program Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
May 12, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Kind of Wisconsin

**May 12, 2009:**

**May 13, 2010:**
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Health.

**June 11, 2009:**

H.R. 3310
To reform the financial regulatory system of the United States, and for other purposes.

*Consumer Protection and Regulatory Enhancement Act*

**Date Introduced:**
July 23, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Bachus of Alabama

**July 23, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Financial Services, Education and Labor, Transportation and Infrastructure, Judiciary, Agriculture, Oversight and Government Reform, Budget, Rules, and Energy and Commerce.

**July 24, 2010:**
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade and Consumer Protection.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date Introduced:</th>
<th>Sponsor:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>October 29, 2009</td>
<td>Mr. Dingell of Michigan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**H.R. 3400**
To provide for incentives to encourage health insurance coverage, and for other purposes.

*Empowering Patients First Act*

**Date Introduced:**
July 30, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Price of Georgia

**July 30, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Ways and Means, Education and Labor, Oversight and Government Reform, Judiciary, Rules, Budget, and Appropriations.

**July 31, 2009:**
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Health.

**October 22, 2009:**

**H.R. 3962**
To provide affordable, quality health care for all Americans and reduce the growth in health care spending, and for other purposes.

*Affordable Health Care for America Act*

**Date Introduced:**

---

**Date Introduced:**

---

**Date Introduced:**

---

**Date Introduced:**

---

**Date Introduced:**

---

---

---
H.R. 4901
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.

Date Introduced:  
March 22, 2010

Sponsor:  
Mr. Moran of Kansas

March 22, 2010:  

April 30, 2010:  

H.R. 4903
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.

Date Introduced:  
March 22, 2010

Sponsor:  
Ms. Bachmann of Minnesota

March 22, 2010:  

March 29, 2010:  
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

April 30, 2010:  

H.R. 4910
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and enact the Empowering Patients First Act in order to provide incentives to encourage health insurance coverage.

Date Introduced:  
March 22, 2010

Sponsor:  
Mr. Burton of Indiana

March 22, 2010:  
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Natural Resources, Education and Labor, Ways and Means, Judiciary, Rules, Budget, Appropriations, House Administration, Oversight and Government Reform.

March 29, 2010:  
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

April 30, 2010:  

H.R. 4919
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.

Date Introduced:  
March 24, 2010

Sponsor:  
Mr. Mack of Florida

March 24, 2010:  

March 29, 2010:  
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

April 30, 2010:  

H.R. 4944
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and to replace such Act with incentives
to encourage health insurance coverage, and for other purposes.

_Siding with America’s Patients Act_

**Date Introduced:**
March 25, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Wilson of South Carolina

**March 25, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Budget, Oversight and Government Reform, Ways and Means, Education and labor, Judiciary, Natural Resources, Rules, House Administration, and Appropriations.

**April 9, 2010:**
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

**April 30, 2010:**

**H.R. 4972**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.

**Date Introduced:**
March 25, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. King of Iowa

**March 25, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Ways and Means, Education and Labor, Judiciary, Natural Resources, Rules, House Administration, and Appropriations.

**April 9, 2010:**
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

**April 30, 2010:**

**H.R. 5005**
To establish a tax, regulatory, and legal structure in the United States that encourages small businesses to expand and innovate, and for other purposes.

**Small Business Bill of Rights**

**H.R. 5073**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010 and enact the OPTION Act of 2009.

**Date Introduced:**
April 20, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Broun of Georgia

**April 20, 2010:**

**May 3, 2010:**
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.
Date Introduced:  
April 22, 2010

Sponsor:  
Mr. Kirk of Illinois

April 22, 2010:  

May 27, 2010:  
Referred to the Education and Labor Subcommittee on Health, Employment, Labor and Pensions.

H.R. 5216
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.

Date Introduced:  
May 5, 2010

Sponsor:  
Mr. Akin of Missouri

May 5, 2010:  

May 7, 2010:  
Referred to the Way and Means Subcommittee on Health.

May 27, 2010:  
Referred to the Education and Labor Subcommittee on Health, Employment, Labor and Pensions.

H.R. 5421
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010, repeal the 7.5 percent threshold on the deduction for medical expenses, provide for increased funding for high-risk pools, allow acquiring health insurance across State lines, and allow for the creation of association health plans.

Date Introduced:  
May 27, 2010

Sponsor:  
Mr. Broun of Georgia

May 27, 2010:  
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Appropriations, Ways and Means, Education and Labor, Judiciary, Natural Resources, Rules, and House Administration.

June 29, 2010:  

H.R. 5424
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010 and enact the Common Sense Health Care Reform and Affordability Act. Reform Americans Can Afford Act of 2010

Date Introduced:  
May 27, 2010

Sponsor:  
Mr. Herger of California

May 27, 2010:  

June 29, 2010:  

H.R. 5444
To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010 and to replace it with provisions reforming the health care system by putting patients back in charge of health care.

Private Option Health Care Act
Date Introduced:
May 27, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Paul of Texas

May 27, 2010:

June 29, 2010:

H.R. 5834
To amend title II of the Social Security Act and the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to make improvements in the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance program, to provide for cash relief for years for which annual COLAs do not take effect under certain cash benefit programs, and to provide for Social Security benefit protection.

Preserving Our Promise to Seniors Act

Date Introduced:
July 22, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Deutch of Florida

July 22, 2010:
Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Education and Labor, Rules, Transportation and Infrastructure, and Veterans Affairs.

July 23, 2010:
Referred to the Transportation and Infrastructure subcommittee on Railroads, Pipelines, and Hazardous Materials.

October 13, 2010:

H.R. 6367
To restore American jobs, and for other purposes.

Restore American Jobs Act of 2010

Date Introduced:
September 29, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Moran of Kansas

September 29, 2010:
Referred to the Committee on Ways and Means, Energy and Commerce, Education and Labor, Judiciary, House Administration, Rules, Natural Resources, Appropriations, Financial Services, and Transportation and Infrastructure.

September 30, 2010:

H.R. 6555
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010.

Date Introduced:
December 17, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. King of Iowa

December 17, 2010:

COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND COMMERCE

H.R. 107
To reform Social Security retirement and Medicare by establishing a Personal Social Security Savings Program to create a safer, healthier, more secure, and more prosperous retirement for all Americans and to reduce the burden on young Americans.

Securing Medicare and Retirement for Tomorrow Act of 2009
Date Introduced:
January 6, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Flake of Arizona

January 6, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Education and Labor, Budget, Energy and Commerce, and Rules

**H.R. 464**
To provide for a 5-year SCHIP reauthorization for coverage of low-income children, an expansion of child health care insurance coverage through tax fairness, and a health care Federalism initiative, and for other purposes.

*More Children, More Choices Act of 2009*

Date Introduced:
January 13, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Price of Georgia

January 13, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Ways and Means, and Rules.

**H.R. 956**
To expand the number of individuals and families with health insurance coverage, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
February 10, 2009

Sponsor:
Ms. Kaptur of Ohio

February 10, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Ways and Means, and Rules.

March 23, 2009:

**H.R. 1549**
To amend the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act to preserve the effectiveness of medically important antibiotics used in the treatment of human and animal diseases.

*Preservation of Antibiotics for Medical Treatment Act of 2009*

Date Introduced:
March 17, 2009

Sponsor:
Ms. Slaughter of New York.

March 17, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce and Rules.

July 13, 2009:
Committee hearings held.

**H.R. 1721**
To amend the Public Health Service Act to help individuals with functional impairments and their families pay for services and supports that they need to maximize their functionality and independence and have choices about community participation, education, and employment, and for other purposes.

*Community Living Assistance Services and Supports Act*

Date Introduced:
March 25, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Pallone of New Jersey

March 25, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Ways and Means, Rules, Budget.

**H.R. 2227**
To greatly enhance America’s path toward energy independence and economic and national security, to conserve energy use, to promote innovation, to achieve lower emissions, cleaner air, cleaner water, and cleaner land, and for other purposes.

*American Conservation and Clean Energy Independence Act*
Date Introduced:
May 4, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Tim Murphy of Pennsylvania

May 4, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Natural Resources, Oversight and Government Reform, Energy and Commerce, Ways and Means, Science and Technology, Transportation and Infrastructure, Education and Labor, Budget, Rules, and Judiciary.

May 5, 2009:
Referred to the Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittees on Highways and Transit, Railroads, Pipelines, and Hazardous Materials, and Water Resources and Environment.

May 5, 2009:
Referred to the Energy and Commerce subcommittee on Energy and Environment.

May 8, 2009:
Referred to the Natural Resources Subcommittee on Energy and Mineral Resources.

June 4, 2009:
Referred to the Education and Labor Subcommittee on Healthy Families and Communities.

August 19, 2009:
Referred to the Judiciary Subcommittee on Immigration, Citizenship, Refugees, Border Security, and International Law.

September 9, 2009:
Natural Resources Subcommittee hearings held.

H.R. 2360
To amend the Public Health Service Act to establish a nationwide health insurance purchasing pool for small businesses and the self-employed that would offer a choice of private health plans and make health coverage more affordable, predictable, and accessible.

Small Business Health Options Program Act of 2009

Date Introduced:
May 7, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Bishop of Utah

May 7, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Natural Resources, Energy and Commerce, Science and Technology, Rules, and Oversight and Government Reform.

May 11, 2009:
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Energy and Environment.

May 18, 2009:
Referred to the Science and Technology Subcommittee on Energy and Environment.

May 19, 2009:
Referred to the Natural Resources Subcommittee on Energy and Mineral Resources.

H.R. 2300
To provide the United States with a comprehensive energy package to place Americans on a path to a secure economic future through increased energy innovation, conservation, and production.

American Energy Innovation Act

Date Introduced:
May 7, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Kind of Wisconsin

May 12, 2009:

May 13, 2010:
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Health.

June 11, 2009:

H.R. 2828
To provide the United States with a comprehensive energy package to place Americans on a path to a secure economic future through increased energy innovation, conservation, and production.

American Energy Innovation Act

Date Introduced:
June 11, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Bishop of Utah

June 11, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Natural Resources, Energy and Commerce, Science and Technology, Rules, and Oversight and Government Reform.

June 28, 2009:
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Energy and Environment.

June 16, 2009:
Referred to the Natural Resources Subcommittee on Energy and Mineral Resources.

June 18, 2009:
Referred to the Science and Technology Subcommittee on Energy and Environment.

H.R. 3310
To reform the financial regulatory system of the United States, and for other purposes.

Consumer Protection and Regulatory Enhancement Act

Date Introduced:
July 23, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Bachus of Alabama

July 23, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Financial Services, Education and Labor, Transportation and Infrastructure, Judiciary, Agriculture, Oversight and Government Reform, Budget, Rules, and Energy and Commerce.

July 24, 2010:
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade and Consumer Protection.

July 24, 2009:
Referred to the Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittee on Highways and Transit.

August 19, 2009:
Referred to the Judiciary Subcommittee on Commercial and Administrative Law.

October 22, 2009:
Referred to the Education and Labor Subcommittee on Health, Employment, Labor and Pensions.

June 22, 2010:
Referred to the Agriculture Subcommittee on General Farm Commodities and Risk Management.

H.R. 3400
To provide for incentives to encourage health insurance coverage, and for other purposes.

Empowering Patients First Act

Date Introduced:
July 30, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Price of Georgia

July 30, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Ways and Means, Education and Labor, Oversight and Government Reform, Judiciary, Rules, Budget, and Appropriations.

July 31, 2009:
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Health.

October 22, 2009:

H.R. 3518
To amend the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980
to provide grants for the revitalization of waterfront brownfields, and for other purposes.

_Waterfront Brownfields Revitalization Act_

**Date Introduced:**
July 31, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Slaughter of New York

**July 31, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Transportation and Infrastructure, and Rules.

**August 3, 2009:**
Referred to the Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittee on Water Resources and Environment.

**September 8, 2009:**
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Energy and Environment.

**H.R. 3962**
To provide affordable, quality health care for all Americans and reduce the growth in health care spending, and for other purposes.

_Affordable Health Care for America Act_

**Date Introduced:**
October 29, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Dingell of Michigan

**October 29, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Education and Labor, Ways and Means, Oversight and Government Reform, Budget, Rules, Natural Resources, and Judiciary.

**November 2, 2009:**
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Health.

**November 6, 2009 (Legislative Day) November 7, 2009 (Calendar Day):**
Rule reported by the Committee on Rules.
See H. Res. 903.

**November 7, 2009:**
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 220-215.

**H.R. 4160**
To amend the Public Health Service Act to authorize the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences to conduct and coordinate a research program on hormone disruption, and for other purposes.

_Environmental Hormone Disruption Research Act of 2009_

**Date Introduced:**
December 1, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Slaughter of New York

**December 1, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce and Rules.

**December 2, 2009:**
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittees on Energy and Environment and Health.

**H.R. 4161**
To amend the Public Health Service Act to authorize the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences to develop multidisciplinary research centers regarding women's health and disease prevention, and for other purposes.

_Women's Environmental Health and Disease Prevention Act of 2009_

**Date Introduced:**
December 1, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Slaughter of New York

**December 1, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce and Rules.

**December 2, 2009:**
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Energy and Environment and Health.
**H.R. 4173**
To provide for financial regulatory reform, to protect consumers and investors, to enhance Federal understanding of insurance issues, to regulate the over-the-counter derivatives markets, and for other purposes.

*Restoring American Financial Stability Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
December 2, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Frank of Massachusetts

**December 2, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Financial Services, Agriculture, Energy and Commerce, Judiciary, Rules, Budget, Oversight and Government Reform, and Ways and Means.

**December 3, 2009:**
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade and Consumer Protection.

**December 8, 2009:**
Rule Reported by the Committee on Rules. See H. Res. 956.

**December 10, 2009:**
Rule reported by the Committee on Rules. See H. Res. 964.

**December 11, 2009:**
Adopted by the House by record vote 223-202.

**June 30, 2010:**
Rule Reported by the Committee on Rules. See H. Res. 1490.

**June 30, 2010:**
Adopted by the House by record vote 237-192.

**H.R. 4529**
To provide for the reform of health care, the Social Security system, the tax code for individuals and business, job training, and the budget process.

*Roadmap for America’s Future Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
January 27, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Ryan of Wisconsin

**January 27, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Energy and Commerce, Education and Labor, Rules, Budget, and Judiciary.

**January 29, 2010:**
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Health.

**February 2, 2010:**
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Social Security.

**February 23, 2010:**

**H.R. 4901**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.

**Date Introduced:**
March 22, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Moran of Kansas

**March 22, 2010:**

**April 30, 2010:**

**H.R. 4903**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.

**Date Introduced:**
March 22, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Bachmann of Minnesota
**H.R. 4910**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and enact the Empowering Patients First Act in order to provide incentives to encourage health insurance coverage.

**Date Introduced:**
March 22, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Burton of Indiana

**March 22, 2010:**

**March 29, 2010:**
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

**April 30, 2010:**

**H.R. 4919**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.

**Date Introduced:**
March 24, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Mack of Florida

**March 24, 2010:**

**March 29, 2010:**
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

**April 30, 2010:**

**H.R. 4944**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and to replace such Act with incentives to encourage health insurance coverage, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
March 25, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Wilson of South Carolina

**March 25, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Budget, Oversight and Government Reform, Ways and Means, Education and Labor, Judiciary, Natural Resources, Rules, House Administration, and Appropriations.

**April 9, 2010:**
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

**April 30, 2010:**

**H.R. 4972**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.

**Date Introduced:**
March 25, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. King of Iowa

March 25, 2010:
   Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Ways and Means, Education and Labor, Judiciary, Natural Resources, Rules, House Administration, and Appropriations.

April 9, 2010:
   Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

April 30, 2010:

H.R. 4985
To repeal the provisions of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act providing for the Independent Payment Advisory Board.

Medicare Decisions Accountability Act of 2010

Date Introduced:
   March 25, 2010

Sponsor:
   Mr. Roe of Tennessee

March 25, 2010:
   Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Rules, and Energy and Commerce.

April 9, 2010:
   Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

H.R. 5073
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010 and enact the OPTION Act of 2009.

Date Introduced:
   April 20, 2010

Sponsor:
   Mr. Broun of Georgia

April 20, 2010:

May 3, 2010:
   Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

H.R. 5005
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.

Date Introduced:
   April 13, 2010

Sponsor:
   Mr. Griffith of Alabama

April 13, 2010:

April 19, 2010:
   Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

April 30, 2010:
   Referred to the Education and Labor Subcommittee on Health, Employment, Labor and Pensions.

Small Business Bill of Rights

Date Introduced:
   April 22, 2010

Sponsor:
   Mr. Kirk of Illinois

April 22, 2010:
May 27, 2010:
Referred to the Education and Labor Subcommittee on Health, Employment, Labor and Pensions.

**H.R. 5216**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.

**Date Introduced:**
May 5, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Akin of Missouri

May 5, 2010:

May 7, 2010:
Referred to the Way and Means Subcommittee on Health.

May 27, 2010:
Referred to the Education and Labor Subcommittee on Health, Employment, Labor and Pensions.

**H.R. 5421**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010, repeal the 7.5 percent threshold on the deduction for medical expenses, provide for increased funding for high-risk pools, allow acquiring health insurance across State lines, and allow for the creation of association health plans.

**Date Introduced:**
May 27, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Broun of Georgia

May 27, 2010:

June 29, 2010:

**H.R. 5424**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010 and enact the Common Sense Health Care Reform and Affordability Act.

**Reform Americans Can Afford Act of 2010**

**Date Introduced:**
May 27, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Herger of California

May 27, 2010:

June 29, 2010:

**H.R. 5444**
To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010 and to replace it with provisions reforming the health care system by putting patients back in charge of health care.

**Private Option Health Care Act**

**Date Introduced:**
May 27, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Paul of Texas

May 27, 2010:

June 29, 2010:

**H.R. 5590**
To strengthen measures to protect the United States from terrorist attacks and to authorize appropriations for the Department of Homeland Security for fiscal year 2011, and for other purposes.

*Counterterrorism Enhancement and Department of Homeland Security Authorization Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
June 24, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. King of New York

**June 24, 2010:**

**July 6, 2010:**

**July 26, 2010:**

**H.R. 5853**
To amend title XXXII of the Public Health Service Act to require review and approval by law prior to collection of premiums under the CLASS program, to require notice to individuals prior to enrollment, and to require termination of the program in the event of actuarial unsoundness, and for other purposes.

*Fiscal Responsibility and Retirement Security Act*

**Date Introduced:**
July 26, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Boustany of Louisiana

**July 26, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce and Rules.

**H.R. 6367**
To restore American jobs, and for other purposes.

*Restore American Jobs Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
September 29, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Moran of Kansas

**September 29, 2010:**
Referred to the Committee on Ways and Means, Energy and Commerce, Education and Labor, Judiciary, House Administration, Rules, Natural Resources, Appropriations, Financial Services, and Transportation and Infrastructure.

**September 30, 2010:**
Referred to the Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittee on Railroads, Pipelines, and Hazardous Materials.

**October 18, 2010:**

**H.R. 6555**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010.

**Date Introduced:**
December 17, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. King of Iowa

**December 17, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Appropriations, Ways and Means,
Education and Labor, Judiciary, Natural Resources, House Administration, and Rules.

COMMITTEE ON FINANCIAL SERVICES

H.R. 1479
To enhance the availability of capital, credit, and other banking and financial services for all citizens and communities, to ensure that community reinvestment requirements are updated to account for changes in the financial industry and that reinvestment requirements keep pace as banks, securities firms, and other financial service providers become affiliates as a result of the enactment of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, and for other purposes.

Community Reinvestment Modernization Act of 2009

Date Introduced:
March 12, 2009

Sponsor:
Ms. Johnson of Texas

March 12, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Financial Services and Rules.

H.R. 3310
To reform the financial regulatory system of the United States, and for other purposes.

Consumer Protection and Regulatory Enhancement Act

Date Introduced:
July 23, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Bachus of Alabama

July 23, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Financial Services, Education and Labor, Transportation and Infrastructure, Judiciary, Agriculture, Oversight and Government Reform, Budget, Rules, and Energy and Commerce.

July 24, 2010:
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade and Consumer Protection.

July 24, 2009:
Referred to the Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittee on Highways and Transit.

August 19, 2009:
Referred to the Judiciary Subcommittee on Commercial and Administrative Law.

October 22, 2009:
Referred to the Education and Labor Subcommittee on Health, Employment, Labor and Pensions.

June 22, 2010:
Referred to the Agriculture Subcommittee on General Farm Commodities and Risk Management.

H.R. 3594
To authorize the Secretary of the Treasury to delegate management authority over troubled assets purchased under the Troubled Asset Relief Program, to require the establishment of a trust to manage assets of certain designated TARP recipients, and for other purposes.

TARP Recipient Ownership Trust Act of 2009

Date Introduced:
September 17, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Bachus of Alabama

September 17, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Financial Services and Rules.

H.R. 4173
To provide for financial regulatory reform, to protect consumers and investors, to enhance Federal understanding of insurance issues, to regulate the over-the-counter derivatives markets, and for other purposes.

Restoring American Financial Stability Act of 2010

Date Introduced:
December 2, 2009

Sponsor:
    Mr. Frank of Massachusetts

December 2, 2009:
    Referred to the Committees on Financial Services, Agriculture, Energy and Commerce, Judiciary, Rules, Budget, Oversight and Government Reform, and Ways and Means.

December 3, 2009:
    Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade and Consumer Protection.

December 8, 2009:
    Rule Reported by the Committee on Rules. See H. Res. 956.

December 10, 2009:
    Rule reported by the Committee on Rules. See H. Res. 964.

December 11, 2009:
    Adopted by the House by record vote 223-202.

June 30, 2010:
    Rule Reported by the Committee on Rules. See H. Res. 1490.

June 30, 2010:
    Adopted by the House by record vote 237-192.

H.R. 5109
To establish a tax, regulatory, and legal structure in the United States that encourages small businesses to expand and innovate, and for other purposes.

Small Business Bill of Rights

Date Introduced:
    April 22, 2010

Sponsor:
    Mr. Kirk of Illinois

April 22, 2010:

May 27, 2010:
    Referred to the Education and Labor Subcommittee on Health, Employment, Labor and Pensions.

H.R. 6367
To restore American jobs, and for other purposes.

Restore American Jobs Act of 2010

Date Introduced:
    September 29, 2010

Sponsor:
    Mr. Moran of Kansas

September 29, 2010:
    Referred to the Committee on Ways and Means, Energy and Commerce, Education and Labor, Judiciary, House Administration, Rules, Natural Resources, Appropriations, Financial Services, and Transportation and Infrastructure.

September 30, 2010:
    Referred to the Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittee on Railroads, Pipelines, and Hazardous Materials.

October 18, 2010:
COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS

H.R. 335
To ensure that any agreement with Iraq containing a security commitment or arrangement is concluded as a treaty or is approved by Congress.

*Iraq Security Agreement Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
January 8, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Lee of California

**January 8, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Foreign Affairs, Armed Services, and Rules.

H.R. 547
To amend the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 to require congressional approval of agreements for peaceful nuclear cooperation with foreign countries, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
January 15, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Ros-Lehtinen of Florida

**January 15, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Foreign Affairs and Rules.

H.R. 1886
To authorize democratic, economic, and social development assistance for Pakistan, to authorize security assistance for Pakistan, and for other purposes.

*Pakistan Enduring Assistance and Cooperation Enhancement Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
April 2, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Berman of California

**April 2, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Foreign Affairs and Rules.

**May 22, 2009:**
Referred to the Committee on Armed Services.

**May 22, 2009:**
Reported (Amended) by the Committee on Foreign Affairs. H. Rept. 111-129, Part I.

**May 22, 2009:**
Committee on Rules discharged.

**June 2, 2009:**
Committee on Armed Services discharged.

**June 9, 2009:**
Rule reported by the Committee on Rules. See H. Res. 522.

**June 11, 2009:**
Adopted by the House by record vote 234-185.

H.R. 2795
To address global hunger and improve food security through the development and implementation of a comprehensive governmentwide global hunger reduction strategy, the establishment of the White House Office on Global Hunger and Food Security, and the creation of the Permanent Joint Select Committee on Hunger, and for other purposes.

*Roadmap Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
June 10, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. McGovern of Massachusetts

**June 10, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Foreign Affairs, Agriculture, and Rules.

H.R. 2817
To address global hunger and improve food security through the development and implementation of a comprehensive governmentwide global hunger reduction strategy, the establishment of the White House Office on Global Hunger and Food Security, and the creation of the Permanent Joint
Select Committee on Hunger, and for other purposes.

*Roadmap Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
June 11, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. McGovern of Massachusetts

**June 11, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Foreign Affairs, Agriculture, and Rules.

**H.R. 5006**
To require the President to call a White House Conference on Haiti.

*White House Conference on Haiti Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
April 13, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Hastings of Florida

**April 13, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Foreign Affairs and Rules.

**H. Con. Res. 322**
Establishing the Congressional Commission on the European Union, and for other purposes.

*Congressional Commission on the European Union Resolution*

**Date Introduced:**
September 29, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Issa of California.

**September 29, 2010:**
Referred to the Committee on Foreign Affairs and Rules.

**COMMITTEE ON HOMELAND SECURITY**

**H.R. 496**
To amend United States trade laws to eliminate foreign barriers to exports of United States goods and services, to restore rights under trade remedy laws, to strengthen enforcement of United States intellectual property rights and health and safety laws at United States borders, and for other purposes.

*Trade Enforcement Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
January 14, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Rangel of New York

**January 14, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Rules, and Homeland Security.

**February 5, 2009:**
Referred to the Homeland Security Subcommittee on Border, Maritime, and Global Counterterrorism.

**H.R. 5590**
To strengthen measures to protect the United States from terrorist attacks and to authorize appropriations for the Department of Homeland Security for fiscal year 2011, and for other purposes.

*Counterterrorism Enhancement and Department of Homeland Security Authorization Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
June 24, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. King of New York

**June 24, 2010:**

**July 6, 2010:**

**July 26, 2010:**

COMMITTEE ON HOUSE ADMINISTRATION

H. Res. 1416
Amending the Rules of the House of Representatives regarding the public disclosure by the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct of written reports and findings of the board of the Office of Congressional Ethics, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced: May 28, 2010

Sponsor: Ms. Fudge of Ohio

May 28, 2010: Referred to the Committees on Rules and House Administration.

H.R. 158
To amend the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 to provide for expenditure limitations and public financing for House of Representatives general elections, and for other purposes.

Let the People Decide Clean Campaign Act

Date Introduced: January 6, 2009

Sponsor: Mr. Obey from Wisconsin

January 6, 2009: Referred to the Committees on House Administration, Ways and Means, and Rules.

H.R. 215
To provide that rates of pay for Members of Congress shall not be subject to automatic adjustment; and to provide that any bill or resolution, and any amendment to any bill or resolution, which would increase Members’ pay may be adopted only by a recorded vote.

Congressional Pay Reform Act of 2009

Date Introduced: January 6, 2009

Sponsor: Mr. Wilson of South Carolina

January 6, 2009: Referred to the Committees on House Administration, Oversight and Government Reform, and Rules.

H.R. 1659
To amend the Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act to require the Presidential designee responsible for carrying out Federal functions under the Act to have experience in election administration and be approved by the Senate, to establish the Overseas Voting Advisory Board to oversee the administration of the Act so that American citizens who live overseas or serve in the military can participate in elections for public office, and for other purposes.

Fixing the Federal Voting Assistance Program Act of 2009

Date Introduced: March 23, 2009

Sponsor: Ms. Maloney of New York

March 23, 2009: Referred to the Committees on House Administration and Rules.

H.R. 4499
To provide that the voters of the United States be given the right, through advisory voter initiative, to propose the enactment and repeal of Federal laws in a national election.

National Advisory Voter Initiative Act of 2010

Date Introduced: January 21, 2010

Sponsor: Mr. Hoekstra of Michigan

January 21, 2010:
Referred to the Committees on House Administration and Rules.

H.R. 4640
To amend title 44, United States Code, to eliminate the mandatory printing of bills and resolutions by the Government Printing Office for the use of the House of Representatives and Senate.

Date Introduced:
February 22, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Lee of New York

February 22, 2010:
Referred to the Committees on House Administration and Rules.

H.R. 4901
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.

Date Introduced:
March 22, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Moran of Kansas

March 22, 2010:

April 30, 2010:

H.R. 4910
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and enact the Empowering Patients First Act in order to provide incentives to encourage health insurance coverage.

Date Introduced:
March 22, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Burton of Indiana

March 22, 2010:
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Natural Resources, Education and Labor, Ways and Means, Judiciary, Rules, Budget, Appropriations, House Administration, Oversight and Government Reform.

March 29, 2010:
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

April 30, 2010:

H.R. 4919
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.

Date Introduced:
March 24, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Mack of Florida

March 24, 2010:

March 29, 2010:
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

April 30, 2010:

**H.R. 4944**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and to replace such Act with incentives to encourage health insurance coverage, and for other purposes.

_Siding with America’s Patients Act_

**Date Introduced:**
March 25, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Wilson of South Carolina

March 25, 2010:
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Budget, Oversight and Government Reform, Ways and Means, Education and labor, Judiciary, Natural Resources, Rules, House Administration, and Appropriations.

April 9, 2010:
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

April 30, 2010:

**H.R. 4983**

_Transparency in Government Act of 2010_

**Date Introduced:**
March 25, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Quigley of Illinois

March 25, 2010:
Referred to the Committees on Oversight and Government Reform, Rules, House Administration, Judiciary, and Standards of Official Conduct.

June 15, 2010:
Referred to the Judiciary Subcommittee on the Constitution, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties.

**H.R. 5005**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.

**Date Introduced:**
April 13, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Griffith of Alabama

April 13, 2010:

April 19, 2010:
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

April 30, 2010:
Referred to the Education and Labor Subcommittee on Health.

H.R. 5073
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010 and enact the OPTION Act of 2009.

Date Introduced:
April 20, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Broun of Georgia

April 20, 2010:

May 3, 2010:
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

H.R. 5216
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.

Date Introduced:
May 5, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Akin of Missouri

May 5, 2010:

May 7, 2010:
Referred to the Way and Means Subcommittee on Health.

May 27, 2010:
Referred to the Education and Labor Subcommittee on Health, Employment, Labor and Pensions.

H.R. 5421
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010, repeal the 7.5 percent threshold on the deduction for medical expenses, provide for increased funding for high-risk pools, allow acquiring health insurance across State lines, and allow for the creation of association health plans.

Date Introduced:
May 27, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Broun of Georgia

May 27, 2010:
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Appropriations, Ways and Means, Education and Labor, Judiciary, Natural Resources, Rules, and House Administration.

June 29, 2010:

H.R. 5424
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010 and enact the Common Sense Health Care Reform and Affordability Act.

Reform Americans Can Afford Act of 2010

Date Introduced:
May 27, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Herger of California

May 27, 2010:
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Appropriations, Ways and Means,
Education and Labor, Judiciary, Natural Resources, House Administration, and Rules.

**June 29, 2010:**

**H.R. 5444**
To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010 and to replace it with provisions reforming the health care system by putting patients back in charge of health care.

*Private Option Health Care Act*

**Date Introduced:**
May 27, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Paul of Texas

**May 27, 2010:**

**June 29, 2010:**

**H.R. 5957**
To require that any local currencies used to provide per diems to Members and employees of Congress for official foreign travel for a fiscal year be obtained by Congress and paid for using funds appropriated for salaries and expenses of Congress for the fiscal year, to enhance the disclosure of information on official foreign travel of Members, officers, and employees of the House of Representatives, and for other purposes.

*Congressional Foreign Travel Reform Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
July 29, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Johnson of Illinois

**July 29, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on House Administration and Rules.

**H.R. 6019**
To amend title 18, United States Code, to extend the post-employment restrictions on certain executive and legislative branch officers and employees, and for other purposes.

*Accountability and Transparency in Ethics Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
July 30, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Castle of Delaware

**July 30, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Judiciary, House Administration, and Rules.

**September 20, 2010:**
Referred to the Judiciary Subcommittees on Crime, Terrorism, and Homeland Security and Constitution, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties.

**H.R. 6145**
To require Members of Congress to disclose delinquent tax liability, require an ethics inquiry, and garnish the wages of a Member with Federal tax liability.

**Date Introduced:**
September 16, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Chaffetz of Utah

**September 16, 2010:**
Referred to the Committee on House Administration and Rules.

**H.R. 6367**
To restore American jobs, and for other purposes.

*Restore American Jobs Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
September 29, 2010
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Sponsor:
Mr. Moran of Kansas

September 29, 2010:
Referred to the Committee on Ways and Means, Energy and Commerce, Education and Labor, Judiciary, House Administration, Rules, Natural Resources, Appropriations, Financial Services, and Transportation and Infrastructure.

September 30, 2010:
Referred to the Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittee on Railroads, Pipelines, and Hazardous Materials.

October 18, 2010:

H.R. 6555
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010.

Date Introduced:
December 17, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. King of Iowa

December 17, 2010:

COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY

H.R. 263
To amend title 28, United States Code, to grant to the House of Representatives the authority to bring a civil action to enforce, secure a declaratory judgment concerning the validity of, or prevent a threatened refusal or failure to comply with any subpoena or order issued by the House or any committee or subcommittee of the House to secure the production of documents, the answering of any deposition or interrogatory, or the securing of testimony, and for other purposes.

Contempt of the House of Representatives Subpoena Authority Act of 2009

Date Introduced:
January 7, 2009

Sponsor:
Ms. Jackson-Lee of Texas

January 7, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on the Judiciary and Rules.

H.R. 450
To require Congress to specify the source of authority under the United States Constitution for the enactment of laws, and for other purposes.

Enumerated Powers Act

Date Introduced:
January 9, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Shadegg of Arizona

January 9, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on the Judiciary and Rules.

February 9, 2009:
Referred to the Judiciary Subcommittee on the Constitution, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties.

H.R. 483
To safeguard the Crime Victims Fund.


Date Introduced:
January 13, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Poe of Texas

January 13, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on the Budget, Rules, and Judiciary.

February 9, 2009:
Referred to the Judiciary Subcommittee on Crime, Terrorism, and Homeland Security.

H.R. 2028
To amend the Social Security Act to prevent unauthorized earnings from being credited toward benefits under title II of such Act and to make improvements in provisions governing totalization agreements, to amend the Social Security Act and the Immigration and Nationality Act to prevent unauthorized employment, and to improve coordination of the provisions of such Acts, and for other purposes.

New Employee Verification Act of 2009

Date Introduced:
April 22, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Johnson of Texas

April 22, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Judiciary, Education and Labor, Rules, and Ways and Means.

May 21, 2009:
Referred to the Education and Labor Subcommittee on Workforce Protections.

May 26, 2009:
Referred to the Judiciary Subcommittee on Immigration, Citizenship, Refugees, Border Security, and International Law.

H.R. 2227
To greatly enhance America's path toward energy independence and economic and national security, to conserve energy use, to promote innovation, to achieve lower emissions, cleaner air, cleaner water, and cleaner land, and for other purposes.

American Conservation and Clean Energy Independence Act

Date Introduced:
May 4, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Tim Murphy of Pennsylvania

May 4, 2009:

Referred to the Committees on Natural Resources, Oversight and Government Reform, Energy and Commerce, Ways and Means, Science and Technology, Transportation and Infrastructure, Education and Labor, Budget, Rules, and Judiciary.

May 5, 2009:
Referred to the Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittees on Highways and Transit, Railroads, Pipelines, and Hazardous Materials, and Water Resources and Environment.

May 5, 2009:
Referred to the Energy and Commerce subcommittee on Energy and Environment.

May 8, 2009:
Referred to the Natural Resources Subcommittee on Energy and Mineral Resources.

June 4, 2009:
Referred to the Education and Labor Subcommittee on Healthy Families and Communities.

August 19, 2009:
Referred to the Judiciary Subcommittee on Immigration, Citizenship, Refugees, Border Security, and International Law.

September 9, 2009:
Natural Resources Subcommittee hearings held.

H.R. 2255
To amend the Unfunded Mandates Reform Act of 1995 to ensure that actions taken by regulatory agencies are subject to that Act, and for other purposes.

Unfunded Mandates Information and Transparency Act of 2009

Date Introduced:
May 5, 2009

Sponsor:
Ms. Foxx of North Carolina

May 5, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Oversight and Government Reform, Rules, Budget, and Judiciary.
June 12, 2009:
Referred to the Judiciary Subcommittee on Commercial and Administrative Law.

H.R. 3268
To amend the Rules of the House of Representatives and the Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974 to increase earmark transparency and accountability, and for other purposes.

Earmark Transparency and Accountability Reform Act

Date Introduced:
July 20, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Reichert of Washington

July 20, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Rules, Budget, Standards of Official Conduct, Judiciary, and Oversight and Government Reform.

September 14, 2009:
Referred to the Judiciary Subcommittee on Constitution, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties.

H.R. 3310
To reform the financial regulatory system of the United States, and for other purposes.

Consumer Protection and Regulatory Enhancement Act

Date Introduced:
July 23, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Bachus of Alabama

July 23, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Financial Services, Education and Labor, Transportation and Infrastructure, Judiciary, Agriculture, Oversight and Government Reform, Budget, Rules, and Energy and Commerce.

July 24, 2010:
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade and Consumer Protection.

July 24, 2009:
Referred to the Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittee on Highways and Transit.

August 19, 2009:
Referred to the Judiciary Subcommittee on Commercial and Administrative Law.

October 22, 2009:
Referred to the Education and Labor Subcommittee on Health, Employment, Labor and Pensions.

June 22, 2010:
Referred to the Agriculture Subcommittee on General Farm Commodities and Risk Management.

H.R. 3400
To provide for incentives to encourage health insurance coverage, and for other purposes.

Empowering Patients First Act

Date Introduced:
July 30, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Price of Georgia

July 30, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Ways and Means, Education and Labor, Oversight and Government Reform, Judiciary, Rules, Budget, and Appropriations.

July 31, 2009:
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Health.

October 22, 2009:

H.R. 3765
To amend chapter 8 of title 5, United States Code, to provide that major rules of the executive branch shall have no force or effect unless a joint resolution of approval is enacted into law.
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*Regulations From the Executive in Need of Scrutiny Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
October 8, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Davis of Kentucky

**October 8, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Judiciary and Rules.

**October 19, 2009:**
Referred to the Judiciary Subcommittee on Commercial and Administrative Law.

*H.R. 3962*

To provide affordable, quality health care for all Americans and reduce the growth in health care spending, and for other purposes.

*Affordable Health Care for America Act*

**Date Introduced:**
October 29, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Dingell of Michigan

**October 29, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Education and Labor, Ways and Means, Oversight and Government Reform, Budget, Rules, Natural Resources, and Judiciary.

**November 2, 2009:**
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Health.

**November 6, 2009 (Legislative Day) November 7, 2009 (Calendar Day):**
Rule reported by the Committee on Rules. See H. Res. 903.

**November 7, 2009:**
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 220-215.

*H.R. 4173*

To provide for financial regulatory reform, to protect consumers and investors, to enhance Federal understanding of insurance issues, to regulate the over-the-counter derivatives markets, and for other purposes.

*Restoring American Financial Stability Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
December 2, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Frank of Massachusetts

**December 2, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Financial Services, Agriculture, Energy and Commerce, Judiciary, Rules, Budget, Oversight and Government Reform, and Ways and Means.

**December 3, 2009:**
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade and Consumer Protection.

**December 8, 2009:**
Rule Reported by the Committee on Rules. See H. Res. 956.

**December 10, 2009:**
Rule reported by the Committee on Rules. See H. Res. 964.

**December 11, 2009:**
Adopted by the House by record vote 223-202.

**June 30, 2010:**
Rule Reported by the Committee on Rules. See H. Res. 1490.

**June 30, 2010:**
Adopted by the House by record vote 237-192.

*H.R. 4529*

To provide for the reform of health care, the Social Security system, the tax code for individuals and business, job training, and the budget process.

*Roadmap for America’s Future Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
January 27, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Ryan of Wisconsin

**January 27, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Energy and Commerce, Education and Labor, Rules, Budget, and Judiciary.

**January 29, 2010:**
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Health.

**February 2, 2010:**
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Social Security.

**February 23, 2010:**

**H.R. 4901**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.

**Date Introduced:**
March 22, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Moran of Kansas

**March 22, 2010:**

**April 30, 2010:**

**H.R. 4910**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and enact the Empowering Patients First Act in order to provide incentives to encourage health insurance coverage.

**Date Introduced:**
March 22, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Burton of Indiana

**March 22, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Natural Resources, Education and Labor, Ways and Means, Judiciary, Rules, Budget, Appropriations, House Administration, Oversight and Government Reform.

**March 29, 2010:**
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

**April 30, 2010:**

**H.R. 4919**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.

**Date Introduced:**
March 22, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Mack of Florida

**March 24, 2010:**

**March 29, 2010:**
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

**April 30, 2010:**
March 29, 2010:
  Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

April 30, 2010:

**H.R. 4944**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and to replace such Act with incentives to encourage health insurance coverage, and for other purposes.

*Siding with America’s Patients Act*

**Date Introduced:**
March 25, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Wilson of South Carolina

March 25, 2010:
  Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Budget, Oversight and Government Reform, Ways and Means, Education and labor, Judiciary, Natural Resources, Rules, House Administration, and Appropriations.

April 9, 2010:
  Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

April 30, 2010:

**H.R. 4983**

*Transparency in Government Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
March 25, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Quigley of Illinois

March 25, 2010:
  Referred to the Committees on Oversight and Government Reform, Rules, House Administration, and Standards of Official Conduct.

June 15, 2010:
  Referred to the Judiciary Subcommittee on the Constitution, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties.

**H.R. 5005**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.

**Date Introduced:**
April 13, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Griffith of Alabama

April 13, 2010:
  Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Ways and Means, Education and Labor, Judiciary, Natural Resources, Rules, House Administration, and Appropriations.
April 19, 2010:  
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

April 30, 2010:  
Referred to the Education and Labor Subcommittee on Health, Employment, Labor and Pensions.

H.R. 5073  
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010 and enact the OPTION Act of 2009.

Date Introduced:  
April 20, 2010

Sponsor:  
Mr. Broun of Georgia

April 20, 2010:  

May 3, 2010:  
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

H.R. 5109  
To establish a tax, regulatory, and legal structure in the United States that encourages small businesses to expand and innovate, and for other purposes.

Small Business Bill of Rights

Date Introduced:  
April 22, 2010

Sponsor:  
Mr. Kirk of Illinois

April 22, 2010:  

May 27, 2010:  
Referred to the Education and Labor Subcommittee on Health, Employment, Labor and Pensions.

H.R. 5216  
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.

Date Introduced:  
May 5, 2010

Sponsor:  
Mr. Akin of Missouri

May 5, 2010:  

May 7, 2010:  
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

May 27, 2010:  
Referred to the Education and Labor Subcommittee on Health, Employment, Labor and Pensions.

H.R. 5421  
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010, repeal the 7.5 percent threshold on the deduction for medical expenses, provide for increased funding for high-risk pools, allow acquiring health insurance across State lines, and allow for the creation of association health plans.

Date Introduced:  
May 27, 2010

Sponsor:  
Mr. Broun of Georgia

May 27, 2010:  
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Appropriations, Ways and Means, Education and Labor, Judiciary, Natural Resources, Rules, and House Administration.
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June 29, 2010:

H.R. 5424
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010 and enact the Common Sense Health Care Reform and Affordability Act.

Reform Americans Can Afford Act of 2010

Date Introduced:
May 27, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Herger of California

May 27, 2010:

June 29, 2010:

H.R. 5444
To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010 and to replace it with provisions reforming the health care system by putting patients back in charge of health care.

Private Option Health Care Act

Date Introduced:
May 27, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Paul of Texas

May 27, 2010:

June 29, 2010:

H.R. 5590
To strengthen measures to protect the United States from terrorist attacks and to authorize appropriations for the Department of Homeland Security for fiscal year 2011, and for other purposes.


Date Introduced:
June 24, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. King of New York

June 24, 2010:

July 6, 2010:

July 26, 2010:

H.R. 6019
To amend title 18, United States Code, to extend the post-employment restrictions on certain executive and legislative branch officers and employees, and for other purposes.

Accountability and Transparency in Ethics Act of 2010

Date Introduced:
July 30, 2010

**Sponsor:**  
Mr. Castle of Delaware

**July 30, 2010:**  
Referred to the Committees on Judiciary, House Administration, and Rules.

**September 20, 2010:**  
Referred to the Judiciary Subcommittees on Crime, Terrorism, and Homeland Security and Constitution, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties.

**H.R. 6367**  
To restore American jobs, and for other purposes.

*Restore American Jobs Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**  
September 29, 2010

**Sponsor:**  
Mr. Moran of Kansas

**September 29, 2010:**  
Referred to the Committee on Ways and Means, Energy and Commerce, Education and Labor, Judiciary, House Administration, Rules, Natural Resources, Appropriations, Financial Services, and Transportation and Infrastructure.

**September 30, 2010:**  
Referred to the Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittee on Railroads, Pipelines, and Hazardous Materials.

**October 18, 2010:**  

**H.R. 6555**  
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010.

**Date Introduced:**  
December 17, 2010

**Sponsor:**  
Mr. King of Iowa

**December 17, 2010:**  

**COMMITTEE ON NATURAL RESOURCES**

**H.R. 797**  
To greatly enhance the Nation’s environmental, energy, economic, and national security by terminating long-standing Federal prohibitions on the domestic production of abundant offshore supplies of oil and natural gas, and for other purposes.

*Maximize Offshore Resource Exploration Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**  
February 3, 2009

**Sponsor:**  
Mr. Calvert of California

**February 3, 2009:**  
Referred to the Committees on Natural Resources, the Budget, and Rules.

**February 9, 2009:**  
Referred to the Natural Resources Subcommittee on Energy and Mineral Resources.

**H.R. 2227**  
To greatly enhance America’s path toward energy independence and economic and national security, to conserve energy use, to promote innovation, to achieve lower emissions, cleaner air, cleaner water, and cleaner land, and for other purposes.

*American Conservation and Clean Energy Independence Act*

**Date Introduced:**  
May 4, 2009

**Sponsor:**  
Mr. Tim Murphy of Pennsylvania

**May 4, 2009:**  
Referred to the Committees on Natural Resources, Oversight and Government Reform, Energy and Commerce, Ways and Means, Science
and Technology, Transportation and Infrastructure, Education and Labor, Budget, Rules, and Judiciary.

May 5, 2009:
Referred to the Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittees on Highways and Transit, Railroads, Pipelines, and Hazardous Materials, and Water Resources and Environment.

May 5, 2009:
Referred to the Energy and Commerce subcommittee on Energy and Environment.

May 8, 2009:
Referred to the Natural Resources Subcommittee on Energy and Mineral Resources.

June 4, 2009:
Referred to the Education and Labor Subcommittee on Healthy Families and Communities.

August 19, 2009:
Referred to the Judiciary Subcommittee on Immigration, Citizenship, Refugees, Border Security, and International Law.

September 9, 2009:
Natural Resources Subcommittee hearings held.

H.R. 2300
To provide the United States with a comprehensive energy package to place Americans on a path to a secure economic future through increased energy innovation, conservation, and production.

American Energy Innovation Act

Date Introduced:
May 7, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Bishop of Utah

May 18, 2009:
Referred to the Science and Technology Subcommittee on Energy and Environment.

May 19, 2009:
Referred to the Natural Resources Subcommittee on Energy and Mineral Resources.

H.R. 2828
To provide the United States with a comprehensive energy package to place Americans on a path to a secure economic future through increased energy innovation, conservation, and production.

American Energy Innovation Act

Date Introduced:
June 11, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Bishop of Utah

June 11, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Natural Resources, Energy and Commerce, Science and Technology, Rules, and Oversight and Government Reform.

June 28, 2009:
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Energy and Environment.

June 16, 2009:
Referred to the Natural Resources Subcommittee on Energy and Mineral Resources.

June 18, 2009:
Referred to the Science and Technology Subcommittee on Energy and Environment.

H.R. 3962
To provide affordable, quality health care for all Americans and reduce the growth in health care spending, and for other purposes.

Affordable Health Care for America Act

Date Introduced:
October 29, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Dingell of Michigan
October 29, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Education and Labor, Ways and Means, Oversight and Government Reform, Budget, Rules, Natural Resources, and Judiciary.

November 2, 2009:
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Health.

November 6, 2009 (Legislative Day) November 7, 2009 (Calendar Day):
Rule reported by the Committee on Rules.
See H. Res. 903.

November 7, 2009:
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 220-215.

H.R. 4901
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.

Date Introduced:
March 22, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Moran of Kansas

March 22, 2010:

April 30, 2010:

H.R. 4903
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.

Date Introduced:
March 22, 2010

Sponsor:
Ms. Bachmann of Minnesota

March 22, 2010:

March 29, 2010:
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

April 30, 2010:

H.R. 4910
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and enact the Empowering Patients First Act in order to provide incentives to encourage health insurance coverage.

Date Introduced:
March 22, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Burton of Indiana

March 22, 2010:
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Natural Resources, Education and Labor, Ways and Means, Judiciary, Rules, Budget, Appropriations, House Administration, Oversight and Government Reform.

March 29, 2010:
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

April 30, 2010:

H.R. 4919
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.

Date Introduced:
March 24, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Mack of Florida

March 24, 2010:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Referring Committee(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H.R. 4944</td>
<td>April 9, 2010</td>
<td>Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.</td>
<td>Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.R. 5005</td>
<td>Date Introduced: April 13, 2010</td>
<td>Sponsor: Mr. Griffith of Alabama</td>
<td>Siding with America’s Patients Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.R. 5073</td>
<td>Date Introduced: April 20, 2010</td>
<td>Sponsor: Mr. Broun of Georgia</td>
<td>To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**H.R. 4944**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and to replace such Act with incentives to encourage health insurance coverage, and for other purposes.

*Date Introduced:* March 25, 2010

*Sponsor:* Mr. Wilson of South Carolina

**March 25, 2010:**

**March 25, 2010:**
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

**April 9, 2010:**
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

**April 30, 2010:**

**H.R. 4972**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.

*Date Introduced:* March 25, 2010

*Sponsor:* Mr. King of Iowa

**March 25, 2010:**

**March 25, 2010:**
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

**April 9, 2010:**
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

**April 30, 2010:**

**H.R. 5073**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010 and enact the OPTION Act of 2009.

*Date Introduced:* April 13, 2010

*Sponsor:* Mr. Broun of Georgia
April 20, 2010:

May 3, 2010:
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

H.R. 5216
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.

Date Introduced:
May 5, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Akin of Missouri

May 5, 2010:

May 7, 2010:
Referred to the Way and Means Subcommittee on Health.

May 27, 2010:
Referred to the Education and Labor Subcommittee on Health, Employment, Labor and Pensions.

H.R. 5421
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010, repeal the 7.5 percent threshold on the deduction for medical expenses, provide for increased funding for high-risk pools, allow acquiring health insurance across State lines, and allow for the creation of association health plans.

Date Introduced:
May 27, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Broun of Georgia

May 27, 2010:
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Appropriations, Ways and Means, Education and Labor, Judiciary, Natural Resources, Rules, and House Administration.

June 29, 2010:

H.R. 5424
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010 and enact the Common Sense Health Care Reform and Affordability Act.

Reform Americans Can Afford Act of 2010

Date Introduced:
May 27, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Herger of California

May 27, 2010:
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Appropriations, Ways and Means, Education and Labor, Judiciary, Natural Resources, Rules, and House Administration.

June 29, 2010:

H.R. 5444
To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010 and to replace it with provisions reforming the health care system by putting patients back in charge of health care.

Private Option Health Care Act

Date Introduced:
May 27, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Paul of Texas

May 27, 2010:

**June 29, 2010:**

**H.R. 6367**
To restore American jobs, and for other purposes.

*Restore American Jobs Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
September 29, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Moran of Kansas

**September 29, 2010:**
Referred to the Committee on Ways and Means, Energy and Commerce, Education and Labor, Judiciary, House Administration, Rules, Natural Resources, Appropriations, Financial Services, and Transportation and Infrastructure.

**September 30, 2010:**
Referred to the Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittee on Railroads, Pipelines, and Hazardous Materials.

**October 18, 2010:**

**H.R. 6555**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010.

**Date Introduced:**
December 17, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. King of Iowa

**December 17, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Appropriations, Ways and Means,

Education and Labor, Judiciary, Natural Resources, House Administration, and Rules.

**COMMITTEE ON OVERSIGHT AND GOVERNMENT REFORM**

**H. Res. 702**
Directing the Comptroller General of the United States to submit reports ensuring the effectiveness of Federal programs and amending the Rules of the House of Representatives to require that certain standing committees of the House hold at least one hearing on each such report that falls within their jurisdiction.

**Date Introduced:**
July 30, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Reichert of Washington

**July 30, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Oversight and Government Reform and Rules.

**H.R. 215**
To provide that rates of pay for Members of Congress shall not be subject to automatic adjustment; and to provide that any bill or resolution, and any amendment to any bill or resolution, which would increase Members’ pay may be adopted only by a recorded vote.

*Conessional Pay Reform Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
January 6, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Wilson of South Carolina

**January 6, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on House Administration, Oversight and Government Reform, and Rules.

**H.R. 311**
To cap discretionary spending, eliminate wasteful and duplicative agencies, reform entitlement programs, and reform the congressional earmark process.
Spending Reform Act of 2009

Date Introduced:
January 8, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Brady of Texas

January 8, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on the Budget, Rules, and Oversight and Government Reform.

H.R. 350
To amend the Rules of the House of Representatives to require committee reports to include domestic energy impact statements, and for other purposes.


Date Introduced:
January 8, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Terry of Nebraska

January 8, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Rules and Oversight and Government Reform.

H.R. 534
To improve the ability of Congress to set spending priorities and enforce spending limits.

Responsible Government Empowerment Act of 2009

Date Introduced:
January 14, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Randy Neugebauer of Texas

January 14, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Oversight and Government Reform, Rules, and Budget.

February 24, 2009:
Referred to the Oversight and Government Reform Subcommittee on Government Management, Organization, and Procurement.

H.R. 830
To amend the District of Columbia Home Rule Act to eliminate Congressional review of newly-passed District laws.

District of Columbia Legislative Autonomy Act of 2009

Date Introduced:
February 3, 2009

Sponsor:
Ms. Norton of the District of Columbia

February 3, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Oversight and Government Reform and Rules.

H.R. 960
To amend the District of Columbia Home Rule Act to eliminate Congressional review of newly-passed District laws.

Date Introduced:
February 10, 2009

Sponsor:
Ms. Norton of the District of Columbia

February 10, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Oversight and Government Reform and Rules.

May 4, 2009:
Referred to the Oversight and Government Reform Subcommittee on Federal Workforce, Post Office, and the District of Columbia.

November 18, 2009:
Subcommittee hearings held.

H.R. 1023
To establish a commission to recommend the elimination or realignment of Federal agencies that are duplicative or perform functions that would be more efficient on a non-Federal level, and for other purposes.

Federal Agency Program Realignment and Closure Act

Date Introduced:
February 12, 2009
Sponsor: Mr. Sullivan of Oklahoma

February 12, 2009: Referred to the Committees on Oversight and Government Reform and Rules.

May 4, 2009: Referred to the Oversight and Government Reform Subcommittee on Government Management, Organization, and Procurement.

H.R. 1648
To amend the Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974 to require that concurrent resolutions on the budget limit the growth of Federal spending to the mean of annual percentage growth of wages and gross domestic product (GDP) in the United States, and for other purposes.

Fiscal Integrity Through Transparency and Technology (FITT) Act of 2009

Sponsor: Mr. McCotter of Michigan

Date Introduced: March 19, 2009

March 19, 2009: Referred to the Committees on Oversight and Government Reform, Budget, Rules, Ways and Means.

March 30, 2009: Referred to the Committees on Oversight and Government Reform and Rules.

May 4, 2009: Referred to the Oversight and Government Reform Subcommittee on Government Management, Organization, and Procurement.

H.R. 2227
To establish a Commission to examine the long-term global challenges facing the United States and develop legislative and administrative proposals to improve interagency cooperation.

Interagency Cooperation Commission Act

Date Introduced: April 30, 2009

Sponsor: Mr. Forbes of Virginia

April 30, 2009: Referred to the Committees on Oversight and Government Reform and Rules.


H.R. 1802
To establish a commission to conduct a comprehensive review of Federal agencies and programs and to recommend the elimination or realignment of duplicative, wasteful, or outdated functions, and for other purposes.

Commission on the Accountability and Review of Federal Agencies Act

Date Introduced: March 30, 2009

Sponsor: Mr. Tiahrt of Kansas

ture, Education and Labor, Budget, Rules, and Judiciary.

May 5, 2009:
Referred to the Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittees on Highways and Transit, Railroads, Pipelines, and Hazardous Materials, and Water Resources and Environment.

May 5, 2009:
Referred to the Energy and Commerce subcommittee on Energy and Environment.

May 8, 2009:
Referred to the Natural Resources Subcommittee on Energy and Mineral Resources.

June 4, 2009:
Referred to the Education and Labor Subcommittee on Healthy Families and Communities.

August 19, 2009:
Referred to the Judiciary Subcommittee on Immigration, Citizenship, Refugees, Border Security, and International Law.

September 9, 2009:
Natural Resources Subcommittee hearings held.

H.R. 2255
To amend the Unfunded Mandates Reform Act of 1995 to ensure that actions taken by regulatory agencies are subject to that Act, and for other purposes.

Unfunded Mandates Information and Transparency Act of 2009

Date Introduced:
May 5, 2009

Sponsor:
Ms. Foxx of North Carolina

May 5, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Oversight and Government Reform, Rules, Budget, and Judiciary.

June 12, 2009:
Referred to the Judiciary Subcommittee on Commercial and Administrative Law.

H.R. 2300
To provide the United States with a comprehensive energy package to place Americans on a path to a secure economic future through increased energy innovation, conservation, and production.

American Energy Innovation Act

Date Introduced:
May 7, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Bishop of Utah

May 7, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Natural Resources, Energy and Commerce, Science and Technology, Rules, and Oversight and Government Reform.

May 11, 2009:
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Energy and Environment.

May 18, 2009:
Referred to the Science and Technology Subcommittee on Energy and Environment.

May 19, 2009:
Referred to the Natural Resources Subcommittee on Energy and Mineral Resources.

H.R. 2828
To provide the United States with a comprehensive energy package to place Americans on a path to a secure economic future through increased energy innovation, conservation, and production.

American Energy Innovation Act

Date Introduced:
June 11, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Bishop of Utah

June 11, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Natural Resources, Energy and Commerce, Science and Technology, Rules, and Oversight and Government Reform.
June 28, 2009:
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Energy and Environment.

June 16, 2009:
Referred to the Natural Resources Subcommittee on Energy and Mineral Resources.

June 18, 2009:
Referred to the Science and Technology Subcommittee on Energy and Environment.

**H.R. 3268**
To amend the Rules of the House of Representatives and the Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974 to increase earmark transparency and accountability, and for other purposes.

*Earmark Transparency and Accountability Reform Act*

**Date Introduced:**
July 20, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Reichert of Washington

July 20, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Rules, Budget, Standards of Official Conduct, Judiciary, and Oversight and Government Reform.

September 14, 2009:
Referred to the Judiciary Subcommittee on Constitution, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties.

**H.R. 3310**
To reform the financial regulatory system of the United States, and for other purposes.

*Consumer Protection and Regulatory Enhancement Act*

**Date Introduced:**
July 23, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Bachus of Alabama

July 23, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Financial Services, Education and Labor, Transportation and Infrastructure, Judiciary, Agriculture, Oversight and Government Reform, Budget, Rules, and Energy and Commerce.

July 24, 2010:
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade and Consumer Protection.

July 24, 2009:
Referred to the Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittee on Highways and Transit.

August 19, 2009:
Referred to the Judiciary Subcommittee on Commercial and Administrative Law.

October 22, 2009:
Referred to the Education and Labor Subcommittee on Health, Employment, Labor and Pensions.

June 22, 2010:
Referred to the Agriculture Subcommittee on General Farm Commodities and Risk Management.

**H.R. 3400**
To provide for incentives to encourage health insurance coverage, and for other purposes.

*Empowering Patients First Act*

**Date Introduced:**
July 30, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Price of Georgia

July 30, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Ways and Means, Education and Labor, Oversight and Government Reform, Judiciary, Rules, Budget, and Appropriations.

July 31, 2009:
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Health.

October 22, 2009:
**H.R. 3582**
To make organizations which have been indicted for violations of Federal or State law relating to elections for public office ineligible to participate in the Planning Partnership Program for the 2010 census of population, and for other purposes.

*Census Improvement Act*

**Date Introduced:**
September 16, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Bachmann of Minnesota

**September 16, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Oversight and Government Reform and Rules.

**October 23, 2009:**
Referred to the Oversight and Government Reform Subcommittee on Information Policy, Census, and National Archives.

---

**H.R. 3962**
To provide affordable, quality health care for all Americans and reduce the growth in health care spending, and for other purposes.

*Affordable Health Care for America Act*

**Date Introduced:**
October 29, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Dingell of Michigan

**October 29, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Education and Labor, Ways and Means, Oversight and Government Reform, Budget, Rules, Natural Resources, and Judiciary.

**November 2, 2009:**
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Health.

**November 6, 2009 (Legislative Day) November 7, 2009 (Calendar Day):**
Rule reported by the Committee on Rules. See H. Res. 903.

**November 7, 2009:**
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 220-215.

---

**H.R. 3964**
To reform Federal budget procedures, to impose spending and deficit limits, to provide for a sustainable fiscal future, and for other purposes.

*Spending, Deficit, and Debt Control Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
October 29, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Hensarling of Texas

**October 29, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Budget, Rules, Appropriations, Oversight and Government Reform, and Ways and Means.

---

**H.R. 4173**
To provide for financial regulatory reform, to protect consumers and investors, to enhance Federal understanding of insurance issues, to regulate the over-the-counter derivatives markets, and for other purposes.

*Restoring American Financial Stability Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
December 2, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Frank of Massachusetts

**December 2, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Financial Services, Agriculture, Energy and Commerce, Judiciary, Rules, Budget, Oversight and Government Reform, and Ways and Means.

**December 3, 2009:**
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade and Consumer Protection.

**December 8, 2009:**
Rule Reported by the Committee on Rules. See H. Res. 956.

---

**December 10, 2009:**
Rule reported by the Committee on Rules. See H. Res. 964.

**December 11, 2009:**
Adopted by the House by record vote 223-202.

**June 30, 2010:**
Rule Reported by the Committee on Rules. See H. Res. 1490.

**June 30, 2010:**
Adopted by the House by record vote 237-192.

**H.R. 4625**
To establish a commission to conduct a study and make recommendations concerning ways to improve the civil service and organization of the Federal Government.

*Civil Service Reform and Government Reorganization Commission Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
February 9, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Thornberry of Texas

**February 9, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Oversight and Government Reform and Rules.

**H.R. 4910**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and enact the Empowering Patients First Act in order to provide incentives to encourage health insurance coverage.

**Date Introduced:**
March 22, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Burton of Indiana

**March 22, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Natural Resources, Education and Labor, Ways and Means, Judiciary, Rules, Budget, Appropriations, House Administration, Oversight and Government Reform.

**March 29, 2010:**
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

**April 30, 2010:**

**H.R. 4944**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and to replace such Act with incentives to encourage health insurance coverage, and for other purposes.

*Siding with America’s Patients Act*

**Date Introduced:**
March 25, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Wilson of South Carolina

**March 25, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Budget, Oversight and Government Reform, Ways and Means, Education and labor, Judiciary, Natural Resources, Rules, House Administration, and Appropriations.

**April 9, 2010:**
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

**April 30, 2010:**

**H.R. 4983**

*Transparency in Government Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
March 25, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Quigley of Illinois

March 25, 2010:
Referred to the Committees on Oversight and Government Reform, Rules, House Administration, Judiciary, and Standards of Official Conduct.

June 15, 2010:
Referred to the Judiciary Subcommittee on the Constitution, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties.

H.R. 5109
To establish a tax, regulatory, and legal structure in the United States that encourages small businesses to expand and innovate, and for other purposes.

Small Business Bill of Rights

Date Introduced:
April 22, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Kirk of Illinois

April 22, 2010:

May 27, 2010:
Referred to the Education and Labor Subcommittee on Health, Employment, Labor and Pensions.

H.R. 5568
To create a means to review and abolish Federal programs that are inefficient, duplicative, or in other ways wasteful of taxpayer funds.

Stop Waste by Eliminating Excessive Programs Act of 2010

Date Introduced:
June 22, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Nye of Virginia

June 22, 2010:

Referred to the Committees on Oversight and Government Reform and Rules.

H.R. 5775
To require the establishment of a commission on earmark reform, to consolidate and streamline the grants management structure of the Federal Government, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
July 19, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Sestak of Pennsylvania

July 19, 2010:
Referred to the Committees on Oversight and Government Reform, Budget, and Rules.

H.R. 6401
To provide a biennial budget for the United States Government.

Biennial Budgeting and Appropriations Act of 2010

Date Introduced:
November 15, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Dreier of California

November 15, 2010:
Referred to the Committees on Budget, Rules, and Oversight and Government Reform.

H.R. 6448
To establish the Grace Commission II to review and make recommendations regarding cost control in the Federal Government, and for other purposes.

Spending Control Act of 2010

Date Introduced:
November 29, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Kirk of Illinois

November 29, 2010:
Reflected to the Committees on Oversight and Government Reform and Rules.

COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

H.R. 2277
To greatly enhance America’s path toward energy independence and economic and national security, to conserve energy use, to promote innovation, to achieve lower emissions, cleaner air, cleaner water, and cleaner land, and for other purposes.

American Conservation and Clean Energy Independence Act

Date Introduced:
May 4, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Tim Murphy of Pennsylvania

May 4, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Natural Resources, Oversight and Government Reform, Energy and Commerce, Ways and Means, Science and Technology, Transportation and Infrastructure, Education and Labor, Budget, Rules, and Judiciary.

May 5, 2009:
Referred to the Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittees on Highways and Transit, Railroads, Pipelines, and Hazardous Materials, and Water Resources and Environment.

May 8, 2009:
Referred to the Natural Resources Subcommittee on Energy and Mineral Resources.

June 4, 2009:
Referred to the Education and Labor Subcommittee on Healthy Families and Communities.

August 19, 2009:
Referred to the Judiciary Subcommittee on Immigration, Citizenship, Refugees, Border Security, and International Law.

September 9, 2009:

Natural Resources Subcommittee hearings held.

H.R. 2300
To provide the United States with a comprehensive energy package to place Americans on a path to a secure economic future through increased energy innovation, conservation, and production.

American Energy Innovation Act

Date Introduced:
May 7, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Bishop of Utah

May 7, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Natural Resources, Energy and Commerce, Science and Technology, Rules, and Oversight and Government Reform.

May 11, 2009:
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Energy and Environment.

May 18, 2009:
Referred to the Science and Technology Subcommittee on Energy and Environment.

May 19, 2009:
Referred to the Natural Resources Subcommittee on Energy and Mineral Resources.

H.R. 2828
To provide the United States with a comprehensive energy package to place Americans on a path to a secure economic future through increased energy innovation, conservation, and production.

American Energy Innovation Act

Date Introduced:
June 11, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Bishop of Utah

June 11, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Natural Resources, Energy and Com-
H.R. 5109
To establish a tax, regulatory, and legal structure in the United States that encourages small businesses to expand and innovate, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
April 22, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Kirk of Illinois

April 22, 2010:

May 27, 2010:
Referred to the Education and Labor Subcommittee on Health, Employment, Labor and Pensions.

H. Res. 276
To provide earmark reform in the House of Representatives.

Date Introduced:
March 23, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Nunes of California

March 23, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Rules and Standards of Official Conduct.

H. Res. 440
Amending the Rules of the House of Representatives to strengthen the public disclosure of all earmark requests.

Date Introduced:
May 14, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Cassidy of Louisiana

May 14, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Rules and Standards of Official Conduct.

H. Res. 687
Amending the Rules of the House of Representatives to provide greater transparency on earmark requests.

Date Introduced:
July 28, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Alexander of Louisiana

July 28, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Rules and Standards of Official Conduct.
**H. Res. 1221**  
Amending the Rules of the House of Representatives to increase openness and transparency in the annual appropriations process as it relates to earmarks.  

**Date Introduced:**  
March 25, 2010  

**Sponsor:**  
Mr. Chaffetz of Utah  

**March 25, 2010:**  
Referred to the Committees on Rules and Standards of Official Conduct.  

**H.R. 3268**  
To amend the Rules of the House of Representatives and the Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974 to increase earmark transparency and accountability, and for other purposes.  

**Earmark Transparency and Accountability Reform Act**  

**Date Introduced:**  
July 20, 2009  

**Sponsor:**  
Mr. Reichert of Washington  

**July 20, 2009:**  
Referred to the Committees on Rules, Budget, Standards of Official Conduct, Judiciary, and Oversight and Government Reform.  

**September 14, 2009:**  
Referred to the Judiciary Subcommittee on Constitution, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties.  

**H.R. 4983**  

**Date Introduced:**  
March 25, 2010  

**Sponsor:**  
Mr. Quigley of Illinois  

**March 25, 2010:**  
Referred to the Committees on Oversight and Government Reform, Rules, House Administration, Judiciary, and Standards of Official Conduct.  

**H.R. 5997**  
To amend the Rules of the House of Representatives and the Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974 to require that public hearings be held on all earmark requests in the district of the Member, Delegate, or Resident Commissioner making the request, and to further increase earmark transparency and accountability.  

**Anti-Pork Act of 2010**  

**Date Introduced:**  
July 30, 2010  

**Sponsor:**  
Mr. Turner of Ohio  

**July 30, 2010:**  
Referred to the Committees on Standards of Official Conduct and Rules.  

**COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION AND INFRASTRUCTURE**  

**H.R. 2227**  
To greatly enhance America’s path toward energy independence and economic and national security, to conserve energy use, to promote innovation, to achieve lower emissions, cleaner air, cleaner water, and cleaner land, and for other purposes.  

**American Conservation and Clean Energy Independence Act**  

**Date Introduced:**  
May 4, 2009  

**Sponsor:**  
Mr. Tim Murphy of Pennsylvania  

**May 4, 2009:**  

Referred to the Committees on Natural Resources, Oversight and Government Reform, Energy and Commerce, Ways and Means, Science and Technology, Transportation and Infrastructure, Education and Labor, Budget, Rules, and Judiciary.

May 5, 2009:
Referred to the Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittees on Highways and Transit, Railroads, Pipelines, and Hazardous Materials, and Water Resources and Environment.

May 5, 2009:
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Energy and Environment.

May 8, 2009:
Referred to the Natural Resources Subcommittee on Energy and Mineral Resources.

June 4, 2009:
Referred to the Education and Labor Subcommittee on Healthy Families and Communities.

August 19, 2009:
Referred to the Judiciary Subcommittee on Commercial and Administrative Law.

September 9, 2009:
Natural Resources Subcommittee hearings held.

H.R. 3310
To reform the financial regulatory system of the United States, and for other purposes.

Date Introduced:
July 23, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Bachus of Alabama

July 23, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Financial Services, Education and Labor, Transportation and Infrastructure, Judiciary, Agriculture, Oversight and Government Reform, Budget, Rules, and Energy and Commerce.

July 24, 2010:
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade and Consumer Protection.

July 24, 2009:
Referred to the Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittee on Highways and Transit.

August 19, 2009:
Referred to the Judiciary Subcommittee on Commercial and Administrative Law.

October 22, 2009:
Referred to the Education and Labor Subcommittee on Health, Employment, Labor and Pensions.

June 22, 2010:
Referred to the Agriculture Subcommittee on General Farm Commodities and Risk Management.

H.R. 3518
To amend the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 to provide grants for the revitalization of waterfront brownfields, and for other purposes.

Waterfront Brownfields Revitalization Act

Date Introduced:
July 31, 2009

Sponsor:
Ms. Slaughter of New York

July 31, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Transportation and Infrastructure, and Rules.

August 3, 2009:
Referred to the Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittee on Water Resources and Environment.

September 8, 2009:
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Energy and Environment.

H.R. 4844
To ensure that amounts credited to the Harbor Maintenance Trust Fund are used for harbor maintenance.

**Date Introduced:**
March 15, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Boustany of Louisiana

**March 15, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Transportation and Infrastructure and Rules.

**March 16, 2010:**
Referred to the Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittees on Coast Guard and Maritime Transportation and Water Resources and Environment.

**H.R. 5590**
To strengthen measures to protect the United States from terrorist attacks and to authorize appropriations for the Department of Homeland Security for fiscal year 2011, and for other purposes.

*Counterterrorism Enhancement and Department of Homeland Security Authorization Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
June 24, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. King of New York

**June 24, 2010:**

**July 6, 2010:**

**July 26, 2010:**

**H.R. 5834**
To amend title II of the Social Security Act and the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to make improvements in the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance program, to provide for cash relief for years for which annual COLAs do not take effect under certain cash benefit programs, and to provide for Social Security benefit protection.

*Preserving Our Promise to Seniors Act*

**Date Introduced:**
July 22, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Deutch of Florida

**July 22, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Education and Labor, Rules, Transportation and Infrastructure, and Veterans Affairs.

**July 23, 2010:**
Referred to the Transportation and Infrastructure subcommittee on Railroads, Pipelines, and Hazardous Materials.

**October 13, 2010:**

**H.R. 6291**
To provide for merit-based investment in the freight transportation system of the United States to ensure economic growth, increase vitality and competitiveness in national and global markets, address goods mobility and accessibility issues, reduce air pollution and other environmental impacts of freight transportation, better public health conditions, enhance energy security, and improve the condition and connectivity of the freight transportation system, and for other purposes.

*Freight FOCUS Act of 2010*
Date Introduced: September 29, 2010

Sponsor: Ms. Richardson of California

September 29, 2010:
Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure, Ways and Means, and Rules.

September 30, 2010:
Referred to the Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittees on Aviation, Coast Guard and Maritime Transportation, Highways and Transit, Railroads, Pipelines, and Hazardous Materials, and Water Resources and Environment.

H.R. 6367
To restore American jobs, and for other purposes.

Restore American Jobs Act of 2010

Date Introduced: September 29, 2010

Sponsor: Mr. Moran of Kansas

September 29, 2010:
Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Education and Labor, Rules, Transportation and Infrastructure, and Veterans Affairs.

September 30, 2010:
Referred to the Transportation and Infrastructure subcommittee on Railroads, Pipelines, and Hazardous Materials.

October 18, 2010:

COMMITTEE ON VETERANS' AFFAIRS

H.R. 5834
To amend title II of the Social Security Act and the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to make improvements in the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance program, to provide for cash relief for years for which annual COLAs do not take effect under certain cash benefit programs, and to provide for Social Security benefit protection.

Preserving Our Promise to Seniors Act

Date Introduced: July 22, 2010

Sponsor: Mr. Deutch of Florida

July 22, 2010:
Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Education and Labor, Rules, Transportation and Infrastructure, and Veterans Affairs.

July 23, 2010:
Referred to the Transportation and Infrastructure subcommittee on Railroads, Pipelines, and Hazardous Materials.

October 13, 2010:

COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS

H.R. 107
To reform Social Security retirement and Medicare by establishing a Personal Social Security Savings Program to create a safer, healthier, more secure, and more prosperous retirement for all Americans and to reduce the burden on young Americans.

Securing Medicare and Retirement for Tomorrow Act of 2009

Date Introduced: January 6, 2009

Sponsor: Mr. Flake of Arizona

January 6, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Education and Labor, Budget, Energy and Commerce, and Rules
To amend the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 to provide for expenditure limitations and public financing for House of Representatives general elections, and for other purposes.

*Let the People Decide Clean Campaign Act*

**Date Introduced:**
January 6, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Obey from Wisconsin

**January 6, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on House Administration, Ways and Means, and Rules.

**H.R. 464**
To provide for a 5-year SCHIP reauthorization for coverage of low-income children, an expansion of child health care insurance coverage through tax fairness, and a health care Federalism initiative, and for other purposes.

*More Children, More Choices Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
January 13, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Price of Georgia

**January 13, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Ways and Means, and Rules.

**H.R. 471**
To amend the Trade Act of 1974 to provide for a limitation on presidential discretion with respect to actions to address market disruption.

*Supporting America's Manufacturers Act*

**Date Introduced:**
January 13, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Altmire of Pennsylvania

**January 13, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means and Rules.

**H.R. 496**
To amend United States trade laws to eliminate foreign barriers to exports of United States goods and services, to restore rights under trade remedy laws, to strengthen enforcement of United States intellectual property rights and health and safety laws at United States borders, and for other purposes.

*Trade Enforcement Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
January 14, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Rangel of New York

**January 14, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Rules, and Homeland Security.

**February 5, 2009:**
Referred to the Homeland Security Subcommittee on Border, Maritime, and Global Counterterrorism.

**H.R. 499**
To amend title VII of the Tariff Act of 1930 to provide that the provisions relating to countervailing duties apply to nonmarket economy countries, and for other purposes.

*Nonmarket Economy Trade Remedy Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
January 14, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Davis of Alabama

**January 14, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means and Rules.

**H.R. 956**
To expand the number of individuals and families with health insurance coverage, and for other purposes.

**Date Introduced:**
February 10, 2009
Sponsor:
Ms. Kaptur of Ohio

February 10, 2009:

March 23, 2009:

H.R. 982
To terminate the Internal Revenue Code of 1986.

Date Introduced:
February 11, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Goodlatte of Virginia

February 11, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means and Rules.

H.R. 1040
To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide taxpayers a flat tax alternative to the current income tax system.

Freedom Flat Tax Act

Date Introduced:
February 12, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Burgess of Texas

February 12, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means and Rules.

H.R. 1648
To amend the Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974 to require that concurrent resolutions on the budget limit the growth of Federal spending to the mean of annual percentage growth of wages and gross domestic product (GDP) in the United States, and for other purposes.

Fiscal Integrity Through Transparency and Technology (FITT) Act of 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. McCotter of Michigan

DateIntroduced:
March 19, 2009

March 19, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Oversight and Government Reform, Budget, Rules, Ways and Means.

H.R. 1721
To amend the Public Health Service Act to help individuals with functional impairments and their families pay for services and supports that they need to maximize their functionality and independence and have choices about community participation, education, and employment, and for other purposes.

Community Living Assistance Services and Supports Act

Date Introduced:
March 25, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Pallone of New Jersey

March 25, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Ways and Means, Rules, Budget.

H.R. 2028
To amend the Social Security Act to prevent unauthorized earnings from being credited toward benefits under title II of such Act and to make improvements in provisions governing totalization agreements, to amend the Social Security Act and the Immigration and Nationality Act to prevent unauthorized employment, and to improve coordination of the provisions of such Acts, and for other purposes.

New Employee Verification Act of 2009

Date Introduced:
April 22, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Johnson of Texas

April 22, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Judiciary, Education and Labor, Rules, and Ways and Means.

May 21, 2009:
Referred to the Education and Labor Subcommittee on Workforce Protections.

May 26, 2009:
Referred to the Judiciary Subcommittee on Immigration, Citizenship, Refugees, Border Security, and International Law.

H.R. 2227
To greatly enhance America’s path toward energy independence and economic and national security, to conserve energy use, to promote innovation, to achieve lower emissions, cleaner air, cleaner water, and cleaner land, and for other purposes.

American Conservation and Clean Energy Independence Act

Date Introduced:
May 4, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Tim Murphy of Pennsylvania

May 4, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Natural Resources, Oversight and Government Reform, Energy and Commerce, Science and Technology, Transportation and Infrastructure, Education and Labor, Budget, Rules, and Judiciary.

May 5, 2009:
Referred to the Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittees on Highways and Transit, Railroads, Pipelines, and Hazardous Materials, and Water Resources and Environment.

May 5, 2009:
Referred to the Energy and Commerce subcommittee on Energy and Environment.

May 8, 2009:
Referred to the Natural Resources Subcommittee on Energy and Mineral Resources.

June 4, 2009:
Referred to the Education and Labor Subcommittee on Healthy Families and Communities.

August 19, 2009:
Referred to the Judiciary Subcommittee on Immigration, Citizenship, Refugees, Border Security, and International Law.

September 9, 2009:
Natural Resources Subcommittee hearings held.

H.R. 2300
To provide the United States with a comprehensive energy package to place Americans on a path to a secure economic future through increased energy innovation, conservation, and production.

American Energy Innovation Act

Date Introduced:
May 7, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Bishop of Utah

May 7, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Natural Resources, Energy and Commerce, Science and Technology, Rules, and Oversight and Government Reform.

May 11, 2009:
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Energy and Environment.

May 18, 2009:
Referred to the Science and Technology Subcommittee on Energy and Environment.

May 19, 2009:
Referred to the Natural Resources Subcommittee on Energy and Mineral Resources.

H.R. 2360
To amend the Public Health Service Act to establish a nationwide health insurance purchasing pool for small businesses and the self-employed that would offer a choice of private health plans

Date Introduced:
May 7, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Bishop of Utah

May 7, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Natural Resources, Energy and Commerce, Science and Technology, Rules, and Oversight and Government Reform.

May 11, 2009:
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Energy and Environment.

May 18, 2009:
Referred to the Science and Technology Subcommittee on Energy and Environment.

May 19, 2009:
Referred to the Natural Resources Subcommittee on Energy and Mineral Resources.
and make health coverage more affordable, predictable, and accessible.

Small Business Health Options Program Act of 2009

Date Introduced:
May 12, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Kind of Wisconsin

May 12, 2009:

May 13, 2010:
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Health.

June 11, 2009:

H.R. 2380
To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to reduce social security payroll taxes and to reduce the reliance of the United States economy on carbon-based energy sources.

Raise Wages, Cut Carbon Act of 2009

Date Introduced:
May 13, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Inglis of South Carolina

May 13, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means and Rules.

H.R. 2828
To provide the United States with a comprehensive energy package to place Americans on a path to a secure economic future through increased energy innovation, conservation, and production.

American Energy Innovation Act

Date Introduced:
June 11, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Bishop of Utah

June 11, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Natural Resources, Energy and Commerce, Science and Technology, Rules, and Oversight and Government Reform.

June 28, 2009:
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Energy and Environment.

June 16, 2009:
Referred to the Natural Resources Subcommittee on Energy and Mineral Resources.

June 18, 2009:
Referred to the Science and Technology Subcommittee on Energy and Environment.

H.R. 3012
To require a review of existing trade agreements and renegotiation of existing trade agreements based on the review, to set terms for future trade agreements, to express the sense of the Congress that the role of Congress in trade policymaking should be strengthened, and for other purposes.

TRADE Act of 2009

Date Introduced:
June 24, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Michaud of Maine

June 24, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means and Rules.

H.R. 3400
To provide for incentives to encourage health insurance coverage, and for other purposes.

Empowering Patients First Act

Date Introduced:
July 30, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. Price of Georgia

**July 30, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Ways and Means, Education and Labor, Oversight and Government Reform, Judiciary, Rules, Budget, and Appropriations.

**July 31, 2009:**
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Health.

**October 22, 2009:**

**H.R. 3962**
To provide affordable, quality health care for all Americans and reduce the growth in health care spending, and for other purposes.

*Affordable Health Care for America Act*

**Date Introduced:**
October 29, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Dingell of Michigan

**October 29, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Education and Labor, Ways and Means, Oversight and Government Reform, Budget, Rules, Natural Resources, and Judiciary.

**November 2, 2009:**
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Health.

**November 6, 2009 (Legislative Day) November 7, 2009 (Calendar Day):**
Rule reported by the Committee on Rules.
See H. Res. 903.

**November 7, 2009:**
Adopted by the House as reported by record vote 220-215.

**H.R. 3964**
To reform Federal budget procedures, to impose spending and deficit limits, to provide for a sustainable fiscal future, and for other purposes.

*Spending, Deficit, and Debt Control Act of 2009*

**Date Introduced:**
October 29, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Hensarling of Texas

**October 29, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Budget, Rules, Appropriations, Oversight and Government Reform, and Ways and Means.

**H.R. 4173**
To provide for financial regulatory reform, to protect consumers and investors, to enhance Federal understanding of insurance issues, to regulate the over-the-counter derivatives markets, and for other purposes.

*Restoring American Financial Stability Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
December 2, 2009

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Frank of Massachusetts

**December 2, 2009:**
Referred to the Committees on Financial Services, Agriculture, Energy and Commerce, Judiciary, Rules, Budget, Oversight and Government Reform, and Ways and Means.

**December 3, 2009:**
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade and Consumer Protection.

**December 8, 2009:**
Rule Reported by the Committee on Rules.
See H. Res. 956.

**December 10, 2009:**
Rule reported by the Committee on Rules.
See H. Res. 964.

**December 11, 2009:**
Adopted by the House by record vote 223-202.

**June 30, 2010:**
Rule Reported by the Committee on Rules.
See H. Res. 1490.
June 30, 2010:
Adopted by the House by record vote 237-192.

H.R. 4191
To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to impose a tax on certain securities transactions to fund job creation and deficit reduction.

Let Wall Street Pay for the Restoration of Main Street Act of 2009

Date Introduced:
December 3, 2009

Sponsor:
Mr. DeFazio of Oregon

December 3, 2009:
Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Rules, and Budget.

H.R. 4529
To provide for the reform of health care, the Social Security system, the tax code for individuals and business, job training, and the budget process.

Roadmap for America’s Future Act of 2010

Date Introduced:
January 27, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Ryan of Wisconsin

January 27, 2010:
Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Energy and Commerce, Education and Labor, Rules, Budget, and Judiciary.

January 29, 2010:
Referred to the Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Health.

February 2, 2010:
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Social Security.

February 23, 2010:

H.R. 4646
To establish a fee on transactions which would eliminate the national debt and replace the income tax on individuals.

Debt Free America Act

Date Introduced:
February 23, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Fattah of Pennsylvania

February 23, 2010:
Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Budget, Rules, and Appropriations.

H.R. 4901
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.

Date Introduced:
March 22, 2010

Sponsor:
Mr. Moran of Kansas

March 22, 2010:

April 30, 2010:

H.R. 4903
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.

Date Introduced:
March 22, 2010

Sponsor:
Ms. Bachmann of Minnesota

March 22, 2010:
Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Ways and Means, Education and La-
March 29, 2010: Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.


H.R. 4910
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and enact the Empowering Patients First Act in order to provide incentives to encourage health insurance coverage.

Date Introduced: March 22, 2010

Sponsor: Mr. Burton of Indiana


March 29, 2010: Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.


H.R. 4944
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and to replace such Act with incentives to encourage health insurance coverage, and for other purposes.

Siding with America’s Patients Act

Date Introduced: March 25, 2010

Sponsor: Mr. Wilson of South Carolina


April 9, 2010: Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.


H.R. 4972
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.

Date Introduced: March 25, 2010

Sponsor: Mr. King of Iowa

Referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Ways and Means, Education and Labor, Judiciary, Natural Resources, Rules, House Administration, and Appropriations.

**April 9, 2010:**
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

**April 30, 2010:**

**H.R. 4985**
To repeal the provisions of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act providing for the Independent Payment Advisory Board.

*Medicare Decisions Accountability Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
March 25, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Roe of Tennessee

**March 25, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Rules, and Energy and Commerce.

**April 9, 2010:**
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

**H.R. 5005**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.

**Date Introduced:**
April 13, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Griffith of Alabama

**April 13, 2010:**

**April 19, 2010:**
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

**April 30, 2010:**
Referred to the Education and Labor Subcommittee on Health, Employment, Labor and Pensions.

**H.R. 5073**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010 and enact the OPTION Act of 2009.

**Date Introduced:**
April 20, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Broun of Georgia

**April 20, 2010:**

**May 3, 2010:**
Referred to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health.

**H.R. 5109**
To establish a tax, regulatory, and legal structure in the United States that encourages small businesses to expand and innovate, and for other purposes.

*Small Business Bill of Rights*

**Date Introduced:**
April 22, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Kirk of Illinois

**April 22, 2010:**

**May 27, 2010:**
Referred to the Education and Labor Subcommittee on Health, Employment, Labor and Pensions.

**H.R. 5216**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.

**Date Introduced:**
May 5, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Akin of Missouri

**May 5, 2010:**

**May 7, 2010:**
Referred to the Way and Means Subcommittee on Health.

**May 27, 2010:**
Referred to the Education and Labor Subcommittee on Health, Employment, Labor and Pensions.

**H.R. 5421**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010, repeal the 7.5 percent threshold on the deduction for medical expenses, provide for increased funding for high-risk pools, allow acquiring health insurance across State lines, and allow for the creation of association health plans.

**Date Introduced:**
May 27, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Broun of Georgia

**May 27, 2010:**

**June 29, 2010:**

**H.R. 5216**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.

**Date Introduced:**
May 5, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Akin of Missouri

**May 5, 2010:**

**May 7, 2010:**
Referred to the Way and Means Subcommittee on Health.

**May 27, 2010:**
Referred to the Education and Labor Subcommittee on Health, Employment, Labor and Pensions.

**H.R. 5421**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010, repeal the 7.5 percent threshold on the deduction for medical expenses, provide for increased funding for high-risk pools, allow acquiring health insurance across State lines, and allow for the creation of association health plans.

**Date Introduced:**
May 27, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Broun of Georgia

**May 27, 2010:**

**June 29, 2010:**

**H.R. 5424**
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010 and enact the Common Sense Health Care Reform and Affordability Act.

**Date Introduced:**
May 27, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Herger of California

**May 27, 2010:**

**June 29, 2010:**

**H.R. 5444**
To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010 and to replace it with provisions reforming the health care system by putting patients back in charge of health care.

**Reform Americans Can Afford Act of 2010**

**Date Introduced:**
May 27, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Paul of Texas

**May 27, 2010:**

**June 29, 2010:**

**H.R. 5752**
To make the Federal budget process more transparent and to make future budgets more sustainable.

*Transparent and Sustainable Budget Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
July 15, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Quigley of Illinois

**July 15, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Budget, Rules, and Ways and Means.

**H.R. 5834**
To amend title II of the Social Security Act and the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to make improvements in the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance program, to provide for cash relief for years for which annual COLAs do not take effect under certain cash benefit programs, and to provide for Social Security benefit protection.

*Preserving Our Promise to Seniors Act*

**Date Introduced:**
July 22, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Deutch of Florida

**July 22, 2010:**
Referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Education and Labor, Rules, Transportation and Infrastructure, and Veterans Affairs.

**July 23, 2010:**
Referred to the Transportation and Infrastructure subcommittee on Railroads, Pipelines, and Hazardous Materials.

**October 13, 2010:**

**H.R. 6071**
To withdraw normal trade relations treatment from the products of the People's Republic of China, to provide for a balanced trade relationship between that country and the United States, and for other purposes.

*Emergency China Trade Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
July 30, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Mr. Sherman of California

**July 30, 2010:**
Referred to the Committee on Ways and Means and Rules.

**H.R. 6291**
To provide for merit-based investment in the freight transportation system of the United States to ensure economic growth, increase vitality and competitiveness in national and global markets, address goods mobility and accessibility issues, reduce air pollution and other environmental impacts of freight transportation, better public health conditions, enhance energy security, and improve the condition and connectivity of the freight transportation system, and for other purposes.

*Freight FOCUS Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**
September 29, 2010

**Sponsor:**
Ms. Richardson of California

**September 29, 2010:**
Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure, Ways and Means, and Rules.

**September 30, 2010:**
Referred to the Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittees on Aviation, Coast Guard and Maritime Transportation, Highways and Transit, Railroads, Pipelines, and Hazardous Materials, and Water Resources and Environment.
**H.R. 6367**  
To restore American jobs, and for other purposes.  

*Restore American Jobs Act of 2010*

**Date Introduced:**  
September 29, 2010

**Sponsor:**  
Mr. Moran of Kansas

**September 29, 2010:**  
Referred to the Committee on Ways and Means, Energy and Commerce, Education and Labor, Judiciary, House Administration, Rules, Natural Resources, Appropriations, Financial Services, and Transportation and Infrastructure.

**September 30, 2010:**  
Referred to the Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittee on Railroads, Pipelines, and Hazardous Materials.

**October 18, 2010:**  

**H.R. 6555**  
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010.

**Date Introduced:**  
December 17, 2010

**Sponsor:**  
Mr. King of Iowa

**December 17, 2009:**  

To amend the National Security Act of 1947 to provide additional procedures for congressional oversight.

**Date Introduced:**  
December 10, 2009

**Sponsor:**  
Mr. Thornberry of Texas

**December 10, 2009:**  
Referred to the Committees on Intelligence (Permanent Select) and Rules.

---

**HOUSE PERMANENT SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE**

**H.R. 4261**
RECORD VOTES

FULL COMMITTEE

Rules Committee record vote No. 1
Date: January 13, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment offered by Rep. Boren (OK), #5, which would change the effective date of the Medicare restriction on physician-owned and specialty hospitals from January 1, 2009, to July 1, 2010. It also would reduce the end-year authorization of the bill by sixty days.
Results: Defeated 9–2.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Welch—Nay; Castor—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Sutton—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 2
Date: January 14, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 384.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide the appropriate waivers for amendment #29 by Rep. Dent that would require Congressional approval for release of the remaining TARP funds after the President submits a request.
Results: Defeated 2-9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 3
Date: January 14, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 384.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide the appropriate waivers for amendment #6 by Rep. Price (GA) that would permanently suspend the HOPE for Homeowners program if, after a 30-day period, the Comptroller General of the United States determines the number of successfully modified mortgages within the period was less than 140,000.
Results: Defeated 2-9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 4
Date: January 14, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 384.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order en bloc and provide the appropriate waivers for an amendment in the nature of a substitute #15 by Rep. Gohmert that would establish a two-month period suspending federal income tax based on wages earned for services performed and FICA withholding, and the amendment #23 by Rep. Gingrey that would require that 30% of the remaining TARP funds be dedicated to assisting smaller, local community financial institutions, or otherwise would prevent the release of the remaining funds.
Results: Defeated 2-9
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.
Rules Committee record vote No. 5
Date: January 14, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 384.
Motion by: Ms. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide the appropriate waivers for amendment #44 by Rep. De-Fazio that would revise the release of the remaining $350 billion in TARP funds in three tranches: $125 billion immediately, $50 billion with Presidential request to Congress, and $175 billion with a Presidential report sent to Congress unless within 15 days a joint resolution of disapproval is enacted.
Results: Defeated 2-9
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 6
Date: January 14, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 384.
Motion by: Mrs. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide the appropriate waivers for amendment #70 by Rep. Inslee that would designate $5 billion of TARP funds for renewable energy companies that have been heavily impacted by the economic downturn.
Results: Defeated 2-9.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 7
Date: January 14, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 384.
Motion by: Mrs. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide the appropriate waivers for amendment #57 by Rep. Hinchey that would require that GAO conduct a study that determines the causes of the financial crisis, require that no TARP funds be used by Treasury until the report has been issued and Treasury issues an overall strategy and timeline for implementing recommendations by GAO with the goal of financial stability and the well-being of taxpayers.
Results: Defeated 2-9.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 8
Date: January 14, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 384.
Motion by: Mrs. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for amendment #67 by Rep. Kaptur that would suspend the expenditure current remaining funds and the release of the final $350 billion of TARP funds until the Congressional Oversight Panel has forensically accounted for each dollar of the initial $350 billion, and has examined the effect of TARP and Federal Reserve policies on the economy.
Results: Defeated 2-9.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 9
Date: January 26, 2009.
Measure: S. 181.
Motion By: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order, and provide appropriate waivers for en bloc, separately debatable consideration of an amendment by Rep. McKeon, #1, which clarifies that the bill repeals the statute of limitations with respect to claims of intentional discriminations only, and another amendment by Rep. McKeon,
#2, which clarifies that the bill repeals the statute of limitations with respect to claims of pay discrimination only, and not 'any other practices.'

Results: Defeated 3-8.

Vote by Members: McGovern--nay; Hastings (FL)--nay; Matsui--nay; Arcuri--nay; Perlmutter--nay; Pingree--nay; Polis--nay; Dreier--yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--yea; Foxx--yea; Slaughter--nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 10
Date: January 27, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To report an open rule.
Results: Defeated 3-9.

Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 11
Date: January 27, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order en bloc and provide appropriate waivers for amendments to be separately debatable: (1) an amendment by Rep. Tiahrt, (KS), #64, which would strike the authority, and associated funding, in the bill that provides for new or significantly-expanded programs, including afterschool feeding programs for at-risk children, broadband provisions, innovative technology loan guarantee programs, small business provisions, and summer job programs. It would also suspend certain employment and income taxes, would repeal the final $350 billion of TARP funds, and would terminate TARP purchase authority upon enactment; (2) an amendment by Rep. Simpson (ID), #67, which would prohibit any provision in the bill that provides new or increased direct spending from taking effect until Congress enacts a bill to provide the corresponding offsets; and (3) an amendment by Rep. Frelinghuysen (NJ), and Rep. Latham (IA), #66, which would take funds legislatively withheld from obligation until not earlier than fiscal year 2010 and make them available for Army Corps of Engineers construction projects ($24.2 billion) and Department of Transportation highway infrastructure investment ($34 billion) and capital improvement projects ($2 billion).

Results: Defeated 3-9.

Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 12
Date: January 27, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order en bloc and provide appropriate waivers for amendments to be separately debatable: (1) an amendment by Rep. Barton (TX), #127, which would eliminate the requirement that, in order to receive energy efficiency funds, governors notify the Secretary of Energy that they would seek to change state utility ratemaking policy to ensure the utility's fixed costs are covered independent of sales; and (2) an amendment by Rep. Deal (GA), #151, which would require, starting in FY2010, States to cover at least 90 percent of eligible individuals at or below 100 percent of the Federal poverty level before increasing eligibility to other individuals.

Results: Defeated 3-9.

Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 13
Date: January 27, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Hastings (WA), and Rep. Diaz-Balart, Lincoln (FL), #169, which would allow the Secretary to grant a waiver of maintenance of effort requirements for the Department of Education’s State Fiscal Stabilization Fund to States facing economic hardship due to natural disasters or a precipitous decline in the financial resource of the State.

Results: Defeated 3-9.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmuter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 14
Date: January 27, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order en bloc and provide appropriate waivers for amendments to be separately debatable: (1) an amendment by Rep. Buyer (IN), #44, which would provide that $10 million in grant funding is appropriated for entities that provide job skill training for homeless women veterans and homeless veterans with children; (2) an amendment by Rep. Buyer (IN), #45, which would increase the amount of subsistence allowance to $1,200 for veterans undergoing vocational and rehabilitation training; (3) an amendment by Rep. Buyer (IN), #46, which would appropriate $20 million for veterans' workforce investment programs under section 168 of the Workforce Investment Act; (4) an amendment by Rep. Buyer (IN), #47, which would appropriate $1 billion to guarantee small business loans for veterans; and (5) an amendment by Rep. McCotter (MI), #90, which would require any new infrastructure project created by funding provided in H.R. 1 to be named after a member of the United States Armed Forces who was killed in combat or an emergency response provider who was killed in the line of duty.

Results: Defeated 3-9.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmuter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 15
Date: January 27, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Heller (NV), #2, which would strike section 1301 (regarding waiver of requirement to repay first-time homebuyer credit), would extend homebuyer credit to end of 2009, and expand the credit to cover all purchases of primary residences.

Results: Defeated 3-9.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmuter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 16
Date: January 27, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Brown, Corinne (FL), and Rep. Mica (FL), #118, which would negate the need for local matching funds for airport improvement projects.

Results: Defeated 3-9.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmuter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 17
Date: January 27, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order en bloc and provide appropriate waivers for amendments to be separately debatable; (1) an amendment by Rep. Blunt (MO), and Rep. Rogers, Mike (MI), #34, which would amend provisions in the bill regulating the receipt of payment for making health care communications to ensure nothing in the bill will prevent a pharmacist from collecting and sharing information with their patients to reduce errors and improve their safety and stipulates that any money received for these activities is reasonable and cost based; (2) an amendment by Rep. Stearns (FL), #145, which would allow unemployed workers who are eligible for COBRA to receive premium assistance from the federal government, require the federal government to pay 65 percent of the worker's COBRA premium, and would prohibit anyone who made over $1 million in 2008 from receiving COBRA premium assistance under this new COBRA premium assistance program; and (3) an amendment by Rep. Murphy, Tim (PA), #92, which would require that Health Information Technology purchased with funds made available by this Act be engineered and manufactured in the United States.

Results: Defeated 2-9.

Vote by Members: McGovern--nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 18
Date: January 27, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order en bloc and provide appropriate waivers for amendments to be separately debatable: (1) an amendment by Rep. Flake (AZ), #128, which would indicate that Members shall not influence discretionary funding by agencies or state and local officials on behalf of campaign contributors; (2) an amendment by Rep. Flake (AZ), #129, which would prohibit funds from being used for any duck pond, museum, skate park, equestrian center, dog park, ski hill, historic home, ice rink, splash playground, or speaker system; and (3) an amendment by Rep. Flake (AZ), #130, which would strike funding in the bill for the National Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities and the National Endowment for the Arts.

Results: Defeated 2-9.

Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 19
Date: January 27, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment in the nature of a substitute by Rep. Garrett (NJ), #18, which would repeal the Alternative Minimum Tax on individuals, reduce individual income taxes, reduce taxes on capital assets, make rescissions in non-defense discretionary spending, and includes other provisions relating to business, individuals and higher education.

Results: Defeated 2-9.

Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 20
Date: January 27, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1.
Motion by: Mr. McGovern.
Summary of Motion: To report the rule.
Results: Adopted 9-2.

Vote by Members: McGovern--Yea; Hastings (FL)--Yea; Matsui--Yea; Cardoza--Yea; Arcuri--Yea; Perlmutter--Yea; Pingree--Yea; Polis--Yea; Dreier--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 21
Date: February 3, 2009.
Measure: H. Res. 107, Senate amendment to H.R. 2.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Burgess, Michael (TX), #1, which would require documentation of eligibility under Medicaid and CHIP.

Results: Defeated 2-7.

Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

*Rules Committee record vote No. 22*
Date: February 3, 2009.
Measure: H. Res. 107, Senate amendment to H.R. 2.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment in the nature of a substitute by Rep. Price, Tom (GA), #1, which would reauthorize SCHIP for five years at 200% of the federal poverty level (FPL) while providing a tax credit for children at 200%-300% FPL and adopting a “federalism” healthcare initiative. Would improve outreach and coverage of low-income children before expansion, alter citizenship documentation requirements, place limitations on eligibility based on net assets, and expand private health care coverage through premium assistance.

Results: Defeated 2-7.

Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

*Rules Committee record vote No. 23*
Date: February 3, 2009.
Measure: H. Res. 107, Senate amendment to H.R. 2.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Burgess, Michael (TX), #2, which would create an asset verification requirement for SCHIP eligibility.

Results: Defeated 2-7.

Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

*Rules Committee record vote No. 24*
Date: February 3, 2009.
Measure: S. 352.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment in the nature of a substitute by Rep. Barton, Joe (TX) and Rep. Burgess, Michael (TX), #1, which would authorize $250 million for the converter box coupon program. It also extends the FCC’s spectrum auction authority to 2012.

Results: Defeated 2-7.

Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

*Rules Committee record vote No. 25*
Date: February 3, 2009.
Measure: S. 352.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Walden, Greg (OR), #2, which would provide that the FCC has no discretion to prevent a broadcaster from transitioning voluntarily before the deadline as long as they will not cause interference with public safety or other stations. The station must have given viewers 30 days notice prior to the cutoff.

Results: Defeated 2-7.

Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

*Rules Committee record vote No. 26*
Date: February 11, 2009.
Measure: H. Res. 158, waiving a requirement of clause 6(a) of rule XIII with respect to consideration of certain resolutions reported from the Committee on Rules.

Motion by: Ms. Matsui.

Summary of motion: To report the rule.

Results: Adopted 7-3.

Vote by Members: McGovern--Yea; Matsui--Yea; Cardoza--Yea; Arcuri--Yea; Perlmutter--Yea; Pingree--Yea; Polis--Yea; Dreier--Nay; Sessions--Nay; Foxx--Nay.

*Rules Committee record vote No. 27*

Date: February 13, 2009 (legislative day of February 12, 2009).

Measure: Conference report on H.R. 1.

Motion by: Mr. McGovern.

Summary of motion: To report the rule.

Results: Adopted 9-4.

Vote by Members: McGovern--Yea; Hastings (FL)--Yea; Matsui--Yea; Cardoza--Yea; Arcuri--Yea; Perlmutter--Yea; Pingree--Yea; Polis--Yea; Dreier--Nay; Diaz-Balart, L.--Nay; Sessions--Nay; Foxx--Nay; Slaughter--Yea.

*Rules Committee record vote No. 28*

Date: February 24, 2009.

Measure: H.R. 1105.

Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.

Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Diaz-Balart, Lincoln (FL), #11, which would strike the section providing general license for travel to, from, or within Cuba for the marketing and sale of agricultural and medical goods, and would strike a section prohibiting the use of funds to administer, implement or enforce federal regulations on family travel to Cuba and the sale of agricultural goods to Cuba.

Results: Defeated 4-7.

Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Nay; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

*Rules Committee record vote No. 29*

Date: February 24, 2009.

Measure: H.R. 1105.

Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.

Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Diaz-Balart, Lincoln (FL), #10, which would increase funding for Cuba democracy assistance programs by $20 million, offsetting such funds from the general State Department budget.

Results: Defeated 4-7.

Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

*Rules Committee record vote No. 30*

Date: February 24, 2009.

Measure: H.R. 1105.

Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.

Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Pence, Mike (IN), #4, which would prohibit the use of funds to be used by the Federal Communications Commission to implement the Fairness Doctrine, as repealed in General Fairness Doctrine Obligations of Broadcast Licensees or any other regulations having the same substance.

Results: Defeated 4-7.

Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

*Rules Committee record vote No. 31*

Date: February 24, 2009.

Measure: H.R. 1105.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Dent, Charles (PA), #17, which would provide that the total amount of discretionary appropriations provided in the FY2009 Omnibus Appropriations Act shall not exceed the FY08 funding levels by more than the percentage increase in the Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers during 2008 which amounts to 3.8%.
Results: Defeated 4-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 32
Date: February 24, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1105.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Schmidt, Jean (OH), #19, which would modify Department of Energy loan guarantee requirements pertaining to nuclear energy.
Results: Defeated 4-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 33
Date: February 24, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1105.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order en bloc and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Smith, Christopher (NJ), #12, which would require consistent application of the provision against funding for organizations that, as determined by the President, support or participate in the management of a program of coercive abortion or involuntary sterilization; and an amendment by Rep. Smith, Christopher (NJ), #13, which would limit population assistance to organizations that do not provide abortion or lobby for the legalization of abortion.
Results: Defeated 4-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 34
Date: February 24, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1105.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Goodlatte, Bob (VA), #6, which would prevent funds in the bill from being used to exercise the power of eminent domain to take private property from a private entity and give that property to another private entity, except for certain enumerated uses, such as highways, prisons, public utilities, and in cases of national emergencies or national disasters declared by the President.
Results: Defeated 4-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 35
Date: February 25, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1106.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Smith, Lamar (TX), #21, which would permit reduction of mortgage payments to between 31% and 38% of the debtor's monthly income through changes (in this order) in mortgage interest rates, loan periods, and reduction of the amount of the claim. Also, it would permit lenders to recoup reduced principal if a home is sold after loan modification.
Results: Defeated 2-8.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 36
Date: February 25, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1106.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Dreier, David (CA), and Rep. Bilbray, Brian (CA), #17, which would provide a tax credit for borrowers who put at least 5% down for the purchase of a home in 2009 and 2010. Borrowers would receive a $2,000 credit for 5% down, a $5,000 credit for 10% down and a $10,000 tax credit for 15% down. The credit would be available for the purchase of any type of property (i.e. primary residence, investment, vacation etc) and would not need to be repaid, unless the property is sold within 3 years of exercising the credit. It would expire after 2010.
Results: Defeated 3-8.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 37
Date: February 25, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1106.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Neugebauer, Randy (TX), #19, which would amend the servicer safe harbor provision to provide that unsuccessful plaintiffs must pay all attorneys' fees and any legal costs incurred by the defendant.
Results: Defeated 3-8.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 38
Date: February 25, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1106.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Neugebauer, Randy (TX), #39, which would prohibit the Treasury from using TARP funds to purchase common stock share and would prohibit the Treasury from converting existing preferred shares to common shares.
Results: Defeated 3-8.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 39
Date: February 25, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1106.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Capito, Shelley Moore (WV), #30, which would strike the Hope for Homeowners program and permit HUD to set up a new, 3-year program.
Results: Defeated 3-8.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 40
Date: February 25, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1106.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Capito, Shelley Moore (WV), #31, which would exempt the Federal Housing Administration, Veterans Administration Loan Guaranty Program, and the Guaranteed Rural Housing Loans from adjustments to the terms of the loan in bankruptcy.

Results: Defeated 3-8.

Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmuter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 41
Date: February 25, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1106.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order en bloc and provide appropriate waivers for: an amendment by Biggert, Judy (IL), #37, which would, for homeowners receiving mortgage relief through any program, means, or federally insured institution mentioned in this bill, upon the sale of their home: (1) eliminate any applicable capital gains exclusions that may apply; and (2) require homeowners to pay double the amount of capital gains tax that would normally apply upon sale of the home; and an amendment by Rep. Biggert, Judy (IL), #38, which would, for homeowners receiving mortgage relief through programs or federally insured institutions mentioned in the bill, require that before an entity authorizes or provides any mortgage relief to a homeowner, that the entity certify that the homeowner: (1) stated accurate income on the homeowner's original loan application; (2) claims that home as his or her principal residence; (3) was not convicted of any financial fraud; and (4) is a U.S. citizen, national, or alien lawfully admitted for permanent residence.

Results: Defeated 3-8.

Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmuter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 42
Date: February 25, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1106.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Franks, Trent (AZ), #18, which would limit the scope of the judicial modification provisions to subprime and non-traditional loans and would impose a three year expiration date.

Results: Defeated 3-8.

Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmuter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 43
Date: February 25, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1106.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. King, Steve (IA), #6, which would preclude judicial modification if the debtor obtained the extension, renewal, or refinancing of credit that gives rise to a modified claim by the debtor's material misrepresentation, false pretenses, or actual fraud.

Results: Defeated 3-8.

Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmuter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 44
Date: February 25, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1106.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Price, Tom (GA), #8, which would prevent judges from modifying principal on a primary residence mortgage during a bankruptcy proceeding.
Results: Defeated 3-8.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 45
Date: February 25, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1106.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order en bloc and provide appropriate waivers for: an amendment by Rep. Hensarling, Jeb (TX), #24, which would exclude from participation in the Hope for Homeowners program any borrower whose original loan was a zero down payment loan; an amendment by Rep. Hensarling, Jeb (TX), #25, which would exclude from participation in the Hope for Homeowners program any borrower whose original loan documentation did not include verification of the amount and source of income; and an amendment by Rep. Hensarling, Jeb (TX), #26, which would exclude from participation in the Hope for Homeowners program any borrower who has a family income that exceeds 125 percent of the area median income for where they live.
Results: Defeated 3-8.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 46
Date: February 25, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1106.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Turner, Mike (OH), which would require Congress to establish a bi-partisan commission entitled the 'Commission on the Foreclosure and Mortgage Lending Crisis' to undertake a comprehensive analysis and review of the origins and causes of the current foreclosure and mortgage lending crisis and to issue a report of its findings and recommendations to Congress.
Results: Defeated 3-8.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 47
Date: March 18, 2009.
Measure: H. Res. 257, providing for consideration of motions to suspend the rules.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To provide that, in lieu of permitting the Speaker to suspend the rules related to a measure addressing excessive compensation, the rule permit the Speaker to entertain a motion to suspend the rules related to H.R. 1577.
Results: Defeated 2-8.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 48
Date: March 24, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1404.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order en bloc and provide appropriate waivers for amendments by Rep. Hastings of Washington, #16, which would define the term 'suppression' to include preventative management to reduce the likelihood of catastrophic wildfire, and #17, which would include fire prevention activities as part of the cohesive wildland fire management strategy required in the bill.
Results: Defeated 2-9.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.
Rules Committee record vote No. 49
Date: March 24, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1404.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Herger, #11, which would require that any wildfire suppression funds in excess of amounts annually appropriated to the Secretary of the Interior or Agriculture and transferred to the Flame Fund at the end of a fiscal year be made available for hazardous fuels reduction projects as identified by a community wildfire protection plan.
Results: Defeated 2-9.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 50
Date: March 24, 2009.
Measure: Senate amendments to H.R. 146.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Hastings of Washington, #1, which would restore the right of possession of concealed firearms in national parks and national wildlife refuges (as allowed under state law) overturned by a federal district court on March 19, 2009.
Results: Defeated 2-9.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 51
Date: March 24, 2009.
Measure: Senate amendments to H.R. 146.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Radanovich, #14, which would temporarily suspend the Endangered Species Act (ESA) restrictions on the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta pumps when the Governor of California declares a drought emergency. The amendment would also direct the Department of the Interior to work with the State of California in creating a Delta Smelt conservation hatchery.
Results: Defeated 3-8.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Yea; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 52
Date: March 24, 2009.
Measure: Senate amendments to H.R. 146.
Motion By: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order en bloc and provide appropriate waivers for amendments by Rep. Hastings of Washington, #11, which would ensure that nothing in this Act will limit recreational access for the disabled, and #12, which would ensure that nothing in this Act will limit recreational access for disabled veterans.
Results: Defeated 2-9.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 53
Date: March 24, 2009.
Measure: Senate amendments to H.R. 146.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Hastings of Washington, #6, which would ensure that nothing in the section establishing the Taunton Wild and Scenic River will impact the supply of domestically-produced energy resources.
Results: Defeated 2-9.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 54
Date: March 24, 2009.
Measure: Senate amendments to H.R. 146.
Motion By: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Hastings of Washington, #3, which would ensure that nothing in the section creating the National Landscape Conservation System impedes efforts by the Department of Homeland Security to secure the borders of the United States.
Results: Defeated 2-9.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 55
Date: March 24, 2009.
Measure: Senate amendments to H.R. 146.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Hastings of Washington, #9, which would grandfather in any existing motorized access to public lands to ensure full access to national parks, national trails, heritage areas, wild and scenic rivers, and recreational areas by all Americans.
Results: Defeated 2-9.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 56
Date: March 31, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1256.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Rogers, Mike (MI) #4, which would ensure that no FDA general funds would be used to fund the regulation of tobacco.
Results: Defeated 2-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 57
Date: March 31, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1256.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Burgess, Michael (TX) #1, which would give the FDA the power to reduce nicotine levels to zero.
Results: Defeated 2-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 58
Date: April 1, 2009.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for (1) an amendment by Rep. Chaffetz, Jason (UT), #24, which would express the Sense of the House that utility companies should disclose on consumers' utility bills the cost of the Administration's proposed cap-and-trade policy; (2) an amendment by
Rep. Lance, Leonard (NJ), #5, which would amend the current policy reserve fund for middle class tax relief in the resolution to include extension of mortgage interest on an individual’s primary residence; (3) an amendment by Rep. Kline, John (MN), #10, which would express the Sense of the House that before providing funding for new education programs that are unproven and existing programs that have been proven to be ineffective, Congress should fully fund the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) by ensuring that the Federal share of special education costs reaches 40 percent; (4) an amendment by Rep. Cassidy, Bill (LA), #21, which would establish a point of order in the House against consideration of any measure that would raise taxes and would (a) cause job loss in the domestic oil and natural gas sector or (b) increase the dependence of the United States on foreign oil. It further provides that any bill that would violate the above restrictions would not be considered a reconciliation bill under section 310 of the Congressional Budget Act; (5) an amendment by Reps. Harper, Gregg (MS)/Austria, Steve (OH), #11, which would transfer $400 million from Function 150, International Affairs, to Function 050, National Defense; (6) an amendment by Rep. Rogers, Mike (MI), #18, which would provide for the elimination of Federal income taxes on (1) unemployment insurance benefits and (2) severance payments made to workers who reside in states with an unemployment rate above the national average; and (7) an amendment by Rep. Brown-Waite, Ginny (FL), #14, which would require that veterans receive health care within 30 days of contacting the Department of Veterans Affairs.

Results: Defeated 2-7.

Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 59
Date: April 22, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1145.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for the following amendments, to be separately considered, each debatable for 10 minutes equally divided: (1) Rep. Hastings, Doc (WA), #13, which would add to interagency committee duties an identification of agency barriers to new water storage; (2) Rep. Hastings, Doc (WA), #15, which would add to the water research and development plan improvement of hydropower generation technology to increase generation efficiency; (3) Rep. Linder, John (GA), #40, which would create a commission to develop a comprehensive water strategy to address America’s long-term water needs. The commission is to be composed of nine members to be appointed by the President, the House Speaker, and the Senate Majority Leader; (4) Rep. Miller, Candice (MI), #30, which would prohibit consideration or promotion of policies that would undermine or interfere with the principles of the Great Lakes--St. Lawrence River Basin Water Resources Compact (Public Law 110-342); and (5) Rep. Roskam, Peter (IL), #36, which would strike the bill’s authorization of funds. It also would terminate the provisions of the Act if the OMB Director determines that the Act has resulted in an increase in the expenditures of any Federal agency participating in the interagency committee.

Results: Defeated 2-7.

Vote by members: McGovern--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 60
Date: April 28, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1913.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Rooney, Tom (FL), #1, which would add status as a member of the Armed Forces as a protected class under the bill.

Results: Defeated 3-7.

Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 61
Date: April 28, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1913.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Good- 
latte, Bob (VA), #2, which would add status as a pregnant women as a protected class under the bill.  
Results: Defeated 4-6.  
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Yea; Perlmutter--Nay; Ping- 
ree--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.  

Rules Committee record vote No. 62  
Date: April 28, 2009.  
Measure: H.R. 1913.  
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.  
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Gohmert, 
Louie (TX), #6, which would bar prosecution of hate crimes based on victim's actual or perceived religion, 
national origin, gender, sexual orientation, gender identity, or disability if the state has no law prohibiting 
the conduct instead of if the state does not have jurisdiction or does not intend to exercise jurisdiction.  
Results: Defeated 3-7.  
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Ping- 
ree--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.  

Rules Committee record vote No. 63  
Date: April 28, 2009.  
Measure: H.R. 1913.  
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.  
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Gohmert, 
Louie (TX), #7, which would define 'sexual orientation' as not including apotemnophilia, asphyxophilia, au- 
togynophilia, coprophilia, exhibitionism, fetishism, frotteurism, gerontosexualty, incest, kleptophilia, klis- 
maphilia, necrophilia, partialism, pedophilia, sexual masochism, sexual sadism, telephone seatalogia, tou- 
cherism, transgenderism, transsexual, transvestite, transvestic fetishism, urophilia, voyeurism, or zoophilia.  
Results: Defeated 3-7.  
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Ping- 
ree--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.  

Rules Committee record vote No. 64  
Date: April 28, 2009.  
Measure: H.R. 1913.  
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.  
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Good- 
latte, Bob (VA), #3, which would add status as a senior citizen who has attained the age of 65 years as a pro- 
tected class under the bill.  
Results: Defeated 4-6.  
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Yea; Perlmutter--Nay; Ping- 
ree--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.  

Rules Committee record vote No. 65  
Date: April 28, 2009.  
Measure: H.R. 1913.  
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.  
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Gohmert, 
Louie (TX), #8, which would include status as a law enforcement officer as a protected class under the bill.  
Results: Defeated 3-7.  
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Ping- 
ree--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.  

Rules Committee record vote No. 66  
Date: April 28, 2009.  
Measure: H.R. 1913.  
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Gohmert, Louie (TX), #9, which would include the death penalty as a punishment under the bill.
Results: Defeated 4-6.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Yea; Pingree--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 67
Date: April 28, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1913.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Franks, Trent (AZ), #10, which would bar prosecutions if the offender was at the time of the offense engaged in expressive conduct such as speech or other lawful activity, including the right to associate with other religious groups or members.
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 68
Date: April 28, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1913.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. King, Steve (IA), #11, which would add the general category of any person with an `immutable characteristic' to the hate crime protected categories.
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 69
Date: April 28, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1913.
Motion by: Mr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. King, Steve (IA), #12, which would increase the threshold of a hate crime to those with the `intent to intimidate or terrorize the class of persons.'
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 70
Date: April 28, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1913.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. King, Steve (IA), #13, which would replace the term `gender' with the term `sex' in the bill, and strike the term `gender identity.'
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 71
Date: April 28, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1913.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of Motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. King, Steve (IA), #14, which would strike the short title and replace it with `Local Law Enforcement Thought Crimes Prevention Act of 2009.'
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 72
Date: April 28, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1913.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of Motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. King, Steve (IA), #15, which would provide that when an undocumented worker willfully causes bodily injury to a U.S. national, the crime shall be considered a hate crime and punished as a hate crime.
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 73
Date: April 28, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1913.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of Motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. King, Steve (IA), #16, which would eliminate pedophilia from any definition of sexual orientation.
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 74
Date: April 28, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1913.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Gohmert, Louie (TX), #17, which would protect religious leaders from prosecution for preaching beliefs drawn from the Bible, Tanakh, or Koran.
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay;

Rules Committee record vote No. 75
Date: April 28, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1913.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Gohmert, Louie (TX), #18, which would apply the Act to crimes committed against people while they attend religious services.
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay;

Rules Committee record vote No. 76
Date: April 28, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1913.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Gohmert, Louie (TX), #19, which would add military recruiters to the list of protected classes.
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Member: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 77
Date: April 28, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1913.
Motion by: Mr. McGovern.
Summary of motion: To report the rule.
Results: Adopted 7-3.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Yea; Hastings (FL)--Yea; Cardoza--Yea; Arcuri--Yea; Perlmutter--Yea; Pingree--Yea; Dreier--Nay; Sessions--Nay; Foxx--Nay; Slaughter--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 78
Date: April 29, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 627.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Sessions (TX), #2, which would amend the Emergency Economic Stabilization Act to prohibit the Treasury Department from using TARP funds to purchase common stock in financial companies.
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 79
Date: April 29, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 627.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Price, Tom (GA), #1, which would prevent class action lawsuits from being brought against an issuer under the legislation.
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 80
Date: May 6, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1728.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Reps. Garrett (NJ) and McHenry (NC), #5, which would require the Federal banking agencies to prescribe risk-retention regulations on creditors that make residential mortgage loans that are not qualified mortgages.
Results: Defeated 4-7.
Vote by Members: Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 81
Date: May 6, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1728.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Hensarling (TX), #30, which would require consumers, if they file a lawsuit under this bill and lose, to pay legal costs for mortgage originators, creditors, assignees and securitizers.
Results: Defeated 4-7.
Vote by Members: Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.
Rules Committee record vote No. 82
Date: May 6, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1728.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Manzullo (IL), #40, which would place a 12-month moratorium on the implementation of the Home Valuation Code of Conduct and require the Federal Housing Finance Authority to promulgate regulations for the GSEs to enhance the independence and accuracy of the appraisal process, and provide added protections to homebuyers, mortgage investors, and the housing market.
Results: Defeated 5-6.
Vote by Members: Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Yea; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 83
Date: May 6, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1728.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Sessions (TX), #13, which would limit the award of attorney's fees to an hourly fee, as determined by the court, and would prevent contingency fee agreements for attorneys for legal actions brought under this bill.
Results: Defeated 4-9.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 84
Date: May 6, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1728.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Hensarling (TX), #31, which would provide funding for HUD to investigate suspected instances of lender and borrower mortgage fraud, which would be offset by eliminating funding for taxpayer-subsidized lawsuits.
Results: Defeated 4-9.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 85
Date: May 6, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1728.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Hensarling (TX), #32, which would prevent funds from the HOPE for Homeowners or any TARP-funded program from being used to subsidize any new non-qualified loans made by lenders under this bill.
Results: Defeated 4-9.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 86
Date: May 6, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1728.
Motion by: Mr. Hastings (FL).
Summary of motion: To report the rule.
Results: Adopted 9-4.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Yea; Hastings (FL)--Yea; Matsui--Yea; Cardoza--Yea; Arcuri--Yea; Perlmutter--Yea; Pingree--Yea; Polis--Yea; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Nay; Sessions--Nay; Foxx--Nay; Slaughter--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 87
Date: May 12, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2187.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Castle, Mike (DE), #9, which would require the title I program for low-income students (title I of ESEA) to be fully funded before states receive funds under bill's grant program.
Results: Defeated 4-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 88
Date: May 12, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2187.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Hastings, Doc (WA), #19, which would require funds provided under title VIII of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (Impact Aid program) to be considered when allocating funds to state and local agencies under the bill.
Results: Defeated 4-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 89
Date: May 12, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2187.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Kline, John (MN), #10, which would provide that no funds may be appropriated or made available pursuant to an authorization under this Act for any fiscal year unless the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) is fully funded for that year.
Results: Defeated 4-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 90
Date: May 12, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2187.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Foxx, Virginia (NC), #13, which would provide that if the provisions of the bill affecting authorization of appropriations have the net effect of increasing authorized appropriations for the period 2010 through 2015, this bill shall not take effect.
Results: Defeated 4-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 91
Date: May 13, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2346.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Wolf (VA), #11, which would place a moratorium on the transfer or release of detainees until October 1, 2009, and require a plan for each detainee to be transferred or released into the United States.
Results: Defeated 1-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 92
Date: May 13, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2346.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Biggert (IL), #7, which would increase the across-the-board military personnel pay raise from 3.9% to 4.4% effective retroactively from January 1, 2009.
Results: Defeated 1-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 93
Date: May 13, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2346.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Lewis, Jerry (CA), #13, which would revise the language relating to the Pakistan Counterinsurgency Fund so that the language in the bill would be consistent with the language and manner in which the President requested these funds.
Results: Defeated 1-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 94
Date: May 13, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2346.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Kingston (GA), #1, which would bar funds to enter into a contract with an entity that is eligible to participate, but has not elected to participate in the E-Verify Program.
Results: Defeated 1-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 95
Date: May 13, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2346.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Rogers, Harold (KY), #14, which would shift $200 million in the bill away from foreign assistance and put it toward various U.S. Federal, State and local law enforcement agencies and border security programs to combat Mexican drug cartels and border violence along the U.S. border.
Results: Defeated 1-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 96
Date: May 13, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2346.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To grant an open rule.
Results: Defeated 1-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 97
Date: May 19, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2352.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Terry (NE), #14, which would amend the Small Business Act's loan program to allow 'floor-plan' financing for motor vehicle dealers. It further defines 'motor vehicle' broadly and increases the maximum loan guarantee from $2 million to $20 million.
Results: Defeated 4-6.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 98
Date: May 19, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2352.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Roskam (IL), #7, which would add a new section to permanently repeal the estate tax.
Results: Defeated 4-6.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 99
Date: May 20, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 915.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Lummis (WY), #26, which would strike subsections (b) through (e) of section 311 (aircraft rescue and firefighting standard).
Results: Defeated 2-8.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 100
Date: May 20, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 915.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Schock (IL)/Minnick (ID)/Boren (OK)/Coble (NC), #20, which would clarify that section 303 (foreign repair stations) is applied in a manner consistent with our international agreements.
Results: Defeated 2-8.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 101
Date: May 21, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2200.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Lungren (CA), #14, which would require the Federal Air Marshals Service to require air marshals hired no sooner than 30 days after enactment to complete the criminal investigative training program at the Federal Law Enforcement Training Center. A marshal who has previously completed the course shall not be required to
repeat it. Not later than 3 years after enactment, an air marshal hired before such date who has not com-
pleted the course shall be required to complete an alternative training program.
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--
Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 102
Date: May 21, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2200.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Miller,
Jeff (FL)/Reyes (TX), #8, which would direct the TSA to transfer annually all unclaimed monies left behind
by airline passengers at airport security checkpoints to the United Services Organization, Inc., for its airport
programs in support of U.S. Armed Services members.
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--
Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 103
Date: May 21, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2200.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Souder
(IN), #6, which would replace section 405 to require that all detainees held at Naval Station Guantanamo
Bay as of January 1, 2009, be placed on the TSA No Fly list.
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--
Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 104
Date: June 2, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 31.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment to H.R. 31 by
Reps. Shuler (NC), Minnick (ID), McHenry (NC), #1, an amendment in the nature of a substitute, which
would allow the Lumbee Tribe of North Carolina to undergo the standard recognition process through the
Department of Interior. It would require that their petition be processed and a decision issued within 18
months of submission. It would prohibit the Assistant Secretary from taking into account the number of
members listed on the petition during consideration of the petition.
Results: Defeated 2-7.
Vote by Members: Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay;
Dreier--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 105
Date: June 3, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 626.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Schock,
Aaron (IL), #5, which would make a federal employee ineligible for the 4 weeks of paid parental leave if the
Federal employee has a tax lien placed against them.
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--
Nay; Dreier--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 106
Date: June 3, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 626.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Lee, Christopher (NY), #4, which would not allow the legislation to take effect until the national unemployment rate reaches 4% or lower and that no state has an unemployment rate over 7%.
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 107
Date: June 9, 2009.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To grant an open rule.
Results: Defeated 3-6.
Vote by Members: Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 108
Date: June 9, 2009.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order en bloc and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Ros-Lehtinen (FL), #34, which would prohibit funds from being used by the Department of State for the purpose of preparing or issuing a statement of interest to encourage a court in the U.S. to dismiss any claim brought against a European insurance company to recover compensation arising out of a covered Holocaust-era insurance policy, and an amendment by Rep. Ros-Lehtinen (FL), #28, which would replace the FY10 funding numbers for the accounts reauthorized in the bill with numbers that are no more than 3.7% higher than FY09 levels.
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Members: Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 109
Date: June 9, 2009.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Ros-Lehtinen (FL), #27, which would call for a re-listing of North Korea as a state sponsor of terrorism, full implementation of sanctions imposed by UN Security Council resolutions 1695 and 1718, passed in 2006 but never fully enforced, and an end to North Korea's egregious human rights violations and proliferation of weapons of mass destruction to Iran, Syria and other rogue regimes. It withholds U.S. diplomatic recognition of North Korea--including the establishment of a liaison office in North Korea--until Pyongyang accedes to the benchmarks enumerated regarding proliferation, illicit activities and human rights abuses and frees the two U.S. citizens it is now holding.
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Members: Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 110
Date: June 9, 2009.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Shadegg (AZ), #1, which would prohibit the transfer or entry of any detainee currently being held at Guantanamo Bay into the United States.
Results: Defeated 3-6.
Vote by Members: Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 111
Date: June 9, 2009.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Smith, Christopher (NJ), #71, which would strike Section 334, the Office for Global Women's Issues, and replace it with a substitute Office for Global Women's Issues that also would include non-intervention language with respect to abortion.
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Members: Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 112
Date: June 9, 2009.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Burton (IN), #38, which would add a sense of Congress removing waiver authority in the Jerusalem Embassy Act, formally recognizing Jerusalem as the capital of Israel, and would immediately relocate the United States embassy to Jerusalem.
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Members: Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 113
Date: June 15, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2847.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To grant an open rule.
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 114
Date: June 15, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2847.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To modify the rule to allow Members who have preprinted their amendments, as specified in the rule, to make germane modifications to such amendments.
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 115
Date: June 15, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2847.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To strike 'of June 15, 2009, (or earlier)'.
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.
Rules Committee record vote No. 116
Date: June 15, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2847.
Motion by: Mr. Hastings (FL).
Summary of motion: To report the rule.
Results: Adopted 7-3.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Yea; Hastings (FL)--Yea; Matsui--Yea; Cardoza--Yea; Arcuri--Yea; Polis--Yea; Dreier--Nay; Diaz-Balart, L.--Nay; Foxx--Nay; Slaughter--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 117
Date: June 17, 2009 (Legislative Day of June 16, 2009).
Measure: H.R. 2847.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To grant an open rule.
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 118
Date: June 17, 2009 (Legislative Day of June 16, 2009).
Measure: H.R. 2847.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order all 127 amendments submitted for pre-printing in the Congressional Record by June 15, 2009.
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 119
Date: June 17, 2009 (Legislative Day of June 16, 2009).
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To strike the waiver of all points of order.
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 120
Date: June 17, 2009 (Legislative Day of June 16, 2009).
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 121
Date: June 17, 2009 (Legislative Day of June 16, 2009).
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for amendment #73 printed in the Congressional Record dated June 15, 2009, by Rep. Rogers (MI).
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.
Rules Committee record vote No. 122  
Date: June 17, 2009 (Legislative Day of June 16, 2009).  
Measure: H.R. 2847.  
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.  
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for amendment #18 printed in the Congressional Record dated June 15, 2009, by Rep. Capito (WV).  
Results: Defeated 3-7.  
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 123  
Date: June 17, 2009 (Legislative Day of June 16, 2009).  
Measure: H.R. 2847.  
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.  
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for amendment #14 printed in the Congressional Record dated June 15, 2009, by Rep. Biggert (IL).  
Results: Defeated 3-7  
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 124  
Date: June 17, 2009 (Legislative Day of June 16, 2009).  
Measure: H.R. 2847.  
Motion by: Mr. McGovern.  
Summary of motion: To report the rule.  
Results: Adopted 7-3.  
Vote by Members: McGovern--Yea; Hastings (FL)--Yea; Cardoza--Yea; Perlmutter--Yea; Pingree--Yea; Polis--Yea; Dreier--Nay; Diaz-Balart, L.--Nay; Foxx--Nay; Slaughter--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 125  
Date: June 18, 2009.  
Measure: H.R. 2918.  
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.  
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Boehner (OH), #20, would require that none of the funds made available in this Act may be used to make purchases on the Chicago Climate Exchange.  
Results: Defeated 1-7.  
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 126  
Date: June 18, 2009.  
Measure: H.R. 2918.  
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.  
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Broun (GA), #7, would eliminate funding for the Wheels for Wellness Program, would reduce funding for House Salaries and Expenses by $100,000, and would reduce funding for House Allowances and Expenses by $100,000.  
Results: Defeated 1-7.  
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 127  
Date: June 18, 2009.  
Measure: H.R. 2918.  

Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Gingrey (GA), #5, would prohibit funds from being used to carry out the activities of a labor organization.
Results: Defeated 1-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 128
Date: June 18, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2918.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. King (IA), #13, would decrease the Capitol Visitors Center appropriations by $2 million and increases the salaries and expenses of standing committees by $2 million.
Results: Defeated 1-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 129
Date: June 18, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2918.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an en bloc amendment consisting of amendments, to be separately debatable for 10 minutes each, by Rep. Blackburn (TN), #1, would reduce spending in the bill by 5 percent across-the-board; and the amendment by Rep. Jordan (OH), #2, would reduce spending in the bill by 16.6 percent across-the-board; and the amendment by Rep. Price (GA), #3, would reduce spending in the bill by 1 percent across-the-board; and the amendment by Rep. Broun (GA), #6, would reduce spending in the bill by 0.5 percent across-the-board; and the amendment by Rep. Stearns (FL), #16, would reduce spending in the bill by 8.82 percent across-the-board.
Results: Defeated 1-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 130
Date: June 23, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2647.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Conaway (TX), #4, which would exempt from FOIA any photographs of detainees in military custody captured, detained, or engaged by U.S. Armed Forces in operations outside of the United States. It would apply to photographs taken between September 11, 2001, and January 22, 2009, if the Defense Secretary certifies that disclosure of the photos would endanger American lives. The certification can be renewed every 3 years.
Results: Defeated 3-8.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 131
Date: June 23, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2647.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Forbes (VA), #33, which would require the consent of a state governor and legislature prior to any transfer of any detainee from Guantanamo Bay to that state.
Results: Defeated 3-8.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.
Rules Committee record vote No. 132
Date: June 23, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2647.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Gingrey (GA), #125, which would strike language from section 1023(a) of the bill that would require the President to submit a plan to Congress before any funds could be used to transfer detainees at Guantanamo to the United States.
Results: Defeated 3-8.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 133
Date: June 23, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2647.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Bishop, Rob (UT), #38, which would allow the Secretary of Defense to waive the prohibitions of section 526 of the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 (alternative fuels contracts) against the Department of Defense if the Secretary considers a waiver to be appropriate to readiness.
Results: Defeated 3-8.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 134
Date: June 23, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2647.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Boren (OK) and Rep. Conaway (TX), #31, which would allow the Federal government to purchase a generally available fuel that is produced, in whole or in part, from a nonconventional petroleum source, under certain conditions.
Results: Defeated 3-8.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 135
Date: June 23, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2647.
Motion By: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Sessions (TX), #30, which would strike section 327, which implements a 3-year suspension of public-private competitions for conversion of Department of Defense functions to performance by a contractor.
Results: Defeated 3-8.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 136
Date: June 23, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2647.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of Motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Franks (AZ) and Rep. Griffith (AL), #80, which would provide an additional $480 million for a ground-based midcourse defense system at Fort Greely, Alaska, and Vandenberg Air Force Base, California. Offsetting reduc-
tions are taken from international materials protection and cooperation, global threat reduction initiative, and North Korean anti-nuclear program initiatives.

Results: Defeated 3-8.

Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 137
Date: June 23, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2647.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of Motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Rogers, Mike (MI), #63, which would prohibit funds under the bill from being used to provide Miranda warnings to persons located outside the United States who are not U.S. persons and are suspected of (1) aiding the attacks of September 11, 2001, (2) harboring a person responsible for such attacks, or (3) being part of or supporting the Taliban, al Qaeda, or an affiliated organization that has engaged in hostilities against the United States or its allies.

Results: Defeated 3-8.

Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 138
Date: June 23, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2647.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. King, Steve (IA), #18, which would express the sense of Congress that the ‘surge strategy’ in Iraq worked and that a definable victory in Iraq has been achieved.

Results: Defeated 3-8.

Vote by Member: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 139
Date: June 23, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2647.
Motion by: Mr. McGovern.
Summary of motion: To report the rule.

Results: Adopted 8-3.

Vote by Member: McGovern--Yea; Hastings (FL)--Yea; Matsui--Yea; Cardoza--Yea; Arcuri--Yea; Perlmutter--Yea; Polis--Yea; Dreier--Nay; Diaz-Balart, L.--Nay; Foxx--Nay; Slaughter--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 140
Date: June 23, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2892.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To grant an open rule.

Results: Defeated 2-8.

Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 141
Date: June 23, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2892.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To grant a modified open rule with a preprinting requirement.

Results: Defeated 2-8.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 142
Date: June 23, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2892.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To strike section 4 of the rule, allowing the Majority to impose two-minute voting.
Results: Defeated 2-8.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 143
Date: June 23, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2892.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To strike the sentence in section 1 of the rule requiring that amendments reported from the Committee of the Whole be adopted en gros.
Results: Defeated 2-8.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 144
Date: June 23, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2892.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order an amendment by Rep. Rogers (KY), #20, which would prohibit funds in the bill from being used to implement, administer, or enforce any regulation, order, or other action by DHS to postpone the final rule requiring Federal contractors to participate in E-Verify.
Results: Defeated 2-8.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 145
Date: June 23, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2892.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order an amendment by Rep. Brown-Waite (FL), #47, which would provide $89 million for border fencing, offset by redirecting funds from the Under Secretary for Management.
Results: Defeated 2-8.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 146
Date: June 23, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2892.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order an amendment by Rep. Roskam (IL), #79, that would prohibit funds in the bill from being used in contravention of the implementing regulations of REAL ID.
Results: Defeated 2-8.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 147
Date: June 23, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2892.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. McCaul (TX), #56, which would prohibit funds appropriated by this bill from being used on any program or project named after a current Member, Delegate, or Resident Commissioner or Senator of the U.S. Congress.
Results: Defeated 2-8.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 148
Date: June 23, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2892.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order an amendment by Rep. Cao (LA), #55, which would increase the budget of the Office of the Federal Coordinator for Gulf Coast Recovery by $1 million, offset by reducing funding for the Office of the Undersecretary for Management.
Results: Defeated 2-8.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 149
Date: June 24, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2996.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order an amendment by Rep. Nunes (CA), #51, that would provide that no funds made available under this Act may be used by the Secretary of the Interior to implement the December 15, 2008 Biological Opinion by the United States Fish and Wildlife Service and the June 4, 2009 Biological Opinion by the National Marine Fisheries Service on the Long-Term Operations of the Central Valley Project and State Water Project in California.
Results: Defeated 4-8.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Yea; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 150
Date: June 24, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2996.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order an amendment by Rep. Lewis, Jerry (CA), #73, that would prohibit funds in the Act from being used by the Environmental Protection Agency to promulgate, issue, implement, administer, or enforce any addition or change to its regulations on greenhouse gas emissions in effect on June 24, 2009.
Results: Defeated 3-9.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 151
Date: June 24, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2996.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order an amendment by Rep. Simpson (ID), #45, that would protect state and local authority to manage water by preventing the EPA from expanding its regulation to include intrastate bodies of water under the Clean Water Act for any reason other than for drinking water uses.
Results: Defeated 3-9.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 152
Date: June 24, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2996.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Putnam (FL), #50, that would direct the Secretary of the Interior to provide a report to Congress on the environmental and economic impacts of invasive pythons and other constrictor snake species on the Florida Everglades and to provide a plan for controlling or eradicating the species in the short term. It would also direct the Secretary to provide a follow-up report on the researched control methods and their effectiveness.
Results: Defeated 3-8, 1 present.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Present; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 153
Date: June 24, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2996.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Tiahrt (KS), #101, that would prohibit the use of funds for the salaries or expenses of Department of Interior and Environmental Protection Agency personnel who obligate funds made available under Title VII of Division A of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (P.L. 111-5).
Results: Defeated 3-9.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 154
Date: June 24, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2996.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order an amendment by Rep. Foxx (NC), #54, that would eliminate $10 million in appropriations for grants to localities to develop plans and projects with the purpose of reducing greenhouse gas emissions.
Results: Defeated 3-4.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 155
Date: June 24, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2996.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for the en bloc amendment consisting of amendment numbers 56, 86, and 37 to be separately debatable for 10 minutes each: Rep. Buyer (IN), #56, that would require the Secretary of Interior to contract with a private independent entity to conduct a study on improving the condition of national cemeteries under the jurisdiction of the National Park Service, and to require the Secretary to submit a 5-Year plan for implementation of the study recommendations; Rep. Cassidy (LA), #86, that would increase funding for Mineral Management Service's offshore oil and gas leasing account by $8,181,818, offset by reduction in the Department of Interior's Office of the Secretary salaries and expenses account by $10,000,000. The funding increase is specifically intended for conducting environmental studies for proposed OCS leasing areas; and Rep. Bishop, Rob (UT), #37, that would prohibit funds from being used to restrict access by Customs and Border Control agents to wilderness areas.
Results: Defeated 3-8.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 156
Date: June 24, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2996.
Motion by: Mr. McGovern.
Summary of motion: To report the rule.
Results: Adopted 8-3.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Yea; Hastings (FL)--Yea; Matsui--Yea; Cardoza--Yea; Arcuri--Yea; Perlmutter--Yea; Polis--Yea; Dreier--Nay; Sessions--Nay; Foxx--Nay; Slaughter--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 157
Date: June 26, 2009 (legislative day of June 25, 2009).
Measure: H.R. 2454.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment in the nature of a substitute by Rep. Boehner (OH), #40, which would strike all after the enacting clause and insert the text of H.R. 2846, the ‘American Energy Act,’ as introduced in the 111th Congress.
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 158
Date: June 26, 2009 (legislative day of June 25, 2009).
Measure: H.R. 2454.
Motion By: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order en bloc the following amendments by Rep. Barton (TX) to be separately debatable for 10 minutes each: #212, which would strike the cap and trade title; allows for the construction of new coal and natural gas plants with certain regulatory standards, #213, which would direct the Administrator, in consultation with the Secretary of Energy, to annually prepare and certify a report to Congress on the average retail price of gasoline in the United States. If the Administrator determines that the average retail price of gasoline (all grades) sold to retail customers in the United States during the prior year exceeds $5 per gallon, including taxes (in 2009 dollars), as a result of implementation of this Act, the provisions of this Act shall cease to be effective, #214, which include nuclear energy as a qualifying RES source, and #215, which would include carbon-based fuel with carbon sequestration or conversion as a qualifying RES source.
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Member: McGovern--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 159
Date: June 26, 2009 (legislative day of June 25, 2009).
Measure: H.R. 2454.
Motion By: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Kucinich (OH), #165, which would reduce emission allowances by a third each year.
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Member: McGovern--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 160
Date: June 26, 2009 (legislative day of June 25, 2009).
Measure: H.R. 2454.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. DeFazio (OR), Rep. Kucinich (OH), and Rep. Stark (CA), #174, which would strike the EPA's authority to list a greenhouse gas as an air pollutant under section 108 of the Clean Air Act.
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.
Rules Committee record vote No. 161
Date: June 26, 2009 (legislative day of June 25, 2009).
Measure: H.R. 2454.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Maffei (NY), #139, which would provide that hydropower, other than that defined in the bill as qualified hydropower, shall receive a credit worth 50% towards the renewable electricity standard.
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 162
Date: June 26, 2009 (legislative day of June 25, 2009).
Measure: H.R. 2454.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Richardson (CA), #70, which would establish a competitive grant program to fund clean and energy-efficient transportation vehicles and technology at seaports.
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 163
Date: June 26, 2009 (legislative day of June 25, 2009).
Measure: H.R. 2454.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order en bloc the following amendments by Rep. Goodlatte (VA) to be separately debatable for 10 minutes each: #157, which would allow the President to suspend the Global Warming Pollution Reduction program in the event of any national emergency or national disaster; Rep. Goodlatte (VA), #158, which would allow a governor of any State or an electricity provider in any State to petition the Commission to waive, in whole or in part, the renewable electric standard if a State does not have the renewable energy resources to meet the mandate; and Rep. Goodlatte (VA), #177, which would state that the administrator may only approve higher ethanol blends, higher than 10%, in gasoline if the administrator can certify that higher ethanol additives will not contribute to failure of emission control devices in 80% of vehicles inventory.
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 164
Date: June 26, 2009 (legislative day of June 25, 2009).
Measure: H.R. 2454.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Kline, John (MN), #20, which would expand eligibility under the Green Jobs Act to provide that jobseekers and job-training partners are not excluded for not being union affiliated.
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 165
Date: June 26, 2009 (legislative day of June 25, 2009).
Measure: H.R. 2454.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Fallin (OK), #181, which would exclude all businesses with fewer than 100 employees from the restrictions in H.R. 2454.
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 166
Date: June 26, 2009 (legislative day of June 25, 2009).
Measure: H.R. 2454.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Reps. Camp (MI)/Herger (CA)/Johnson, Sam (TX)/Brady, Kevin (TX)/Linder (GA)/Tiberi (OH)/Brown-Waite (FL)/Davis, Geoff (KY)/Boustany (LA)/Roskam (IL), #37, which would delay the implementation of the Safe Climate Act portion of the bill until the Comptroller General of the United States determines that the bill would not result in a net increase in costs for American families with household income less than $200,000 for single filers or $250,000 for joint filers. The Comptroller General must make a determination within 3 months of enactment.
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 167
Date: June 26, 2009 (legislative day of June 25, 2009).
Measure: H.R. 2454.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Biggert (IL), #217, which would strike national building codes and national labels for buildings. It also would insert the text of H.R. 2336, the `Green Act of 2009,' and H.R. 2246, the `Community Building Code Administration Grant Act,' into the bill.
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 168
Date: June 26, 2009 (legislative day of June 25, 2009).
Measure: H.R. 2454.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Roe (TN), #106, which would require the United States to reach agreement on greenhouse gas reductions with China and India before implementing the legislation.
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 169
Date: June 26, 2009 (legislative day of June 25, 2009).
Measure: H.R. 2454.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Souder (IN), #203, which would exclude small farmers with $100,000 in annual sales from any regulation or standard in the bill.
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.
Rules Committee record vote No. 170
Date: June 26, 2009 (legislative day of June 25, 2009).
Measure: H.R. 2454.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment in the nature of a substitute by Rep. Bishop, Rob (UT)/Price, Tom (GA), #18, which would strike all after the enacting clause and insert provisions regarding tax exempt financing for qualified renewable energy facilities, repeal of federal purchasing requirements, renewable technologies, innovation in technology, national grid efficiency, regulatory burdens, judicial review regarding energy projects, carbon capture and clean coal technology, natural gas, conservation, production, and job creation.
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 171
Date: June 26, 2009 (legislative day of June 25, 2009).
Measure: H.R. 2454.
Motion by: Mr. McGovern.
Summary of motion: To report the rule.
Results: Adopted 7-3.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Yea; Cardoza--Yea; Arcuri--Yea; Perlmutter--Yea; Pingree--Yea; Polis--Yea; Dreier--Nay; Diaz-Balart, L.--Nay; Sessions--Nay; Slaughter--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 172
Date: July 7, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2997.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Kingston, #32, which would prohibit funds in the bill from being used to award quality control bonus payments to certain States that have conferred automatic eligibility for SNAP benefits and relaxed or eliminated the evaluation of participants' resources.
Results: Defeated 4-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 173
Date: July 7, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2997.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Kingston, #82, which would prohibit any funds in the bill from being used to provide rental housing assistance, or a direct or guaranteed loan subsidy, to any alien who is illegally residing in the U.S.
Results: Defeated 4-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 174
Date: July 7, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2997.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Price, #4, which would reduce appropriations in the bill by $229,000,000.
Results: Defeated 4-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea.
Rules Committee record vote No. 175
Date: July 7, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2965.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. King, Steve (IA), #33, which would prohibit ACORN and its affiliate organizations from participating in the new rural development and outreach program created in Sec. 301.
Results: Defeated 4-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 176
Date: July 8, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3081.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To grant an open rule.
Results: Defeated 2-8.
Vote by Members: Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 177
Date: July 8, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3081.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Hensarling (TX), #71, which would strike the funding for the Clean Technology Fund.
Results: Defeated 2-8.
Vote by Members: Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 178
Date: July 8, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3081.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Reps. Smith, Christopher (NJ)/Stupak (MI)/Sensenbrenner (WI), #75, which would put limits on funding for foreign or non-governmental organizations that perform or promote abortion and to strengthen existing conditions to limit funding for organizations that support or co-manage programs of coercive population control.
Results: Defeated 2-8.
Vote by Members: Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 179
Date: July 8, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3081.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Ros-Lehtinen (FL), #58, which would increase by $15 million funding to the National Endowment for Democracy, offset by a reduction in assessed contributions to the OAS.
Results: Defeated 2-8.
Vote by Members: Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 180
Date: July 8, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3081.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Broun (GA), #37, which would reduce discretionary funding in the bill by 1 percent.
Results: Defeated 2-8.
Vote by Members: Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 181
Date: July 8, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3081.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Broun (GA), #29, which would prohibit funds in the bill from being used for activities with groups listed in United States of America v. Holy Land Foundation et. al., U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Texas, Dallas Division, Appendix A, CR no. 3:04-CR-240-G.
Results: Defeated 2-8.
Vote by Members: Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 182
Date: July 8, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3081.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Stearns (FL), #23, which would prohibit funds in the bill from being used for a United States contribution to the United Nations Human Rights Council.
Results: Defeated 2-8.
Vote by Members: Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 183
Date: July 8, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3081.
Motion by: Mr. Hastings (FL).
Summary of motion: To report the rule.
Results: Adopted 8-2.
Vote by Members: Hastings (FL)--Yea; Matsui--Yea; Cardoza--Yea; Arcuri--Yea; Perlmutter--Yea; Pingree--Yea; Polis--Yea; Dreier--Nay; Diaz-Balart, L.--Nay; Slaughter--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 184
Date: July 8, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2701.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Hoekstra (MI), #24, which would require the CIA to publicly release unclassified versions of Memoranda for the Record memorializing briefings made to Members of Congress on the use of enhanced interrogation techniques and of intelligence products assessing the information gained from detainee reporting, including documents dated July 15, 2004, or June 1, 2005.
Results: Defeated 2-8.
Vote by Members: Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 185
Date: July 8, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2701.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Gingrey (GA), #17, which would prohibit the use of funds in the bill for the transfer of individuals detained at Guantanamo Bay to the United States or its territories.

Results: Defeated 2-8.

Vote by Members: Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 186

Date: July 8, 2009.

Measure: H.R. 2701.

Motion by: Mr. Dreier.

Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Blunt (MO), #8, which would provide that no funds authorized may be used to make a payment to a foreign nation as compensation for the relocation to such foreign nation of a detainee held on or after February 20, 2009, at Naval Station, Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, by the Defense Department.

Results: Defeated 2-8.

Vote by Members: Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 187

Date: July 8, 2009.

Measure: H.R. 2701.

Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.

Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Thornberry (TX), #23, which would strike section 321 (Congressional Oversight of Intelligence Activities) and replace it with the language from the last Congress expanded to cover both reporting of covert actions and non-covert actions.

Results: Defeated 2-8.

Vote by Members: Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 188

Date: July 8, 2009.

Measure: H.R. 2701.

Motion by: Mr. Hastings (FL).

Summary of motion: To report the rule.

Results: Adopted 8-2.

Vote by Members: Hastings (FL)--Yea; Matsui--Yea; Cardoza--Yea; Arcuri--Yea; Perlmutter--Yea; Pingree--Yea; Polis--Yea; Dreier--Nay; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Slaughter--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 189

Date: July 9, 2009.

Measure: H.R. 3082.

Motion by: Mr. Dreier.

Summary of motion: To grant an open rule.

Results: Defeated 4-7.

Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 190

Date: July 9, 2009.

Measure: H.R. 3082.

Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.

Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Gohmert, #10, which would prohibit any federal funds from being provided to a state, city, county, or other political subdivision thereof if the Secretary of Defense determines that such state or political subdivision prohibits...
or unreasonably restricts, through zoning requirements more restrictive than those imposed on most small businesses in that jurisdiction, the ability of the Armed Forces to establish and operate a military recruiting office.

Results: Defeated 4-7.

Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 191
Date: July 9, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3082.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Paulsen, #3, which would provide that no funds may be used to create a nationalized or single-payer health care system that would decrease the health care services available to veterans or otherwise diminish the unique identity and role of the health care provided to veterans.

Results: Defeated 4-7.

Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 192
Date: July 14, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3170.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To grant an open rule.

Results: Defeated 4-7.

Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 193
Date: July 14, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3170.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Reps. Boehner (OH), Frelinghuysen (NJ), Lewis, Jerry (CA), Emerson (MO), Issa (CA), Chaffetz (UT), Kline, John (MN), Ehlers (MI), Souder (IN), Bishop, Rob (UT), Franks (AZ), Akin (MO), Cao (LA), Fleming (LA), Cassidy (LA), Linder (GA), Lamborn (CO), Manzullo (IL), McKeon (CA), King, Steve (IA), Cantor (VA), Pitts (PA), Johnson, Sam (TX), McMorris Rodgers (WA), Price, Tom (GA) and McHenry (NC), #87, which would ensure that low-income DC students are able to receive a scholarship through the D.C. Opportunity Scholarship Program by removing the requirement that students must be OSP recipients during the 2009-2010 school year.

Results: Defeated 4-7.

Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 194
Date: July 14, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3170.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Lewis, Jerry (CA), #9, which would prevent funds from being used to implement Executive Order 13492 (74 Fed. Reg. 4897, relating to the disposition of individuals detained at Guantanamo Bay).

Results: Defeated 4-7.

Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 195
Date: July 14, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3170.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Tiahrt (KS), #55, which would prohibit the use of funds for the salaries or expenses of personnel who obligate funds made available for measures necessary to convert GSA facilities to High-Performance Green Buildings under Title V of Division A of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (P.L. 111-5).
Results: Defeated 4-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 196
Date: July 14, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3170.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an en bloc amendment consisting of the following amendments, separately debatable, by Rep. Sessions (TX): #33, which would deny the use of any funds for salaries and expenses of the Executive Office of the President, unless the President keeps and makes publicly available detailed records of any contact with General Motors Corporation after their discharge under Title 11, U.S.C.; #34, which would strike Sec. 734, which prohibits any funds from being used to begin or announce a study or public-private competition regarding the conversion to contractor performance of any function performed by Federal employees pursuant to Office of Management and Budget Circular A-76; and #35, which would expand Sec. 743 reporting requirements to equally consider both the conversion of contractor services to Federal employees and Federal employee services to contractors, rather than just the conversion of private sector jobs to Federal employees.
Results: Defeated 4-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 197
Date: July 14, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3170.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Kingston (GA), #49, which would prohibit funds in this bill from being used to pay the salaries of ‘czars’ which are not confirmed by the Senate.
Results: Defeated 4-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 198
Date: July 14, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3170.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Reps. Tiahrt (KS), Davis, Lincoln (TN), Shuler (NC), Jordan (OH), Stupak (MI), Smith, Christopher (NJ), Costello (IL), Pitts (PA), Marshall (GA) and Bachmann (MN), #59, which would reinstate the prohibition on all public funding of abortions within the District of Columbia.
Results: Defeated 4-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 199
Date: July 14, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3170.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Reps. Walden (OR) and Pence (IN), #46, which would prohibit funds made available in the Act from being used to implement the Fairness Doctrine and certain broadcast localism regulations.

Results: Defeated 4-7.

Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 200
Date: July 14, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3170.
Motion by: Mr. McGovern.
Summary of motion: To report the rule.
Results: Adopted 7-4.

Vote by Members: McGovern--Yea; Hastings (FL)--Yea; Matsui--Yea; Cardoza--Yea; Arcuri--Yea; Polis--Yea; Dreier--Nay; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Nay; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 201
Date: July 14, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3183.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To grant an open rule.
Results: Defeated 4-7.

Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Nay; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 202
Date: July 14, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3183.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Nunes (CA), #43, which would prohibit the restriction of operation of the Central Valley Project pursuant to the Dec. 15, 2008 Biological Opinion issued by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the June 4, 2009 Biological Opinion issued by the National Marine Fisheries Service.
Results: Defeated 4-7.

Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 203
Date: July 14, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3183.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Nunes (CA), #41 which would prohibit the restriction of operation of the Central Valley Project pursuant to the Dec. 15, 2008 Biological Opinion issued by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the June 4, 2009 Biological Opinion issued by the National Marine Fisheries Service. The prohibition extends for two years.
Results: Defeated 4-7.

Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 204
Date: July 14, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3183.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order an amendment by Rep. Nunes (CA), #42, which would prohibit funds in the bill from being used to implement the Dec. 15, 2008 Biological Opinion issued by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the June 4, 2009 Biological Opinion issued by the National Marine Fisheries Service.
Results: Defeated 4-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 205
Date: July 14, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3183.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Putnam (FL), #7, which would require the Secretary of the Army, within six months after the date of enactment of this Act, to submit to Congress a report on the economic and environmental impacts of pythons and other invasive constrictor snake species in the Florida Everglades, including with respect to Everglades restoration.
Results: Defeated 4-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 206
Date: July 14, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3183.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Cassidy (LA), and Rep. Sessions (TX), #1, which would strike Section 102 which prohibits the use of Energy and water Development funds for the implementation of any pending or future competitive sourcing actions under OMB Circular A-76 or High Performing Organizations for the Army Corps of Engineers.
Results: Defeated 4-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 207
Date: July 14, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3183.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Barton (TX), #99, which would direct Department of Energy funds to Yucca Mountain.
Results: Defeated 4-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 208
Date: July 14, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3183.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Upton (MI), #94, which would direct the Secretary of Energy to provide a report to Congress on the implementation of the Clean Energy and Security Act.
Results: Defeated 4-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 209
Date: July 14, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3183.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order en bloc, to be separately debatable for ten minutes, an amendment by Rep. Hastings (WA), #47, which would prohibit the use of funds made available under the bill from being
used to decrease hydropower generated at Federal dams and reservoirs that serves as ‘backup’ for other renewable energies, such as wind and solar; and an amendment by Rep. Hastings (WA), #50, which would prohibit funds made available under the Act from being used to reduce hydropower generation at federal dams if that reduction would result in increased carbon emissions from other energy sources.

Results: Defeated 4-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 210
Date: July 14, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3183.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. King (IA), #55, which would insert a sense of Congress that nuclear energy should be considered to be renewable energy for the purposes of any renewable portfolio standard.
Results: Defeated 4-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 211
Date: July 14, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3183.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Cao (LA), #12, which would reduce funding by $15,000 for Department of Energy receptions and ceremonial activities.
Results: Defeated 4-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 212
Date: July 14, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3183.
Motion by: Mr. McGovern.
Summary of motion: To report the rule.
Results: Adopted 7-4.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Yea; Hastings (FL)--Yea; Matsui--Yea; Cardoza--Yea; Arcuri--Yea; Polis--Yea; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 213
Date: July 16, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1018.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To grant a modified open rule with a pre-printing requirement.
Results: Defeated 2-6.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Diaz-Balart, L.--Nay; Foxx--Nay; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 214
Date: July 16, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 1018.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Hastings (WA), #3, which would restrict the ability to acquire land for wild free-roaming horses and burros in any state with unemployment at 10% or higher.
Results: Defeated 2-6.
Vote by Member: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 215
Date: July 22, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3288.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To grant an open rule.
Results: Defeated 2-7.
Vote by Members: Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 216
Date: July 22, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3288.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To amend the description of the Olver amendment to be included in the accompanying report to separately list any amendment previously submitted which was later included in the Olver amendment as revised including the name of the sponsor of such amendment.
Results: Defeated 2-7.
Vote by Members: Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 217
Date: July 22, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3288.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Latham, #79, which would transfer $3,000,000,000 from the 'Capital Assistance for High Speed Rail Corridors and Intercity Passenger Rail Service' to the Highway Trust Fund, and strikes the transfer authority for the National Infrastructure Bank.
Results: Defeated 2-7.
Vote by Members: Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 218
Date: July 22, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3288.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Broun, #66, which would require that each amount appropriated in this bill that is not required spending by law is reduced by 0.5 (half) percent.
Results: Defeated 2-7.
Vote by Members: Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 219
Date: July 22, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3288.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Mica, #62, which would streamline the environmental review and approval of transportation projects under titles 23 and 49 of the United States Code funded under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (P.L. 111-5) and the Transportation, Housing and Urban Development, and Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 2010. Specifically, the amendment would require all environmental permits and reviews required under Federal law or regulation, including under NEPA, to be completed in 18 months. The amendment would re-
quire administrative appeals to be combined for expedient consideration and provides a single, clear system to review decisions and provide a fair ruling.

Results: Defeated 2-7.

Vote by Members: Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 220
Date: July 22, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3288.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for the following amendments, to be separately debatable for ten minutes each, offered by Rep. Sessions (TX): #12, which would prohibit funds in the bill from going to Amtrak's worst performing long distance route (in terms of loss per seat mile) until Amtrak shows that the route's loss has been reduced by 10%; #13, which would require Amtrak to identify in its 5-year Financial plan, its top 5 worst performing long distance routes and to estimate how much it would save by eliminating these 5 routes; and #14, which would require the Secretary of HUD to establish financial and grant reporting requirements for any recipient organizations receiving counseling and legal assistance funds under this bill; and, if any organization is determined to have misused these funds, the organization must reimburse the misused funds and be ineligible to apply for or receive any further funds dictated within the bill.

Results: Defeated 2-7.

Vote by Members: Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee Record Vote No. 221
Date: July 22, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3288.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Garrett, #31, which would prohibit funds in the bill from being used to purchase, lease, or design any sign or placard that promotes or displays any reference to the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009.

Results: Defeated 2-7.

Vote by Members: Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee Record Vote No. 222
Date: July 22, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3288.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. King (IA), #73, which would prohibit funds in the bill from being made available to ACORN or any of its affiliate organizations.

Results: Defeated 2-7.

Vote by Members: Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee Record Vote No. 223
Date: July 22, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3288.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Thompson (PA), #20, which would prohibit funds in the bill from being used to implement the Interstate System Reconstruction and Rehabilitation Pilot Program as established by section 1216(b) of the Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century. The pilot program was established in 1998, allowing up to three existing Interstate facilities to be tolled to fund needed reconstruction or rehabilitation on Interstate highway corri-
dors that could not otherwise be adequately maintained or functionally improved without the collection of
tolls.
Results: Defeated 2-7.
Vote by Members: Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay;
Dreier--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee Record Vote No. 224
Date: July 22, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3288.
Motion by: Ms. Matsui.
Summary of motion: To report the rule.
Results: Adopted 7-2.
Vote by Members: Matsui--Yea; Cardoza--Yea; Arcuri--Yea; Perlmutter--Yea; Pingree--Yea; Polis--Yea; Drei-
er--Nay; Foxx--Nay; Slaughter--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 225
Date: July 23, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3293.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To grant an open rule.
Results: Defeated 4-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Ping-
ree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 226
Date: July 23, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3293.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To amend the description of the Obey amendment to be included in the accompanying
report to separately list any amendment previously submitted which was later included in the Obey
amendment as revised including the name of the sponsor of such amendment.
Results: Defeated 4-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Ping-
ree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 227
Date: July 23, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3293.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Reps. Lewis,
Jerry (CA) and Paulsen (MN), #10, which would prohibit any funds in the bill from being used by the Secretary
of Health and Human Services to promulgate, issue, implement, administer or enforce any regulation
with respect to a program of health insurance that did not exist as of July 15, 2009.
Results: Defeated 4-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Ping-
ree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 228
Date: July 23, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3293.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Reps. Tiahrt
(KS), Herger (CA) and Roe (TN), #11, which would prohibit any funds in the bill from being used to make
coverage or reimbursement decisions in any government-run health insurance program (including Medicare,
Medicaid, SCHIP) if those decisions are based on comparative effectiveness research.
Results: Defeated 4-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 229
Date: July 23, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3293.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Camp (MI), #12, which would disallow funds from being used by any entity that is not the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services to set Medicare prices for benefits under Medicare Parts A (hospital insurance) and B (medical insurance).
Results: Defeated 4-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 230
Date: July 23, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3293.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Kingston (GA), #17, which would allocate $20 million for technology-based reviews from the $50 million provided for the purpose of conducting improper Unemployment Insurance payment reviews.
Results: Defeated 4-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 231
Date: July 23, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3293.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Reps. Kline, John (MN) and Tiahrt (KS), #23, which would increase funding for IDEA Grants to States by $1 billion to help meet the federal commitment to provide 40% of the excess cost of educating disabled children. The amendment is offset by: (1) reducing the increases proposed for the Corporation for National and Community Service and new grant awards under the Fund for the Improvement of Education; (2) eliminating the Global AIDS Fund transfer to USAID; (3) eliminating funding for new programs such as the proposed Career Pathways Innovative Fund, Green Jobs, Workforce Data Quality Initiative and the National Teacher Recruitment Campaign; and (4) eliminating funding for lower priority programs such as Teaching of Traditional American History, Smaller Learning Communities and Education Technology State Grants.
Results: Defeated 4-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 232
Date: July 23, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3293.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. King, Steve (IA) and Stearns (FL), #26, which would prohibit funding in the bill from being made available to ACORN or any of its affiliate organizations.
Results: Defeated 4-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 233
Date: July 23, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3293.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Reps. Graves (MO) and Bonner (AL), #27, which would prohibit funds from being used to establish a Federal health insurance mandate on small businesses (as defined in section 3 of the Small Business Act (15 U.S.C. 632)).
Results: Defeated 4-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 234
Date: July 23, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3293.
Motion by: Mr. Hastings (FL).
Summary of motion: To report the rule.
Results: Adopted 7-4.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Yea; Hastings (FL)--Yea; Matsui--Yea; Arcuri--Yea; Perlmutter--Yea; Pingree--Yea; Polis--Yea; Dreier--Nay; Diaz-Balart, L.--Nay; Sessions--Nay; Foxx--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 235
Date: July 23, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3293.
Motion by: Mr. Hastings (FL).
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Reps. Carter (TX) and Burton (IN), #5, which would block federal appropriations from being used to implement a plan at Department of Education that would promulgate, amend, or repeal any regulations pertaining to the Federal Family Education Lending Program (FFELP).
Results: Defeated 4-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 236
Date: July 28, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3293.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Sessions (TX), #569, which would strike Section 8108 (prohibiting the use of funds to award contractors or convert to performance by a contractor any functions performed by Federal employees pursuant to a study conducted under OMB Circular A-76).
Results: Defeated 2-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Nay; Sessions--Nay; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 237
Date: July 28, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3293.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Chaffetz (UT), #603, which would prevent the Department of Defense from unnecessarily restricting the continued sale of the military's intact spent shell casings to approved domestic ammunitions manufacturers, with the intent to ensure the continued availability of affordable reloaded small arms ammunition.
Results: Defeated 2-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 238
Date: July 28, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3326.
Motion by: Mr. McGovern.
Summary of motion: To report the rule.
Results: Adopted 7-2.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Yea; Hastings (FL)--Yea; Matsui--Yea; Arcuri--Yea; Pingree--Yea; Polis--Yea; Dreier--Nay; Sessions--Nay; Slaughter--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 239
Date: July 29, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2749.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To report an open rule.
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 240
Date: July 29, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2749.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order an amendment in the nature of a substitute by Rep. Lucas, Frank (OK), #4, which would strike all after the enacting clause and insert the text of the Safe Food Enforcement, Assessment, Standards, and Targeting Act of 2009.
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 241
Date: July 29, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2749.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order an amendment by Rep. Lucas, Frank (OK), #3, which would except farmers from section 419 performance standards. It also would strike section 104, relating to safety standards for produce and certain other raw agricultural commodities.
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 242
Date: July 30, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3269.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Reps. Lance (NJ) and Price, Tom (GA), #3, which would strike section 4 of the bill and leave in place a GAO study into the effects of executive compensation on system risk.
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 243
Date: July 30, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3269.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Sessions (TX), #4, which would clarify that this bill creates no new private right of action, nor would its passage make a compensation committee's decisions (including any action deemed non-compliant from this non-binding
vote) subject to any existing private right of action, and an amendment by Rep. Sessions (TX), #5, which
would create SEC disclosure requirements for any group wanting to influence the shareholder’s vote, which
would include the disclosure of, (1) who they are, (2) what activities they are engaged in, and (3) how much is
being spent on these activities.
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Ping-
ree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 244
Date: July 30, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3269.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Hensarl-
ing, #7, which would apply section 4 of the legislation only to TARP recipients and it would only be in effect
while the federal assistance is outstanding.
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Ping-
ree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 245
Date: September 15, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3246.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart of Florida.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Teague
(NM), #12, which would ensure that there is investment in research of natural gas vehicle technology and
that natural gas utilities participate in the Department of Energy’s vehicle research and development pro-
gram. It also would specify that an objective of the bill is to reduce vehicle reliance on imported petroleum-
based fuels.
Results: Defeated 4-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay;
Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 246
Date: September 15, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3221.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To grant an open rule.
Results: Defeated 4-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay;
Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 247
Date: September 15, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3221.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Hoekstra
(MI), and Rep. Burton (IN), #27, which would strike the elimination of the Federal Family Education Loan
(FFEL) program.
Results: Defeated 4-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay;
Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 248
Date: September 15, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3221.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Price, Tom (GA), Castle (DE), #2, which would provide that the Act would fail to take effect if the Secretary of Education, in consultation with the Secretaries of Labor and the Treasury, determines that the provisions of Sec. 201 (ending the FFEL program) will result in more than 5,000 job losses.
Results: Defeated 4-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 249
Date: September 15, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 3221.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of Motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Carter (TX), #3, which would prohibit the Secretary from implementing a full scale Direct Loan program until 80% of schools enter the Direct Loan program voluntarily.
Results: Defeated 4-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 250
Date: September 15, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 322.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Ryan, Paul (WI), #20, which would add a Sense of Congress recommending that the Federal Credit Reform Act of 1990 be updated to require the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) and the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) to adjust for market risk when estimating the budgetary effects of changes to Federal student loan programs.
Results: Defeated 4-8.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 251
Date: September 22, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 324.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To grant an open rule.
Results: Defeated 2-6.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 252
Date: September 24, 2009.
Measure: Conference report on H.R. 2918.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To amend the rule to provide for a separate vote on the continuing resolution portion of the conference report, by dividing the question of adoption of the conference report between division A and B.
Results: Defeated 3-8.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 253
Date: September 24, 2009.
Measure: Conference report on H.R. 2918.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment offered by Rep.
Jordan, Jim (OH), #1, to provide that appropriations in division B of the conference report be made for one
year based on FY 2008 enacting funding levels (excluding Department of Defense, Military Construction,
Veterans Affairs, and Homeland Security Appropriations).
Results: Defeated 3-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--
Nay; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 254
Date: October 14, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2442.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Nunes
(CA), #2, which would provide a two-year waiver to the Endangered Species Act to prevent the implementa-
tion of the December 15, 2008 Biological Opinion by the United States Fish and Wildlife Service and the
June 4, 2009 Biological Opinion by the National Marine Fisheries Service on the Long-Term Operations of
the Central Valley Project and State Water Project in California. The Biological Opinions relate to the Delta-
smelt and the salmon, steelhead, green sturgeon and killer whales, respectively.
Results: Defeated 5-6.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Yea; Pingree--Nay; Polis--
Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 255
Date: October 14, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2442.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart of Florida.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Nunes
(CA), #1, which would provide a two-year waiver to the Endangered Species Act to prevent the implementa-
tion of the December 15, 2008 Biological Opinion by the United States Fish and Wildlife Service and the June 4,
2009 Biological Opinion by the National Marine Fisheries Service on the Long-Term Operations of the Central
Valley Project and State Water Project in California. The Biological Opinions relate to the Delta-smelt and the
salmon, steelhead, green sturgeon and killer whales, respectively.
Results: Defeated 5-6.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Yea; Pingree--Nay; Polis--
Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 256
Date: October 14, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2442.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for the amendments en bloc to be
separately debatable for 10 minutes each consisting of amendments by Rep. Radanovich (CA), #4, which
would add at the end of the bill H.R. 856, the California Drought Alleviation Act, which would waive the En-
dangered Species Act restrictions on the State Water Project and Central Valley Project Delta pumps during
times of drought emergency; and #5, which would prevent the water recycling projects in section 2 of the bill
from taking effect until the Two Gates Project in the San Joaquin Sacramento Delta has been completed.
Results: Defeated 5-6.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Yea; Pingree--Nay; Polis--
Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 257
Date: October 14, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2442.
Motion by: Mr. McGovern.
Summary of motion: To report the rule.
Results: Adopted 6-5.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Yea; Hastings (FL)--Yea; Matsui--Yea; Cardoza--Nay; Pingree--Yea; Polis--Yea; Dreier--Nay; Diaz-Balart, L.--Nay; Sessions--Nay; Foxx--Nay; Slaughter--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 258  
Date: October 28, 2009.  
Measure: H.R. 3854.  
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.  
Summary of motion: To grant an open rule.  
Results: Defeated 3-6.  
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 259  
Date: October 28, 2009.  
Measure: H.R. 3854.  
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.  
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Neugebauer, #24, which would make permanent full repeal of the estate tax, and it would permanently allow the increased Section 179 expensing allowance at $200,000 and the phase-out threshold at $800,000, indexed to inflation. It would also provide for the full deduction for the health insurance costs of self-employed individuals when determining self-employment tax.  
Results: Defeated 3-7.  
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 260  
Date: October 28, 2009.  
Measure: H.R. 3854.  
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.  
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Sessions, #2, which would replace the current system for Section 179 business asset depreciation by allowing companies to choose the asset depreciation schedule that best suits their individual business.  
Results: Defeated 3-7.  
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 261  
Date: October 28, 2009.  
Measure: H.R. 3854.  
Motion by: Ms. Matsui.  
Summary of motion: To report the rule.  
Results: Adopted 7-3.  
Vote by Members: McGovern--Yea; Matsui--Yea; Arcuri--Yea; Perlmutter--Yea; Pingree--Yea; Polis--Yea; Dreier--Nay; Diaz-Balart, L.--Nay; Foxx--Nay; Slaughter--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 262  
Date: November 3, 2009.  
Measure: H.R. 2868.  
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.  
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Upton (MI), #17, which would exempt a covered chemical facility from implementing the manufacturing changes mandated by the Department of Homeland Security if the Secretary of Homeland Security determines such changes would lead to the facility laying off at least 15% of its workforce.  
Results: Defeated 2-6.  
Vote by Members: Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.
Rules Committee record vote No. 263
Date: November 3, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2868.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Barton (TX), #20, which would prevent the EPA or, as appropriate, States from compelling drinking water facilities to alter their processes or chemical inputs by striking language relating to methods to reduce the consequences of a chemical release from an intentional act, and would remove language giving priority for preparation grants to covered water systems posing the greatest security risk, leaving greatest need as the sole determining factor.
Results: Defeated 2-6.
Vote by Members: Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 264
Date: November 7, 2009 (Legislative Day of November 6, 2009).
Measure: H.R. 3962.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To postpone vote on final passage on H.R. 3962 until 72 hours after the rule has been filed, so that Members have an opportunity to review last minute changes to the bill and Manager's Amendment.
Results: Defeated 4-6.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 265
Date: November 7, 2009 (Legislative Day of November 6, 2009).
Measure: H.R. 3962.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To double the amount of debate time to 8 hours.
Results: Defeated 4-6.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 266
Date: November 7, 2009 (Legislative Day of November 6, 2009).
Measure: H.R. 3962.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order all amendments submitted to the Rules Committee for H.R. 3962.
Results: Defeated 4-6.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 267
Date: November 7, 2009 (Legislative Day of November 6, 2009).
Measure: H.R. 3962.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Barton (TX), #67, which would add a group of amendments that were accepted at the Committee on Energy and Commerce's full committee markup and were stripped from H.R. 3962 and not included in the managers amendment to H.R. 3962.
Results: Defeated 4-6.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea.
Rules Committee record vote No. 268  
Date: November 7, 2009 (Legislative Day of November 06, 2009).  
Measure: H.R. 3962.  
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.  
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Rogers (MI), #144, which would strike all the Medicare cuts contained in H.R. 3962.  
Results: Defeated 4-6.  
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 269  
Date: November 7, 2009 (Legislative Day of November 6, 2009).  
Measure: H.R. 3962.  
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.  
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Barrett (SC), #142, which would strike the section in the bill that eliminates the nontaxable reimbursements of over-the-counter medication from health savings accounts-HSAs, HRAs, and FSAs. Basically this bill weakens HSAs.  
Results: Defeated 4-6.  
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 270  
Date: November 7, 2009 (Legislative Day of November 6, 2009).  
Measure: H.R. 3962.  
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.  
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Brady (TX), #91, which would block the implementation of sections of HR 3962, including reductions to the Medicare program, in any geographic area unless the Secretary of HHS certifies that implementation will not result in: rationing of health care services; reduced health care services for seniors; longer patient wait times; or reduced availability of health care providers participating in the Medicare program.  
Results: Defeated 4-6.  
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 271  
Date: November 7, 2009 (Legislative Day of November 6, 2009).  
Measure: H.R. 3962.  
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.  
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Reichert (WA), #116, which this amendment would create a hardship exemption from the employer mandate if its compliance would result in the employer laying off employees, reducing employee wages, or prevent the hiring of new employees. The amendment requires the Treasury Department to establish documentation to verify such hardship.  
Results: Defeated 4-6.  
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 272  
Date: November 7, 2009 (Legislative Day of November 6, 2009).  
Measure: H.R. 3962.  
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.  
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Fleming (LA) and Rep. Wilson (SC) and Rep. Scalise (LA) and Rep. Herger (CA) and Rep. Gingrey (GA), #1, which would automatically enroll all Members of Congress and all Senators in the public option.  
Results: Defeated 4-6.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 273
Date: November 7, 2009 (Legislative Day of November 6, 2009).
Measure: H.R. 3962.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Hastings (WA), #34, which would strike Section 1156 of the bill, which prohibits the expansion of physician-owned hospitals.
Results: Defeated 4-6.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 274
Date: November 7, 2009 (Legislative Day of November 6, 2009).
Measure: H.R. 3962.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Price (GA), #115, which strikes Sec. 2401 and inserts language establishing best practice guidelines. It places limitations on noneconomic damages and punitive damages in a health care lawsuit in cases in which treatments are based on these practices.
Results: Defeated 4-6.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 275
Date: November 7, 2009 (Legislative Day of November 6, 2009).
Measure: H.R. 3962.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Sessions (TX), #190, which would not allow any of the provisions of this bill to be implemented if the OMB, in consultation with the Department of Labor find that 4 million jobs will be lost as a result of this bill.
Results: Defeated 4-6.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 276
Date: November 7, 2009 (Legislative Day of November 6, 2009).
Measure: H.R. 3962.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide the necessary waivers for an amendment that would prohibit the criminal penalties that provide a $25,000 fine and up to 1 year in prison to a $250,000 fine and up to 5 years in prison for not complying with the individual mandate if offered by Rep Sessions or a designee.
Results: Defeated 4-6.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 277
Date: November 7, 2009 (Legislative Day of November 6, 2009).
Measure: H.R. 3962.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Foxx (NC), #203, which would direct the Secretary of Health and Human Services to extend for two years the reclassification in effect during fiscal year 2009 for hospitals whose Medicare Geographic Classification Review Board reclassification changed from fiscal year 2009 to fiscal year 2010 or ended as of September 30, 2009.
The affected hospitals would have 20 days from enactment and publication of this provision to notify the Secretary of their decision to extend their fiscal 2009 reclassification. This is a temporary extension; any Medicare Geographic Classification Review Board reclassification that these hospitals have or will obtain for fiscal years beyond the two year extension will remain valid.

Results: Defeated 4-6.

Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 278
Date: November 7, 2009 (Legislative Day of November 6, 2009).
Measure: H.R. 3962.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for the following amendments to be considered and separately debatable for ten minutes: an amendment by Rep. Deal (GA) and Rep. Wilson (SC) and Rep. Johnson (TX) and Rep. Heller (NV), #56--since the operation of the Health Insurance Exchange will be funded with taxpayer dollars, this amendment will limit participation in the Exchange to U.S. citizens and members of one of the nine groups of qualified aliens that are eligible for Medicaid. To enforce this requirement, the Health Choices Commissioner must verify that all applicants to purchase an Exchange-participating plan are qualified based on citizenship or qualified alien status, and it requires the Commissioner to verify the identity of all applicants using the same process used in Medicaid. The amendment also incorporates the five-year waiting period for new legal permanent residents that was created by the welfare reform legislation in 1996; and an amendment by Rep. Deal (GA) and Rep. Wilson (SC) and Rep. Johnson (TX) and Rep. Heller (NV), #60, which would require the Health Choices Commissioner to verify that all applicants for Affordability Credits are U.S. citizens (or members of one of the nine groups of qualified aliens that are eligible for Medicaid) and would require the Commissioner to verify the applicant's identity using the same identity verification process the DRA required for Medicaid applicants. The amendment also would incorporate the five-year waiting period for new legal permanent residents that was created by the welfare reform legislation in 1996; and an amendment by Rep. King (IA), #130, which would require that beneficiaries of the insurance exchange provide proof of their citizenship.

Results: Defeated 4-6.

Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 279
Date: November 7, 2009 (Legislative Day of November 6, 2009).
Measure: H.R. 3962.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Price (GA), #114, which would add language protecting the private right to contract between individuals and health care providers.

Results: Defeated 4-6.

Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 280
Date: November 7, 2009 (Legislative Day of November 6, 2009).
Measure: H.R. 3962.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Paulsen (MN) and Rep. Lance (NJ) and Rep. Gerlach (PA), #35, which would remove the medical innovation tax and replaces it with unobligated stimulus funds.

Results: Defeated 4-6.

Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea.
Date: November 7, 2009 (Legislative Day of November 6, 2009).
Measure: H.R. 3962.
Motion by: Mr. Hastings (FL).
Summary of motion: To report the rule.
Results: Adopted 6-4.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Yea; Hastings (FL)--Yea; Cardoza--Yea; Arcuri--Yea; Perlmutter--Yea; Polis--Yea; Dreier--Nay; Diaz-Balart, L.--Nay; Sessions--Nay; Foxx--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 282
Date: November 17, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 2781.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Bishop (UT), #1, which would require that if any amount of land is no longer made available for timber production as a result of this bill, the BLM must identify, within one year of enactment, an equivalent amount and type of land outside of the river corridor for timber production to serve as a funding offset for lost timber production receipts.
Results: Defeated 4-9.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 283
Date: December 2, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 4154.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment in the nature of a substitute by Rep. Neugebauer (TX), #4, which would repeal the sunset of the estate tax provisions of the Economic Growth and Tax Relief Reconciliation Act of 2001.
Results: Defeated 1-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 284
Date: December 2, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 4154.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment in the nature of a substitute by Rep. Berkley (NV) and Rep. Brady (TX), #7, which would phase in a higher exemption and a lower tax rate. In year 10, the top tax rate is 35 percent and the exemption level would be $5 million for an individual or $10 million per couple. The exemption level also would be indexed for inflation starting after year 10.
Results: Defeated 1-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 285
Date: December 8, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 4213.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Reichert (WA) and Rep. Davis (KY), #9, which would extend the 45L $2,000 credit for increasing energy efficiency in new home construction through December 31, 2010.
Results: Defeated 4-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.
Rules Committee record vote No. 286
Date: December 8, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 4213.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Cao (LA) and Rep. Melancon (LA), #1, which would extend the time for making low-income housing credit allocations for two years.
Results: Defeated 4-7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 287
Date: December 9, 2009.
Measure: Conference Report to accompany H.R. 3288.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To prohibit the bill from being called up any earlier than 11:23 p.m. on Friday, December 11, 2009 to allow all Members and the public an opportunity to review this 2,500 page, $1/2 trillion bill.
Results: Defeated 4-8.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 288
Date: December 9, 2009.
Measure: Conference Report to accompany H.R. 3288.
Motion by: Mr. McGovern.
Summary of motion: To report the rule.
Results: Adopted 8-4.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Yea; Hastings (FL)--Yea; Matsui--Yea; Cardoza--Yea; Arcuri--Yea; Pingree--Yea; Polis--Yea; Dreier--Nay; Diaz-Balart, L.--Nay; Sessions--Nay; Foxx--Nay; Slaughter--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 289
Date: December 9, 2009.
Measure: H. Res. 962, waiving a requirement of clause 6(a) of rule XIII with respect to consideration of certain resolutions reported from the Committee on Rules.
Motion by: Mr. McGovern.
Summary of motion: To report the rule.
Results: Adopted 9-3.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Yea; Hastings (FL)--Yea; Matsui--Yea; Cardoza--Yea; Arcuri--Yea; Perlmutter--Yea; Pingree--Yea; Polis--Yea; Dreier--Nay; Diaz-Balart, L.--Nay; Foxx--Nay; Slaughter--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 290
Date: December 10, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 4173.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Harman (CA), #23, which would allow depositors in any institution for which the FDIC was appointed as receiver or conservator on July 11, 2008 (IndyMAC) to be compensated for uninsured deposits up to the new FDIC insurance limit of $250,000. The insurance would be offset with CFPA funds.
Results: Defeated 4-8.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 291
Date: December 10, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 4173.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Reps. Boren (OK), Capito (WV), McMahon (NY), Miller, Gary (CA), #78, which would direct the appropriate agency to define a category of low risk mortgages that would be exempt from the risk retention provisions found within the bill. The current language in the bill allows the newly formed agency to define such a mortgage; this amendment would require it.
Results: Defeated 4-9.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 292
Date: December 10, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 4173.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Garrett (NJ), #236, which would strike new Federal Reserve authorities and responsibilities in the bill.
Results: Defeated 4-9.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 293
Date: December 10, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 4173.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for the amendments, en bloc, each separately debatable for 10 minutes, by Rep. McCarthy, Kevin (CA), #167, which would restrict the CFPA from having authority over Veterans' benefits programs or the provisions of the Servicemembers Civil Relief Act; and by Rep. Bean, #141, which would provide that the Comptroller of the Currency may assess the individual state laws and/or regulations under the CFPA and if they provide a high protective standard, and may make a determination that such standard be the uniform national standard. If a majority of states file petitions, CFPA is forced to consider raising the federal standard. If an institution is not chartered federally as a national bank or Federal savings associations (non-bank subs and affiliates are state chartered), then it cannot receive federal preemption. The amendment does not seek to limit any of the new powers the State AGs receive under this bill (Section 4402) or limit the State AG visitorial sections beyond matching Cuomo. Makes changes to sections dealing with the relationship between national banks/Federal savings associations and state laws to match the true pre-2004 standard.
Results: Defeated 4-9.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 294
Date: December 10, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 4173.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Bachmann (MN), #192, which would prohibit employees and former employees of organizations that have been indicted of Federal or State election law violations from serving on the Consumer Financial Protection Oversight Board.
Results: Defeated 4-9.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.
Rules Committee record vote No. 295
Date: December 10, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 4173.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Reps. Lance (NJ), McCarthy, Kevin (CA), Paulsen (MN), #196, which would prohibit the secretary from extending the TARP program, prohibit any unused authorization under TARP from being used for any further purpose that would increase the national debt, and direct any repaid funds be used only for reducing the national debt.
Results: Defeated 3-8.
Vote by Members: Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 296
Date: December 10, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 4173.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Sessions (TX), #86, which would clarify that none of the registration requirements or other requirements on investment advisers of private funds shall be construed as creating a private right of action.
Results: Defeated 3-8.
Vote by Members: Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 297
Date: December 10, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 4173.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Sessions (TX), #150, which would make the bill ineffective if it is determined to cause the loss of over 1 million jobs; the Comptroller General of the United States has 30 days to determine the net job loss.
Results: Defeated 3-8.
Vote by Members: Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 298
Date: December 10, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 4173.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Garrett (NJ), #237, which would require that all current and future Fed 13(3) programs be moved on-budget.
Results: Defeated 3-8.
Vote by Members: Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 299
Date: December 10, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 4173.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Reps. Jenkins (KS), Paulsen (MN), #18, which would add a new section which bans government funds from being used for a bailout or for any other purpose, other than a Federal agency's administrative costs.
Results: Defeated 3-8.
Vote by Members: Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.
Rules Committee record vote No. 300
Date: December 10, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 4173.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. McHenry (NC), #98, which would clarify that nothing under Title 4 shall be construed to create a private right of action.
Results: Defeated 3-8.
Vote by Members: Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 301
Date: December 10, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 4173.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Perlmutter (CO), #177, which would strengthen the exemption for smaller banks and credit unions allowing their consumer protection oversight to remain with their current regulator.
Results: Defeated 4-7.
Vote by Members: Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Yea; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 302
Date: December 10, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 4173.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Price, Tom (GA), #35, which would strike all sections in the bill which restrict the use of arbitration.
Results: Defeated 3-8.
Vote by Members: Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Cardoza--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 303
Date: December 10, 2009.
Measure: H.R. 4173.
Motion by: Mr. McGovern.
Summary of motion: To report the rule.
Results: Adopted 8-3.
Vote by Members: Hastings (FL)--Yea; Matsui--Yea; Cardoza--Yea; Arcuri--Yea; Perlmutter--Yea; Pingree--Yea; Polis--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Sessions--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 304
Date: December 16, 2009.
Measure: Senate amendment to H.R. 3326, and for other purposes.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To strike Section 6 from the resolution, which provides blanket suspension authority for the Speaker, and Section 7, which provides blanket martial law authority until the end of this session.
Results: Defeated 3-8.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 305
Date: December 16, 2009.
Measure: Senate amendment to H.R. 3326, and for other purposes.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To provide the Minority Leader or his designee an amendment to each item made in order by the rule.
Results: Defeated 3-8.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Arcuri--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 306
Date: December 16, 2009.
Measure: Senate amendment to H.R. 3326, and for other purposes.
Motion by: Mr. McGovern.
Summary of motion: To report the rule.
Results: Adopted 8-3.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Yea; Hastings (FL)--Yea; Matsui--Yea; Arcuri--Yea; Perlmutter--Yea; Pingree--Yea; Polis--Yea; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Yea.

Rules Committee Record Vote No. 307
Date: February 2, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4061.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide the necessary waivers for an amendment by Rep. Sessions (TX), #3, which would maintain FY 2011 authorization levels in the bill for three years, instead of increasing them annually.
Results: Defeated 2–8.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Foxx—Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 308
Date: February 3, 2010.
Measure: Senate amendment to H.J. Res. 45.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To strike the portion of the rule that provides for the automatic (or hereby) adoption of the $1.9 trillion increase in the public debt.
Results: Defeated 3–8.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Foxx—Nay; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 309
Date: February 3, 2010.
Measure: Senate amendment to H.J. Res. 45.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Neugebauer (TX), #2, which would impose binding caps on discretionary and direct spending for FY2011 through FY2019. The discretionary caps would allow total discretionary spending to grow no faster than inflation. The direct spending caps would prohibit expansion of mandatory spending unless offset by reductions in other mandatory spending.
Results: Defeated 4–7.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Yea; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 310
Date: February 3, 2010.
Measure: Senate amendment to H.J. Res. 45.
Motion by: Mr. McGovern.
Summary of motion: To report the rule.
Results: Adopted 8–3.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Yea; Hastings (FL)—Yea; Matsui—Yea; Cardoza—Yea; Perlmutter—Yea; Pingree—Yea; Polis—Yea; Dreier—Nay; Diaz-Balart, L.—Nay; Sessions—Nay; Slaughter—Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 311
Date: February 23, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4626.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order an amendment by Rep. Lungren (CA), #1, which would allow the sharing of historical loss data and actuarial services among health insurance companies, as modified by striking all references to medical malpractice insurance in the amendment.
Results: Defeated 3–7.
Vote by Members: McGovern--Nay; Hastings (FL)--Nay; Matsui--Nay; Perlmutter--Nay; Pingree--Nay; Polis--Nay; Dreier--Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.--Yea; Foxx--Yea; Slaughter--Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 312
Date: February 24, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 2701.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To limit sections 4 and 5 of the rule to legislation relating to jobs and/or expiring provisions.
Results: Defeated 4–6.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 313
Date: February 24, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 2701.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Hoekstra (MI), #63, which would require the CIA to release publicly unclassified versions of documents relating to the use of enhanced interrogation techniques.
Results: Defeated 4–6.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 314
Date: February 24, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 2701.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Hoekstra (MI), #72, which would require the DNI to submit a report detailing any steps taken to fix problems identified in the President’s Fort Hood intelligence review prior to December 25, 2009.
Results: Defeated 4–6.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 315
Date: February 24, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 2701.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Hoekstra (MI), #74, which would set a process for authorization and notification of covert actions that may result in the death of a targeted U.S. citizen.
Results: Defeated 4–6.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.
Rules Committee record vote No. 316
Date: February 24, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 2701.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Thornberry (TX), #8, which would update the National Security Act of 1947 (50 U.S.C. sec. 413) by setting the first statutory requirement that every Member of the congressional intelligence committees shall be briefed on intelligence and covert activities while protecting the President’s prerogative as Commander-in-Chief to limit sensitive information. The amendment requires agreement between the chair and ranking member to modify the President’s request to limit information. The amendment defines the phrase “significant undertaking” in law pertaining to covert action.
Results: Defeated 4–6.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 317
Date: February 24, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 2701.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Hoekstra (MI), #62, which would direct the DNI to establish a panel to review intelligence relating to weapons of mass destruction programs of Iran.
Results: Defeated 4–6.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 318
Date: February 24, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 2701.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Rogers (MI), #51, which would prohibit employees of the Federal government from providing Miranda warnings to a foreign terrorist suspect while in custody of an element of the Intelligence Community unless the Defense Secretary, Homeland Security Secretary, CIA Director, and National Counterterrorism Center Director each certify that all actionable intelligence has been acquired.
Results: Defeated 4–7.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 319
Date: February 24, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 2701.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Rogers (MI), #58, which would prohibit funds authorized in this act to be used to support the criminal prosecution of any Federal employee for carrying out a counterterrorism program between September 11, 2001, and January 20, 2009, who conformed to legal advice provided by Department of Justice.
Results: Defeated 4–6.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 320
Date: February 24, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 2701.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Hoekstra (MI), #71, which would prohibit funds from being used to bring Guantanamo Bay detainees into the United States.

Results: Defeated 4–7.

Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 321
Date: February 24, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 2701.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.

Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Gingrey (GA), #5, which would prohibit any funds authorized in the bill from being used to transfer any Guantanamo Bay detainee to a nation or region recognized by the State Department or Defense Department as a safe haven or state sponsor of terrorism.

Results: Defeated 4–7.

Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 322
Date: February 24, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 2701.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.


Results: Defeated 4–7.

Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 323
Date: February 24, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 2701.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.

Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Schock (IL), Rep. Shimkus (IL), Rep. Roskam (IL), Rep. Johnson (IL), Rep. Kirk (IL), Rep. Biggert (IL), and Rep. Manzullo (IL), #68, which would require, 90 days before the proposed transfer to the United States of any persons detained at Guantanamo Bay, currently classified information regarding the legal name of the detainee, country of residence, act of terrorism committed, and behavioral record since capture be declassified and released to the public.

Results: Defeated 4–7.

Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 324
Date: March 2, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4247.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.

Summary of motion: To amend the rule to restrict the authority in sections 4 and 5 of the rule (relating to suspension authority and same-day consideration of rules) to measures relating to jobs or expiring provisions.

Results: Defeated 2–9.

Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.
Rules Committee record vote No. 325
Date: March 4, 2010.
Measure: Senate amendment to H.R. 2847.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order an amendment, if offered by the Republican Leader or his designee.
Results: Defeated 3–7.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 326
Date: March 11, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 3650.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To report an open rule.
Results: Defeated 3–7.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 327
Date: March 18, 2010.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment to H.R. 3644 by Rep. Hastings, Doc (WA), #3, which would reduce the authorization of appropriations levels to the current FY10 appropriated levels and make ineligible for funding under the programs in the Act anyone who is suing the Administrator of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.
Results: Defeated 3–7.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 328
Date: March 18, 2010.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment to H.R. 1612 by Rep. Hastings, Doc (WA) and Rep. Bishop, Rob (UT), #6, which would ensure that projects conducted by the Corps using taxpayer dollars will take place only on federal public lands and that priority is given to improvements to federal property; allows the Secretary to give a Corps enrolling preference to persons who live in counties where a majority of the land is publicly owned, thus limiting the tax base and economic development potential; and allows the Secretary, when entering into cooperative agreements, to give preference to youth or conservation corps with members who live in a county in which a majority of the land is publicly owned.
Results: Defeated 3–7.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 329
Date: March 18, 2010.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment to H.R. 1612 by Rep. Bishop, Rob (UT), #2, which would expand the list of activities that can be undertaken by the Secretary using Corps participants to include the reduction of wildfire hazards, and increased opportunities for hunters, fishermen, and recreational shooters. It would also direct that these projects shall have a priority in funding in this taxpayer-supported program.
Results: Defeated 3–7.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 330
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872 and Senate Amendments to H.R. 3590.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To report an open rule.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 331
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To amend the rule to provide that for any record vote demanded on passage to H.R. 4872, the Speaker shall use her authority pursuant to clause 3 of rule 26 to direct the Clerk to conduct such vote by call of the roll.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 332
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Barton (TX), #53, which would prevent this bill from taking effect until the Office of Management and Budget certifies that the federal budget deficit has been eliminated.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 333
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Shimkus (IL), #55, which would require a certification that the bill would lower national health costs.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 334
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Barton (TX), #68, which would strike all taxes in the bill.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 335
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Barton (TX) and Rep. Johnson (TX), #48, which would remove the provision which provides extra funds to Louisiana’s Medicaid program.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 336
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Barton (TX) and Rep. Johnson (TX), #49, which would remove the provision which provides funds for a medical facility in Connecticut.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 337
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Barton (TX) and Rep. Johnson (TX), #50, which would remove the provision that would allow certain hospitals to benefit from Section 508 if it means higher Medicare payments.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 338
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Barton (TX) and Rep. Johnson (TX), #54, which would remove the provision that provides for increased Medicare payments to hospitals and doctors in frontier states.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 339
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Barton (TX) and Rep. Johnson (TX), #70, which would repeal a provision providing Medicare coverage to certain individuals exposed to environmental health hazards.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 340
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Barton (TX) and Rep. Johnson (TX), #76, which would repeal section 6001 of the bill, Limitation on Medicare exception to the prohibition on certain physician referrals for hospitals.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 341
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Scalise (LA), #65, which would strike the individual health care mandate.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 342
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Shadegg (AZ) and Rep. Broun (GA) and Rep. Blackburn (TN), #84, which would add a section on interstate purchasing of health insurance.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 343
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Broun (GA), #88, which would allow for 100% deductibility of individual medical expenses.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 344
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Brown-Waite (FL), #82, which would eliminate any cuts to Medicare in the bill.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 345
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Cassidy (LA), #91, which would clarify that high-deductible health plans with an HSA meet the definition of adequate coverage. Furthermore, any new standards adopted by the Secretary shall not apply to high deductible health plans and health savings accounts if such standards would have the effect of disqualifying such plans from meeting the essential benefit package requirements.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay, Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 346
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Cole (OK), #3, which would require that savings resulting from spending reductions in Medicare will stay in Medicare to pay down long-term unfunded financial obligations.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay, Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 347
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Rogers (MI), #32, which would express the sense of Congress that any new Social Security payroll tax revenue that results from this legislation could only be used for future Social Security benefit payments.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 348
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Franks (AZ), #43, which would prohibit cuts to Medicare Advantage plans.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 349
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Rogers (MI), #73, which would require there to be no changes to Medicare Advantage for a given year until the HHS Secretary certifies that no senior will be forced away from or losing their enrollment in the MA plan they were enrolled on as of the day before enactment of the bill.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 350
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Herger (CA) and Rep. Boustany Jr. (LA) and Rep. Broun (GA), #45, would prohibit CMS from making coverage determinations using Comparative Effectiveness Research solely on the basis of cost.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 351
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Burgess (TX), #19, which would require that to have a qualified state plan under the Medicaid program states must pay providers at least 75% of the payment rate paid to a provider under the state employee plan or the Federal Employees Health Benefit Plan (FEHBP) most chosen by families. For dental and vision services, in the case where such services are covered under a state employee plan, providers must be paid at 75% of the rate paid under the plan. In the case where supplemental dental and vision services are not offered to a state employee providers must be paid at a rate of 75% of the rate paid by the supplemental (vision & dental) FEHBP plan most often chosen by families.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 352
Date March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Burgess (TX), #20, which would establish a utilization review and appeals process for qualified health plans.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.
Record Votes – Full Committee

Rules Committee record vote No. 353
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Terry (NE), #79, which would strike Medicare payment cuts to disproportionate share hospitals.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 354
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Terry (NE), #52, which would strike market basket update reductions.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 355
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Upton (MI), #78, which would prohibit the bill from taking effect until the Medicare Trustees publish projections that show that Medicare is solvent for the next 30 years.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 356
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Whitfield (KY), #56, which would remove the “prompt pay” discount from the Medicare part B reimbursement formula.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 357
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Whitfield (KY), #57, which which would place a moratorium on the cuts to reimbursement for procedure performed by interventional pain physicians.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

*Rules Committee record vote No. 358*
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Lummis (WY) and Rep. Johnson (TX), #41, which would allow States to opt out of any provisions of the bill to the extent that they mandate the purchasing of health insurance by residents in such State, mandate the provision of health insurance by employers in such State, or interfere with the ability of patients to privately contract with medical providers and insurers under the laws of such State.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

*Rules Committee record vote No. 359*
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for substitute amendment #95, offered by Rep. Issa (CA), which would strike all after the enacting clause and insert language that would allow every American to obtain the same health insurance that members of Congress have by using the existing framework of the Federal Employees Health Benefits Plan (FEHBP). The Office of Personnel Management (OPM) would contract with insurance providers to make private health insurance plans available to all Americans.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

*Rules Committee record vote No. 360*
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Buyer (IN) and Rep. McKeon (CA), #31, which would protect the integrity and independence of the Department of Defense (DOD) and the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) health care systems and state that the TRICARE program and veterans’ health care programs meet all of the requirements for individual health insurance under the bill.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

*Rules Committee record vote No. 361*
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Blackburn (TN), #12, which would prohibit exchange plans from being established until the HHS Secretary certifies that the establishment of exchange plans will not cause the cost of the average price of private health insurance premiums to increase.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 362
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Blackburn (TN), #8, which would provide that if OMB submits a report saying that the costs of title I of the bill and the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act are 25% or greater than the Federal budget, than the Congress shall consider a joint resolution to repeal such provisions.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 363
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Flake (AZ), #106, which would strike the employer mandate to provide health insurance for employees.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 364
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Broun (GA), #85, which would require any business that is characterized as a minority owned business or small business concern (as defined by section 3 of the Small Business Act, 15 U.S.C. 632) is exempt from all employer mandates.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 365
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Broun (GA), #86, which would exempt any business whose gross revenues per year do not exceed $500,000 from all employer mandates.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 366
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Paulsen (MN), #42, which would exclude temporary workers from the employer mandate.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 367
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment to be separately debateable for 10 minutes each by Rep. Heller (NV), #97, prevents the $2,000 per employee tax from impacting employers in states where unemployment is greater than 6 percent.; and the amendment by Rep. Upton (MI), #77, would prohibit the employer mandate from going into effect if unemployment is over 7%.; and the amendment by Rep. Kingston (GA), #99, would suspend the employer mandate for every year that the national unemployment rate is at or above 9%.; and the amendment by Rep. Rogers (MI), #64, would prohibit the employer mandate from going into effect if national unemployment is over 10%.; and the amendment by Rep. Rogers (MI), #51, would prohibit the employer mandate from going into effect if in a state where unemployment is over 10%
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 368
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Shimkus (IL), #58, which would allow states to opt-out of the Medicaid expansion.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 369
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Shimkus (IL), #47, which would provide funds to Medicaid recipients so they can buy into employersponsored insurance.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 370
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Paulsen (MN) and Rep. Lance (NJ) and Rep. Dent (PA) and Rep. Gerlach (PA), #30, which would remove the medical innovation tax and replace it with unobligated stimulus funds.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 371
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Dent (PA), #89, which would add a new division titled, ending defensive medicine and encouraging innovation.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 372
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Shadegg (AZ) and Rep. Broun (GA), #83, which adds a section to establish universal access programs to improve high risk pools and reinsurance markets.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 373
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Broun (GA), #46, which would provide individuals 100% deductibility for all medical expenses; reform EMTALA; provide for cooperative governing of individual health insurance coverage; and provide for Association Health Plans. The amendment is the same as H.R. 3889.
Results: Defeated 3–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay;Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 374
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Burgess (TX), #61, which would add a division based on the medical liability reforms adopted in Texas.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 375
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for amendments Rep. Hall (TX), #69, would require a social security number for eligibility for participation in an exchange; and the amendment by Rep. Hall (TX), #80, would require a valid photo ID when applying for Medicaid or SCHIP.

Results: Defeated 4–9.

Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

*Rules Committee record vote No. 376*

Date: March 2, 2010.

Measure: H.R. 4872.

Motion by: Mr. Sessions.

Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Heller (NV) and Rep. Johnson (TX), #96, which strikes the individual mandate exemption for illegal immigrants.

Results: Defeated 4–9.

Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

*Rules Committee record vote No. 377*

Date: March 20, 2010.

Measure: H.R. 4872.

Motion by: Mr. Sessions.

Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for amendment to be separately debatable for 10 minutes each and considered: by Rep. Hinojosa (TX), #105, would add a Hold Harmless Amendment for those hospitals that serve High Poverty Areas and are subject to reductions in their Medicare and Medicaid Disproportionate Share Hospital Payments. Would require MEDPAC to conduct a study that determines the continued operability of hospitals in High Poverty Areas. The Secretary of Health and Human Services would enact recommendations based on the study to ensure continued access to care by individuals served by such hospitals; and the amendment by Rep. Jackson Lee (TX), #92, would strike Medicare limits on expanding physician-owned hospitals; and the amendment by Rep. Jackson Lee (TX), #93, would provide an exception to Medicare limits on physician-owned hospitals by providing an exception for safety net hospitals (meets criteria for disproportionate share hospital or high number of emergency room visits); and the amendment by Rep. Jackson Lee (TX), #94, would amend the definition for “high Medicaid facility.”

Results: Defeated 4–9.

Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

*Rules Committee record vote No. 378*

Date: March 20, 2010.

Measure: H.R. 4872.

Motion by: Dr. Foxx.

Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Foxx (NC), #6, which would strike the entire Student Aid and Fiscal Responsibility Act (SAFRA) from the Amendment in the Nature of a Substitute to H.R. 4872.

Results: Defeated 4–9.

Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

*Rules Committee record vote No. 379*

Date: March 20, 2010.

Measure: H.R. 4872.

Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Broun (GA) and Rep. Johnson (TX) and Rep. Franks (AZ), #98, which would provide that nothing in the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act or this Act may authorize or permit access to or coverage of abortions except in the case of a woman who suffers a physical disorder, physical injury, or physical illness that would, as certified by a physician, place the woman in danger of death unless an abortion is performed; or if the pregnancy is the result of an act of forcible rape or incest.

Results: Defeated 4–9.

Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 380
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Brown Waite (FL), #67, which would repeal the sections of the bill that require the IRS to enforce the individual mandate.

Results: Defeated 4–9.

Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 381
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Blackburn (TN), #13, which would prohibit the Federal government from passing any law that would give it authority to ration health care for the American people.

Results: Defeated 4–9.

Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 382
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Roskam (IL), #90, which would strike the current section 1302, Essential Health Benefits Requirements, and replace with a new section, Medicare Waste, Fraud, and Abuse Prevention Pilot Program.

Results: Defeated 4–9.

Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 383
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Kingston (GA), #101, which would suspend new taxes unless Medicare fraud is below 1%.

Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 384
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Lee (NY), #11, which would create a 3 year/5 state medical tribunal pilot program to be administered by the Secretary of HHS.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 385
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Roe (TN), #44, which would repeal the enactment of the Independent Medicare Advisory Board.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 386
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Gingrey (GA), #29, which would state that nothing in H.R. 4872 shall be construed to allow any Federal employee or political appointee to dictate how a medical provider practices medicine.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 387
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Stearns (FL), #17, which would require that any written, visual or audio materials distributed through a covered official, entity or program shall be in English only.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 388
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for amendments by Rep. Sullivan (OK), #22, which would require the HHS Secretary to conduct a study on new and old programs affected by this legislation to determine if there is any program duplication. Would require the Secretary to write a report on the study within one year of the enactment of this bill. After writing that report, the Secretary would be required to eliminate any duplicative programs within one year; and the amendment by Rep. Sullivan (OK), #23, which would require the HHS Secretary to conduct a study on new and old grant programs affected by this legislation to determine if there is any program duplication. Would require the Secretary to write a report on the study within one year of the enactment of this bill. After writing that report, the Secretary would be required to eliminate any duplicative programs within one year.

Results: Defeated 4–9.

Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 389
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Terry (NE), #21, which would establish the Citizen’s Congressional Health Benefits Program (CCHBP).

Results: Defeated 4–9.

Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 390
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Blackburn (TN), #4, which would require the HHS Secretary to certify that no American will lose access to his or her current health insurance due to the establishment and operation of health plans offered through a state Exchange. This will be an annual certification. Until certification is made, no State is required or penalized for the failure to establish plans in an Exchange.

Results: Defeated 4–9.

Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 391
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Blackburn (TN), #7, which would provide that nothing in the Act shall preclude an individual from purchasing or maintaining insurance qualifying for Health Savings Account deposits and nothing shall interfere with their ability to continue to make deposits according to the schedule created in the 2006 HAS legislation.

Results: Defeated 4–9.

Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 392
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for amendment en bloc by Rep. Wal- den (OR), #63, which would ensure proportional representation of interest of rural areas on IPAB.; and the amendment by Rep. Walden (OR), #71, would ensure that MEDPAC has adequate rural representation.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perl- mutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 393
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for amendments by Rep. Moore (WI), #9, would change the date when insurers would need to comply with the new Medical Loss Ratio require- ments from 2011 to 2014, to conform to when the American Health Benefits Exchanges will be established. Redirects MLR rebates to the Treasury; and the amendment by Rep. Moore (WI), #10, would change the date when insurers would be required to comply with new Medical Loss Ratio (MLR) requirements from the cur- rent draft date of 2011 to 2014, synchronizing it with the year when the American Health Benefit Exchanges will be established. Redirects the MLR rebates to the Treasury to be made available for the funding of pre- mium assistance credits.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perl- mutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 394
Date: March 20, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Ms. Slaughter.
Summary of motion: To report the rule.
Results: Adopted 8–5.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Yea; Hastings (FL)—Yea; Matsui—Yea; Cardoza—Yea; Arcuri—Nay; Perl- mutter—Yea; Pingree—Yea; Polis—Yea; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 395
Date: March 22, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4899.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To report an open rule.
Results: Defeated 3–6.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis— Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 396
Date: March 22, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4899.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Lewis (CA), #1, which would include additional rescissions from unobligated stimulus funds to fully offset disaster assistance and small business relief; and strike unrequested funding for a Summer Jobs program, since $1.5 billion in unobligated funds for this program is currently available.
Results: Defeated 3–6.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis— Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea.
Rules Committee record vote No. 397
Date: March 22, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4849.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Camp (MI), #2, which would replace the provisions in the bill with a deduction for small business income. Offset by eliminating the tax benefit going to companies burning “Black Liquor.”
Results: Defeated 3–6.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 398
Date: March 22, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4849.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Brady (TX), #3, which would strike section 301 of the bill (relating to limitation on treaty benefits for certain deductible payments).
Results: Defeated 3–7.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 399
Date: March 22, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4849.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Reichert (WA), #4, which would extend the current 15 percent capital gains and dividends tax rate through December 31, 2012.
Results: Defeated 3–7.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 400
Date: March 22, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4849.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Reichert (WA), #5, which would extend the current marginal income tax rates through December 31, 2012.
Results: Defeated 3–7.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 401
Date: March 24, 2010.
Measure: Senate amendments to H.R. 1586.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To amend the rule to restrict the waiver of clause 6(a) of rule XIII to matters related to health care or extension of expiring tax provisions.
Results: Defeated 2–5.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 402
Date: March 25, 2010.
Measure: Senate amendments to H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To extend debate time on the motion to 2 hours equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent.
Results: Defeated 3–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 403
Date: March 25, 2010.
Measure: Senate amendments to H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Roskam (IL), #1, which would restore the tax status of payments for retiree health benefits that the Senate bill and reconciliation bill eliminates.
Results: Defeated 3–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 404
Date: March 25, 2010.
Measure: Senate amendments to H.R. 4872.
Motion by: Mr. McGovern.
Summary of motion: To report the rule.
Results: Adopted 8–4.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Yea; Hastings (FL)—Yea; Matsui—Yea; Cardoza—Yea; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Yea; Pingree—Yea; Polis—Yea; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Foxx—Nay; Slaughter—Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 405
Date: April 14, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4715.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To report an open rule.
Results: Defeated 3–7.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Nay; Foxx—Nay; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 406
Date: April 27, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5013.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To report an open rule.
Results: Defeated 3–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 407
Date: April 28, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 2499.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To grant an open rule.
Results: Defeated 2–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 408
Date: April 28, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 2499.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for amendment #13 by Rep. Broun (GA) and Rep. Gary Miller (CA), which would require that English be the only official language of Puerto Rico if it becomes a state.
Results: Defeated 2–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 409
Date: April 28, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 2499.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for amendment #15 by Rep. Broun (GA) and Rep. Chaffetz (UT), which would add a new section at the end of the bill to require Puerto Rico, if it becomes a state, to have laws in place to ensure that its residents have the Second Amendment right to own, possess, carry or use for lawful self defense, store assembled at home, and transport for lawful purposes, firearms and ammunition in any amount, consistent with federal law.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 410
Date: April 28, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 2499.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for amendment #17 by Rep. Rangel (NY), which would authorize a process to conduct a plebiscite in Puerto Rico with four options: independence, statehood, commonwealth, and Puerto Rico should not consider this issue at the present time.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 411
Date: May 5, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5019.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Barton (TX), #25, which would redirect rebates issued by the Department of Energy to consumers instead of contractors.
Results: Defeated 3–8.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 412
Date: May 05, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5019.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Reichert (WA) and Rep. Lee (NY) and Rep. Davis (KY), #40, which would substitute for the text of the bill the text of H.R. 4226, the Expanding Building Efficiency Incentives Act.
Results: Defeated 3–8.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 413
Date: May 5, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5019.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Bachmann (MN), #32, which would prohibit a Federal or State administrator of the Home Star program from having any financial interest in any product such administrator approves for rebates under the program.
Results: Defeated 3–8.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 414
Date: May 5, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5019.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Latta (OH), #23, which would suspend the provisions in the bill if the bill adds to the deficit.
Results: Defeated 3–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 415
Date: May 5, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5019.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for the following amendments to be separately debatable for 10 minutes each: (1) an amendment by Rep. Herseth Sandlin (SD), #42, which would require that alternative accreditation standards approved by the Secretary of Energy include online and correspondence training; and (2) an amendment by Rep. Herseth Sandlin (SD), #43, which would modify the definition of “accredited contractor” to allow qualified contractors who have been certified through one of the workforce programs in section 2(4) of the bill to be eligible to perform the efficiency work under the Gold Star program.
Results: Defeated 3–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 416
Date: May 5, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5019.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Bachmann (MN), #31, which would prohibit funds from being available until the Homeland Security Secretary certifies to Congress that all members of a certified workforce are verified under a basic pilot program in section 401 of the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996. No funds would be available to enter into a contract with a person, employer, or other entity that does not participate in the program.
Results: Defeated 3–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 417
Date: May 11, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5116.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Hall (TX), #66, which would replace section 701–703 of the bill to ensure funding in the bill gives priority to the recommendations in the National Academy of Sciences “Rising Above the Gathering Storm Report”; by (1) giving institutions serving the disabled and disabled veterans special consideration in the activities and programs supported by the Act and requires agencies to do outreach to veterans; and (2) giving veterans and service members preference in awarding scholarships and fellowships under the Act.
Results: Defeated 3–7.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 418
Date: May 11, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5116.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Diaz-Balart, Mario (FL), #37, which would strike the last 2 years of the authorization and make it a 3-year reauthorization.
Results: Defeated 3–7.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 419
Date: May 11, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5116.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Sessions (TX), #21, which would maintain FY 2011 authorization levels for FY 2012–2015 instead of increasing them annually.
Results: Defeated 3–7.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 420
Date: May 11, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5116.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Broun (GA), #42, which would strike from the bill the following: section 228 (NSF Prize Awards), section 406(b)–(c) (Manufacturing Extension Partnership Innovation Services Institute and Reports), section 407 (Bioscience Research Program), section 502 (Federal loan guarantees), section 503 (Regional Innovation Program), and subtitle C of title VI (Energy Innovation Hubs).
Results: Defeated 3–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 421
Date: May 11, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5116.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Bachmann (MN), #54, which would clarify only American citizens are eligible to receive the financial support in section 5004 (Energy Applied Science Talent Expansion Program).
Results: Defeated 3–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.
Rules Committee record vote No. 422
Date: May 11, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5116.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Bilbray (CA), #64, which would provide that only companies enrolled in a federally approved electronic employment verification system are eligible for funding under the Act.
Results: Defeated 3–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 423
Date: May 26, 2010.
Measure: Senate amendment to H.R. 4213.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Brady (TX), #4, which would exempt real estate from changes in taxation of carried interest.
Results: Defeated 3–8.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 424
Date: May 26, 2010.
Measure: Senate amendment to H.R. 4213.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Brown-Waite (FL), #1, which would strike Section 523 (Medicare Physician Payments) and replace it with a reimbursement increase of 2 percent for every year through 2013. This would be paid for implementing limiting medical liability.
Results: Defeated 3–8, Present—1.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Present; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 425
Date: May 26, 2010.
Measure: Senate amendment to H.R. 4213.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Brown-Waite (FL), #2, which would strike title IV (revenue provisions) of the bill and use unobligated funds from the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 as an offset.
Results: Defeated 3–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 426
Date: May 26, 2010.
Measure: Senate amendment to H.R. 4213.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Cassidy (LA), #5, which would require that all revenue from the excise tax on oil production continue to fund strictly the Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund, and may not be used for any other purposes.
Results: Defeated 3–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.
Rules Committee record vote No. 427
Date: May 26, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5136.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To limit the martial law authority granted under the rule to rules providing for consideration of measures relating to the extension of expiring programs.
Results: Defeated 3–7.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 428
Date: May 26, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5136.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. McKeon (CA), #113, a second degree amendment in the nature of a substitute to amendment #43 by Rep. Patrick Murphy (PA), that would revise the guidance, terms of reference and objectives for the Department of Defense Working Group reviewing possible repeal of the current policy concerning homosexuality in the Armed Forces, and require that the Working Group’s report be provided to the House and Senate Committees on Armed Services, together with the recommendations of the chiefs of the military services.
Results: Defeated 3–8.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 429
Date: May 26, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5136.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Gingrey (GA), #18, which would prohibit funds authorized by the bill from being used to transfer any individual who is detained at Guantanamo Bay to the United States or any U.S. territory.
Results: Defeated 3–8.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 430
Date: May 26, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5136.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Biggert (IL) and Rep. Shimkus (IL) and Rep. Roskam (IL) and Rep. Johnson (IL) and Rep. Kirk (IL) and Rep. Schock (IL) and Rep. Manzullo (IL), #158, which would require that 90 days before the proposed transfer to the U.S. of any person detained at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, information regarding the detainee’s legal name, country of residence, act of terrorism committed, and behavioral record since capture shall be released to the general public.
Results: Defeated 3–8.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 431
Date: May 26, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5136.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Flake (AZ), #92, which would prohibit funding for the earmarks listed in House Report 111–491.
Results: Defeated 3–8.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 432
Date: May 26, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5136.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Gingrey (GA), #14, which would provide waiver authority to the Secretary of Defense (or a designee) to section 526 of the Energy Independence Act of 2007 if such a waiver is deemed necessary by the Secretary to further the readiness of the Armed Forces and national security objectives.
Results: Defeated 3–8.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 433
Date: May 26, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5136.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Olson (TX), #72, which would prohibit Habeas petitions in U.S. Federal Court on behalf of enemy combatants housed at the Bagram Air Base in Afghanistan and other U.S. Military Bases around the world.
Results: Defeated 3–8.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 434
Date: May 26, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5136.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Heller (NV), #25, which would require the Secretary of the Air Force to establish maps of acceptable, unacceptable, and unassessed locations for geothermal, wind, solar photovoltaic, and solar thermal trough systems on Air Force and adjoining property.
Results: Defeated 3–8.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 435
Date: May 26, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5136.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Olson (TX), #73, which would prohibit any civilian criminal trials in U.S. Federal Court for detainees housed at the detention center at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.
Results: Defeated 3–8.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 436
Date: May 26, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5136.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Bachmann (MN), #116, which would prohibit the Secretary of Defense from entering into contracts with any entity that provides Iran with censorship or surveillance technology or crime control equipment.
Results: Defeated 3–8.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 437
Date: May 26, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5136.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Burton (IN), #165, which would prevent any agreement for nuclear cooperation between the United States and any country that is assisting the nuclear program of Iran from entering into force and would prevent any license from being issued for export to such country of any nuclear goods or services until the President determines that Iran has verifiably dismantled its nuclear program.
Results: Defeated 3–8.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 438
Date: May 26, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5136.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Franks (AZ), #146, which would prevent the expenditure of any funds authorized in the bill from being used to support U.S. participation in the International Criminal Court.
Results: Defeated 3–8.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 439
Date: May 26, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5136.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Duncan Jr. (TN), #119, which would clarify the circumstances under which marriages between U.S. military personnel and foreign nationals shall be recognized as valid for immigration purposes in the event of the untimely death of the military member.
Results: Defeated 3–8.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 440
Date: June 8, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5072.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To report an open rule.
Results: Defeated 3–8.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 441
Date: June 8, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5072.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Garrett (NJ), #4, which would require FHA-approved private lenders to retain 5% of the risk of the loans they write by allowing FHA to insure only 95% of each loan.
Results: Defeated 3–8.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 442
Date: June 8, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5072.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Roskam (IL), #14, which would set a compensation limit at the level of the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff of the Armed Forces for executives at Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac while either is in conservatorship or receivership.
Results: Defeated 3–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 443
Date: June 8, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5072.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Garrett (NJ), #2, which would prohibit the Up-Front Premium from being financed into the loan amount.
Results: Defeated 3–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 444
Date: June 14, 2010.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Hensarling (TX) and Rep. Cummings (MD), #55, which would give the Special Inspector General for TARP (SIGTARP) oversight responsibility for the SBLF to ensure that bailout recipients aren’t able to escape effective oversight.
Results: Defeated 2–6.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Foxx—Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 445
Date: June 14, 2010.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Hensarling (TX), #36, which would state that banks must have a CAMELS rating of 1 or 2 in order to be eligible for SBLF funds.
Results: Defeated 2–6.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Foxx—Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 446
Date: June 14, 2010.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Reps. Bean (IL)/Rep. Dahlkemper (PA)/Lipinski (IL)/Quigley (IL)/Welch (VT)/Moore (KS)/Peters (MI)/Ellsworth (IN)/Hill (IN)/Hodes (NH)/Halvorson (IL)/Klein (FL)/Markey (CO)/Michaud (ME)/Holden (PA)/Murphy (NY), #56, which would temporarily expand the SBA 504 loan program to allow commercial real estate and fixed asset refinancing for small business owners current on payments. It would raise caps on SBA 504 guarantees to $5 million and to $5.5 million for small manufacturers.

Results: Defeated 2–6.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Foxx—Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 447
Date: June 14, 2010.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Bachmann (MN), #7, which would redirect federal funds withheld from States found in noncompliance with this act to pay down the national debt.
Results: Defeated 2–7.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Foxx—Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 448
Date: June 14, 2010.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. McClintock (CA), #15, which would prohibit authorization of appropriations by this bill from being effective following a year with a federal budget deficit.
Results: Defeated 2–7.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Foxx—Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 449
Date: June 23, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5175.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To report an open rule.
Results: Defeated 2–7.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 450
Date: June 23, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5175.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To provide 4 hours of general debate equally divided between the Chairman and Ranking Member of the Committee on House Administration.
Results: Defeated 2–7.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 451
Date: June 23, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5175.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order an amendment by Rep. Harper (MS), #25, which would provide that the Act shall become effective on January 1, 2011.
Results: Defeated 2–7.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 452
Date: June 23, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5175.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Edwards (MD), #9, which would require 501(c)(4) entities to disclose if it receives more than 15 percent in contributions from corporations or from donors that contribute more than $100,000.
Results: Defeated 2–7.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 453
Date: June 23, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5175.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Smith (TX), #1, which would replace current Sec. 401 of the bill, relating to judicial review, with the text of the judicial review provision that was contained in the original McCain-Feingold campaign finance law (P.L. 107–155).
Results: Defeated 2–6.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 454
Date: June 23, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5175.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Lungren (CA), #16, which would provide that the labor unions must certify no dues were received from foreign nationals prior to making political expenditures.
Results: Defeated 2–7.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 455
Date: June 23, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5175.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Lungren (CA) and Rep. Gingrey (GA), #17, which would provide that the prohibition on expenditures by government contractors shall also apply to labor unions representing employees of those contractors.
Results: Defeated 2–7.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 456
Date: June 23, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5175.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Reps. Lungren (CA) and Gingrey (GA), #22, which would provide that the prohibition on expenditures by government contractors shall also apply to labor unions having representational contracts with the government.

Results: Defeated 2–7.

Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 457
Date: June 30, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5618.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.

Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Heller (NV), #1, which would extend unemployment insurance, COBRA, and the current poverty guidelines until September 25th and is paid for with unused funds from the stimulus bill.

Results: Defeated 2–7.

Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 458
Date: July 1, 2010.
Measure: Senate amendment to H.R. 4899.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.

Summary of motion: To report a rule which provides for a motion to concur in the Senate amendment without further amendment to ensure our military has the needed funds to support our men and women on the front lines.

Results: Defeated 2–8.

Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 459
Date: July 13, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 1722.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.

Summary of motion: To report an open rule.

Results: Defeated 2–6.

Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 460
Date: July 13, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 1722.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.

Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for amendments #1, #2, and #3 offered by Rep. Issa to be separately debated for 10 minutes each. Amendment #1 would eliminate the requirement that each agency create a Telework Managing Officer position; amendment #2 would strike the ‘Telework Research’ section from the bill and would eliminate the requirement that the Director of OPM enter into a contract to conduct studies related to the utilization of telework; and amendment #3 would provide that telework policies shall not be subject to collective bargaining.

Results: Defeated 2–6.

Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 461
Date: July 13, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 1722.
Motion by: Mr. McGovern.
Summary of motion: To report the rule.
Results: Adopted 6–2.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Yea; Matsui—Yea; Arcuri—Yea; Pingree—Yea; Polis—Yea; Dreier—Nay; Foxx—Nay; Slaughter—Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 462
Date: July 14, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5114.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Hensarling (TX), #17, which would strike section 18 (Grants for Outreach to Property Owners and Renters).
Results: Defeated 2–6.
Vote by Members: Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 463
Date: July 14, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5114.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Garrett (NJ), #30, which would extend the authorizations in the bill to 2012, instead of 2015 as is in the bill.
Results: Defeated 2–6.
Vote by Members: Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 464
Date: July 14, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5114.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Neugebauer (TX), #58, which would apply the phase in of full actuarial rates that begins after three years for certain types of pre-FIRM properties (nonresidential properties, second homes, and newly sold pre-FIRM residences) to all pre-FIRM properties. The phase in period, effective date and transition period remain the same.
Results: Defeated 2–6.
Vote by Members: Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 465
Date: July 14, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5114.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Bachmann (MN), #43, which would strike section 22 (relating to flood insurance advocate). It also would require the GAO to issue a report on common problems insured individuals have in their interactions with FEMA and on laws that impose compliance burdens on insurers or FEMA. This amendment would direct the GAO to identify potential legislative, administrative, or regulatory changes that may be appropriate to mitigate such problems.
Results: Defeated 2–6.
Vote by Members: Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 466
Date: July 14, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5114.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To report an open rule.
Results: Defeated 2–6.
Vote by Members: Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 467
Date: July 21, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 1264.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To report an open rule.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 468
Date: July 21, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 1264.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Hensarling (TX), #1, which would delay implementation of multiperil coverage and windstorm coverage until the Federal Government has a budget surplus.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 469
Date: July 21, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 1264.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Hensarling (TX), #2, which would require that the National Flood Insurance Program fully repay its debt to taxpayers before multiperil coverage and windstorm coverage can be made available under the program.
Results: Defeated 4–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 470
Date: July 22, 2010.
Measure: Senate amendment to House amendment to Senate amendment to H.R. 4213.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for a substitute amendment by Rep. Heller (#1), which would extend unemployment insurance, COBRA, and the current poverty guidelines until the end of September and is paid for with unused funds from the stimulus bill.
Results: Defeated 3–7.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 471
Date: July 22, 2010.
Measure: Senate amendment to House amendment to Senate amendment to H.R. 4213.
Motion by: Mr. McGovern.
Summary of motion: To report the rule.
Results: Adopted 7–3.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Yea; Hastings (FL)—Yea; Matsui—Yea; Cardoza—Yea; Arcuri—Yea; Pingree—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Nay; Sessions—Nay; Foxx—Nay; Slaughter—Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 472
Date: July 27, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5822.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To report an open rule.
Results: Defeated 3–7.
Vote by Members: Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 473
Date: July 27, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5822.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Djou (HI), #15, which would restore the Presidential level of funding for the Guam realignment and to maintain a robust military presence in the Asia-Pacific region. Funding for the restoration was reallocated from military construction accounts that were above the President's request.
Results: Defeated 3–7.
Vote by Members: Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 474
Date: July 27, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5822.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Moran (KS), #26, which would prohibit funding for the VA to forward the names of veterans to the FBI's National Instant Criminal Background Check System (NICS)—which prevents individuals from purchasing and possessing firearms—without a judicial authority first determining that these individuals pose a danger to themselves or others. Currently, the VA denies gun ownership rights to veterans for whom they appoint a fiduciary to assist in managing their financial affairs, a decision based solely on a veteran's capacity to manage his or her VA funds and not on information relevant to a veteran's capacity to own and purchase firearms.
Results: Defeated 3–7.
Vote by Members: Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 475
Date: July 28, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5893.
Motion by: Ms. Matsui.
Summary of motion: To report the rule.
Results: Adopted 6–3.
Vote by Members: Hastings (FL)—Yea; Matsui—Yea; Arcuri—Yea; Perlmutter—Yea; Pingree—Yea; Polis—Yea; Dreier—Nay; Diaz-Balart, L.—Nay; Foxx—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 476
Date: July 28, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5850.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To report an open rule.
Results: Defeated 3–7.
Rules Committee record vote No. 477
Date: July 28, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5850.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Thompson (PA), #56, which would prohibit funds from being used to alter the Appalachian Regional Development Highway System (ADHS) mileage in Pennsylvania.
Results: Defeated 3–7.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Foxx—Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 478
Date: July 28, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5850.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Carter (TX), #47, which would collect the undesignated funds that are available under SAFETEA–LU and send them out to the states by formula for the state and communities to use for eligible highway and bus activities.
Results: Defeated 3–7.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Foxx—Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 479
Date: July 28, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5850.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for amendments #15, #16 offered by Rep. Sessions of Texas and #24 offered by Rep. Thornberry of Texas, to each be separately debated for 10 minutes each. Amendment #15 would prohibit Amtrak from using funds for long-distance routes whose total direct costs are more than twice its total revenue. Amendment #16 would reduce the appropriations to Amtrak for Capital and Debt Service Grants by $201,875,000—making it the same as the FY2010 level. Amendment #24 would prohibit any funds from being used to subsidize sleeper class service on any long distance Amtrak route and would reduce Amtrak’s operating grants that are used to cover losses by $120,000,000.
Results: Defeated 3–7.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Foxx—Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 480
Date: July 28, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5850.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Brown-Waite (FL), #93, which would strike $20 million from the Secretary of Transportation’s Salaries and Expenses budget to cover the cost of road signs indicating Recovery Act projects.
Results: Defeated 3–7.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Foxx—Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 481
Date: July 28, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5850.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for amendments #5 by Rep. Blackburn of Tennessee, #13 by Rep. Broun of Georgia, and #6 by Rep. Heller of Nevada to be separately debated for 10 minutes each. Amendment #5 would make a cut of 5 percent, $3.37 billion, to the appropriation amount in the bill. Amendment #13 would reduce by 0.5 percent each amount appropriated by this Act considered discretionary. Amendment #6 would reduce funding for salaries and expenses for the Secretaries of Transportation (by $8,929,000) and Housing and Urban Development (by $3,410,000) to fiscal year 2010 levels.

Results: Defeated 3–7.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Foxx—Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 482
Date: July 28, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 5850.
Motion by: Ms. Matsui.
Summary of motion: To report the rule.
Results: Adopted 7–3.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Yea; Hastings (FL)—Yea; Matsui—Yea; Arcuri—Yea; Perlmutter—Yea; Pingree—Yea; Polis—Yea; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Foxx—Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 483
Date: July 29, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 3534 and H.R. 5851.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Results: Defeated 3–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 484
Date: July 29, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 3534 and H.R. 5851.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Results: Defeated 3–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 485
Date: July 29, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 3534 and H.R. 5851.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Salazar (CO), #26, which would strike titles II-VIII of the bill.
Results: Defeated 3–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 486
Date: July 29, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 3534 and H.R. 5851.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Cassidy (LA) and Rep. Fleming (LA), #2, which would terminate moratoriums on offshore drilling.
Results: Defeated 3–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 487
Date: July 29, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 3534 and H.R. 5851.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Lamborn (CO), #20, which would strike section 802, which gives the Secretary of Interior the ability to impose a conservation fee of $2 per barrel of oil for production from all new and existing federal onshore and offshore leases.
Results: Defeated 4–8.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Yea; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 488
Date: July 29, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 3534 and H.R. 5851.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Cassidy (LA), #70, which would establish an independent, bipartisan National Commission on Outer Continental Shelf Oil Spill Prevention with expertise in petroleum engineering, oil and gas production, rig safety and environmental protection. The Commission would investigate the Deepwater Horizon oil spill and make recommendations to improve the safety of offshore energy production.
Results: Defeated 3–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 489
Date: July 29, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 3534 and H.R. 5851.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Lummis (WY) and Rep. Herger (CA), #65, which would remove authority for regulating onshore oil, gas and mineral resources from the Bureau of Energy and Resource Management, and the Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement. Onshore federal land resource management will remain in the jurisdiction of the Bureau of Land Management (BLM).
Results: Defeated 3–9.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.
Date: August 9, 2010.
Measure: Senate amendment to the House amendment to the Senate amendment to H.R. 1586.
Motion By: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To grant an open rule.
Results: Defeated 3–8.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 491
Date: August 9, 2010.
Measure: Senate amendment to the House amendment to the Senate amendment to H.R. 1586.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To make in order an amendment by Rep. Culberson (#2), which would strike paragraph 11 in section 101 of the Senate amendment. Paragraph 11 imposes additional requirements on the State of Texas regarding the use of education funds.
Results: Defeated 3–8.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 492
Date: August 9, 2010.
Measure: Senate amendment to the House amendment to the Senate amendment to H.R. 1586.
Motion by: Mr. McGovern.
Summary of motion: To report the rule.
Results: Adopted 8–3.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Yea; Hastings (FL)—Yea; Matsui—Yea; Cardoza—Yea; Perlmutter—Yea; Pingree—Yea; Polis—Yea; Dreier—Nay; Sessions—Nay; Foxx—Nay; Slaughter—Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 493
Date: September 15, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4785.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To report an open rule.
Results: Defeated 2–6.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 494
Date: September 15, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 4785.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment by Rep. Barton (TX), #11, which would strike section 1 of the substitute, eliminating the Home Star Energy Efficiency Loan Program and making technical and conforming changes. Also would require that all items on the master list of residential energy efficiency measures be recommended by the Secretary of Agriculture.
Results: Defeated 2–7.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 495
Date: September 22, 2010.
Measure: Senate amendment to H.R. 5297.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To limit the same day authority to only the Continuing Resolution.
Results: Defeated 3–8.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 496
Date: September 22, 2010.
Measure: Senate amendment to H.R. 5297.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To allow the ranking member of the Committee on Financial Services one motion to concur in the Senate amendment with one germane amendment.
Results: Defeated 3–8.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 497
Date: September 29, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 847.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for a substitute amendment offered by the Minority Leader or his designee to H.R. 2378, the “Currency Reform for Fair Trade Act.”
Results: Defeated 2–7.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 498
Date: September 29, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 847.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order a motion offered by Rep. Hoekstra (MI) to disagree in the Senate amendment to H.R. 2701, the “Intelligence Authorization Act of 2010,” and request a conference thereon.
Results: Defeated 2–7.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 499
Date: September 29, 2010.
Measure: H.R. 847.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide appropriate waivers for an amendment in the nature of a substitute by Rep. Reichert (WA) and Rep. Poe (TX), #5, which would: (1) strike the tax increase used as a pay-for that had been rejected first in H.R. 3962 and then in H.R. 4849, and was added to H.R. 847 prior to consideration of the bill by the House; (2) replace it with the $1.6 billion remaining money not used for the census, plus the $4.99 billion in rescissions that were contained in the House-adopted amendment to H.R. 4899, but were not included in the Senate amendment to H.R. 1586; (3) include the language from the PQ to H.R. 4785—Requiring the Collection of Unpaid Taxes from Federal Employees.
Results: Defeated 2–7.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 500
Date: November 17, 2010.
Measure: Senate amendment to H.R. 1722.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide the appropriate waivers for a substitute amendment if offered by Representative Issa of California or his designee.
Results: Defeated 2–7.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 501
Date: November 29, 2010.
Measure: Senate amendments to H.R. 4783.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order an amendment by Rep. Hastings (WA), #1, which would limit the total amount awarded for attorneys’ fees, expenses, and costs to no more than $50 million.
Results: Defeated 2–6.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 502
Date: November 30, 2010.
Measure: S. 3307.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To report an open rule.
Results: Defeated 3–6.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Foxx—Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 503
Date: November 30, 2010.
Measure: S. 3307.
Motion by: Mr. Lincoln Diaz-Balart.
Summary of motion: To make in order a substitute amendment by Rep. Kline (MN), #1, which would reauthorize and update several programs within the Richard B. Russell School Lunch Program, Women, Infants, and Children Program, and the Child and Adult Care Food Program.
Results: Defeated 3–6.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Diaz-Balart, L.—Yea; Foxx—Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 504
Date: December 1, 2010.
Measure: Senate amendment to H.R. 4853.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide the appropriate waivers for an amendment if offered by the Ranking Member of the Ways and Means Committee, or his designee.
Results: Defeated 2–7.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 505
Date: December 1, 2010.
Measure: Senate amendment to H.R. 4853.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To increase time for debate to 3 hours.
Results: Defeated 2–7.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Cardoza—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 506
Date: December 1, 2010.
Measure: Senate amendment to H.R. 4853.
Motion by: Mr. McGovern.
Summary of motion: To report the rule.
Results: Adopted 7–2.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Yea; Cardoza—Yea; Arcuri—Yea; Perlmutter—Yea; Pingree—Yea; Polis—Yea; Dreier—Nay; Foxx—Nay; Slaughter—Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 507
Date: December 7, 2010.
Measure: H. Res. 1752—Waiving a requirement of clause 6(a) of rule XIII with respect to consideration of certain resolutions reported from the Committee on Rules, and providing for consideration of motions to suspend the rules.
Motion by: Mr. McGovern.
Summary of motion: To report the rule.
Results: Adopted 6–3.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Yea; Hastings (FL)—Yea; Matsui—Yea; Pingree—Yea; Polis—Yea; Dreier—Nay; Diaz-Balart, L.—Nay; Foxx—Nay; Slaughter—Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 508
Date: December 8, 2010.
Measure: Senate amendment to H.R. 3082.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To allow Mr. Lewis of California to offer a substitute amendment to the motion by the chair of the Appropriations Committee that the House concur in the Senate Amendment to H.R. 3082 with an amendment.
Results: Defeated 2–7.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 509
Date: December 8, 2010.
Measure: Senate amendment to H.R. 3082.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To allow Mr. Kagen of Wisconsin to offer an amendment to the motion by the chair of the Appropriations Committee that the House concur in the Senate Amendment to H.R. 3082 with an amendment.
Results: Defeated 3–6.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Perlmutter—Yea; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 510
Date: December 8, 2010.
Measure: Senate amendment to H.R. 3082.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To allow Mr. Barton of Texas to offer a substitute amendment to the motion by the chair of the Appropriations Committee that the House concur in the Senate Amendment to H.R. 3082 with an amendment.
Results: Defeated 2–7.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 511
Date: December 8, 2010.
Measure: Senate amendment to H.R. 3082.
Motion by: Mr. Sessions.
Summary of motion: To divide the question on adoption of the motion between the Continuing Resolution and the FDA Food Safety Modernization Act.
Results: Defeated 2–7.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 512
Date: December 8, 2010.
Measure: Senate amendments to H.R. 5281.
Motion by: Mr. McGovern.
Summary of motion: To report the rule.
Results: Adopted 8–2.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Yea; Hastings (FL)—Yea; Matsui—Yea; Arcuri—Yea; Perlmutter—Yea; Pingree—Yea; Polis—Yea; Dreier—Yea; Foxx—Nay; Slaughter—Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 513
Date: December 15, 2010.
Measure: Senate amendment to H.R. 2965.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To report an open rule.
Results: Defeated 2–6.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 514
Date: December 15, 2010.
Measure: Senate amendment to H.R. 2965.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and waive all points of order for a substitute amendment offered by Ranking Member McKeon or his designee.
Results: Defeated 2–6.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Hastings (FL)—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Yea.

Rules Committee record vote No. 515
Date: December 15, 2010.
Measure: Senate amendment to H.R. 2965.
Motion by: Mr. Hastings (FL).
Summary of motion: To report the rule.
Results: Adopted 6–2.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Yea; Hastings (FL)—Yea; Matsui—Yea; Perlmutter—Yea; Pingree—Yea; Polis—Yea; Dreier—Yea; Sessions—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 516
Date: December 15, 2010.
Measure: Senate amendment to the House amendment to the Senate amendment to H.R. 4853.
Motion by: Mr. Dreier.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide the necessary waivers for all amendments submitted to the Rules Committee.
Results: Defeated 2–7.
Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.

Rules Committee record vote No. 517
Date: December 15, 2010.
Measure: Senate amendment to the House amendment to the Senate amendment to H.R. 4853.
Motion by: Dr. Foxx.
Summary of motion: To make in order and provide any necessary waivers for an amendment by Rep. Pence (IN), #1, which would permanently extend the tax rates established in 2001 and 2003, permanently repeal
the estate tax, maintain the current tax level on capital gains and dividends income, and provide permanent tax relief from the Alternative Minimum Tax by raising the AMT exemption.

Results: Defeated 2–7.

Vote by Members: McGovern—Nay; Matsui—Nay; Arcuri—Nay; Perlmutter—Nay; Pingree—Nay; Polis—Nay; Dreier—Yea; Foxx—Yea; Slaughter—Nay.
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